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Foreword

�

As someone who’s known Matt Hutaff for more than 
10 years, I can probably answer a quest�on many of 
h�s longt�me readers have wondered: “Who the hell 

is this guy?” (Or maybe the more specific question would be,  
“Who the hell does th�s guy th�nk he �s?”) But I’m not 
tell�ng, partly because I don’t want to �ndulge �n chummy 
rem�n�scences, and partly because �t’s more fun leav�ng that a 
mystery. Bes�des, all you need to know �s there �n h�s wr�t�ng.

One th�ng I can say �s that, yes, he means every word. Noth�ng 
you’ll read here �s solely for the sake of provocat�on. Oh, he 
l�kes mak�ng people upset – as you’ll not�ce, he has a g�ft for 
the inflammatory headline – but if he angers folks, I suspect for 
h�m �t’s just further proof that he’s forc�ng people to recons�der 
the�r most beloved assumpt�ons. 

Read�ng through th�s collect�on of essays – several of wh�ch 
I edited when they first ran in his column, Canon Fodder, at  
The Simon – I’m �mpressed by Matt’s ab�l�ty to stay �ncensed. 
He is hardly the first columnist, especially on the free-for-all 
Internet, to make h�s name by cons�stently hurl�ng Molotov 
cockta�ls at sacred cows. But h�s column was never just about 
b�le. Armed w�th a combat�ve vo�ce, he set about demand�ng 
a sw�ft return to common sense, look�ng at rece�ved w�sdom 
w�th a very susp�c�ous gaze. It’s �mportant to note that when 
Matt started wr�t�ng these p�eces �n the summer of 2003, the 
Un�ted States and �ts all�es had recently taken Iraq, Saddam 
Husse�n was on the loose, the search for WMDs was st�ll 
very much �n effect, and Amer�cans were generally �n favor 
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of Pres�dent Bush and h�s pol�c�es. In those days espec�ally, 
Canon Fodder was a steady solace for anyone who disagreed 
w�th the �nvas�on and openly wondered �f the Un�ted States 
was mak�ng a terr�ble m�stake. Matt prov�ded a rally�ng cry, 
and his confident diatribes made you feel less alone in disliking 
the macho stup�d�ty of our new cowboy d�plomacy.   

But �f Matt’s pol�t�cs are to the left, h�s attacks on the 
media demonstrate that he’s no easy-to-peg liberal either.  
He part�cularly enjoys tak�ng apart emot�onally sens�t�ve 
top�cs, l�ke rel�g�on or gun control or the deaths of the 
astronauts aboard the space shuttle Columbia. Read h�s column 
long enough and you’re bound to come across an art�cle that 
absolutely �nfur�ates you. (I can name several.) But that’s what 
you s�gn up for when you start read�ng somebody l�ke Matt: 
For all h�s art�cles that make you nod your head �n agreement, 
every once in a while you’re brought face-to-face with one 
of h�s contrary v�ewpo�nts, and �t makes you real�ze just how 
merc�lessly assured h�s perspect�ve �s. F�tt�ngly, the nasty letters 
we get �n response to h�s p�eces are usually wr�tten �n a v�olent 
spew of vitriolic words that aren’t spell-checked or pondered 
before they’re sent to us. Matt gets under people’s sk�n, and no 
one �s safe. 

Matt may be angry, but he’ll surpr�se you w�th h�s 
thoughtfulness. H�s sect�on on rel�g�on wouldn’t be nearly as 
biting if he didn’t make clear from the outset that he’s Christian 
himself. Knowing that, his disgust at certain Christians who 
want to force the�r bel�efs on others comes from a place of 
real sadness and not the usual literate-urban condescension. 
Raised Catholic but growing increasingly disenfranchised by 
the corruption within my Church, I think Matt is as good 
as anyone at articulating the disturbing influence of a more 
politicized, self-righteous spirituality that’s been creeping into 
Amer�can culture even before a certa�n pres�dent and h�s �ntern 
dec�ded to get to know one another a l�ttle better. 

Speak�ng of rel�g�on, I feel �t �mportant to touch on one sect�on 
of th�s book �n part�cular. Matt has been pretty relentless �n 
h�s d�sapproval of Israel’s pol�c�es, wh�ch �s an unpopular 
stance, wh�le be�ng sure to d�fferent�ate between d�sl�k�ng 
a government’s act�ons and respect�ng a people and the�r 
rel�g�ous bel�efs. Glanc�ng back across th�s sect�on, I remember 
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very v�v�dly how uncomfortable I felt when these art�cles 
first ran in The Simon: Would Matt be labeled an anti-Semite? 
Would we all? (I also st�ll remember how s�ck I got after the 
ed�tors rece�ved d�sturb�ng letters from hatemongers s�ncerely 
thank�ng us for help�ng to r�d the world of those ev�l Jews.) 
My guess �s that no sect�on �n th�s book w�ll �nsp�re as much 
pass�onate response. Matt certa�nly leaves h�mself open to 
charges of �nsens�t�v�ty; he takes pa�ns to assert h�s cr�t�c�sm 
of Israel� pol�cymakers �s �n no way an assault on those of the 
Jew�sh fa�th, w�thout perhaps fully understand�ng how for 
many Jews that d�st�nct�on �s far more compl�cated. I do ask 
that readers not automat�cally assume that h�s compla�nts are 
based on b�gotry. Even then, you may st�ll d�sagree w�th h�m.   

I’ve been ed�t�ng Matt’s p�eces at The Simon for four years 
now. In that t�me, I have not seen h�m once. (Blame �t on busy 
schedules, jobs, d�fferent groups of fr�ends, and marr�ages.) 
Consequently, much like it is for his readers, he has become this 
shadowy figure, emerging from the ether at regular intervals 
to let fly with another salvo before retreating into his own 
world unt�l the next assault. I could wr�ng h�s neck somet�mes,  
but on the whole Matt’s words have been a comfort�ng presence 
�n my l�fe. He �s th�s fervent, car�ng vo�ce demand�ng that we 
th�nk for ourselves. I’m not sure who the hell th�s guy th�nks 
he �s, but �t’s been a pleasure to get a gl�mpse through these 
columns.

T�m Gr�erson
June 2007
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Journalism consists largely in saying ‘’Lord James is dead’’ to  
people who never knew Lord James was alive.

– Gilbert Keith Chesterton



 



Firing Ann Coulter:  
The Real Story

What really happened between the columnist and 
the USA Today that got her booted from her DNC 
assignment? The answer may reside in these email 

exchanges between the two sides…

D

July 28, 2004

�

From: “Ann Coulter”
To: “Brian Gallagher – USA TODAY”
Sent: Sunday, July 25, 2004 4:20 PM
Subject: My first piece

Hey Brian,

Attached are my first impressions of the Democratic 
National Convention. Pretty much what I expected 
from the event – my reaction shouldn’t be any 
crazier than normal.

Let me know what you think. I think you’ll like 
how I claim Dennis Kucinich is incapable of even 
running a convenience store!

Take care,
Ann

P.S. I’m so glad you’re handling the editing 
of this one and not Ibrahim. With that clipped 
accent and “Muslim” name, I thought I was punting 
for Al Jazeera!

Attachment: i_fucking_rule.doc

9
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From: “Brian Gallagher – USA TODAY”
To: “Ann Coulter”
Sent: Sunday, July 25, 2004 5:09 PM
Subject: Re: My first piece

Ann,

Glad to be on board! Ibrahim’s on vacation this 
week – I think he’s off on a pilgrimage or 
something – so I’m happy to fill in.

I’m looking over the piece on a purely textual 
level and I’m not seeing anything Strunk and 
White would be fuming over; give me an hour and 
I’ll have comments. Don’t want to keep my star 
pundit up late with rewrites!

Best,
Brian

9

From: “Ann Coulter”
To: “Brian Gallagher – USA TODAY”
Sent: Sunday, July 25, 2004 5:12 PM
Subject: No problem

Brian,

Take your time. I’m going to walk over to the 
“Free Speech Zone” and goof on the protestors. 
(I get into that in the article, too.)   
Can you imagine liberal protestors? Isn’t that  
an oxymoron, like journalistic integrity?

-A-

9

From: “Brian Gallagher – USA TODAY”
To: “Ann Coulter”
Sent: Sunday, July 25, 2004 6:17 PM
Subject: Comments

Ann,

Okay, I’ve had a chance to look over your piece a 
couple times. A few comments:

Do we really need to call Democrats  
“Spawn  of Satan”? I was under the impression 
that’s what Libertarians are.

1.
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While it’s true that only ugly women are 
Democrats, is it something that they want 
to hear in their favorite national daily?  
It’s like punching someone in the mouth and 
then telling them they have bad teeth.
Just a thought: do you think people you’re 
ideologically aligned with wear flag “clothing” 
because they have absolutely hideous fashion 
sense? Never hurts to be playful with both 
sides – shows your objectivity.
All cops hate Democrats? I never knew that! 
Such a generalization would normally have 
me running for my fact book, but I know you 
double-check your sources.
Another comment: you call Dennis Kucinich 
“little,” but I’ve played strip poker with 
both him and Howard Dean, and Kucinich is by 
far and away the most well-hung man I’ve ever 
seen. They don’t call him the Vegan Viper for 
nothing – the man has a tube snake nesting in 
his pants!
Regarding 7-11: I think if a filthy immigrant 
can manage to stand there and count pennies 
for 8 hours, the Viper could do it, too. 
Or are you saying that he’s so stunted 
intellectually even doing that taxes his mind? 
If so, scathing!
Regarding the whole “Nazi” thing, do we  
really want to invoke Godwin’s Law? It does 
derail the author’s entire message. Maybe we 
should move that stuff to the end of the piece 
so the train wreck is a spectacular finish 
(wink wink)?
Likening people who want their loved ones 
home from war to Stalinist teachers – strong 
stuff.

You’re definitely off to a roaring start for the 
week! If I could voice a few objections:

Non-sequiturs: The piece leaps from topic to 
topic without spending much time on any of 
them. Any chance you could trim out one or 
two “mini-stories” and devote more attention 
to greater issues?
“No-truth-zone”: Come now, surely there must 
have been some truth being spoken in that 
razor-wire pen? I’ll bet the protestors were 
voicing their true hatred of being penned 
away, totally invisible to the convention. 
At the very least, I’m betting someone was 
talking about how much they like their kid or 
wife.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

•

•
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Jimmy Carter: Can you please elaborate on how 
he’s responsible for American relations with 
the Middle East and much of the terror in the 
world? That’s an explosive charge that you 
kind of just threw out there. If true, write 
a column on that – if false, I need to call 
our lawyers.
Hatred: Is it really necessary? Bear in mind 
we are a national daily, and half the votes in 
2000 were for Gore. We don’t want to alienate 
50% of our readership.

Otherwise, everything else is fabulous!

Best,
Brian

9 

From: “Ann Coulter”
To: “Brian Gallagher – USA TODAY”
Sent: Sunday, July 25, 2004 6:59 PM
Subject: Re: Comments

Brian,

Everything else is fabulous? Do you mean my 
hilarious “code system” bookends that open and 
close the piece? BECAUSE THAT IS THE ONLY THING 
YOU DO NOT WANT CHANGED.

USA Today hired me to do what I do  
best – give flip, off-the-cuff remarks about a 
number of piddling items of little importance 
while trashing Democrats. Have you never read one 
of my pieces? A few weeks ago I called Democrats 
rapist sympathizers because they think Allawi is 
no better than Saddam Hussein and simultaneously 
goof on Hussein’s two dead sons! That’s satire!

I don’t know if your comments about the veracity 
of my statements or how I jump around on the page 
with no rhyme or reason to my ranting were your 
attempt at being “clever,” but I didn’t find it 
amusing.

The article stands as is.

-A-

•

•
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From: “Ann Coulter”
To: “Brian Gallagher – USA TODAY”
Sent: Sunday, July 25, 2004 7:01 PM
Subject: Re: Comments

Brian,

Ignore that last e-mail. Must be some of that 
“hatred” you don’t like! LOL

I’ll see if I can make some of the changes 
you’re talking about. It’s not like me to write 
something coherent, but there’s a first time for 
everything!

-A-

9

From: “Ann Coulter”
To: “Brian Gallagher – USA TODAY”
Sent: Sunday, July 25, 2004 7:04 PM
Subject: Second draft

I’m reading my stuff and laughing out loud. 
I think I’ll keep it as is, although I did 
misspell the word “hippie” in “fragrant  
hippie-chick pie wagons they call ‘women.’” 
Consider it fixed.

-A-

Attachment: i_fucking_rule_redux.doc

9

From: “Brian Gallagher – USA TODAY”
To: “Ann Coulter”
Sent: Sunday, July 25, 2004 7:29 PM
Subject: Re: Second draft

Ann,

Thanks for finding the typo. I found it during 
my read-through and changed it myself. However,  
I had a thought – bear with me while I hash it 
out in e-mail:

I know you hate the Democrats, but it seems like 
a waste of 12 inches (no, I’m not talking about 
Kucinich, LOL, I mean newsprint) to make specious 
and derogatory remarks about how some Dems dress or 
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act when you can really attack the policy of the 
party.

For example, John Kerry. The guy is like a carbon 
copy of Bush on foreign policy, he went to the 
same school, was in the same secret society.  
He’s a rich white guy whose greatest political 
move was to close the case on POWs/MIAs in 
Asia. And yet he’s supposed to be a Democratic 
“salvation”?

Wouldn’t it be great to open your week reporting 
on the DNC to interview people who’ve pinned all 
their hope on Kerry, only to reveal to them that 
he’s almost policy-for-policy Bush? Then make fun 
of them!

I figure it’s relevant while hope-dashing, and it 
makes fun of people you don’t like. Sound doable? 
I bet there’s still time to go over there and get 
some interviews if possible.

Best,
Brian

9

From: “Ann Coulter”
To: “Brian Gallagher – USA TODAY”
Sent: Sunday, July 25, 2004 8:00 PM
Subject: Second draft

Not a bad idea, but no. It’s not as much fun to 
argue a point as it is to mock people for things 
outside their control. That’s what people are 
looking for in political commentary, anyway.

It’s why Bill O’Reilly makes a challenge to debate 
anyone about the PATRIOT Act and then backs down 
when someone takes him up on the challenge.  
No need for follow-through.

-A-

9
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From: “Brian Gallagher – USA TODAY”
To: “Ann Coulter”
Sent: Sunday, July 25, 2004 8:15 PM
Subject: Re: Second draft

Ann,

I’m begging you to reconsider. Let me put it 
succinctly: what you’ve handed in to me is  
bad – stupendously, amazingly, monumentally bad.

Nothing is well-substantiated. It’s a random, 
aimless attempt at humor that falls flatter than 
your weak rhetoric. The sly conspiratorial air 
you hold is contemptuous. Most important, though, 
even the most mildly retarded chimp would find 
numerous factual errors.

I’ve given you a topic that millions of people 
would like to see commented on. Your acid tongue 
would serve the subject well. What you’ve 
submitted, however, isn’t fit to publish in 
something not owned by Rupert Murdoch.

Sincerely,
Brian

P.S. Don’t take what I’ve said personally.

9

From: “Ann Coulter”
To: “Brian Gallagher – USA TODAY”
Sent: Sunday, July 25, 2004 9:00 PM
Subject: Monumentally bad? You little shit.

B, let me make this short – I know you need 
to get back to proofing the hundreds of  
three-dimensional pie charts the Money section 
needs for tomorrow’s edition.

Bad, vindictive humor with little substance to 
back it up is Ann Coulter. It’s what you bought 
when you hired me. I’ve built a career out of 
talking directly out of my ass. I’m a demagogue. 
And I’m not doing real journalism. Not for you. 
Not for anyone.

If you don’t like my piece, fine. I’ll just post 
it on my web site and crow how you and your staff 
“couldn’t take” what I’m about. People don’t read 
me to get any insight into politics, they read 
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me because I piss on the floor and yell about it 
the loudest.

I get attention. And this piece is going to get 
attention whether or not it appears in your 
paper.

-A-

9

From: “Brian Gallagher – USA TODAY”
To: “Ann Coulter”
Sent: Sunday, July 25, 2004 10:20 PM
Subject: Re: Monumentally bad? You little shit.

Ann,

I’m saddened to hear your response. We won’t be 
running your piece tomorrow; I just got out of a 
dinner meeting with my boss and he’s decided to 
pull your reports from the paper. I’m sorry we 
couldn’t work together on this. We’ll say we just 
differences over editing of a fairly ordinary 
have kind. I don’t think people will be too 
surprised.

I hope you’ll be more open to critique should we 
work together again.

Best,
Brian

9

From: “Ann Coulter”
To: “Brian Gallagher – USA TODAY”
Sent: Sunday, July 25, 2004 11:00 PM
Subject: Uh huh.

Whatever, Libertarian.

-A-



Somebody Silence
Deep Throat

The biggest piece of the Watergate puzzle is at 
last revealed – and it couldn’t have come at a more 

inopportune time.

D

June 8, 2005

11

With all due respect, Mr. Felt, you couldn’t have 
picked a worse time to come out of the closet.

Few secrets are worth taking to the grave, and the identity of 
“Deep Throat” is a mystery the world has debated for more 
than �0 years. We the People applaud your commitment to 
exposing the machinations of Watergate (it almost absolves you 
of your treacherous role in spearheading COINTELPRO) and 
ushering in an age of cynicism towards government.

Thanks to your actions, the political landscape of the United 
States has been irrefutably redefined. Because of your efforts, 
journalism shone brightly as a weapon against corruption and 
arrogance. You have served well.

That is, unfortunately, precisely why I wish you’d remained 
in the shadows. Deep Throat was about revealing malfeasance 
and punishing evil at the highest levels of government.  
Now it’s just another sad media distraction from the crimes of 
the Bush administration. That’s a poor end to a fine legacy.

9

The identity of Deep Throat is not news. It is both the final 
piece of a puzzle that ceased to be interesting long ago as well 
as a veritable cash cow for Mark Felt. It’s even a chance for 
Nixon loyalists to stew and wax angrily for any pundit willing 
to put them on television. But real, substantive news? No.
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Perhaps I simply place too narrow a definition on 
newsworthiness. To me news is important, and relevant 
truth impacts the world. I don’t weigh its value based on 
positive or negative content; chances are the more negative 
or criminal the news, the more important it is to know.  
Shockingly, high-speed car chases do not factor into this 
category.

That’s why Deep Throat rates as mere curiosity to me.  
Does this latest revelation impact anything save the pocketbooks 
of Felt or his publishers? Does Felt’s name lend credence to 
events that came to their conclusion �0 years ago – or revise 
the historical record? Watergate and Nixon’s downfall are 
great stories older than I am; the names of the reporters and the 
source that brought the scandal to a head are incidental.

But Deep Throat evokes discussion among the talking 
heads who are paid to decide what we know. It recalls the  
long-forgotten era of responsible journalism not beholden to 
corporate interests, an era when men and women of the United 
States didn’t instinctively disregard what they read and saw as 
shameless propaganda – or worse. Simply being involved in this 
story is enough to make anchors and columnists feel like they 
didn’t waste their lives on a vapid, silly career.

Even better, talking endlessly about Deep Throat gives the 
mainstream media an illusion they provide a service. Instead of 
filling 24 hours a day with endless jabber about Michael Jackson 
or runaway bride Jennifer Wilbanks, Deep Throat serves as the 
perfect media distraction – one steeped in legitimacy, history 
and significance. And it sells advertising.

Only the topic changes. Instead of nameless throngs of 
people screaming for the incarceration of the Runaway Bride,  
G. Gordon Liddy and other Watergate scumbags pontificate 
on Felt’s cowardice. Did Michael Jackson touch a little boy?  
Who cares – some nameless author correctly guessed  
Deep Throat’s identity 1� years ago. Same amount of substance, 
heightened amounts of trickery. Who cares?

I don’t. I find the whole affair shameful. Much like the  
around-the-clock coverage of the pope’s decomposition, 
this media circus serves as a smokescreen to issues the Bush 
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Administration doesn’t want televised. And that’s the irony 
in using a powerful cautionary tale of one man and the media 
versus an oppressive government as a means to squash media 
coverage of another oppressive government. Must Deep Throat 
be corrupted so?

Of course. Even Americans tire of the bread and circuses flung 
at them as distraction. New stories are needed constantly; 
frankly, it’s amazing the amount of energy the government uses 
to lie against its own people.

But lie they must. Bush would rather fellate Dick Cheney 
than let his dim-witted plebes know about the Downing Street 
Memo. It’s been more than a month since the story proving 
Bush manipulated data and lied to Congress as a pretext to 
invade Iraq broke in the UK. The story is well-spread outside 
the United States; indeed, Internet news sources are constantly 
trumpeting these lies as impeachable and seditious acts.  
By all accounts, Bush & Co. should be standing on the floor of 
the Hague for a war crime trial second only to Nuremberg.

Has this story made even a blip on mainstream web sites, in 
newspapers or on television?

Or AIPAC? You know, the spy scandal from the Israeli 
lobby (“Israel – an American Value”) that served as the 
conduit of false information from the Likudniks in Tel Aviv 
to the Office of Special Planning in the Pentagon? Even more 
shocking than the federally sealed list of charges is that the 
affair is continually played down – by our own representatives,  
no less! – as Americans passing secrets to Israel. Uh, no.  
Try again.

Will these two huge news items ever see the light of day in 
the mainstream American press? That’s to be seen. John Kerry 
promised to call for Bush’s impeachment this past Monday 
based on the content of the Downing Street Memo; we all 
know that didn’t happen.

But it needs to, and soon. The world is watching the United 
States. We all know we were lied to. They all know that we 
know. Remain silent on these issues and we stand exposed as 
the cowards and simpletons of the 21st century. Remain silent 
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while reveling in the memories of the destruction of the Nixon 
Administration – Hmm. Someone ought to promote that as a 
MasterCard campaign.

After all, it’s not just plain hypocritical – it’s priceless.



Howard Stern is More Decent 
than Your Government

Is this the end of freedom of speech?

D

March 8, 2004

1�

Listening to Howard Stern during my morning commute 
has suddenly become interesting again.

For the past two weeks, the popular social commentator has 
launched vocal opposition to both the Federal Communications 
Commission (a longtime foe) and the Bush Administration. 
Like many Americans frustrated at watching their government 
transform into a tool of the Religious Right, Stern’s initial 
support for Bush and the war in Iraq has since evaporated. In 
fact, Stern is asking anyone who’ll listen to vote for Democratic 
nominee John Kerry during the presidential election.

While this about-face is certainly a self-serving rallying cry 
to protect his controversial show, the adage “better late than 
never” couldn’t be more appropriate at this point in time.

Ever since Janet Jackson’s Super Bowl halftime spectacle, 
the clear social agenda has been to thrust the moral compass 
of the United States back in time �0 years. We’re coming up 
on the golden anniversary of Senator Joe McCarthy’s censure 
for trying to enforce behavior and decency standards on  
Americans – are we really condemned to repeat this miserable 
attempt at thought control?

Like McCarthy, the FCC is spinning controversy out of 
nothing. Tail Gunner Joe had a piece of paper with a bunch of 
names scribbled on it, a roomful of old ladies, and an explosive 
charge. FCC Chairman Michael Powell has a five-second video 
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clip of a breast and a few hundred thousand misguided souls 
who are incapable of deciding for themselves how to think.

The idea is decency. It’s not a bad idea in and of itself; the only 
problem is that decency is not a tangible thing. It varies from 
person to person and is completely subjective. For example,  
I find most “reality” programming in poor taste. Others don’t. 
Who am I to tell those who enjoy watching that crap that it’s 
indecent? The same person that would tell others to cram it if 
I’m enjoying something they find offensive.

Personal tastes and preference are an essential part of the 
human experience. Why then does the government think it can 
regulate my entertainment?

Recalling the halcyon days seen in old sitcoms like Father Knows 
Best, four dozen members of Congress recently petitioned to 
block a reality show tempting Amish youth with the seduction 
of Los Angeles.1 Senator Sam Brownback (R-KS) personally 
wrote Viacom head Mel Karmazin to find out why Howard 
Stern hadn’t been purged from its Infinity-owned stations.

Why should Stern be removed? Granted, the show hasn’t been 
the same since Jackie left, but still...

The “controversy” surrounding Stern’s show comes from 
a listener saying the racial slur “nigger.” Not Stern, not any 
members of his menagerie, a listener. The irony of this is that 
his show self-censors through the magic of tape delay (the very 
same thing broadcasters are now adding to their live telecasts), 
so the offending word could have been stricken if Infinity felt it 
was problematic.

Stern believes he’s being set up. Can you blame him? 
Immediately after last Tuesday’s show, radio monolith Clear 
Channel pulled Stern from their stations even though he’d 
committed no infraction. As a longtime listener, I’ve heard a lot 
worse than “nigger” on his show; hell, I’ve heard a lot worse on 
primetime television. Sure, it’s in poor taste, but is it obscene? 
And if it is, how can Stern be punished when not only is his 

1 “Lawmakers Protest Planned Amish Reality Show.” Associated Press,  
21 February 200�.
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show sanitized by his corporate backers, but he wasn’t even the 
one who said it?

It makes little difference – major corporate powers serve the 
government. Do you really think Clear Channel, a major 
backer of Bush and his War on Terror, will stand on principle 
for something when the FCC can make it difficult for them to 
do business? Hell, no. For this reason Stern thinks his days are 
numbered – Infinity Broadcasting, he says, will be browbeaten 
through fines and business holdups into releasing him from his 
contract.

The sad thing is that the broadcast spectrum is supposed to be 
a public resource. When a radical agenda, be it government 
or corporate, controls the freedom of discourse, there is no 
freedom. What more basic entitlement is there to be heard?

“[Bush] is on a religious crusade to clean up America from God 
knows what – Janet Jackson’s boob? Me? Who?” Stern said 
during his March � broadcast. “This country is so dangerously 
close to being absolutely no different than Iran.”

Even more frightening is the prospect that the FCC may try 
to broaden its powers so that it can levy fines against cable,  
a pay service, and satellite radio (�0 percent of which is owned 
by Clear Channel).

“This is the scariest time in our nation’s history,” say Stern.  
I won’t argue that statement.

The government actively works against the interests of its 
citizens. Every law or regulation passed by unelected federal 
representatives that takes a piffling little freedom away erodes 
our national consciousness. Never at any point in this nation’s 
history have its people been more regulated, more constrained, 
more neutered against the very freedoms promised to us in the 
Constitution.

The only hope we have is that, at the peak of all this nonsense, 
someone with clout and a level head will strike back against 
this idiocy. Like McCarthy’s witch hunt, the fight for our right 
to choose will eventually collapse. And like that bombastic 
drunk who ruined thousands of lives in the 1��0s, we can only 
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hope that this attempt to steer America towards fundamental 
Christian morality will cause George Bush, another bombastic 
drunk, to implode politically.

In the meantime, if you have a problem with what you see and 
hear in the media, turn it off or change the channel.



National Security? It’s the First 
Amendment for a Reason.

Attorney General Alberto Gonzales thinks 
whistleblowing journalists should be prosecuted. 

Has he ever actually read the Constitution?

D

May 23, 2006

1�

For once I agree with Attorney General Alberto Gonzales: 
I’d like to see journalists in prison, too.1

For different reasons, of course. I want the mainstream media 
raked over the coals for its never-ending abuse of the American 
psyche through lies, propaganda and manipulation. Its tacit 
approval of the Bush Administration’s stance on war, treason, 
rendition and national security is outrageous.

The press corps are policy whores and until they report 
corruption and malfeasance and not cover it up, I fully advocate 
throwing them behind bars. Misleading the public is, to me, 
criminal.

Gonzales agrees that they’re criminals. However, that’s because 
he believes the press isn’t covering up enough. Apparently the 
government has a beef with the handful of journalists who  
actually take themselves seriously and report on clastsified 
information and feels it has a legal foundation to prosecute 
anyone who does so. “There are some statutes on the book 
which, if you read the language carefully, would seem to indicate 
that that is a possibility,” Gonzales said during an interview on 
ABC News’ This Week (of course Gonzales never mentioned 
which laws magically trump the First Amendment). “We have 
an obligation to enforce those laws. We have an obligation to 
ensure that our national security is protected.”

� Adam Liptak. “Gonzales Says Prosecutions of Journalists Are Possible.” 
New York Times, 22 May 200�.
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Ah, “national security,” that wondrous chestnut of domestic 
policy where logic and reason need not apply. Isn’t it funny 
how only things that endanger the president’s tenuous grasp 
on leadership (and reality) are threats to national security? 
Protest our illegal occupation of Iraq? You’re demoralizing 
and weaking the military. Document the rabid pace at which 
American intelligence buys or steals personal information?2 
You’re eroding the strategic fight against terrorism.  
Simply hate Bush? You endanger national security.�

No matter what, you’re helping Al Qaeda win!

Meanwhile, our porous American border allows hundreds of 
thousands of illegal immigrants to walk into the country, each 
one potentially harboring a secret agenda. President Bush’s 
solution? Station National Guard units – an act that could 
violate the Posse Comitatus Act – along the border to monitor 
the situation.� They aren’t allowed to stop or detain illegals 
as they cross the border. They just get to watch. Doesn’t that 
make you feel secure?

(Oh, and by the way, National Guard units aren’t technically 
subject to the federal government’s jurisdiction. They’re 
supposed to be under state juridiction. But that’s not as 
important as national security, is it?)

The whole notion of national security is a joke. You want 
a secure country? How about increasing industry and 
production while reducing incentives for corporations to 
move their operations offshore? How about utilizing the 
money the government is feverishly spending on war and the 
military complex on educating our youth, feeding our poor and 
innovating new technology?

How about giving veterans the benefits and medical care they 
rightfully deserve?

2 “The Snooping Goes Beyond Phone Calls.” Business Week, 29 May 2006.

� Morton Kondracke. “Bush hatred endangers national security.” The Napa 
Valley Register, 22 May 200�.

� Joshua Holland. “One Step Closer to a Police State.” Alternet, �8 May 2006.
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Securing a country isn’t as simple as enforcing its border 
(although I am definitely a fan of curbing illegal immigration). 
It involves keeping the nation’s infrastructure from collapsing 
and its citizens from growing disenfranchised. Putting the 
country on endless alert for a terror threat that will never come 
helps no one. Poring through the phone and Internet records 
of average citizens only creates a climate of fear and outrage 
within the people.

It’s also useless as no self-respecting criminal would use 
traceable methods of communication like e-mail or phone lines 
to conduct their enterprise. Only the government has a track 
record of selling information culled from illegal wiretaps to 
business friends.

So I applaud the rare journalist that makes a practice of 
reporting on crimes the government has seen fit to classify to 
protect itself. Domestic surveillance on Americans is a violation 
of the Fourth Amendment of the Constitution of the United 
States. Reporting its existence is not a crime and for Gonzales 
to infer otherwise only highlights what little respect he and his 
supervisors have of the laws that govern us all.

Gonzales’ words should prove to be interesting in the coming 
weeks as Wired magazine has recently published uncut evidence 
linking the NSA’s warrantless domestic wiretap operation 
with telecom giant AT&T as well as a detailed rationale from  
editor-in-chief Evan Hansen.� The rationale is simple: Wired 
felt the public’s right to know outweighed AT&T’s need to 
hide an embarassing scandal from its stockholders and patrons.� 
And they’re obviously correct; this kind of information should 
be made available every time some goverment wonk tries to bury 
an indiscretion. Last time I checked, the government works for 
us based on revenue donated from its citizens. Things like this 
aren’t entitled to be classified. They aren’t allowed to be secret. 
A good journalist knows this is why there continues to be press 
freedom in this nation.

� “Whistle-Blower’s Evidence, Uncut.” Wired News, 22 May 2006.

6 Evan Hansen. “Why We Published the AT&T Docs.” Wired News.  
22 May 200�.
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“It can’t be the case that [freedom of the press] trumps over the 
right that Americans would like to see, the ability of the federal 
government to go after criminal activity,” Gonzales asserted. 
“And so those two principles have to be accommodated.” 
Nonsense! The Constitution trumps the right of the federal 
government to play Big Brother and abuse its citizens with 
fearmongering and data collection. The federal government has 
no abilities beyond that living document. Don’t try to pretend 
otherwise.

“To the extent that we engage in electronic surveillance or 
surveillance of content, as the president says, we don’t engage 
in domestic-to-domestic surveillance without a court order,” 
he concluded. Except, as we’ve seen above, you do. 

Not that anyone will ever be prosecuted. The NSA all but 
declared itself above the law when it halted an investigation 
into the practice by refusing access clearance to members of the 
Department of Justice.

Now that’s some national security!



Rosie O’Donnell Gets  
Sucker Punched

Rosie O’Donnell doesn’t get to disagree with the 
government because she’s a fat pig. Huzzah!

D

April 4, 2007
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Aren’t ad hominem attacks the best?

You’re in the thick of it, arguing any number of topics against a 
more knowledgable adversary. Against the ropes, bloodied and 
bullied, you look for a way out of the conversation – and find 
it in the comforting one-two punch of calling someone a fat, 
anti-American creep. Sure, you’re no master orator or verbal 
pugilist, but who cares? The opponent is on the ground while 
you stand victorious over their reputation.

Media commentators are quick to battle logic with emotion 
for the easy win. It’s a mentality enjoyed by children on 
a playground, only instead of “I’m rubber, you’re glue,”  
the mantra is the more enlightened “you’re bloate – and crazy!” 
There’s no comeback that doesn’t make you sound a little more 
frayed, a touch more insane. Sure, it’s hilarious to watch in this 
bread-and-circus society we call the United States, but what 
happens when people with legitimate opinions get knocked out 
by such infantile tactics?

Recent targets include Charlie Sheen and Rosie O’Donnell, 
who have both expressed doubts over the official story behind 
the events of September 11. Rather than dismiss their misgivings 
with evidence to the contrary, pundits have taken the lazy 
route afforded to namecalling. When O’Donnell asks questions 
about WTC�’s collapse into its own footprint, she’s labelled 
a “fat witch” by Glen Beck, and Sheen’s move to narrate and 
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distribute the documentary Loose Change has demagogues 
shouting from the rafters about past drug usage.

Now, this column is not about what happened that day in 
September, and I don’t necessarily advocate the approach 
Sheen and O’Donnell take in raising awareness for renewed 
investigations. (Loose Change posits the absurd notion that 
a plane never struck the Pentagon, etc.) But reducing the 
discussion to comments about recreational activities or waist 
size is counterproductive and infantile. We deserve better from 
our news services.

Particularly when those same commentators see the sawdust 
in their brother’s eye and not the plank in theirs. Has Charlie 
Sheen enjoyed a variety of vices over the years? Absolutely.  
Why does that immediately discredit him? If fealty to an 
opinion is that brittle, can’t we safely ignore anything Bill 
O’Reilly says in the wake of his sexual harassment suit?  
(Rosie can; she’s been barred from talking about the incident 
by ABC.)

What about politicians fueled by drugs and alcohol over the 
years? President Bush is an admitted recovering alcoholic who 
possibly dabbled in more powerful narcotics; that hasn’t stopped 
millions of Americans from fawning over every carefully 
scripted word that falls out of his mouth. Clinton admitted 
to marijuana use; Kennedy sexed anything with a pulse.  
Heck, even FDR had an affair. By the conservative standards 
levied at Sheen, none of these men should be able to offer their 
opinion on anything. Why is a politician looked upon with 
greater admiration than the actor who starred in both Hot Shots! 
and Men at Work? That was some classic cinema!

Men and women battle demons regardless of their station in 
life. But whether they fail or succeed is no indicator to how 
someone presents an argument. For print and broadcast media 
to do so only makes them look foolish.

Rosie O’Donnell has been taken to task for voicing her opinion 
on what really happened six years ago. That’s fine – and we 
can either approach those arguments and refute them on a  
point-by-point basis or ignore them. But calling her an enemy 
of America? How is it against the Constitution to speak freely, 
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or question the establishment? How does it diminish our 
nation to take an honest look at a pivotal moment in history 
and come away with questions? Is it now the case in America 
that we are not allowed to think, even erroneously, lest we be 
branded a traitor?

It would be hypocritical to demand a stop to those demonizing 
our fellow citizens with hateful words rather than sound logic. 
After all, we live in a society governed by the right to say 
whatever we want. And some of the tirades against O’Donnell 
and Sheen are pretty humorous on their face. But I would 
ask that if you plan to refute someone’s belief that you do it 
by examining their statements, determining whether or not 
they’re true, and provide a rebuttal. Starting an online petition 
to get Rosie booted from The View because she opens her 
mouth against the government, or because she is a terrible poet, 
or because she’s fat is a complete waste of energy. We’re better 
than that.

September 11 is a watershed moment in American history. 
There are millions of people who think there was government 
complicity in the events that played out that day. Rosie 
O’Donnell and Charlie Sheen are two of them. Are they right? 
I can’t say. But I’ll consider what they have to say with an open 
mind, and not wave them away because of looks or reputation.

Otherwise, we – “to the man” – are the ones getting sucker 
punched. 
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Diddling While Society Burns

What’s more important to you – Michael Jackson or the 
possibility of marshal law?

D

November 29, 2003
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Want to hear something really creepy?

General Tommy Franks, the man who led American forces into 
Iraq, confessed recently in an interview with Cigar Aficionado 
that, were there to be another terror attack on American soil, 
the Constitution would likely be tossed aside in favor of martial 
law.1

Think about that for a second: Someone sworn to support 
and defend the Constitution from its enemies is cavalierly 
brushing it aside on the off chance another terrorist kills a 
couple thousand Americans. A “mass casualty event” like 
the World Trade Center attack, while killing a statistically 
insignificant portion of the population (over 42,000 people died 
in auto accidents in 2002, more than eight times the number of 
casualties on September 11), would abolish any level of freedom 
the American public thinks it has left.

Every fear would become reality: a government spying on of its 
citizens, lack of civil liberties, manufactured news, endless war. 
And while the Bush administration and the PATRIOT Act 
have laid the foundation for all of these nightmare scenarios, 
without the Constitution it would be a cakewalk to enact the 
loss of liberty. It’s already started to happen. A recent protest 

1 Marvin Shanken. “General Tommy Franks: An exclusive interview 
with America’s top general in the war on terrorism.” Cigar Aficianado,  
1 December 200�.
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against free trade in Miami ended with a complete breakdown 
of police restraint and brutal attacks on people exercising their 
rights. Embedded reporters even likened Dade County to  
war-torn Baghdad.2

A lot of things seem to slide by our “fair and balanced” Fourth 
Estate. To wit: President Bush’s visit to England. Despite only 
one tepid speech that repeated the same generalities heard in 
every other delivered by our Grand Poobah, Bush didn’t do 
anything. He sure didn’t speak to the members of Parliament, 
where vocal critics of both the war and Tony Blair would 
undoubtedly berate and mock Bush. And when hundreds of 
thousands of British citizens gathered to topple a Bush statue in 
the same manner Marines toppled a statue of Saddam Hussein 
in April, it isn’t reported by the American press.

Consulates in Turkey are bombed. Submarines are equipped 
with long-range nuclear warheads. Inquiries into September 11 
are being hassled by the Executive branch. All important issues 
you’ll hear little to nothing about. Why?

Because Michael Jackson was picked up on child molestation 
charges.

CNN devoted hours of live video footage to the subject, 
including (but not limited to) the ultra-slow helicopter footage 
of Jackson surrendering himself and pointless commentary from 
Elizabeth Taylor. And the local Los Angeles media outlets act 
like they’ve never spoken about anything else. Wow.

Let me be clear: I do not care one iota about Michael Jackson. 
He has allegedly done what thousands of pedophiles do every 
year – abuse and victimize children. Funny thing, none of these 
other cases get surrounded by a frenzied media blitz even when 
the crime is more violent, the victim more in need of public 
outcry.

Are the parents of the boy complete knotheads for disregarding 
every parenting instinct they have? Absolutely. Should their 
profit-motivated idiocy be paraded about on every television 
news program? No.

2 Naomi Klein. “America’s enemy within.” The Guardian, 1� November 200�.
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Kobe Bryant sleeps with someone other than his wife.  
An athlete committing adultery or even rape? What a shock! 

Scott Peterson killed his wife Laci possibly because he was a 
closeted gay, or because he had a mistress, or because he wanted 
to buy a new truck and she wouldn’t let him...

Do you see where I’m going with this?

These “stories” have been rammed down the public’s throats 
in 200�. Page after page of newsprint. Television reports. Radio 
discussion. We as a society are made to believe that these are 
the most important things we need to know. And we need to 
know about them all the time.

Remember Chandra Levy? She was the young woman 
whose disappearance in 2001 led to the downfall of California 
Congressman Gary Condit. Her face and the investigation into 
her whereabouts overshadowed everything else – including 
several prominent warnings that a terrorist attack involving 
airplanes would likely occur that fall.

Does anyone remember when Levy’s body was found? 
Probably not – the pump-and-dump mentality of the press 
hyped the first part of the story but not the last. Sure, the initial 
“reporting” undid Condit because of his sordid affair with an 
intern, but who’s been charged with her murder? And since 
when is it a crime to have consensual sex?

There are things in this world that are more important than 
whether or not Michael Jackson fooled around with a little kid. 
The American government’s intrusions on the liberty of every 
man, woman, and child should be front page news and the top 
story of every news program. World politics are complex, but 
the average Joe doesn’t know anything about it because of the 
media’s concerted effort to ignore substantive topics.

Celebrity gossip has its place. It’s human nature to talk about 
those in prominence and pick apart their lives. But that 
place is on shows like Access Hollywood or in the tabloids,  
not “legitimate” news sources that feign credibility. It certainly 
shouldn’t be used to counter-program against relevant issues 
that would shock and concern any citizen.
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When a former general of this country’s armed forces flatly 
admits that martial law is just around the corner, Judy 
Woodruffe’s lead story for the hour shouldn’t be an analysis of 
Michael Jackson’s mug shot.



Isn’t Ohio’s Recount More 
Newsworthy than Ukraine’s?

Now that Ukraine’s rampant voter fraud has been 
overturned, do us a favor and focus  some of that 

attention on Ohio.

D

December 7, 2004

�1

You are the citizen of a breakaway democracy that values and 
extols the virtues of personal freedom. After an election that 
appoints the head of your government, allegations of fraud 

surface. Some say the entire election is called into question; others 
insist voting irregularities were not widespread enough to change the 
outcome.

What do you do?

Demand a new election.
Demand recounts in areas suspected of concentrated amounts of 
fraud.
Declare the vote valid so the country can move on despite the 
concerns.
Engage in widespread disinformation campaigns to hide efforts 
to recount the vote, utilizing the media to do so.
Nothing.

Please select an answer before moving on to the next question.

This is not a test.

9

If you love democracy, chances are you’ll select the first or 
second option. After all, democracy is bolstered and enriched 
when government is representative of its people. When it isn’t 
the constituents are being manipulated. Democracy cannot 
survive in a moral vacuum.

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
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But it thrives when people demand accountability from their 
government. Such is the case in the Ukraine. A former Soviet 
republic, Ukraine’s recent elections were a disturbing show 
of corruption and electoral abuse until Ukrainians rose up 
by the thousands, declared the results a sham, and demanded 
Prime Minister Viktor Yanukovich be forced from office.  
President Bush even broke rank to say that the Ukraine’s 
elections “ought to be open and fair.”

The results are nothing short of astonishing: the Ukrainian 
Supreme Court threw out the results of the November 
21st election and has set a new one for December 2�th. 
Should anyone who believes in democracy be surprised? 
It is representative governing at its most earnest, is it not?

Yep. That’s why it’s making headlines around the world.  
It’s also why Americans are so puzzled as to why they should 
even care.

The answer is simple – the Ukrainians love their freedom and 
do what it takes to make sure their voices are heard, that their 
votes make a difference. They are not afraid to rock the status 
quo for something they believe in. Two hundred years ago our 
forefathers felt the same way; it’s a shame so many of us remain 
ignorant of the legacy they continue by birthright.

That’s not to say there aren’t a number of Americans actively 
ensuring our own presidential election in November was 
fair and honest. Tens of thousands of people all across the 
country donated money to the Libertarian and Green Parties 
to force the state of Ohio to recount.1 Ironically, in the “land 
of the free,” recounts of sketchy situations aren’t gratis – they 
require $1�0,000 and a volunteer army to do the counting – on 
a deadline, of course.

The worst part is that the American media gives little or 
no indication massive grassroots campaigns are active in 
battleground states while simultaneously reporting around-the-
clock about the situation in the Ukraine.

Excuse me, but what the hell?

1 Steven Rosenfeld. “Ohio Presidential Results to be Challenged.”     
FreePress.org, 20 November 200�.
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I find it ridiculous that the press, already smarting from being 
bitch-slapped over its failure to report that the Iraqi invasion was 
built on lies, would have the gall to champion the democracy of 
a far-flung Eastern European country that has zero relevance to 
the average American citizen. When someone does manage to 
bring it up in print or on television, it’s always prefaced with an 
exasperated sigh, as if to say, “this old story? We’re still talking 
about this?” Faced with a media that has no problem splashing 
every inch of paper or television screen with Scott Peterson 
innuendo, that mindset only highlights how much the press 
wants to bury the story.

Beyond that, such utter refusal to accept the possibility of fraud 
reaches new heights of absurdity when exit polls are considered 
trustworthy for the Ukraine but not for the United States. You 
won’t see pundits bending over backwards trying to explain 
that lapse in logic away – they’ll just hope you don’t remember 
the inconsistencies.

The hypocrisy doesn’t end there. In addition to Bush’s 
abovementioned comment (hilarious considering he has been 
at the center of two major election controversies), the United 
States also monitored the Ukrainian election while eschewing 
foreign observers from our own. Senator Richard Lugar  
(R-IN), the representative in charge, decried the rampant fraud 
and voter intimidation as things the world would not support.

Yet said press release reads like a checklist of purported fraud 
here in the United States.2 Shady, unverifiable vote counts? 
We’ve got it. Students being coerced into voting a certain way? 
Of course. Registration tampering? Absolutely.�

Forgive me if I find it shameful that our own election woes 
merit less attention than those of a people I know very little 
about (aside from the fact that they have huge collective balls). 
I’m not even stating that a crime has been committed in the 
United States, although an overwhelming array of evidence 
shows patterns of voter disenfranchisement, flat-out racism and 
ballot tampering – and that’s without the computer glitches.

2 Richard Lugar. “Lugar Statement on Ukraine Elections.” 22 November 200�.

� George Knapp. “Investigation into Trashed Voter Registrations.”  
Las Vegas Now, 1� October 200�.
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But all of this is secondary to one basic question – did we get 
an accurate vote? If so, prove it so the millions of outraged 
Americans harping and bitching about Bush stealing the 
election can shut their mouths. Granted, it’d be a lot easier if 
all of the computerized ballots had verified paper trails and ran 
on open-source software, but I’m not picky, I’ll take what I 
can see. Believe me, I’d be ecstatic to learn that my hunch is,  
in fact, bullshit.

But if the vote is thrown into question, shouldn’t all Americans 
shake off their malaise and require the country to siphon a few 
million from the war to pay for a recount or new election? 
Shouldn’t we the people care enough about the legitimacy of 
our own government to demand its veracity? If nothing else, 
shouldn’t we at least hold the vote sacred?

To quote one of the Bobs from “Office Space” – “you’re god 
damn right.”

It’s not difficult to raise awareness of this issue. It’s the simple 
matter of convincing a bought-off conglomeration of media 
whores and politicians desperately hoping that accountability 
stays as far away from Capitol Hill as possible to...

Oh. Wait. Never mind. 



Can I Interest You  
in a Murder?

Mark Hacking may have lost his mind when he 
murdered wife Lori in Salt Lake City, but why does  

that matter to the rest of the world?

D

August 16, 2004

��

With each passing day, it looks more and more likely 
that Lori Hacking was shot by her husband, Mark, 
on July �8. Having learned that he’d falsified claims 

of being accepted to medical school in North Carolina, police 
believe Lori’s confrontation of the facts led Mark to kill her 
in a rage, then dispose of the body and bloodied evidence in a 
Dumpster.

With Mark having confessed the murder to his brothers Scott 
and Lance less than a week after Lori’s disappearance, I have 
only one question. Why the hell should I have cared in the first 
place?

9

The murder of a woman is not national news. People die every 
day; some of them, unfortunately, are victims of crime.

Such crimes, however, are purely local matters. The police 
investigate, a family mourns, a suspect is tried. It happens every 
day in every region of the country. There is nothing unique 
or special about these cases save the tragic death of someone 
whose time came too soon.

Depending on where you live, the same crime could have just 
played out nearby. You’ll neither hear about it on television or 
radio nor will you read about it in the newspaper. This casualty 
of fate will never even enter into your subconscious, yet every 
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scandalous detail about Lori Hacking’s final hours will replay 
endlessly on pundits’ lips and in the pages of tabloids.

This media mentality only further serves to distance people 
from their own community and their compassion. After all, 
if the only crime you hear about is six states or half a world 
away, it’s hard to feel an impact. This isn’t a woman killed 
three blocks over, this is a death so far removed from the lives 
of most Americans that it easily feels like a curiosity.

Laci Peterson is perhaps the ultimate example of a need by the 
press to scandalize the trivial. This is a pregnant woman who 
may or may not have been killed by her husband in Northern 
California. It has zero bearing on the lives of the rest of the 
country. It’s not even particularly scintillating; aside from the 
fact that Peterson was pregnant, what’s so remarkable about 
a cheating husband being the prime suspect in his wife’s 
disappearance? If it was an episode of Law and Order, I’d have 
changed the station before the first commercial break.

It’s so frustrating to people who look to our at news sources 
for actual instances of news when something as idiotic as these 
murder investigations take center stage. I’d like nothing more 
than to tune into CNN, FOX News or MSNBC and hear 
the talking heads debating something substantive, or take a 
real gamble on local news and hope and pray that something 
interesting happened locally (a guy can dream). These tabloid 
affairs sap valuable airtime from educating the public on things 
they might actually need to know.

Modesto and Salt Lake City are by and large quiet cities... no 
longer. Thanks to these two overblown media “events,” more 
press has been devoted to such abhorrent non-news than to 
Dick Cheney’s possible indictment by France for presiding 
over Halliburton while massive bribery was going on.1  
Remember Chandra Levy? I bet you remember more about 
her than the terror warnings brewing in the summer of 2001. 
The media selects this fluff to keep people from thinking 
about controversial issues – number one of which is why the 
media is so hopelessly complicit in dumbing down the average 
American.

1 Doug Ireland. “Will the French Indict Cheney?” The Nation,  
�2 January 2004.
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That lies at the heart of my discontent with these ridiculous 
stories. Instead of learning that recent Al Qaeda plans to attack 
banking institutions were instead a shameful misrepresentation 
of four-year-old data, we’re finding out that Mark Hacking 
admitted his deceit on videotape. Instead of living in the here 
and now, the public is continuing to nurse on the teat of a 
murder that was pretty much solved three weeks (or, in the 
case of Laci Peterson, two years) ago.

If you were given the option, would you prefer to learn about 
things of importance in your world or pointless crime stories? 
What appeals to you – melodrama and barking dogs or hard 
news? Both can be equally depressing, but only one is useful.

Most important, though – if a crime has been investigated to 
satisfaction, why is it still being peddled as news?

In this sense, I actually feel for the suspects. I can’t claim to 
know Scott Peterson’s culpability in the death of his wife, but 
his vilification by the press all but assures him a prejudiced 
jury and no possibility of a life should he be found not guilty.  
As for Mark Hacking, he may indeed be a loon who runs 
around his hotel room naked, but any salacious details about 
his life that spring up in The Enquirer don’t help him mount 
whatever defense he has.

But you know who I feel for the most throughout these 
situations? Not the family of the victim, although I can 
sympathize with the need for privacy during these troubled 
times.

No, the person I feel for the most is me.

I feel for my brain for absorbing any part of these useless 
dramas. I apologize to my eyes whenever I go to buy a 
carton of milk and see tantalizing headlines like “Lori’s Final  
Minutes!” – right above the photo of Paris Hilton’s embarassing 
pimple and Mary-Kate’s weight-gain testimonial. I pray a silent 
prayer for my ears that they never have to hear another detail 
about these poor women who in death are nothing more than a 
media fascination.
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There is no reason these stories should be picked up like 
marionette puppets and played with by a media hoping to 
enthrall its audience. There is nothing important to learn, there 
are no lessons to be had. Treatment like that should be levied 
at vacuous celebrities – at least they sign up for the fame.

I do not care about wedding photos of the “happy couple” in 
better times. I do not care about corrupt secret lives. I do not 
care about the motivation of the murderer. I care that someone 
is dead, and that the killer is being brought to justice. That is 
all.

Next case.



This Little Piggy

Anna Ayala allegedly attempted to defraud the  
Wendy’s fast food chain with a rogue human finger.  

Here’s hoping the claim is real.

D

April 26, 2005

��

Newsworthy stories rarely come out of San Jose, 
California, but the ones that do are sure humdingers.

I say this facetiously. Despite its rich cultural heritage – San 
Jose, the original capital of California, is home to several 
missions and the first public university in the state – the city 
itself is painfully dull. I speak with authority on this subject;  
I grew up in San Jose.

Now in self-imposed exile from the rolling hills and  
soul-crushing real estate prices of the Bay Area, I know any 
article I see datelined San Jose will be an interesting ride.  
It’s precisely because the city is so dull that story managing 
to escape its borders will undoubtedly be sensational, like a 
journalistic train wreck.

Remember Andrew Burnett?1 He was the pantload that put the 
city on the map in 2000 when he did what many of us wish we 
had the nerve to do – he flung a bichon frise into traffic during 
a moment of pure rage (the kind of rage that brews within us all 
upon seeing a dog tucked in a purse). This non-issue exploded 
into national and international news; case prosecutor Troy 
Benson actually said that “the entire nation and the world were 
so outraged by this [incident].”

� “Road Rage Dog Killer Found Guilty.” Associated Press, �9 June 200�.
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Is that true? There’s just something about a bichon frise that 
engenders a lack of compassion on my part. The fact remains, 
however, that stupid, irrelevant news has now found a nesting 
ground in San Jose. And just when the city thought it could 
go back to being the heart of Silicon Valley, it was served  
a finger in a fast food chili bowl. Is it an elaborate hoax? Will the 
press upgrade this story to the three-ring circus? Is the pope 
Catholic?

Personally, I think the story is legitimate – and I’m keeping my 
fingers (all present and accounted for) crossed that it is.

9

Anna Ayala is the woman who discovered the mystery finger in 
a bowl of Wendy’s chili last month. A resident of Las Vegas, 
Nevada, she’s facing extradition charges to California because 
San Jose police believe she planted the digit in her own food.2  
Ayala will not contest the extradition, and attorneys on both 
sides of the aisle agree conviction rests on the admission of 
evidence that she’s a habitual fraud (she’s sued people in the 
past).

Meanwhile, while the city, prosecutors and the Wendy’s food 
chain are trying to determine the origin of the finger, nobody 
is asking the most important question – namely, why was she 
eating a bowl of fast-food chili in the first place?

I’m no great lover of fast food, but it doesn’t take a refined 
palette like mine to know that the crap that comes from 
outlets like Wendy’s and McDonald’s is barely digestible, 
let alone nutritious. If Ayala is indeed charged with grand  
theft – a charge so levied because the incident has cost Wendy’s 
millions in lost business – we should consider giving her a medal.  
Preventing even one bloated, out-of-shape American from 
ordering fries and a Biggie Shake isn’t an easy task, and 
documentaries such as Super Size Me show that while fast food 
has deleterious effects on the human body, McDonald’s bottom 
line has barely budged because of it.

2  Matt Richtel & Alexei Barrionuevo. “Finger in Chili Is Called Hoax; Las 
Vegas Woman Is Charged.” New York Times, 2� April 200�.
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Why would it take someone finding a finger in a greasy, evil vat 
of chili to dissuade people starved for Wendy’s from eating at 
that restaurant? I remember back in elementary school when 
a friend’s mom found a deep-fried chicken beak in her �-pack 
of McNuggets, and while that killed my desire to sup at the 
Golden Arches, no one else seems to think twice when I tell 
them about it. Patrons might even rationalize the odds that 
another finger surfacing in a meal are now non-existent; after 
all, they can’t even find out where the first one came from!

This “scandal” gives a bunch of dummies the chance to rethink 
their horrible eating habits for about a month. Worry not, 
Wendy’s, the downtrodden will beat a path to your door once 
again. Once the fervor dies down, expect to see your faithful 
flocks congregate near your cashiers, eagerly awaiting their 
weekly communion with saturated fats. After all, Jack in the 
Box had some of the worst health-code violations I’ve ever 
heard of and they emerged victorious just by bringing back an 
old mascot. Only peer pressure is keeping your coffers empty.

What I find funniest about this situation, however, is that 
people immediately believed Ayala. And why shouldn’t 
they? My horror story aside, I’m sure everyone has a  
friend-of-a-friend tale where someone found an extraneous 
and disgusting “surprise” in their pre-processed food. As vile 
as it is to think that a human appendage can make it past 
the “strenuous” quality controls of whatever massive vat is 
churning together that sickening chili-like broth, it’s not 
surprising. We as a society have come to expect repulsive little 
shocks like this.

Why is this news? Is it because of the human factor of the 
finger? I doubt it – ever since that man thought he found a 
penis in his bottle of juice, it’s hard to top the human interest 
angle in these kinds of stories.�

A story is believed because of its plausibility. So what if it’s 
merely a tall tale? It reveals a greater truth, right?

I hope the story is true because then at the very least some 
of the media attention would be warranted. Fast food is a 
dangerous addiction in this country; any awareness of how bad 

� Barbara Mikkelson. “A Good Stiff Drink.” Snopes.com, 8 October 200�.
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it is for our health is a good thing. (However, if you want to eat 
that crap daily, I won’t stop you. I just won’t help pay for your 
angioplasty.) If it is indeed a sham, I hope they track down the 
origin of the finger, and then I hope no mention is ever made 
of this again. It’s one thing to go overboard reporting a factual 
news item ad nauseum, it’s another to waste precious print space 
and air time debunking a trumped up urban legend.

Our government is about to invade Iran, the president is trying 
to gut Social Security to help keep Wall Street from imploding, 
our potential U.N. ambassador openly hates the United 
Nations and the Abu Ghraib guards got a free pass from the 
military. Report on those stories with the diligence shown to 
this one bowel-churning meal, and you’ll get a “thumbs up” 
from me.



Extreme Makeover:
Military Edition

Where do you go when you’re a bloated government 
agency in need of a public relations coup?   

ABC, apparently.

D

May 24, 2005
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The American military is in need of a makeover.  
Recruitment is way down and no one wants to join 
the thousands of men and women stop-lossed into 

the Middle East. The death toll rises as supplies and morale 
dwindle. And just when the Pentagon thought it could 
lie its way out of Pat Tillman’s tragic death (murdered by 
friendly fire), his parents deride the military as disgusting and 
disrespectful of the legacy their son left behind.1

With war against Iran on the horizon, it seemed inevitable that 
the Pentagon’s first campaign would be waged in the minds 
of Americans, not in the streets of Tehran. A battlefront of 
imagery reminding the bulwark of our society that fighting for 
one’s country is an honorable and noble deed, that dying for an 
ideology of freedom demands veneration, not scorn.

Such a task in this political climate is next to impossible. People 
who support our actions in the Middle East do so unflinchingly, 
and dissidents will not be swayed by typical government 
propaganda. How, then, can the military earn a little goodwill 
from the average cynic?

Simple: page the slavish executives over at the American 
Broadcasting Company and get them to ram five hours of 
suffocating dogma down our throats!

9

� Josh White. “Tillman’s Parents Are Critical Of Army.” Washington Post, 
2� May 200�.
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There are few shows more cloying or nauseating than Extreme 
Makeover: Home Edition. It draws huge ratings despite its 
shameful emotional pandering. I cannot overstate how 
dangerous a show like this is to society, particularly with men 
and women so crippled emotionally only musical crescendos 
and shots of weeping strangers can make them feel happy or 
sad.

Is the basic concept of helping people in need admirable? 
Absolutely. It’s unfortunate that Habitat For Humanity,  
a non-profit organization that does essentially the same thing 
without Sears and Kenmore plugs or airtime, receives only a 
fraction of the attention. But real people and real situations 
rarely help television networks in the end. What do they have 
if the product isn’t slickly packaged and hosted by a man who 
makes a crack-addicted chimp seem stable by comparison?

I understand that ABC is in the business to make money, and if 
it does so by airing a television series that is generally uplifting, 
more power to them. While I feel people who advocate 
“positive” programming on television need to find fulfillment 
in their own lives, seeing people help other people is generally 
better than receiving ad revenue for Britney Spears’ video 
dribblings – until it combines with ridiculous military policy.

In case you missed the “very special” season finale of Makeover 
on Sunday (and the subsequent “How’d They Do That?” on 
Monday), the family receiving sexy home remodeling was that 
of Private First Class Lori Piestewa, one of the soldiers who 
died in the same attack that left Jessica Lynch a blockbuster 
Sunday-night movie extravaganza. Lynch herself appears on 
the show, explaining Piestewa’s goal of returning home to 
Tuba City, Arizona, and building her parents a dream home.

Cue the snare drum and the bald eagle flying overhead. 
Launched into full-blown Patriotism Mode, the show recounts 
the media-friendly version of how Piestewa and her friends in 
the �07th lost their lives. Piestewa, the first woman killed in the 
Bush administration’s illegal war in Iraq, is also supposedly the 
first Native American to die in a foreign war, giving producers 
and the military all the reason they needed to bolster the show 
as “Indian-friendly.”
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To further drive home the point that serving in the military 
is the greatest tradition a man or woman could ever have,  
the show simultaneously built a Veteran’s Memorial Center for 
Native Americans, the first of its kind. Piestewa’s family tree 
includes a father who served in Vietnam and a grandfather who 
fought in World War II; every time you blink, some reminder 
of the military is up on screen to remind each and every viewer 
that the military would be proud to see you serve.

Flags are tastefully draped in memorial. Clean, crisp 
soldiers give a 21-gun salute at the dedication of the center.  
Reflective siblings of slain soldiers weep over how their sacrifice 
would not be in vain. And in case the imagery alone wasn’t 
enough, the 80-piece Czech orchestra specially hired by Makeover 
pumped up the aural assault. If you weren’t crying or wishing 
to God you could’ve blown up the infidels that were responsible 
for Piestewa’s death, well, you simply weren’t American.

I simply wondered two things. First, if Lori Piestewa was a 
single mother of two, why would the military position her in 
any remotely dangerous location? I recognize her Humvee 
caravan went off-course; that doesn’t change a thing in my 
mind. I don’t want to see anyone die needlessly, but if you are 
the sole guardian of two small children, surely the government 
can keep you off the firing line.

Second, how am I supposed to bask in the reflected glory of the 
American military when I realize that it takes a television show to 
treat Native American veterans with any sense of dignity? The 
Memorial Center is admittedly the first of its kind. Considering 
Native Americans are all too often ignored, couldn’t the United 
States government at least give back some of the billions they 
stole from Indian trusts and build some veteran centers on 
reservations? There are fifty trillion holocaust museums; why 
can’t Native Americans who fought and died for the U.S. get 
even a sliver of that kind of recognition?

I’m guessing none of that is remotely relevant to the propaganda 
machine responsible for putting together this travesty of 
television. A shame, because those questions immediately 
popped into my head. Makeover is usually just an insult to my 
eyes; now it’s an insult to my mind as well.
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Not content to end the recruitment campaign there, however, 
ABC broadcast a two-hour USO extravaganza featuring Jessica 
Simpson and Nick Lachey bravely avoiding the war zone by 
singing “R.O.C.K. in the USA” to soldiers safely tucked 
away in a hangar in Rammstein, Germany (there were other 
performers, but my gag reflex only goes so far).

How are these men and women in any form of danger from 
Iraqi insurgents? Most important, how does any television 
executive expect me to believe that thousands of hardened 
soldiers would jump up and down, scream and wave their 
hands at Nick Lachey?

Simple: lazy propaganda. Punching plot holes in reality 
shouldn’t be easier than doing so for Lost. Faceless Pentagon 
officials, please either try harder or just accept the fact that no 
one wants to be you. No amount of ratings-friendly television 
will change that.

(If you do accept the latter, please don’t try and draft us as some 
kind of impotent revenge tactic.)



Network Television 
Bastardizes the Facts for  

Fun & Profit

“Based on a true story” means at least some of  
the story has to be true.

D

November 16, 2003
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For the most part, television ads are annoying clusterfucks 
that do their best to give you an epileptic seizure while 
selling useless crap. Thankfully, TiVo has introduced 

me to an existence devoid of obnoxious commercials.

I suppose it’s to NBC’s credit then that I managed to catch the 
promo for its spectacular movie event, the two-hour dramatic 
and inspiring account of Jessica Lynch’s rescue from those evil 
two-dimensional bastards – Iraqi doctors.

Almost immediately, I was overcome with awe and patriotism. 
In �0 seconds, I saw image after image of actors dressed as soldiers 
acting brave. The music swelled, delivering an unforgettable 
emotional high that I haven’t experienced since my wedding 
day. The sights, the sounds, the silhouettes, even the name – 
Saving Jessica Lynch – evoked such a strong surge of jingoistic 
furor that a million American flags shot right out of my ass!

The ad, in case you missed it (it ran during every commercial 
break during NBC primetime – at least it felt that way),  
was pretty much what you’d expect. NBC was so proud it 
outbid the other networks for the story rights, so confident 
that people cared about Jessica Lynch that it didn’t even really 
matter the official story is a total crock.

After all, the official story sounds a lot cooler and more 
“Hollywood” than what really took place. You’ve got a blonde 
southern belle heroically waging a firefight against a bunch of 
faceless infidels before succumbing to blood loss and trauma. 
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You’ve got a bunch of criminally negligent medical professionals 
beating and anally raping the protagonist – um, soldier.  
And, most important, the stunning denouement where the 
good ol’ U. S. of A. sends a crack squad into the impregnable 
medical fortress to prove that they leave no one behind.

Sounds a lot more exciting than a solider being well-treated by 
her supposed enemy, her only real prospect of death coming 
when American forces shot up the ambulance in which the 
Iraqis were returning her.

I can only hope that the American public saw the  
movie – I’m sorry, the rescue that inspired a nation – for what 
it (and the simultaneously released autobiography) really was: 
a shallow, cynical ploy designed to make the current war in 
Iraq seem like something patriotic and meaningful when it is 
anything but.

Amazingly, Lynch herself has come forward and denounced 
the government’s exploitation of her life for the benefit of a 
few PR shots.1 You’d think the million-dollar book bonus, the 
option for her life story, and the accolades she received for letting 
other people rescue her (they aren’t heroes like Jessica, though) 
would have been reason enough to stay silent. For months she 
did. Her confession and anger at the situation, especially right 
before a major media blitz shoves her name into the spotlight 
again, is almost staggering. Almost.

Maybe she played everyone, took their money, and then 
changed her tune just to piss them all off. If she did, she’s a 21st 
century Machiavelli, and I applaud her.

But sadly, the Jessica Lynch docudrama is only one of a 
handful of television attempts to cash in on stupid media 
blitzes. Running the same night (to slightly better ratings, 
strangely) was the Elizabeth Smart story. This modern-day 
“morality play” taught us that Smart is one of the dumbest 
people alive, her captor has the emotional depth of cardboard, 
and her parents are God-loving purveyors of good. Combined, 
approximately �� million people watched these simplified 
excuses for real life. I’m amazed ABC didn’t counterprogram 

�  David Kirkpatrick. “Jessica Lynch Criticizes U.S. Accounts of Her 
Ordeal.” New York Times, � November 200�.
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with the Laci Peterson story, the amazing, rare account of a 
woman who was murdered.

And what about the Ronald Reagan “movie?” When CBS 
announced the biopic, one that is likely as ridiculous and  
error-filled as anything sandwiched between Lynch’s 
Bruckheimer-esque theatrics, angry Republicans managed to 
combine forces and shelf the Tiffany Network’s portrayal of 
the Gipper.

That’s very puzzling – despite possessing the factual content 
of an issue of the Weekly World News Lynch’s movie of the 
week airs as scheduled, yet the Reagan movie is cancelled 
because the Republican National Committee railed against its 
inaccuaracies.

The reason mass audiences won’t see James Brolin act like 
a batty old codger is because Viacom, which owns CBS, 
wants more media ownership, something currently under 
consideration by our staunch Republican government and 
FCC. You don’t want to bite the hand that feeds you now, do 
you?

In the end, the blurring of entertainment and fact is a huge loss 
for our society. By funneling stories of real tragedy and loss 
into a film that has the substance of The Rock, or by making 
one of our presidents into a caricature, we all lose. Simplifying 
the story doesn’t make it better, and it doesn’t make it more 
palatable. All it does is dumb down the thinking power of 
those who watch. For a public that gets the majority of its 
reporting from the local news, offering a truthful account of 
what happened can only help.
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Gannongate:  
Journalism’s Latest Disgrace

As “Jeff Gannon” stands exposed as  
both a male prostitute and a media plant for the 

White House, what is the press focusing on? Dubya’s 
admission of smoking weed. 

D

March 1, 2005

�1

Does anyone remember Oprah Winfrey’s casual 
admission of cocaine use, in 1���?1

Ten years ago, the popular syndicated talk show host revealed 
that she had “done this drug” while interviewing crack addicts 
and Washington Post reporter Patrice Gaines, who had just 
chronicled her own drug abuse. The “spontaneous” confession 
(which never actually confessed the name of drug, mind you) 
amounted to little more than a shameless attempt to win 
sympathy from viewers while simultaneously courting the 
disenfranchised black audience.

The primary goal of this “shocking revelation,” is damage 
control. “I realize [with] the public person I have become,” 
she said that day, “if the story ever were revealed, the tabloids 
would exploit it and what a big issue it would be.”

Maybe Oprah and I differ on what a “big issue” is; after all, the 
pharmacological antics of a smug media darling don’t exactly 
rate high on my list of critical stories. But the idea of “spinning” 
a headline is ageless – Oprah beating ghoulish entertainment 
reporters to the punch and making them look like the jackals 
they are merely continues a timeless tradition of deception and 
trickery.

� “Oprah reveals on her show she smoked crack cocaine during her 20s.” Jet 
Magazine, �0 January �99�.
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I note Oprah’s example of media manipulation because it 
immediately came to mind when Doug Wead, a former Bush 
camp confidant, leaked tapes of a younger George W. Bush 
alluding to marijuana use.2 The President’s “admission” 
smartly becomes less about him getting high and more about a 
friend’s betrayal, bypassing the larger issue entirely.

Strangely, the media also thinks it’s exonerated itself from 
disgraceful reporting of White House malfeasance by focusing 
on this news. How? How do journalists sit and watch as 
three of their own capitulate to paid shilling for the Bush 
Administration? How do they continue to justify their paycheck 
while continuing to overlook one of the most irresponsible 
journalistic misfires in the last century – “Jeff Gannon?”

Answer? They don’t.

9

“Jeff Gannon” is the alias of Republican activist James Guckert. 
Despite little or no experience in journalism, “Gannon” enjoyed 
accessibility to the President that few Americans have through 
his admission into the White House Press Corps. He was 
inserted into rare press briefings by GOPUSA and Talon News 
(conservative mouthpieces for the Administration often cited 
by right-wing commentators) to lob Bush softball questions.

Guckert also developed pornography web sites and was exposed 
as a former male prostitute!� Hardly the kind of family values 
that pro-God, anti-queer Bush likes to see in his sycophants, 
right?

However, I care about neither the sexual proclivities of a fraud 
and huckster nor his political bent. What bothers me is that 
the White House has been hit with another scandal, only to see 
the damage immediately deflected. There are no repercussions.

Stop and think about this for a minute. The Bush 
Administration has already confessed to counterfeiting news 

2 David D. Kirkpatrick. “In Secretly Taped Conversations, Glimpses of the 
Future President.” New York Time, 20 February 200�.

� Roderick Oglethorpe. “James Guckert - a gay prostitute.” The Conservative 
Voice, 1� February 200�.
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by planting columnists and reporters with party rhetoric and a 
fat paycheck.� The response from the media? Certainly nothing 
taking their colleagues to task, only half-assed questions: like, 
“Do you think it’s a proper use of government funds to pay 
commentators to promote your policies?”

That reporter was well rewarded with an equally half-assed 
reply: “I expect my cabinet secretaries to make sure that that 
practice doesn’t go forward. Our agenda ought to be able to 
stand on its own two feet.”

With Guckert’s outing by weblogs around the world, one 
would think that the White House would finally eat some 
crow over its relentless assault on the Fourth Estate. After 
all, the scandal has all the prime elements of a television  
movie – gay sex, deceit, treachery and politics; it couldn’t 
have come bundled in a better package. Yet once again, this 
disturbing story of media manipulation has been tucked away 
with all the mouth-frothing over Iraqi weapons and terror 
alerts. No indictment for perjury. No ramifications of any 
kind.

Instead, we’re treated to softball “investigations” into Bush’s 
drug use. Who cares whether or not Bush did lines or smoked 
weed or drank himself silly? It doesn’t affect me, it doesn’t 
affect you, it’s none of our business. All I care about with 
regards to the President is how he serves his role as leader of 
the people of the United States. In that, he’s a failure and a 
criminal.

Doctoring press conferences so that “trusted” stooges can 
spoon-feed questions to this stuttering boob does everyone 
a disservice. First, it gives the impression that people 
actually think key Democrats are “divorced from reality”  
(ironic considering Bush feels he’s been called by God to 
democratize the Middle East). Second, it removes the possibility 
of asking a question with real substance. Since press conferences 
are so few and far between with this administration, and since 
Bush is such a “handled” individual, catching him unscripted is 
the public’s only chance to see what a dunderhead he really is.

� Hendrik Hertzberg. “Newshounds.” The New Yorker, 21 February 200�.
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One would think that American journalists would be up in arms 
over the routine trashing their profession gets from unbiased 
and international sources. That’s why I’m constantly baffled 
at the prone position they take, bending over and accepting 
whatever form of denigration Bush and friends pound into 
them on a daily basis. Like some rape victims, today’s press 
wanders around dazed, in pain and fearful of fighting against 
their attacker. The solution to nibble at Bush’s habits makes 
them feel better, but the hollow feeling is still there.

Congressman John Conyers Jr. (D-MI) and Congresswoman 
Louise Slaughter (D-NY) today announced their intention to 
investigate Guckert and his ability to bypass every security 
protocol the White House maintains. While I applaud their 
commitment to fairness in government (Conyers spearheaded 
the charge of voting irregularities last year), only journalism 
can investigate itself and figure out why they’re so willing to 
abandon their ethics in favor of spinning a little positive press 
the President’s way.

Making George W. Bush look good isn’t the  
responsibility of a reporter. I’ve come to expect lies from the 
government – I shouldn’t come to rely on the mainstream press 
to prop it up.



Lock Up the Fourth Estate

If journalists want to keep lying and containing stories, 
they should be punished. Simple as that.

D

May 17, 2005

��

It’s time Americans hold its news sources accountable. 
Legally.

Over the years we’ve borne witness to dangerous levels of 
misdirection from the mainstream media. Important stories 
are buried in favor of tabloid sensationalism while the federal 
government involves itself in illegal wars and policy-making 
to a chorus of praise from journalism’s elite. This apparent 
mandate to avoid reporting anything of substance explains how 
average citizens know more about Anna Ayala and Jennifer 
Wilbanks than about the steep decline of real wages taking 
place across the United States.

This is hardly a revelation; print and broadcast media are in the 
business of making money, and scaring off advertisers doesn’t 
keep the payroll coffers filled or profits up (the greatest example 
of which is NBC’s hilariously ironic Conspiracy Theory Rock).  
I don’t begrudge earning a dollar by providing a service, but 
if that service is disseminating relevant and accurate news,  
I don’t want that news censored by murky corporate politics.

We all want our respective governments scrutinized with fair 
and judicious reporting – anything less is irrelevant propaganda. 
So what do we do when the media is complicit in the lies? Who 
watches the watchers?

I do. And I want criminal charges filed against any news agency 
that knowingly misleads the public, regardless of the topic.
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Case in point: the Downing Street “memo.” Far from the 
hazy verbal sneezings a word like memo suggests, this official 
document – verified by UK Prime Minister Tony Blair no  
less – outlines U.S. steps to cook intelligence data for a 
“justified” Iraq invasion. Back in the summer of 2002. Making 
all overtures of President Bush’s attempts to avert war   
diplomatically meaningless and empty.

Here is hard proof the president conspired with Great Britain 
to manipulate both countries into ousting Saddam Hussein. 
The British government does not refute the authenticity of the 
minutes of Blair’s talks with Bush. Why, then, is America so 
silent on the issue?

Because few Americans even know of the document’s existence. 
While the explosive testimony has made its way onto the front 
page of countless foreign news sources, American mainstream 
media has completely ducked the issue in favor of Michael 
Jackson coverage, freeway shootings, and Terry Schiavo.  
Eighty-nine members of Congress wrote President Bush 
demanding elaboration on the document in early May,1 but 
why report that when Tom Cruise and Katie Holmes can share 
another photo opportunity?

Practically any news coming from the bobbleheads at 1�00 
Pennsylvania should bring bile to the tip of your tongue – and 
it might if it were adequately reported. Would John Bolton 
still be in consideration for a position at the United Nations if 
reliable reports he treated subordinates like serfs were splashed 
across the A-block of the 11 o’clock news? Would America still 
think the capture of Abu Faraj al-Libbi was of any importance 
if papers printed a page-one retraction admitting he was less 
than nothing on the terrorist stage?

The press plays fast and loose with its ethics, hoping the goldfish-
like attention span of the average American won’t cost them 
advertising revenue. Lie after lie is reported with quicksilver 
speed without any concern over obvious contradiction. Report 
something truthful and then recant because the government 

� “Bush asked to explain UK war memo.” CNN, �� May 200�.
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doesn’t like the repercussions?2 Why not? It’s not like people 
place any faith or trust in either organization.�

And what happens, pray tell, if a lie is exposed? Perpetuate it in 
the face of all sanity, as FOX News did when they continued 
to hype al-Libbi days after his relevance was made known?  
For bonus points, perhaps sacrifice one of your own on the altar 
of pointless errors before congratulating yourselves on rigorous 
adherence to “standards?”

It’s how President Bush can press Congress to invade Iraq on 
WMD charges in March of 200� and then turn around two 
years later and state it was always about regime change (an 
admission which is also illegal, by the way).�

There is no law specifically compelling a news organization 
to accuracy. Quite the contrary; thanks to our court system  
(Wilson & Akre v. Fox Television), media organizations are 
within their rights to fire someone who refuses to lie in news 
packages! If reporters can be fired for reporting the truth 
about bovine growth hormones, how can we believe anything 
they say or print, particularl when our national elections are 
tabulated by the television networks?

As much as I like turning to alternative media for real issues 
that concern the world, I want the same quality of news 
available to all Americans. Bush lied – even rigged polls cannot 
deny the disapproval the President faces from his constituents 
at the moment. People want to know these things. It is not the 
place of the media to quash items of note because it may rattle 
a few empty heads. As sagging circulation and ratings numbers 
prove, people are tuning out of conventional press because the 
companies are fighting so hard against telling the truth.

So take away the fight. Make news agencies report the news. 
Strip them of that title if they do not (the way most televised 
news is nowadays, that’d hardly be an insult). Protect people 
who tell the truth, especially if their job is in jeopardy for 
providing the public service they were hired to perform.  

2 Evan Thomas. “How a Fire Broke Out.” Newsweek, 2� May 200�.

� Bryan Zepp Jamieson. “The Fall of the American Media.” �4 May 200�.

4 George W. Bush. Presidential Letter, �8 March 200�.
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Most important, if they lie, force a full-fledged admission 
of such and then file suit. It’s slanderous to the integrity of 
the nation to let them continually peddle a steady stream of 
falsehoods as spun gold, and nothing hurts worse than being hit 
in the pocketbook. Who knows? It might not just help repair 
the tattered image of the American free press, it might also 
make a fair amount of money.

The truth often does.



Pulitzer’s Legacy: The  
Decline of Print in America

While newspaper jobs dwindle and circulation decreases, 
publishers still refuse to publish the truth. Why? 

D

December 6, 2005
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The Los Angeles Times announced yesterday it would 
close the doors on its Chatsworth plant and consolidate 
production into three downtown facilities, eliminating 

110 jobs.1 This news comes on the heels of the Tribune 
Company’s decision to cut �� Times newsroom jobs from its 
workforce in November.2

“These are not easy decisions and we are not taking them 
lightly,” publisher Jeff Johnson said earlier this year. “However, 
given the current business climate, we feel these reductions are 
absolutely essential to succeed in 200� and beyond.”

It’s been a difficult year for the newspaper industry. Flagging 
circulation, corporate mismanagement and lost advertising 
revenue have trimmed more than 2,000 staff jobs from major 
newspapers around the country (above figures don’t take into 
consideration smaller regional or local pulications). The New 
York Times Company has slashed close to �00 positions alone.

It appears it doesn’t pay to publish.

Except it does. Despite the gnashing of teeth from traditional 
media about soaring costs, newspapers do turn a profit – just not 

� “L.A.Times Closes Plant, Cuts Another ��0 Jobs.” Associated Press,  
� December 200�.

2 Joseph B. Treaster. “Los Angeles Times to cut 8� jobs in newsroom.”  
New York Times, 1� November 200�.
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enough of one for its shareholders.� Newspaper chain Knight 
Ridder posted a 1�% increase in earnings last year – impressive 
by any Wall Street standards – yet even that draws ire from 
investors. And while subscriptions and advertising revenue are 
down (a trend that started decades ago), those reading the paper 
are among the most lucrative and desirable demographics in the 
United States – affluent, educated men and women.

So I find it amusing when I hear editors bemoan the state of 
print journalism. Cutting jobs to maximize corporate profits 
results in crappier papers that only survive in the short-term. 
Blaming the downturn of print’s prominence in daily life on 
“the current business climate” is just deflection.

The reason people are abandoning both print and televised 
media is they are no longer amused by the lies they peddle. 
They find real political and national news elsewhere, and see  
for what they are the whitewash jobs. Perhaps if the Times 
devoted some of its reporters to actually reporting how events 
really unfold it’d regain some readership.

Don’t hold your breath.

It’s become obvious that print and broadcast journalism is 
not concerned with serving as a mouthpiece of our nation. 
They’re a cog in a larger corporate machine – most, if not 
all major papers nationwide are owned by larger diversified  
interests – and must respond accordingly. The owner’s political 
interests, the reputation of one’s advertisers and the overall 
clampdown on press freedoms rank a little higher than whether 
or not the readers feels the front page headline is accurate.

It’s why liberal columnists are fired and replaced with ones 
who think we shouldn’t care we were lied into war with Iraq. 
Newspapers and television do not care what the customer 
thinks, only how their bosses and advertisers react.

That’s why ad revenues continue to plummet.� There’s a direct 
correlation between devaluing your buyers and them turning 

�  Robyn Blumner. “For newspapers, news keeps getting worse.” St. 
Petersburg Times. 2� November 200�.

4 John Eggerton. “Big Three Net Revs Down 2�.�%.” Broadcasting & Cable, 
1� November 200�. 
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elsewhere for better product. Nobody likes a pretentious liar, 
particularly one entrusted by the public to fairly and accurately 
report the news.

I can visit various internet sites free of the sleazy partisan 
demagoguery one would find on CNN or FOX News. I get 
the news the way it’s meant to be disseminated – unbiased and 
unabashed. Readership has been soaring online in part because 
of the ease of accessing the World Wide Web, but mainly 
because it allows people to get their news unfiltered.

When I think about the tepid response traditional media 
outlets have paid the numerous spy scandals coursing through 
Capitol Hill right now – for Pete’s sake, Duke Cunningham 
just resigned in disgrace over bribery and as many as �0 
Congressmen may be tied to scuzzball Jack Abramoff� – I 
look at how the web broke these stories. The Downing Street 
Memo, Plamegate, detainee torture – who brought these stories 
to light?

When the world was rallying against the U.S. military invasion 
of Iraq in 200�, who exposed the lies that brought us into battle 
and who trumpeted the government’s message? Even now, 
who continues to press for indictments against the White 
House Iraq Group and who wants Special Prosecutor Patrick 
Fitzgerald to give up and head back to Chicago?�

The press has no one to blame but themselves for their 
disintegrating readership. People are tired of reading bullshit 
and have moved on to better sources of information. No amount 
of reorganization or job cutting will make a newspaper a viable 
source of news to someone who has tasted the real deal.

Joseph Pulitzer’s name should confuse no one. A man of 
wealth and means, he built his fortune crusading against  
“government corruption, lotteries, gambling, and tax fraud.” 
His battle with the government over fraudulent payments by 
the United States to the French Panama Canal Company won 
victories for the press while humiliating Theodore Roosevelt 
and J.P. Morgan, and his legacies of the Pulitzer Prize and 

� Patrick Martin. “The Abramoff affair: Corruption scandal threatens 
Republican control of US Congress.” 2� November 200�.

� Richard Cohen. “Let This Leak Go.” Washington Post, 1� October200�.
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the Columbia School of Journalism serve as reminders of the 
benefits a free and truthful press in our society.

Last month, his flagship paper, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, 
went down in flames. One hundred thirty employees left the 
paper due to a corporate buyout by Lee Enterprises. “I was 
unable to come to terms with management on the conditions 
that would have encouraged me to stay here,” said the exiting 
editor-in-chief.

Cutting jobs for corporate health. All at the expense of the 
reader – and the truth. If the Post-Dispatch’s obituary isn’t a 
fitting depiction of the press in general, I don’t know what is.



Since when are Astronauts 
Heroes?

Going up in a space shuttle does not make you a hero.

D

February 9, 2003
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Each man is a hero and oracle to somebody.
– Ralph Waldo Emerson.

On Saturday, February 1, 200�, the Space Shuttle Columbia 
decided it had had enough. It was tired of ferrying a 
bunch of pseudo-scientists and military brats into orbit 

so they could run tests on whether or not hamsters have trouble 
shitting in a vacuum (they don’t) or what a flame looks like sans 
gravity (like a blue nipple). It was tired of having a computer 
system a Game Boy would laugh at, and, most important, 
it was tired of the almost conscious neglect it was getting from 
NASA.

So when a piece of insulating foam ripped off the main fuel 
tank and struck its left wing just after launch, Columbia tossed 
in the towel and showed the United States what budget cut 
after budget cut can do in a Mach 1� slipstream.

The only unfortunate side effect in Columbia’s suicide was that 
it made heroes out of the seven astronauts housed in its belly.

9

Going up in a space shuttle does not make one a hero.

From the moment they begin their training, astronauts are well 
aware that the rocket they take into space is a death trap. NASA 
estimates catastrophic failure every 7� flights. The missions 
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undertaken are often inane bullshit used to justify what little 
budget the space program has left.

Aside from the universal struggle of docking your ass into a 
zero-g toilet, there is nothing gallant about going into space.

Is it the trip into space itself that people worship? If I asked 
you to strap yourself to a million gallons of partially radioactive 
fuel would you do it?

No. Because unless you are a moron, you value your life.

Face it: astronauts are everyday people who train for what 
amounts to a bitch of a commute.

That’s the biggest problem I have with this recent showering 
of praise for people who, for lack of a better term, died in a 
cosmic car crash.

I see accidents on the road every day that are grizzly,  
horrific messes. I’ve seen a car cleaved in two, its passengers a 
blot on the pavement.

People who were on their way to work. People who, in that 
final fleeting moment, felt an eternity of pain as their life ended. 
However, their deadly commute won’t amount to generous 
lifetime compensations for those they leave behind. It doesn’t 
result in an endless array of pointless media coverage.

The quest was the same: to get to work. The vehicles to get 
them there were both poorly manufactured from substandard 
parts that, in the end, are put together by a computer (which 
can malfunction) and by people (who get paid whether or not 
their equipment is recalled). Why then, should we deify those 
who in their hubris chose to shoot themselves to the stars?

Doing your job does not make you a hero.

Not firefighters, not policemen, not doctors, and certainly not 
astronauts.

Why?
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Because they get paid to take the risk of dying. A hero does 
something that benefits all, sometimes at the cost of themselves, 
for no gain.

I didn’t hear anyone recently calling astronauts heroes until the 
debris started falling.

That sure hasn’t stopped the media, however. Taking a brief 
respite from its day job as a shill for government propaganda, 
the “news” has pumped this thing into a national tragedy, 
complete with nameless mourners, faceless pundits, and enough 
saccharine-soaked emotion to make viewers think something 
epic happened.

The worst part of this ridiculous affair is that through it all 
we haven’t learned one iota about our own casualties because 
they’ve been completely overshadowed by Ilan Ramon’s death. 
Apparently, the American press feels the need to fawn over this 
guy because he’s the first Israeli in space.

Big fucking deal.

Richard Husband. William McCool. Michael Anderson. 
David Brown. Kalpana Chawla. Laurel Clark.

These are Americans. If we’re going to be bombarded with 
constant media by our pathetic press, at least have the dignity 
and responsibility to cover these individuals.

But no.

Ilan Ramon is splashed everywhere. He’s Israeli. His parents 
are Holocaust survivors. He’s also a known saboteur who 
infiltrated Iraq in the �980s and blew up a nuclear power plant.

Once upon a time, when people actually looked at the U.S. 
government in a positive, supportive light, the Space Program 
was a shining beacon of Americana. In less than a decade, the 
infrastructure and the technology needed to send men to the 
moon and return them safely was designed and implemented. 
As a result, the rest of the world gauged our technological 
progress as the standard to look up to, and the astronaut, 
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regardless of the terminally dull nature of his duties, became an 
admired profession.

With Columbia’s death comes the death of optimism for space. 
Why? Because we can’t even manage to discern that a massive 
piece of insulation striking a critical part of the shuttle would 
result in trouble.

That NASA thought the shuttle was safe for landing shows 
how arrogant and stupid we are. Meanwhile, Russia continues 
to launch shoeboxes rented by the highest bidder into space 
and bring it home safely.

Conspiracy theorists are spinning this like some kind of 
terrorist attack. Maybe because it sounds better to some.  
I’d like to think that some fuck blew up our shuttle rather than 
know it collapsed under its own neglect, but it isn’t possible.  
Columbia didn’t die to promote Bush’s agenda against Iraq,  
it didn’t die to make a martyr out of an Israeli, it didn’t die to 
send a message against the dangers of space.

It died because the people who took care of it decided it was 
more frugal to spend money elsewhere and take a risk that 
antiquated hardware wouldn’t fall apart.

And because of that, people died.

There’s nothing heroic about that.



Government
h

It is dangerous to be right when the government is wrong.

– Voltaire



 



Tsunami Shouldn’t 
Overshadow Relief Needed  

in America

The recent tsunami has spurred the United States  
to pledge aid to those affected. Any chance they 

 could turn a little of that goodwill on some Americans 
while they’re at it?

h

January 4, 2005
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As a way to ring in deficit spending in 200�, Congress 
admitted this week it expects the Bush Administration 
to request as much as $100 billion this year for its 

military campaigns in Afghanistan and Iraq.1

“I hope they ask for something big,” said senator Lindsey 
Graham of the bill. “Look, this is a test of wills. We need 
to show our enemies that we are not going to do this on the 
cheap.” (Apparently Graham hasn’t read troops stationed in the 
Middle East are resorting to using scrap metal as armor.2)

Such monies would raise the overall expense of Bush’s private 
little wars abroad to over $2�0 billion dollars, roughly $1000 for 
every man, woman, and child in the United States. Is the cost 
worth it? Every motivation lobbed at Americans encouraging 
war has fallen apart, and effort to bring freedom to Iraqis and 
Afghanis only reminds us “humanitarian war” is a contradiction 
in terms.

Graham’s zeal to appropriate more military spending (current 
Pentagon budgets already broach half a trillion dollars)  
only exacerbates a dangerous mindset in our political leaders. 
Why create when you can destroy? Why help tsunami relief 
victims when you can kill Iraqi civilians?

1 Peronet Despeignes. “Congress expects $100 billion war request.”  
USA Today, �  January 200�.

2 Bryan Bender. “US stance on armor disputed.” Boston Globe,  
10 December 200�.
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Why rebuild the American infrastructure when you can blow 
up roads and buildings abroad?

9

Last week’s tsunami was a sad combination of devastating 
loss of life and political idiocy at its finest. On one hand, we 
have hundreds of thousands of people killed in one of the 
largest natural disasters in human history; on the other we 
have bureaucrats scrambling to cover their asses when their  
short-sightedness caught up with them.

Thailand not only brushed aside warnings from the United 
States and its own meteorologists about pending disaster, it 
actively sought to halt warnings out of concern for its tourism 
industry. No nations surrounding the Bay of Bengal issued an 
official warning even with last-minute information. Calling 
the disaster preparedness “lethargic and disorganized” is an 
understatement to say the least.�

Do I praise the response? Absolutely – the relief effort from 
around the world has been tremendous and re-affirms my 
faith that humanity does have bouts of empathy from time 
to time. I’m even slightly surprised the U.S. upped its pledge 
of monetary aid to $��0 million (from a starting point of $�0 
million).� Is that surprise welcome, though?

Not to me.

While I applaud bankrolling a little debt to help people,  
I’d rather see it spent on my fellow citizens. Acts of charity 
are best left to foundations committed to charitable works, 
foundations organized and funded by people who devote their 
time and hard-earned money to the greatest cause – humanity.

As we’ve seen, government is dedicated to few things beyond 
its own self-preservation. The money given by the United 
States to disaster relief is proof of that. $�0 million dollars 
doesn’t even pay for the lavish inaugural festivities President 

� Peter Symonds. “The Asian tsunami: why there were no warnings.” 
WSWS.org, � January 200�.

4 “US pledges $��0m in tsunami aid.” BBC News, � January 200�.
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Bush has planned for later this month.� Upping the ante to  
one-third of one percent of proposed Iraq spending sends a message 
the administration is desperate for a little goodwill.

But you know what? I don’t want my tax dollars spent on 
spit-polishing the Bush Administration image – I want it 
put towards me and my community. I’d like roads that don’t 
collapse in heavy rains, I want schools to stay open and teachers 
to get a bump in pay. I’d like Pell Grants to continue for the 1.� 
million college students that will lose them this year.� I want 
safe streets and above-adequate funding for civil services.

I want real armor for our troops – not scrap metal.

Forgive me for sounding selfish, but it’s time Americans look 
to the problems facing our own society and using what money 
we have left to improve ourselves. I’m tired of seeing money that 
could be used to our own ends to help our battered industrial 
base and residential streets shift overseas to help (or harm) 
people according to some vague agenda.

Do I feel for the people of Sri Lanka who are now homeless 
because of a natural disaster? Sure, but I feel more sympathy 
for the legless veteran who’s returned from a tour of duty in 
Afghanistan facing foreclosure on his home because he has 
no money, few medical benefits, no job prospects and the 
psychological trauma of having served as a killing machine.

Guess what: devastation comes in all shapes and sizes. It can 
take the form of a tidal wave, but more often than not it’s the 
haunting look in a man’s eye, the eviction notice in a woman’s 
hand and the gnawing hunger in a young child’s stomach.

And that is the problem that exists in American society as the 
disparity of wealth grows ever greater. Our children look at 
the world around them and see a government that cares less 
about their own people than nameless others in foreign lands. 
They see that they are given substandard educational tools, 
food, and facilities but hear about billions being pumped into 

� Maureen Fan. “Ticket Requests, Cash Inundate Volunteers.” Washington 
Post, 4 January 200�.

6 Don Johnson. “Bush To Cut Pell Education Grants For �.4 Million 
Students.” Rense.com, �0 December 200�.
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other economies, and they learn that charity begins and ends 
at home.

Want real charity? Teach your own people that you care about 
them and let them know it. Build them roads. Give them 
education. Don’t screw them out of their Social Security. 
Make them safe. All these things can happen if the federal 
government lays off the warmongering and turns its vast policy 
of wasteful spending into something productive.

I’m not saying the tsunami situation should be ignored. By all 
means, please help in any way you can. But I also ask that we 
as Americans re-examine ourselves and realize that it’s okay to 
help to help ourselves, too.

If we don’t, we’ll visit upon our nation the horror and 
devastation a tsunami can bring without even getting our feet 
wet.



Let’s Arrest the Illegal 
Immigrant Advantage

Should California’s illegal immigrant population receive 
more state welfare than its citizens?

h

September 21, 2003
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Wherever he is, I hope Allan Bakke is beating  
his head against the wall in frustration over 
California’s recent legislation discriminating against 

its own citizens.

For those in need of a refresher course, Bakke was the man who 
sued the University of California school system in an attempt 
to bring a color-blind process of admittance into the picture. 
Bakke, a white man, was kept out of medical school because 
the quota for whites had been filled.

The goal is noble, and I applaud and appreciate California’s 
role at leveling the playing field for all citizens. Emphasis on 
citizen.

I draw the line, however, at granting rights to illegal immigrants 
that even your everyday citizen isn’t privy to.

In the past few weeks, the California State Assembly has 
seen fit to pass several bills giving preferential treatment to 
undocumented illegals over its own legal residents. The bills, 
which allow for illegals to receive a driver’s license as well as 
free college tuition, are outrageous in that they grant benefits, at 
taxpayer expense, to those who by definition are living here 
illegally.

I believe, at heart, lawmakers in Sacramento think they’re 
doing something good for the state. The licenses, they argue, 
make people who are already driving on the road accountable 
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for their actions; education, they might say, allows for people 
to better themselves and their training, making them better 
workers. Criticism to the plan was met with reassurance that 
strict measures were in place to make sure those who earn their 
free ride deserve it.

Guess what? Illegal immigrants deserve nothing in this country. 
Being in California does not make you a citizen.

Undocumented workers may toil and slave and even pay taxes 
on the wages they make, but at the end of the day they are not 
entitled to the same rights as people who, by nature of birth 
or by virtue of their patience of the immigration process, are 
citizens. It is why they are described as illegal immigrants.  
Simply being here is a crime.

Why should there be rewards for skirting the established system 
for residency? What benefit is there to applying for citizenship 
when it’s to your advantage not to? With government systems 
doling out money and programs to those who do not belong 
here. There is absolutely no incentive to play by the rules of 
society. California places the needs of its people behind those 
who would steal from it.

The provision of obtaining tuition waivers is rigorous but 
absurd. Illegal students would be required to have been schooled 
in California for three years and have received a diploma.  
Three years of education paid by the state. Schools are packed 
full enough as it is. Why are we admitting people who can’t 
document who they are?

Am I overreacting? Perhaps. But maybe I find it a little 
sickening when someone steals into this country and utilizes 
our declining public school system (declining because of 
resource-draining programs that exempt the students’ need to 
learn the English language), they can obtain a degree and then 
get a free college education.

Contrast that with an American citizen, who actually has to 
pay for any higher education he or she wants to embark upon. 
Does that sound reasonable to you? Is it really to our advantage 
to train and educate illegal immigrants over our own children?
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Likewise, is it fair and reasonable to extend photo identification  
services as well? It legitimizes their presence here and 
encourages more to migrate because it so easy to get established. 
Worst of all, it’s like stamping someone’s hand when they exit 
Disneyland. Border security is so lax that, if stopped crossing 
the border, the only cursory proof of citizenship required is a 
valid California ID.

No birth certificate. No passport. Just a stupid driver’s license.

If you are an illegal visitor to this state, you’re not entitled to be 
here. You’re not entitled to a damn thing except a trip back to 
your country of origin – at your expense.

Repealing the law will not solve immigration problems in 
California. The issue is large and multifaceted, but the ultimate 
truth is that there’s an overall lack of caring about protecting 
one’s own in this state. As shocking as this sounds, the state 
and this country have a duty to put the lives of its people ahead 
of those who aren’t American. That’s the entire meaning 
of borders. It’s not a discriminatory measure: it’s a way of 
maintaining a society without overburdening it with the woes 
of another.

If it’s such a struggle for kids in this state to get a license, 
and they’re from California, why should we bestow such an 
enormous privilege on people we’re not even culpable for?

If I snuck into France and bummed off their system for years at 
a time, should I be entitled to study at the Sorbonne? We have 
enough poorly-educated citizens as it is in California. We don’t 
need any more, particularly when they don’t belong here in the 
first place.
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Above the Influence

What’s more addictive: street drugs, or spending 
government cash on useless programs?

h
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Ever been to Pete’s house?

Pete likes to get high and sit on his couch for 11-hour stretches. 
Does he watch a little television between bouts with the 
munchies? It’s possible – but dollars to donuts his unthinking 
ass is parked on that stained blue relic in his basement, dying 
one moment at a time.

Pete is a loser, one of many inhabiting a world created by the 
government-funded anti-drug folks at Above the Influence. 
Their menagerie includes juveniles who attach leeches to 
themselves, girls who flatten into boneless, two-dimensional 
pancakes, and young men capable of shoving their fist in 
their mouth. There’s also a touching periphery of characters 
who listens to indie rock or says inappropriate things.  
The one element tying this vast teenage wasteland together? 
Marijuana abuse.

What does listening to the White Stripes have to do with 
smoking pot? It’s doubtful Above the Influence knows, or cares; 
its government mandate isn’t to employ logic and reason to the 
ongoing drug debate, it’s to waste copious amounts of money on 
flashy advertising. How else does one explain the comic antics 
of a burnout telling his dog to walk himself, or a commercial 
where a girl has been crushed into a midget accordion thanks to 
the magic of special effects and peer pressure? In what universe 
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does advertising like this work? Who in their right mind will 
see this print and media campaign and toss their bong?

No one – and government bean counters agree.

The Government Accountability Office recently released 
the results of a five-year study showing federal ad campaigns 
targeting teenage drug use did little more than waste $1.2 billion, 
and similar evaluations going back to 1��� also concluded little 
to no positive reaction to these programs.1 Furthermore, the 
report found “greater exposure to the campaign was associated 
with weaker anti-drug norms and increases in the perceptions 
that others use marijuana.” In other words, teenagers viewed 
the increased media coverage of marijuana as a cue to try pot 
for themselves.

The GAO submitted their findings in August 2006. What was 
the reaction from the Bush administration? Increase funding 
to $1�0 million over the next year. Yes, that’s right – the White 
House and the Office of National Drug Control Policy, which 
oversees Above the Influence, are pursuing further funding for 
a program proven to be a money pit.

“The administration has asked for a �1 percent increase in 
funding for the advertising campaign,” said Ryan Grim of  
The Politico. “The bad study results weren’t news to the White 
House, which sat on the research for a year and a half while 
continuing to fund the ad campaign on the basis that the study 
was still ongoing. The White House proposal would increase 
the program’s budget to $1�0 million over the next year.”2

$1�0 million.

$1�0 million.

Stop and think for a minute what $1�0 million, properly spent, 
could do for our youth. We could hire teachers to alleviate 
crowded classrooms, or purchase books and other materials for 

� United States Government Accountability Office. “Contractor’s National 
Evaluation Did Not Find That the Youth Anti-Drug Media Campaign Was 
Effective in Reducing Youth Drug Use.” August 200�.

2 Ryan Grim. “Bush Wants Funding Jump for Anti-Drug Ads Rated as 
Useless.” The Politico, � February 200�.
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schools so that children aren’t reliant on out-of-date textbooks 
and poorly maintained computers. Arts programs shuttered 
across the country could be re-opened, and an appreciation 
for art, music, and creativity could foster in young minds once 
again. While all of these things won’t necessarily halt marijuana 
use in teens, at the very least their lives aren’t reduced to dull, 
lifeless state indoctrination five days a week. And that’s a plus.

I’m not averse to providing programming to children that 
has a positive impact. However, ad campaigns like Above the 
Influence and Truth (the abomination that pledges tobacco 
awareness by having men shave letters into their back hair) 
are proven to negatively affect these kids. Why continue to fund 
them? Why expand their funding?

What’s more addictive: street drugs, or spending government 
cash on useless programs?

It’s a given that government is wasteful; look no further than 
the loss of wealth and life in our pursuit of global hegemony.  
And I’ll admit, I appreciate the advertisement with a responsible 
brother teaching his younger sibling to exercise freedom of 
thought and reject drugs. But good families don’t need ad 
campaigns or government to teach ethics and morality to one 
another, and the bad ones aren’t going to listen, anyway. Drug 
use is by and large a personal choice, and teaching conformity 
through non-conformity is an insult even to non-users.

With the power shift in Congress, Bush’s proposal could 
flounder. Will the project get cancelled? One can only hope. 
When the government takes a look at one of its own programs 
and declares it a failure, you’d think it’d get the axe. But as with 
all things government, failure is success. We could be looking 
at head-scratching “edgy” ads for a long time; after all, there’s 
that rising meth addiction rate to take care of next!

If Bush really wanted to combat pot smoking, he should clean 
up and re-air the mid-’�0s public service announcement with 
the mustachioed father and high-pitched son. The haunting 
scream of “You, all right? I learned it by watching you!” 
echoing across America would never sound sweeter, and kids 
would be too busy clutching their stomachs in laughter to reach 
for a pipe and a dime bag. 
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Bush Sells Out the American 
Dream for Votes

Word to the wise: giving illegal immigrants the chance 
to take more jobs won’t help the American economy.

h
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It looks like California’s love affair with illegal immigrants 
is spreading.

I have railed against California’s ridiculous proposals granting 
free college tuition and drivers’ licenses to people living in 
the United States illegally. No, they are not “undocumented 
workers.” They are illegal, and they need to be deported.

However, last week, President George W. Bush called for 
legislation that would change the work status of millions of 
illegal immigrants so that they can embrace, you guessed it, 
“the American Dream.”1

That’s a pretty laughable proposition considering the state of 
the American Dream at the moment. Thanks to Bush’s push to 
globalize (let’s not forget Clinton and the disastrous NAFTA, 
though), the economy is in the crapper and jobs are flying 
off to India and China at a rapid pace. The workforce here is 
constantly scrambling for jobs they are overqualified for just to 
make ends meet and pay off massive credit card debt.

The Mexico mentality has come home to roost.

Most money earned by illegals in the United States is sent back 
to Mexico; it’s the number two source of revenue for the nation 
after oil. And as much as Bush would like us to believe that the 

� “Bush calls for changes on illegal workers.” CNN, 8 January 2004.
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influx of 8-�2 million Mexicans into this country is bringing a 
renaissance of “energetic, ambitious, optimistic people,” we’re 
dealing with the lowest rungs of the Mexican social ladder.

People who fully take advantage of the social welfare system, 
a system now bafflingly set up to give more benefits to illegal 
immigrants than to American citizens.

Bush’s legislation would also allow people using fraudulent 
Social Security numbers for employment to collect the 
money taken from their paychecks.2 Apparently, people are 
complaining that their ill-gotten gains are being taxed and want 
the money, even though the entire process was deceptive from 
the start.

Are we living in the Twilight Zone?

I have no problem with people immigrating to the United 
States legally. There is a process in place for a reason, and every 
year �40,000 people benefit. By subverting it, the country is 
weakened.

I am opposed to the notion that someone can spend years of their 
life as a thief and be rewarded for it. The government shouldn’t 
favor criminals over those who, even in these troubled times, 
follow the law and obey good judgment. Likewise, legitimizing 
the actions of millions of criminals will only encourage more 
illegal immigration.

President Bush thinks it’ll help make our borders more secure 
and lower law enforcement burdens. And as usual, President 
Bush is full of shit. This is strictly an election year ploy to get 
fiercely political Latino expatriates to think he is on their side, 
that his “compassionate” agenda isn’t a self-serving excuse to 
try and drum up minority votes. And, hey, Jeb Bush is married 
to a woman named Columba! How much more compassion do 
you need?

The American government has made it a crusade to drive the 
American Dream into the dust. While schools decay, cities and 
states run out of money, and people lose jobs, government is 

2 Mike Allen. “Bush to Seek Immigrant Benefit Protection.” Washington 
Post, 4 January 2004.
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farming technology, jobs, and money overseas. The enormous 
amounts of money we give other countries yearly could 
build a ton of new schools, fix ones in need of repair, or buy 
the education supplies our children need so their upbringing 
isn’t relegated entirely to AOL Instant Messenger. It could 
pay the entire deficits for numerous states. But it’s washed  
away – and it’s money taken from our taxes.

Likewise, the millions of dollars we pay illegals yearly don’t 
cross the border twice. It’s not pumped back into the U.S. 
economy. Every dollar that goes abroad weakens the economy 
as a whole.

America needs to care for Americans, not the rest of the world. 
Instead of announcing the election-friendly ploy of financing 
a settlement on the moon, we need to work to restore the 
ailing infrastructure that has collapsed power grids around the 
country. Goodwill begins at home.

Let’s stop treating our own nation like a third-world country. 
Place serious penalties on corporations that subvert the 
workforce by shipping their jobs elsewhere, and take a look at 
the free trade agreements that favor greedy multinationals but 
not their employees.

I am disgusted at Bush’s notion that this country “needs” the 
millions of people out there who rake lawns, wash cars, and do 
other hard work because it’s supposedly beneath the average 
American. This notion that manual labor is contemptible, 
that Americans are too enlightened to do it smacks of sheer 
stupidity, but since blue collar has come to be equated with 
undesirable, it’s time to reverse that idea as well.

I commend those who bust their asses for a living. People 
who craft goods with their hands, repair broken machinery, or 
collect the refuse we pump out daily earn their money – and 
my respect. They are actually doing things, things that are often 
messy and dangerous. To say that Americans don’t want to 
construct a building because it’s laborious is an insult to every 
person who puts real effort into making the things that we all 
need.
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No wonder most Americans are fat, lazy, and soft.  
The “work ethic” being lauded by society involves seeing how 
long we can sit on our ass and pump out paperwork while 
sneering at the guy painting the sign across the street.

There is dignity in blue-collar jobs. They don’t need to be given 
to thieves and liars when legitimate Americans, who aspire to 
be something more than mindless desk jockeys, work those 
positions every day with pride.

Don’t let 12 million legal citizens lose out on their own right 
to the American Dream. And don’t let a lying, shifty president 
create 12 million new votes for his campaign. The last thing 
we need is a lobbying force for people that, by their definition, 
have no rights in our country.



Let Them Eat ... Nothing?

Dallas has a homeless problem that’s spiraling out 
of control, yet we spend billions on destroying and 

rebuilding Iraq. Where are our priorities?

h
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Starting this September, Dallas, Texas will fine organizations 
for feeding the homeless – a move that has angered the 
many charities, churches, and individuals serving meals to 

the city’s burgeoning indigent population.1

It’s a regrettable situation. City officials are desperate to 
revitalize the downtown area to broaden appeal to residents 
and businesses, and homeless settlements halt gentrification, 
increase trash and crime, and lower property values. But the 
solution – serving meals only at designated areas – doesn’t 
work for those that have spent years establishing trust with the 
men and women they feed. Coaxing them to new locations is 
something they feel is highly unlikely.

“The problem is that isn’t gonna work. The homeless aren’t 
gonna go there,” said Phil Romano, a restaurateur whose group 
Hunger Busters serves meals three days a week.

Romano and others say that they intend to ignore the ordinance 
and risk the fines, which could range between $200 and $2,000. 
While I don’t necessarily agree with such guerilla tactics, 
keeping people fed and sheltered is something an important 
goal for any healthy society. So how does a community balance 
the needs of the poor and downtrodden against the needs of 
the many? Is it worth ignoring crumbling and decaying 
neighborhoods if it means a few hundred outcasts have food 
and shelter?

1 Thomas Korosec. “Dallas law cracks down on feeding the homeless.” 
Houston Chronicle, � August 200�.
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“None of us think it is wrong to feed the poor. But to have people 
believe they are above the law because they are doing God’s work 
is troublesome,” said community activist Gwen Gaylen.

More and more people fall off the grid each day while arguments 
like this rage across the nation. And while I realize we live in a 
democracy, isn’t a little socialism acceptable when it comes to 
keeping our fellow citizens fed?

With all the money being spent waging war against Iraq,  
why can’t we turn those efforts and attentions back on our own 
people? Why spend billions to kill when a malnourished child 
sleeps on the streets?

9

It’s easy to be homeless in the United States.

Emergency medical care can wipe one’s savings out in the blink 
of an eye. Break a leg or grow a cancer without insurance and 
watch the bills pile up. Caring for sick relatives can bankrupt 
even the most fiscally responsible people.

Lose your job for three months and watch your lifestyle 
evaporate. Well-paying gigs have migrated overseas, so finding 
another is out of the question. Meanwhile, your mortgage is due, 
the car isn’t paid for, and the electricity just got turned off.

Any number of things can leave the average American without 
money. The cost of living rises while real wages diminish; it 
doesn’t take a seasoned economist to figure out the kind of 
pressures that creates. The disparity between the poor and the 
wealthy has never been greater.

Don’t believe me? The Houston Chronicle reports that on the 
same day Dallas intends to start fining people for feeding the 
homeless at illegal settlements, Texas itself will raise electricity 
costs for low-income households by 10 percent – because 
budget writers raided the LITE-UP Texas program to balance 
the state’s budget. Some 11�,000 households will be affected to 
the tune of $1� a month, or $200 a year.2

2 Polly Ross Hughes. “Poor in Texas to See Higher Power Bills.” Houston 
Chronicle, � August 200�.
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To the well-off bureaucrats in Austin, $200 a year might not 
seem like a lot of money. To the family who relied on the 
rebate to keep their family fed or keep the hot summer heat 
at bay with an air conditioner, it makes all the difference.  
“Trickle-down” economics like this are taking place all over; 
programs that help the poor tend to get the axe when states try 
to stop from sliding into bankruptcy themselves.

These programs could be fully funded by a fraction of 
the money the federal government piles into the military 
complex every year. Am I suggesting that Washington, D.C. 
act as a panacea for every social ill that exists in our nation?  
Hardly, but we need to focus on ourselves.

We have spent hundreds of billions of dollars abroad combatting 
a phantom menace. We have destroyed the infrastructure of a 
sovereign nation and promised to rebuild it. Our all-volunteer 
army is underfunded and stretched thin. Troops armor their 
Humvees with scraps of metal found in the desert.

All the while, we throw money at illegal immigrants while 
denying basic entitlements to our own citizens. Our leaders 
applaud trade agreements that ship labor jobs out of the United 
States while importing poorly-crafted textiles.

Our priorities are severely out of whack. I can only hope that 
others think the same.

I suggest again what I have suggested before: let’s pay attention 
to our own social ills. Americans strut around and mock other 
nations while thinking their own shit doesn’t stink. Let’s take 
the wasted money we spend ($1 billion per week to Iraq alone) 
and point it inwards.

With a highways system crumbling further every day, how 
great would it be to use those billions on new infrastructure? 
Or pay for the expensive anti-terrorism statutes foisted on 
states by the government but never properly funded?

With $1 billion, we could rebuild hundreds of crumbling 
schools, hire teachers and give children a real education. 
Another billion could feed millions of homeless, house them 
and give them vocational training for years, or it could provide 
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medical care for those who don’t have health insurance.  
There are so many other things that could better take advantage 
of the money that it staggers the mind.

It’s not “communist” to want to see the United States live up 
to its potential. When I see cities arguing over how to fine 
people for helping a strata of society in desperate need of help, 
and when we continue to waste what resources we have on a 
needless war, the decision is easy.

Quit trying to “help” everyone else. We’ve got enough problems 
of our own for a while.



The Shame of Walter Reed

Does “Support Our Troops” no longer apply when they 
return from combat as shells of their former selves?

h
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Walter Reed was a pioneer in the field of medicine. 
With two medical degrees in hand by age 20, he later 
led a team of physicians in confirming how yellow 

fever was spread. Reed’s research saved the lives of countless 
servicemen in the United States Army, and his insights opened 
up whole new fields of biomedicine. His untimely death in �902 
was honored by the army, which supported his breakthrough 
studies with the opening of Walter Reed General Hospital in 
Washington, DC. Over the years, this facility has transformed 
into the Walter Reed Army Medical Center (WRAMC). 
If you’re wounded in the line of duty, odds are you’ll see the 
inside of one of its many buildings.

Whether you’ll be filled with rage or sorrow upon exiting, 
however, is another story.

You see, Reed’s legacy is falling apart, and isn’t fit to service 
the lowliest among us, let alone men and women who sacrifice 
their lives and bodies for the military. “Behind the door of 
Army Spec. Jeremy Duncan’s room,” writes Washington Post 
journalists Dana Priest and Anne Hull, “part of the wall is torn 
and hangs in the air, weighted down with black mold. When 
the wounded combat engineer stands in his shower and looks 
up, he can see the bathtub on the floor above through a rotted 
hole.

“The entire building, constructed between the world wars, often 
smells like greasy carry-out. Signs of neglect are everywhere: 
mouse droppings, belly-up cockroaches, stained carpets, cheap 
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mattresses.”1 And that’s just Building �8, a repurposed hotel not 
attached to the facilities proper. Much of the complex faces 
similar levels of neglect, and vets who read the Post’s recent 
exposé detailing those nightmare conditions have confirmed 
other VA clinics around the country aren’t much better.

“It is just not Walter Reed,” says veteran Ray Oliva. “The VA 
hospitals are not good either except for the staff who work so 
hard. It brings tears to my eyes when I see my brothers and 
sisters having to deal with these conditions.”2

The Post’s investigation led to the forced resignation and firing 
of several high-level military officials, including WRAMC 
commanding general George Weightman, Secretary of the 
Army Francis Harvey, and Kevin Kiley, base commander 
from 2002-200�. Ignorance of the conditions was feigned, 
but it’s hard to ignore a body of evidence going back several 
years, including articles from both the Post and Salon Magazine 
detailing First Lt. Julian Goodrum’s court martial� for seeking 
medical care elsewhere due to poor living conditions.�

Defense Secretary Robert Gates insists he will hold accountable 
those responsible for such deplorable conditions. But said 
conditions persist, and recent declarations by quality control 
inspector Mark Cordell that other buildings at WRAMC are 
equally inhospitable� show the military’s reticence to give their 
wounded a shred of dignity while Harvey’s departure from his 
post was punctuated with a lavish going-away ceremony.�

What’s more important: a grunt’s rehabilitation or more mortar 
shells? Would the top brass prefer their subordinates just die 

1 Dana Priest and Anne Hull. “Soldiers Face Neglect, Frustration At Army’s 
Top Medical Facility.” Washington Post, 1� February 200�.

2 Anne Hull and Dana Priest. “‘It Is Just Not Walter Reed’: Soldiers Share 
Troubling Stories Of Military Health Care Across U.S.” Washington Post,  
� March 200�.

� Lynne Duke. “Under Fire: Haunted by Memories of War, A Soldier 
Battles The Army.” � November 2004.

4 Mark Benjamin. “Military injustice.” Salon Magazine, 7 June 200�.

� Bruce Lesham. “Major New Problems At Walter Reed.” WUSA9,  
1� March 200�.

� “Army Secretary Who Resigned Over Walter Reed Given Lavish Farewell 
Ceremony.” Think Progress, � March 200�.
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on the battlefield rather than subject the state to costly medical 
procedures? Don’t be so quick to answer.�

Our troops are treated with contempt by command; how else 
do you explain the mentality behind deploying more of them in 
President Bush’s ill-fated “surge,” or how soldiers were ordered 
to abandon top-of-the-line body armor or lose death benefits? 
�Body armor that they or family members had to purchase for 
themselves because materials provided by the military were 
substandard?

Why is it when we hear about troop food rations arriving 
spoiled and contaminated no one bats an eyelash? Why do 
Americans chuckle when they hear their brothers and sisters 
resort to lining Humvees with scrap metal for some measure of 
protection?

Why have we as a people come to expect an army that doesn’t 
shield its own forces from harm?

One of the mantras of the post-September 11 mindscape is that 
we must support our troops. That, regardless of the veracity 
of the war(s) they fight in, they deserve consummate respect 
from society for volunteering to stand on the battlefield for the 
American Republic. But respect doesn’t begin and end with a 
ribbon around a tree or some shoddy, Mexican-made magnet 
on the back of a car. It means we feed them, educate them, and 
care for them. Even if they’re sick or wounded. They stood up 
in service for the United States. When it’s needed, the United 
States must stand up for them as well.

Yet as we’ve seen, medical facilities are atrocious and benefits 
routinely fall to budget cuts. In one instance, American forces 
working with NATO in Kosovo may lose combat status and 
be stripped of thousands of dollars of pay and the ability to fly 
home because accountants think the war in the Balkans ended 

� Kelly Kennedy. “Walter Reed patients told to keep quiet.” Army Times, 
2� February 200�.

� Nathaniel R. Helms. “Army Orders Soldiers to Shed Dragon Skin or Lose 
SGLI Death Benefits” Soldiers for the Truth, �4 January 2006.
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when Bill Clinton left office.� Those that do receive care must 
jump through Catch-22 levels of bureaucracy.

Following the golden rule has never seemed so simple. Treat 
these men and women how we would want to be treated. 
Nothing less than state-of-the-art medical procedures to save 
life and limb. And nothing less than the best psychologists to 
help repair what needles and sutures cannot – a fragile mind 
damaged by the horrors of war.

Because of modern warfare, veteran needs could top $� trillion 
in the coming years, money the government would much rather 
spend on shiny new bombs or even shinier propaganda. Why 
fit a soldier with a prosthetic limb when it costs just as much 
to train his replacement on an M-1�? The men and women of 
the armed forces are being nickeled and dimed to death by an 
administration that just does not care whether they live or die.

I take that back. They’d much prefer you die. And given the 
state of Walter Reed Army Medical Center, the faster you do 
so, the better.

9 Josh White. “American Troops In Kosovo May Lose Their Combat 
Status.” Washington Post, � March 200�.



Arnold’s Energy Crisis

If Governor-elect Arnold Schwarzenegger truly wants 
to help California, he should uphold the $� billion suit 

against buddy Ken Lay.

h
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California is by and large a liberal state. While this is often 
detrimental in terms of the benefits and education it 
grants to illegal immigrants, progressive policy is needed 

in today’s American culture.

So it’s perplexing the people of California turned out in record 
numbers to cast their vote for reform and found Arnold 
Schwarzenegger was the one to heal our fractured economy,  
to bring back honesty and integrity to public office.

Arnold Schwarzenegger.

His motto? “I will work honestly, without fear or favor, to do 
what is right for all Californians.”

This is certainly true. In addition to spearheading a proposition 
to help children through the benefits of after-school programs, 
Schwarzenegger also met with the most beleaguered of all 
groups – wealthy white-collar criminals – to see just how right 
he could work for them.

In May 2001, fully two and a half years before he stepped up to 
the podium and announced Hollywood catchphrases he would 
serve a state whose name he still can’t pronounce properly, 
our fearless Governator met with Enron executive Ken Lay, 
stock swindler Michael Milken and former Los Angeles 
mayor Richard Riordan. In public? Please! Try a suite at the 
Peninsula Hotel.
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As exposed by British journalist Greg Palast, �4 pages of internal 
Enron memos show the man working without favor knowingly 
joined a hush-hush meeting with convicted felons to derail a 
plan by Governor Gray Davis and Lt. Gov. Cruz Bustamante 
to sue Enron through the California court system.1 Under the 
Unfair Business Practices Act, Davis and Bustamante are trying 
to recover $� billion from the energy concerns that bilked the 
state with poor service and huge surcharges.

Does it seem coincidental to you that the clandestine meeting 
Schwarzenegger participated in took place a month after the 
lawsuit was filed? It shouldn’t.

If you lived in California during the recall race, two major 
issues stood out against Davis. Aside from his bland personality, 
he’s driven us into a huge financial debacle, particularly with 
regards to energy problems. Except, as you can see, Davis was 
working to rectify the shortsightedness of previous governor 
Pete Wilson and actively trying to get billions back in stolen 
funds!

I’m not saying Gray Davis is a saint. In fact, I applaud the 
idea of the recall. Just recall him for something worthwhile, 
like the scores of “campaign contributions” he took from the 
state’s prison guards or his lax regulations regarding dumping 
Dioxin into San Francisco Bay. There’s a ton of things he’s 
done that are against the best interests of the people. Focus on 
one of those, build a rock-solid case against him, and boot him 
without the circus and partisan nonsense.

Instead we get retired car thief Darrell Issa working in collusion 
with others to get Davis recalled so his efforts to get the federal 
government to enforce the law are stymied.

Looks like it’s worked, too. With Arnold in power, he’s in 
position to sanction a sweet deal cooked up by the Bush 
Administration that forgives fully �� percent of the money 
stolen from Californians. As an added bonus, Bustamante’s 
lawsuit falls apart. Everybody wins except the millions of 
Americans saddled with rising energy costs and California, 

1 Greg Palast. “Arnold Unplugged - It’s hasta la vista to $� billion if the 
Governator is selected.” The Observer, � October 200�.
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which could actually run its programs with that $� billion. 
With an $8 billion deficit this year, we’d even be a little ahead.

If you think Palast is shooting from the hip, think again.  
Three days after winning the election, one of Schwarzenegger’s 
aides announced he plans to settle pending energy fraud 
lawsuits. Instead of working towards balancing the state 
budget with a windfall it rightly deserves, Arnold doesn’t want 
his administration “saddled with someone else’s lawsuits.”

Sound like Arnold’s working honestly, without fear or favor to 
you? Or does it sound like another corporate back-scratching 
exercise where thieves are forgiven and everyone else is 
screwed? In any case, this is exactly the kind of litigation the 
new governor should be saddled with. It’s absurd to think 
the problems of the previous administration don’t carry over, 
especially when the problems are what you campaigned 
against.

I don’t think Schwarzenegger is a remarkable candidate. 
Considering California is by and large a left-leaning state, 
does it fit that its leader is a strong ally of both the Bush 
family and known conservative issues? And seriously, do you 
feel comforted knowing that the well-being of California’s 
commerce, industry, and education rests in the hands of a guy 
who has no real concept of finance, his lifestyle having been 
funded via obscene film salaries?

Since it’s near-impossible to determine any of Arnold’s stance 
on any issues, I suppose I’ll just have to wait and watch as this 
self-anointed champion of the people works towards destroying 
what vestiges of revenue California has left. No one will expect 
him to do anything positive any more than the hillbillies 
who voted Jesse Ventura into Minnesota’s highest office did.  
He’s an actor, and this time he’s playing the role of his life.

The only problem is that I don’t want to pay $� billion 
in admission fees to see his lousy, scripted performance.  
And neither should any other Californian.
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Storm Front

New Orleans is under water. And all  
Louisiana’s National Guard can do to help is  

watch the footage from their barracks in Iraq.

h

August 30, 2005

��

A somber Ray Nagin, mayor of New Orleans, spoke this 
morning about the devastation currently facing his city.

“We probably have �0 percent of our city underwater,”  
he said during a news report with television station WWL.  
“With some sections of our city, the water is as deep as twenty 
feet. We have many of our residents still trapped on their 
roofs... both airports are underwater. The twin spans in New 
Orleans East have been totally destroyed. They’re gone.

“We have three huge boats that have run aground. We have an 
oil tanker that is also run aground and is leaking oil. The yacht 
club on the lake has burned totally and is destroyed.

“We have houses that have literally been picked up off of their 
foundations and moved.”

It’s hard to truly understand the destruction Hurricane Katrina 
is wreaking on the United States from the sunny confines 
of California, but having lived through the Loma Prieta 
earthquake – a �.1 monster that laid waste to a fair amount of 
San Francisco and its neighboring cities – I share the feelings of 
loss and desperation that come paired with natural catastrophe.

When a relative goes missing for even an hour, fear mounts and 
scenarios play out in your head. I know. When the earthquake 
struck, I was alone for hours while my family made their way 
home through unimaginable traffic. No electricity, shattered 
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glass and dishware everywhere. It was a nightmare for a  
twelve-year-old boy.

Yet the situation in Lousiana is even more dire. Storm modelers 
are predicting Katrina could cost insurers alone a record  
$2� billion, making it the most expensive hurricane ever. And 
those figures don’t factor in the crippling effect the storm has 
had on the Mississippi River or various ports destroyed along 
the Gulf of Mexico, either. Collapsed bridges and capsized 
ships have severed New Orleans’ gateway to Middle America.

What I find most troubling about the devastation, however, 
is that much of it was preventable. In February of this 
year, the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers announced it had  
“identified millions of dollars in flood and hurricane protection 
projects in the New Orleans district.”1 Projects that would 
strengthen infrastructure for storms such as the one bearing 
down on the United States right now. Projects that would 
bolster New Orleans from hurricanes and flooding.

Projects that were never enacted because of President Bush’s 
budget cuts.

That’s right. Our federal government has once again placed 
blowing up a foreign country higher on the priority list than 
keeping our own country from falling apart. And as we have 
sown the wind, so shall we reap the whirlwind.

I am fed up with the money pit that is Iraq. I was never a 
proponent of war, and any dollar spent overseas on destruction 
and carnage is better spent within our borders building 
industry, education, technology and infrastructure. Imagine 
if the billion dollars we spend weekly to maintain our armed 
forces abroad were devoted to feeding the poor or teaching 
children in new schools? Imagine if the money spent to secure 
oil fields outside Baghdad was turned towards researching 
alternative fuel solutions?

New Orleans needed $�� million in 200� to complete projects 
that would save billions in the long run. Those billions in 
relief will now come from taxpayer pockets. And the cuts get 

� Deon Roberts. “Bush budget not expected to diminish New Orleans 
district’s $��M.” Dolan Media Newswires, � February 200�.
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deeper in the next fiscal year. In 2006, the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers will face a $�1.2 million reduction in federal funding, 
the largest single-year funding loss ever for the New Orleans 
district.2

These amounts are drops in the bucket in comparison to the 
monies financing the war machine. Ironically, oil refineries that 
would have benefited from the upgrades vetoed by President 
Bush are now shut down, so we are even more dependant on 
foreign oil than before. Grease up the Humvees, it’s time to 
blow up some Iranian pipelines!

Twice this year Bush has pushed through cutbacks that all 
but wrote the obituary for New Orleans. He has neglected his 
own nation to the point of ruin, caring only for his chess match 
in the Middle East. In case you haven’t put it together, the 
message is clear.

We are alone. We cannot expect the federal government 
to help us in any capacity that does not involve conquest.  
Simple matters like home ownership and protection are a thing 
of the past. The trifle of income we send to Washington, D.C. 
under the guise of taxation does not benefit us. Our roads and 
schools crumble while the president jokingly looks under tables 
and podiums for the weapons of mass destruction his advisors 
concocted as a means to an end.

The people of New Orleans cannot even count on their own 
National Guardsmen for assistance. More than �,000 of Lousiana’s 
2�6th Brigade are presently overseas fighting and can only watch 
their homes gradually succumb to Mother Nature on television.�  
Their combined manpower and equipment could benefit the 
people of Louisiana greatly; as it is, they are simply another 
reminder of resources being squandered.

Will the reality of Katrina resonate with Southerners coping 
without food or shelter because of budget cutbacks? I hope 
so. The list of malfeasance and improper spending by Bush is 
enormous, but as with Cindy Sheehan, the struggle is a lot more 

2 Ibid.

� Weldon Berger. “Louisiana National Guard troops watch Katrina from 
Iraq.” 2� August 200�.
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personal when you attach it to the face of someone destroyed 
because of a political agenda.

Bush may try to play the hero and make wild promises of 
restoring everything to its previous glory. If and when he does, 
please remind those affected that his short-sightedness played a 
part in their home’s destruction.

My thoughts and prayers go out to everyone currently feeling 
like a frightened twelve-year-old waiting for the shaking to 
stop. It’ll be okay.



Arnold Schwarzenegger 
Terminates the Constitution

With more than enough self-interested jerks born in the 
United States running for office, why do we need widen 

the eligibility to naturalized citizens?

h

November 22, 2004
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“No Person except a natural born Citizen, or a Citizen 
of the United States, at the time of the Adoption of this 
Constitution, shall be eligible to the Office of President; 
neither shall any Person be eligible to that Office who 
shall not have attained to the Age of thirty five Years, 
and been fourteen Years a Resident within the United 
States.”

– Article 2, Section 1, Clause 5 of the  
United States Constitution

There are many reasons why we look upon the Founding 
Fathers as engineers of a great nation, but the most 
basic is also the most important – unlike our current 

batch of “statesmen,” they weren’t complete idiots.

In an age where most of the civilized world was led by a select 
group of inbred dynasties, the framers of the Constitution 
designed a seat of rule that was temporary, malleable to the 
fickle whims of the People. While most governments in Europe 
derived great pleasure in restricting the rights of their citizens, 
the Founders guaranteed freedom of religion, speech, and 
assembly. Both our liberties and the Constitution were crafted 
with care by men wary of intrusive, unscrupulous government.  
They were fully aware of the dangers of a powerful federal 
body and sought to curb these powers in their new nation.

One of these limitations is the aforementioned clause 
prohibiting foreign-born men and women from holding the 
highest office in the land – the presidency. The reasoning for 
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this is both complex and simple. At the time, European powers 
routinely planted their citizens in other lands as means to gain 
influence and for the benefit of their home country. In the 
case of Stanislaus II, the leaders of Russia, Prussia and Austria 
conspired to install a royal lineage in Poland, only to murder 
him and divide his territory.

Seeing this, the Founders designed a social contract limiting 
the perils of a leader with clear loyalties to another country.  
They knew what they were talking about, so why would we 
want to change that? Most important, why would we as a 
nation want to be led by a foreigner?

Especially one like Arnold Schwarzenegger?

Allow me to present Exhibit A: “Amend for Arnold,” 
a faux-grassroots campaign to amend the Constitution so 
Arnold Schwarzenegger can make a bid for the presidency in 
200�. To be fair the campaign promotes an opportunity for all 
foreign-born citizens that meet certain requirements to run for 
president, but let’s be realistic. This is all about Arnold.

As if a website and some poorly-directed television spots 
weren’t enough, there are no less than four pieces of legislation 
lovingly dubbed “Arnold Bills” winding through the corridors 
on Capitol Hill, looking for the ratification they need to start 
the amendment process. Prominent senators Orrin Hatch  
(R-UT) and John McCain (R-AZ) are part of the push to get 
this thing moving in time for Dubya’s departure in four years. 
This is not a pipe dream.

In retaliation, radio personality and documentary producer 
Alex Jones has created a website exposing the myriad scandals 
surrounding Schwarzenegger. And while I definitely have a 
beef with the Governator, focusing all of our attention on him 
detracts from the main issue: foreigners have no business running 
our country.

I could care less whether the pony these fools are trying to tie 
themselves to is a pro-Nazi womanizer or someone of substance. 
Changing the Constitution so people with direct attachments 
to foreign interests can run for president is lunacy.
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Once you get that kind of law in effect you never know who 
can garner the popular or electoral votes to run this country.  
It may be a blowhard celebrity like Schwarzenegger at first,  
but there are dangerous people in the world who would 
use this change to subvert what our nation represents.  
Letting them settle here for a period of a decade or two so they 
can be allowed to change our way of life to something more 
to the liking of another country undermines the entire idea of 
what the United States is about.

Do I think there are foreign nationals with enough leadership 
qualities to make an admirable stab at the presidency? 
Absolutely. Everything I’ve heard about Michigan governor 
Jennifer Granholm, a native of Canada, sounds like she’d be a 
commendable statesman. And as governor, she is.

But should she want to run for President? Too bad. If I moved 
to a foreign country it would be irresponsible to assume I could 
eventually rule the nation – or change the law so I can. 

Are we as a nation so totally bereft of intellect and charisma we 
need to look to the showboating antics of an Austrian to lead 
us into the 21st century? Are we now so completely incapable 
of governing ourselves that we must look abroad for our next 
president?

We have more than enough self-interested assholes born in 
the United States, many of whom are totally servile and more 
than willing to screw over other Americans at the drop of a hat.  
So again, why do we need help from the outside?

Constitutional amendments weaken federal powers and 
strengthen the nation. It’s how men and women of all races 
and creeds were granted the right to vote; it’s how no man 
may serve as president for more than two terms. It’s not about 
amendments banning flag-burning, abortion or gay marriage. 
These proposed amendments divide, not unify.

In the end, we can have a country beholden to no other, or 
we can continue down the path that’s all but reversing the 
cautionary tale that is the Constitution. If that’s the will of the 
simple-minded boobs that overpopulate this great land of ours, 
cult of celebrity will have won over genuine care for the United 
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States, and “Demolition Man” will have become a prescient 
piece of cinema.

At the very least, can we all for the love of God band together 
and stop that?



Does John Bolton Hate the 
United Nations?

How are the interests of the United States  
served by “appointing” John Bolton as its  

United Nations ambassador?

A

August 2, 2005
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Would it surprise you that President Bush could 
undermine the government even further?

It shouldn’t. Yesterday saw both the “appointment” of John 
Bolton as United States ambassador to the United Nations and 
the ritualistic castration of Congress.1 Not content to let some 
semblance of democracy germinate on the floor of the Senate, 
Bush ignored months of debate and sharp bipartisan criticism 
of his candidate by simply sidestepping the issue and installing 
Bolton by fiat.

How? By invoking the often used but apparently seldom 
understood privilege of recess appointment. Contemporary 
constitutional pundits might tout this executive power as a 
check to senatorial deadlocks over potential candidates – and 
they would be wrong. Recess appointments allow a president 
to replace an ambassador who vacated office while Congress 
was not in session. It is not meant to be a tool to bypass the 
Legislature when they refuse a selection.

The office of U.N. ambassador has been empty for months, 
during which time Bolton’s nomination has been discussed 
endlessly. Regarded by colleagues as a world-class ass and bully, 
it seems unremarkable that Bolton – who openly considers the 
United Nations outmoded, useless and detrimental to U.S. 
interests – would circle the senatorial drain.

� “Bush appoints Bolton as U.N. ambassador.” MSNBC, � August 200�.
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“John Bolton is a walking diplomatic time bomb, and he’s 
proved that over his career,” said Robert Boorstin, a former 
National Security Council member under the Clinton 
administration. “The fact that he could not get confirmed by 
the Senate tells the rest of the world this isn’t the best we could 
do.”

And he clearly isn’t. But in the world of George W. Bush, 
where Karl Rove is still part of the team and the siege of Iraq 
outstrips domestic infrastructure and public education on the 
priority totem pole, public opinion and the Constitution are 
hardly stumbling blocks to worry about.

This mindset is just as troubling as the man being appointed. 
The recess appointment has been subverted beyond belief,  
only it’s the Senate taking the hit. Senators are no longer able to 
use their quorum to debate on and deny dark-horse selections 
because the president can simply wait until they recess for the 
summer, plant his nominee, and blame any delays as stalling 
tactics and petty bickering. How does that not essentially 
reduce the Senate floor to a group of talking heads?

Not that the Senate seems primed to fight its growing 
uselessness; Ted Kennedy’s response is validation of that.  
“It’s a devious maneuver that evades the constitutional 
requirement of Senate consent and only further darkens the 
cloud over Mr. Bolton’s credibility at the U.N.”

Wondrous. Why not try doing something about it, then? 
Acting aggrieved is meaningless unless the illegal act is fought. 
It’s a simple matter to uphold the Constitution. Granted,  
you and the rest of your fellow delegates haven’t seemed 
too keen to do so when the First, Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth 
Amendments were attacked during Bush’s first term, but I’ve 
heard that growing a spine is remarkably empowering. Give it 
a try.

As it stands, the Bush presidency has rammed through another 
ill-advised idea with zero respect for procedure or dissenting 
opinion. Each time it happens makes it easier for them to try 
again. No accountability, remember?
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“The president has done a real disservice to our nation by 
appointing an individual who lacks the credibility to further 
U.S. interests at the United Nations,” said Christopher Dodd 
(D-CT) of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

George Voinovich (R-OH) agreed. “I am truly concerned that 
a recess appointment will only add to John Bolton’s baggage 
and his lack of credibility with the United Nations,” he said.

Maybe that’s the point? The United States of late has shown 
little to no respect for the world body, be it on the battlefields of 
the Middle East or on a forum floor in the heart of New York 
City. By forcing an openly hostile ambassador to participate 
with delegates of �90 other nations, the Bush Administration 
is playing its hand openly. It’s no secret his people wish to 
dominate world affairs without the hassle of independent 
investigations and diplomacy – look no further than the forged 
documents and pathetic negotiation tactics Bush employed 
before devastating Iraq – and if they can neuter the Senate,  
it’s a simple affair to dismantle the U.N.

As for Bolton? The man is a poor fit regardless of the personal 
scandals shadowing his nomination. I don’t want to be 
represented on the world stage by someone who demeans and 
belittles his subordinates, but I judge the man on his actions. 
Accepting installation like a latter-day dauphin is something 
I will not tolerate; neither should he if he has any concept of 
pride and self-image.

But there is hard evidence implicating Bolton in the same messy 
affair that traps Karl Rove – “Plamegate.” The ambassador 
has been caught lying under oath about pushing forged Niger 
uranium documents as evidence for the Iraqi invasion and also 
lied about being called to testify when under scrutiny for his 
U.N. appointment.2 He has been revealed as a regular source 
of information for now-imprisoned New York Times reporter 
Judith Miller and may, in fact, be one of the people who leaked 
Valerie Plame’s CIA connections to the press.

In short, Bolton may also be guilty of treason. That the kind 
of face man you want at the U.N.? Because unless the United 
Nations Credentials Committee raises the issue itself – and I 

2 Justin Raimondo. “Rove-gate: Who Leaked to the Leakers?” �� July 200�.
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sincerely hope they do – the venerable position will be filled 
until 2007 by a Bush sycophant eager to isolate the United 
States further than we ever dreamed possible.�

Another lie, another crime. How much longer will the 
American people accept this?

� Mark Levey. “UN Credentials Committee Can Reject Bolton.”  
1 August 200�.



All Hail Caligula’s Horse

What better way to avoid prison for high crimes and 
misdemeanors and conspiracy than by appointing your 

own lawyer to the Supreme Court?

h
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Legends state that during the height of Roman Emperor 
Caligula’s madness, his most cherished thing in life was 
the racehorse Incitatus.

Incitatus was given luxurious treatment by any standard. 
Praetorian guards would enforce silence near his stables to 
ensure rest and calm before competitions. Eighteen servants 
attended him in a stable made of marble and ivory and he 
was adorned with precious stones and elegant blankets.  
Guests were invited to dine at the palace at the horse’s bequest; 
it’s even rumored that Caligula appointed Incitatus as consul 
while a frightened and subservient Roman senate capitulated 
to their insane leader’s whims.

While much of what we know of Caligula’s reign is largely 
apocryphal, the idea that an aimless and increasingly irrational 
head of state could push hilariously insane nominations past 
a spineless legislature is all too relevant today. This week 
saw President Bush recommend that Harriet Miers replace 
outgoing judge Sandra Day O’Connor as Associate Justice of 
the Supreme Court of the United States.

Miers, not surprisingly, is a longtime friend and confidant of 
the president. Nonetheless, she has zero judicial experience, and 
her nomination has outraged both Democrats and Republicans 
alike over the obvious patronage implications.

The only question is, will this Senate stand up to their befuddled 
prince and deny him his curious pleasures, or will they sit by 
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and watch as insanity strips another branch of government of 
its usefulness? Historians records Incitatus’ civil appointment 
as a joke to highlight how useless the body politic truly was.

Does Bush plan to do that with the Supreme Court?

9

Patronage is not new. Unqualified candidates have filled 
positions in public office since long before the Republic, put 
there by friends in high places.

If it has such a negative connotation, however, why does society 
look at a family-run company that’s plucked its leadership from 
the family tree for generations as a stable and reliable machine? 
Could it be that sometimes a friend or family member actually 
is the best person for the job? Should they be penalized for their 
relationships?

My only concern with “cronyism” in federal government is if 
it does not serve the interest of the people. And that is the case 
with Harriet Miers.

I have no problem with Miers’ lack of judicial experience. 
Should she be confirmed, Miers will join a long list of Justices 
(including former Chief Justice William Rehnquist) who  
ruled without serving time on a lower bench. The idea of  
someone with common sense – a rarity in any branch of  
government – interpreting the Constitution strikes me as a good 
idea. I tend to believe we have enough lawyers in government 
today; thinking beyond litigiousness could be a breath of fresh 
air.

However, Miers does not come to bat with any degree of 
objectivity. A career lawyer (and the first female president of 
the Texas Bar Association, so the press releases say), Miers has 
spent a lifetime protecting the interests of corporations and the 
Bush family. That spells conflict of interest to me.

Miers has worked with George W. closely for almost a decade; 
she was with him on September 11 and considers the President 
the most brilliant man she’s ever met (someone introduce this 
woman to more men, please). As White House counsel, she’s 
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almost undoubtedly connected to outing Valerie Plame as a 
CIA asset. She has been responsible for shaping the voice and 
direction of the Bush presidency; nominating her is akin to giving 
a criminal the ability to choose whether he’s guilty or not.

Miers has also shown a propensity to bury incriminating 
evidence about the president in the past; her history regarding 
Bush’s National Guard AWOL scandal alone should show 
her commitment to burying evidence from the court of public 
opinion.1 These are the actions that should disgust and anger 
the United States, not whether or not she’s presided over court 
cases (even though her legal experience is also suspect2).

Why then should we concern ourselves with putting a blatant 
Bush-firster on the Supreme Court? Weblog Polunatic says 
it best: “Dubya has made a decisive and bold, yet defensive 
move. Has has gone ‘all in’ and nominated his former personal 
lawyer... for the Supreme Court.

“What better way to avoid jail for war crimes, profiteering and 
conspiracy. Appoint your own lawyer to the bench... Bush’s 
cronies can stop sweating now.”�

Miers represents a critical turning point in the political nature 
of the Supreme Court. In addition to blocking any punishment 
the president and his goof troop face when the U.S. collectively 
wakes up and realizes they’ve been sandbagged, Miers’ 
uncompromising conservative ideology would shift the 
Court towards the right. And with a woman who represents  
anti-abortion interests and a legislate-from-the-bench mentality, 
the right-wing faction will have little to no opposition in 
choking every last freedom from the American people. 

Not that key Democrats oppose the nomination, anyway. 
Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) applauded the 
nomination and even claimed Miers’ nomination as his own.�

� “Miers Confirmation Hearing Will be Pure Gold.” Daily Kos,  
� October 200�.

2 David Sirota. “Miers Led Law Firm Repeatedly Forced to Pay Damages 
For Defrauding Investors.” Huffington Post, � October 200�.

� “Bush’s Stay out of Jail Card.” Polunatic, � October 200�.

4 John Byrne. “Reid told Cheney to pick Miers; Relished fact she was never 
a judge.” Raw Story, � October 200�.
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“I think that rather than looking at the people your lawyer’s 
recommending, pick her,” Reid said. “The reason I like her 
is that she’s the first woman to be president of the very, very 
large Texas bar association, she was a partner in a law firm, 
she’s actually tried cases, she was a trial lawyer, and she’s had 
experience here. I could accept that. And if that fits into the 
cronyism argument, I will include everybody as a crony, but 
not her, when I make my case.”

And when you’re done making your case, Harry, you can adorn 
Harriet with baubles and capes and put her in her own marble 
stable where people can gawk in jealousy and the leader can 
fawn over her simple beauty!

Just be careful when you accept an invitation to one of her 
parties, you insignificant, useless relic.



Religion
a

It ain’t those parts of the Bible that I can’t understand that bother 
me, it is the parts that I do understand.

– Mark Twain 



   



Jesus Wouldn’t See 
The Passion

What does glorifying torture have to do with the 
teachings of Christ?

a

February 22, 2004
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The Passion of the Christ opens this week on Ash  
Wednesday. I will not see it.

I’m sure the film will undoubtedly reap huge monetary 
dividends and send an untold number of the faithful into a tizzy 
of religious euphoria. All the “controversy” generated  recently 
has brought the plight of Jesus back into mainstream society in 
a way that hasn’t been seen for hundreds of years.

Blah blah blah blah blah.

As a Christian, I cannot care less about the filmed final hours of 
Jesus Christ. All the physical pain his body suffered, the trials 
and the torture – its cinematic presentation is truly the last part 
of the story that needs to be revisited.

Mainstream Christianity has made the center of its religion 
about the pain, about the stigma, about the crucifixion. When I 
look at how God is perceived in churches today, it is not about 
promise, hope, and love. It is about perpetual atonement.

The historical Jesus died because he caused dissent in a Roman 
province. The religious Jesus died so that, in the end, humanity 
can absolve itself of its own shortcomings. His teachings were 
about brotherhood, understanding and compassion. Love one 
another, look out for your fellow man, and put his interests 
first instead of your own.
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And yet his body only felt a drop of pain in the ocean of 
misery caused by those who think they speak for him.  
Wars, intolerance, suffering; all things Jesus preached against.

That is why films like The Passion ring so hollow to me.  
While it may be a love’s labor for Mel Gibson, it is the 
continued and deliberate re-imagining of Jesus’ death that 
imbues the world with so much hate. It is the glorification of 
an instrument of torture as a symbol of religion that makes my 
skin crawl.

Three major faiths continue to rock this world with bigotry 
and hate yet all stem from the same indelible ideology that we 
are a brotherhood of man. Judaism, Christianity, Islam – all of 
its prophets and demagogues preached to the devout to respect 
life. Instead, its latter-day followers embrace everything even a 
casual reading of their scriptures denounces.

Read the Ten Commandments. Study the Beatitudes.  
Explore the Q’uran. When will these major sects realize that 
everything they embody today is wrong?

When Jesus stood and delivered his sermon on the Mount, did 
he create the sacraments and command the faithful to deify his 
mother? Did he order those around him to build vast secretive 
empires of wealth and ritual? No. He asked everyone to live a 
simple life, to treat people well and to be good.

When Yahweh returned Moses to the Hebrews with his law, 
did that law absolve his promised children of murder, deceit 
and treachery? No, it asked them to honor one’s family, to 
cherish life, to be honest and to appreciate one’s station without 
looking upon another in jealousy.

When Mohammed delivered a doctrine to those around him 
extolling the virtues of peaceful worship of God, did he likewise 
pursue an agenda of intifada?

As long as today’s entrenched religious organizations 
continue to skew their original message in favor of tithes and 
hypocrisy, movies like The Passion can have no true impact.  
E-mail testimonials attesting to the sheer emotional weight 
of Jesus’ plight have zero bearing when you realize his 
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existence was sacrificed – yes, sacrificed – so that all may know 
redemption. Few people understand the magnitude of giving 
up everything so that others can lead better lives. 

It’s not an excuse to persecute Jews. It’s not a reason for 
fundamentalists to proclaim the End Times by pushing a 
purportedly secular government towards Armageddon.

Faith should come from Jesus’ life and message, not just from 
watching his soul ebb from his broken and tattered body.  
There is enough violence and anger in the world without 
grafting it visually to the Savior. Even God turned away when 
his son died.

I understand that people look to the crucifixion as a watershed 
moment in religion, and the burden of the world’s sins taken up 
by God Himself is a powerful message. But to make a lasting 
difference, to make Jesus’ story of rebirth and empathy actually 
mean something, those who are inspired by The Passion should 
redirect themselves to what he really taught and not focus 
on just one more example of how humanity fails itself. Until 
Christianity figures out it’s about compassion and forgiveness 
and not about prayer in schools or hating gays, no movie, no 
matter how evocative, will promote Jesus’ true motivations.
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Thou Shall Not  
Change Halloween for 

Christian Reasons

Why in God’s name are people trying to move 
Halloween this year to October �0?

a

October 19, 2004

11�

Sunday is a day for the good Lord, not for the devil,” Barbara 
Braswell of Newnan, Georgia, exclaimed last Friday.1

Oh, really?

I love the audacity and ignorance of the typical churchgoer, 
in particular brain-dead rednecks who actually think that 
God prefers which day of the week one prays to him.  
You’d think that the sincerity of the prayer would overshadow 
what calendar day it was e-mailed to heaven, but then thinking 
enters the equation, a step most fundamentalists bypass when it 
comes to their faith.

I should know. As a reformed fundamentalist, I used to argue 
about all sorts of nonsense, like the location of the Garden of 
Eden, the exclusion of the Apocrypha from the Protestant 
Old Testament and other literal interpretation of scriptures. 
Interpretations that are about as correct as current election 
polling data.

I was an obnoxious asshole (as opposed to now, of course) 
who would engage in shouting matches with people of other  
faiths – hell, other Christians – because they chose to believe 
something slightly different. They were wrong, I was right. 
End of story.

1 “Halloween on Sunday troubles some Southerners.” Associated Press,  
1� October 200�.
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So I see a little of myself in Ms. Braswell, so fervent in her 
righteousness that she and other like-minded goons are trying 
to move Halloween festivities to October �0, as the holiday 
reserved for doling out candy and wasting money on silly 
costumes falls on a Sunday this year.

“You just don’t do it on Sunday,” Sandra Hulsey of 
Greenville, Georgia adds. “That’s Christ’s day. You go to 
church on Sunday; you don’t go out and celebrate the devil.  
That’ll confuse a child.”

Aside from the fact that the only confusion a child will endure  
is why they’re forced to sit home while friends trick-or-treat, 
Hulsey and the rest of her Bible-thumping crew have it all 
wrong.

You see, a Christian isn’t supposed to dedicate just one day 
a week to following the examples and precepts set down by 
Jesus, it’s a lifestyle choice. You either live through Christ or 
you don’t. Segregating one day to act phony, sing hymns and 
praise the Lord in front of fellow impressionable parishioners 
isn’t being Christian, it’s being a follower of the lowest order. 
You can’t even commit daily to the one thing in your life 
that is supposed to change you on every level? You’re a damn 
hypocrite.

The sad fact is that today, celebrating Christianity on Sundays 
is about as accurate and reflective of the early Church as 
celebrating Halloween is a call to devil worship. Thanks to 
two thousand years of message dilution, power-grabbing and 
just general idiocy, Christians can fiercely hate gays, disapprove 
of people based on the color of their skin and work feverishly 
to impose their will on others and still think of themselves as 
Christ-like.

Ladies and gentlemen, Christ taught compassion and love 
for all (“agape” love). He taught tolerance of those who we 
might disagree with, and most important, he taught that, 
should someone wrong us, we forgive them without question.  
These fundamental ideologies form the basis of Christianity, 
not calling children who bought into the commercial hype of a 
candy orgy “devil-worshippers.”
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The funniest thing about this manufactured controversy 
is that Sunday isn’t even supposed to be the day of rest and 
worship of the Lord, Saturday is! During the height of the 
Roman Empire, Christianity outright stole holidays of pagan 
religions and grafted their doctrine onto them. When the 
Empire’s official religion became Christianity, it helped people 
worshipping some other deity to make the transition to the new  
state-approved belief system.

That’s why even though Jesus was born in the spring his 
birth is celebrated on December 2� near the winter solstice  
(a pagan holiday in and of itself) and on the feast of Sol Invictus. 
It’s why elements of sun worship made their way into Jesus’ 
mythos – the halo around his head is the warm glow of a sun. 
It’s why Sunday – the worship of the sun, – is the day for 
celebrating Christ!

Thus the irony of Barbara Braswell’s ignorance is made 
manifest. She says Sunday isn’t for worshipping the devil? 
Wrong! Because the pagan sun-worship instigated on that day 
thousands of years ago is the impetus for moving the Christian 
Sabbath from Saturday to Sunday. It is the day for the “devil”!

Ever wonder why Jews set aside Saturday for the Sabbath?  
It’s because, according to the Old Testament, that’s the day you 
set aside to worship God. Which means all this bickering over 
kids getting some free food is not only pointless, it underscores 
the complete lack of knowledge many Christians have about 
the history of their own religion.

Here’s an idea for all those who seem to know what their 
religion is all about: actually read about it. Just a book or two. 
It’ll blow your mind how wrong your conceptions can be. 
Maybe those pleas for tolerance and acceptance from Jesus will 
rattle that concrete in your skull and you’ll realize you’re just 
acting like a hateful bigot by convincing your community to 
move an innocuous holiday from one day to another.

After all, who cares if people of other religions or creeds don’t 
believe Sunday is the be-all end-all of their faith, right? Jews  
and even some Christians claim Saturday, Muslims Friday.  
Do you see them raise a stink whenever Halloween falls on one 
of those days?
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It blows my mind that believers of a fantastic vision like Jesus’s 
can be such knuckleheaded idiots. There is hope, though; I was 
able to wake up and see the light. Maybe Barb and Sandra will 
wake up through healthy doses of self-education and common 
sense and let their children do what all their friends do – dress 
up, have fun, and act silly for a night – without turning it into a 
battle cry for morality.

Stranger things have happened.



The Gospel of Judas

Faith-shattering or unremarkable? Whatever your  
belief, the newly translated Gospel of Judas reminds us 

that Christianity may have been inspired by God, but  
it was edited by Man.

a

April 11, 2006
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I used to sit in religious studies class as a teenager and wonder 
why my copy of the New Jerusalem Bible had books I had 
never seen before.

As a non-denominational Protestant, I grew up with a version 
of the Bible that excluded Tobit, Judith, Baruch, and the 
Maccabees. Does that strike you as odd? After all, how can 
a belief system that omits portions of its “divine” history be 
considered the true faith?

Not surprisingly, Martin Luther’s rejection of these 
apocryphal (“hidden”) texts is just one in a series of selective 
edits to the written word made available to Christians over 
the millenia. Since the dawn of Christianity, church leaders 
have routinely condemned volumes of religious texts and 
beliefs running counter to the orthodox view of Christ’s life.  
Irenaeus, an early Bishop of Lyons, denounced popular gospels 
in the second century CE; the First Council of Nicea likewise 
expelled multiple sects in �2� CE. Chief among them was 
Arianism, a religious movement that argued that Jesus was a 
divine spark created by God, not part of a Holy Trinity.

Many Christians today are largely unaware of the changes 
their religion has withstood over the centuries. Of those that 
are, many simply don’t care. “I don’t need anything more than 
I get out of Matthew, Mark, St. Luke and John,” said Dr. 
Robert Schuller, the founding pastor of the Crystal Cathedral 
in Southern California. “I mean – wow! Who needs anything 
more? What else could be added that’s better?”
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While I find it remarkable that the leader of one of the largest 
Christian churches in America willingly ignores the history of 
the religion he dishes out on a weekly basis, his opinion raises 
an interesting question: do today’s Christians need the flotsam 
and jetsam of early Christianity introduced into their life? 
Would reading non-canonical gospels or studying the dark, 
bloody path of Jesus’ followers throughout history help the 
average believer draw strength from their faith?

These questions come on the heels of a recent translation of the 
ancient Gospel of Judas. Mentioned by Irenaeus in �80 CE as 
heretical, it venerates a biblical character long reviled as Christ’s 
betrayer. Instead of an evil-doer, Judas alone understands 
Jesus’s mission and accepts his fate as the man who sacrifices 
the body that “clothes” Christ’s spirit. The fragmentary text  
(the manuscript was too damaged for a full translation) considers 
Judas as a confidant who rightly questions the relationship 
between God and spirit. In the end, he is rewarded the keys to 
enlightenment, but at the great cost of grief and scorn. In other 
words, Judas is misunderstood and unworthy of the villification 
placed on his shoulders by later authors.

If that runs contrary to everything you’ve ever heard about 
Judas, there’s a reason. The Gospel of Judas hibernated in 
an Egyptian cave for 1,�00 years because the Church placed 
it at odds with accepted teachings. Early orthodoxy was 
in a constant struggle for its fellowship with the Gnostics,  
a competing brand of Christianity that singled out the spirit 
over salvation and preached that knowing oneself completely 
opened the way to God. Judas’s story, written by the Gnostics, 
plainly backs up that assertion, so it’s easy to see why the more 
popular Pauline doctrine of atonement would reject it.

Nonetheless, the Gospel of Judas reintrodces debate to the 
question of Judas’s fealty. In a way it makes sense that his 
role in the crucifixion would be pre-ordained; after all, if Jesus 
was to die on the cross for the sins of humanity, wouldn’t the 
steps leading up to it be part of that overall plan? If Christ 
is God, would he not know of deception amongst his closest 
followers? Judas’ story makes the death of Jesus all the more 
tragic. There’s no villain afoot and no betrayal, only pawns in 
a game with larger stakes than the death of a revolutionary and 
prophet.
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Scholars and critics dismiss the Gospel of Judas as a dud, 
unworthy of the amount of press it’s receiving this week.1  
I won’t deny that the book isn’t the earth-shattering revelation 
being trumpeted by its translators and the National Geographic 
Channel, but I celebrate any time a scripture is reborn from the 
ashes of antiquity and released to the public. The past century 
has seen a number of long-thought-lost gospels emerge, chief 
among them the Gospels of Thomas and Mary. If they don’t 
appeal to you as a believer, at the very least they present a 
fascinating historical glimpse into religion as it grows from a 
fringe movement to worldwide institution. How can that not 
benefit people who want to experience their faith from every 
angle?

As we approach the Easter celebration (one of many examples 
of Christianity consolidating its beliefs with pagan rituals), 
it’s more important than ever for Christians to embrace what 
was set down by their forefathers almost 2,000 years ago:  
a religion based on love, tolerance and service. Sadly, the state 
of Christianity in the United States espouses few of these 
things, choosing instead the ignorance of hate, intolerance of 
bigotry and the service of war. In creating a Christian religion 
inflexible to other ideas over the centuries, the countervaling 
message buried in Gnosticism has never been so important.

Christians, love your religion completely for what it is – even 
the parts that don’t sit right with your elders. Actually 
follow the parts that charge you to love people with different 
beliefs, sexualities or mindsets. Learn about the evolution of 
your religion. Doing so can put your faith in a new and more 
important light, because then you’re seeking out the truth, 
not having it handed to you like an illiterate medieval peasant 
dependant on the friar’s sermons.

Look deep inside yourself and understand your spirit. Heck, 
that was laid out in the Gospel of Thomas ages ago. Not that 
you’d know from picking up a Bible.

� John Leo. “A dud of a Gospel.” U.S. News & World Report, �0 April 2006.
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Taking the Fizz Out of the 
Pepsi Boycott

Let’s focus on saving the things about the United States 
that make the Pledge of Allegiance true instead of 

boycotting soda pop.

a

May 25, 2004
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I chuckled last week when I was sent an e-mail demanding 
a boycott of Pepsi because its new “patriotic” labeling 
included the Pledge of Allegiance – without the phrase 

“under God.”

Protesting the exclusion of two words that epitomize the 
paranoia and unpatriotic nature of the federal government 
is pretty funny when you think about it. Couple it with the 
pledge’s origin and you’re delving into something downright 
ironic.

The Pledge of Allegiance was written by Francis Bellamy, a 
socialist who was absolutely disgusted by a government like the 
one we live under today. He was also a disillusioned former 
minister who had distanced himself from his church because of 
their open intolerance and racism.

Bellamy believed in the political, social and economic equality 
of all Americans. Having seen the country divided only 
�0 years prior, he penned the pledge in 1��2 not only as a 
commemoration of the ideals on which the nation was founded, 
but as an affirmation of the indivisible nature of the United 
States in spite of the Civil War.

The pledge, as originally published in the family publication 
The Youth’s Companion:
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I pledge allegiance to my Flag and
to the Republic for which it stands:
one Nation indivisible, with Liberty

and Justice for all.

Notice anything missing? “Under God” was never an original 
part of the pledge. Even with his religious background, 
Bellamy knew that defining a government through religion was 
a bad idea. Swearing allegiance to your flag and country is one  
thing – swearing your allegiance to a particular deity is 
something else entirely.

“Under God” was only added by President Eisenhower in 
the 20th century to “combat” communism. It had nothing to 
do with respect towards God. It had nothing to do with God. 
Sliding in those two extra words was supposed to somehow 
trip up all those nasty commie sympathizers that the House 
Un-American Activities Committee was desperately trying to 
prove existed – just another stab at those “godless” Soviets.

Funny, right? Did they think having a socialist swear fealty to 
God would make their head explode or something?

The addition of two seemingly benign words angers me because 
it marginalizes the millions of Americans who aren’t Christian 
while insulting those Christians who don’t appreciate having 
their god co-opted as some ridiculous political tool, particularly 
when there are already plenty of other ridiculous political tools 
around.

In the current Pledge of Allegiance, God is used as a social 
pawn. Nobody should be in favor of that.

Those who argue for “a little God in our government” are the 
same people who think putting the Ten Commandments up in 
a school classroom is a decent idea. After all, telling kids not to 
kill or, er, covet their neighbor’s wife is society’s responsibility, 
right?

Our society is filled with a number of beliefs that should 
garner no favoritism from the government. Mention every  
god – as well as the possibility there isn’t one – in your pledge 
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and you’ll get no argument from me. But don’t favor one over 
the other.

Why is it, even today, people are so utterly unaware of 
the variety of philosophies that extend beyond their tiny 
worldview? The religious right is a large, powerful lobbying 
ground with millions of members – are they all so sheltered that 
they have no idea other religions exist? Have they ever heard of 
Hinduism or Islam? Aside from the “fact” that their followers 
are soulless infidels, that is?

The e-mail I received said they didn’t want to offend anyone. 
(Frankly, I’m a little offended that a soft drink feels the need to 
pander to the mindless automata who feel reciting the Pledge of 
Allegiance is patriotic, but that’s a different story.)  And Pepsi 
went out of its way to show its support of the United States in 
a way that doesn’t show rank favoritism towards any particular 
subculture or belief, an equality that the pledge as intended 
would favor. In response, a bunch of ignorant knuckleheads 
steadfast in their condemnation of history are repeating it right 
now by conjuring the spirit of Joe McCarthy to blast a company 
for daring to appeal to everyone.

To those who feel compelled to boycott Pepsi for this “outrage,” 
I ask you to direct your energy towards boycotting things that 
really matter. If you truly care about your country enough 
to organize over something that’s barely paid lip service to in 
elementary schools, why not focus on saving the things about 
the United States that make the Pledge of Allegiance true?

Right now we don’t have liberty and justice for all. Aside from 
the obvious social inequalities that exist around us, citizens 
are being jailed in secret without being told their “crime.” 
People exercising civil disobedience are shot in the streets 
with rubber bullets, and their movements are under constant 
surveillance. If even more draconian measures are passed, your 
slightest perceived connection to “terror” can strip you of your 
citizenship before you’re deported elsewhere.

This nation is no longer one indivisible thanks to the policies 
of our government. Our strength in the international arena is 
severely diminished. Our reputation is badly tarnished.
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Be honest: Do you really want to pledge allegiance to the 
United States of 200�?

Reading the labels on a can of soda doesn’t make you a patriot. 
Fighting for your rights does. If you want to funnel your energy 
to boycott something, start with the invasions into our personal 
freedoms by our elected officials.

Otherwise, find a different pledge. The real one wants nothing 
to do with the practices of today.



Papal Bull

The Catholic League’s belligerence over Christmas 
decorations have left one man without a job.  

Bah humbug!

a

November 26, 2005

1�1

Kirby, you drunken, illuminated soul – I salute you.

As you well know, Customer Support is a cruel mistress.  
I imagine you sitting in an impersonal cubicle, fielding calls 
from irate hillbillies over underwear elasticity or answering  
e-mails about the scarcity of cheap room deodorizers. It would 
drive me insane, particularly if I worked alongside you at  
Wal-Mart, where prices are always low and wages and benefits 
are even lower.1

So I applaud your stoicism. Facing an unrelenting tide of 
idiocy is a thankless task, but you fought the good fight and 
dispensed knowledge to an America that all too often fears it. 
When someone complained that the Q-Tips they bought aren’t 
working, you advised them to place them in their ears and 
not their nostrils. And when bitter Catholic shrews wrote to  
Wal-Mart complaining about a company policy changing 
holiday decorations to read “Happy Holidays” instead of 
“Merry Christmas,” you casually and politely give them a 
lesson on Christian and pagan symbology.

But Kirby, bro, as someone who betters himself by 
understanding the religious iconography permeating society, 
you know hardcore Christians couldn’t care less about the 
basics of their own faith. Telling a Catholic woman that many 

1 Kim Freeman. “Wal-Mart Dragging Down U.S. Labor Standards.” 
American Rights at Work, 10 November 200�.
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Christmas traditions are derived from a number of pagan 
sources? That’s career suicide.

Wait, why am I telling you this? You already know – you were 
fired for it!

9

Should the Catholic League truly wish to halt the corporate 
bastardization of Christmas, they should protest putting up 
decorations in October and the associated greed and consumerism 
of the holiday, learn about the origins of their own traditions 
and stop defaming faceless corporate cogs as drunken fools.

Kirby’s e-mail was simple and non-inflammatory:

“The colors associated with ‘christmas’ red and white 
are actually a representation of of the aminita mascera 
mushroom. Santa is also borrowed from the Caucuses 
[sic], mistletoe from the Celts, yule log from the Goths, 
the time from the Visigoth and the tree from the worship 
of Baal.

“It is a wide wide world.”

“When I read [the above statement], I thought [Kirby] might 
be drunk,” said League president Bill Donohue. “But I was 
wrong.” 

Of course you were, you pompous blowhard! Kirby’s 
statment was simple – Christmastime isn’t just for Christians.  
Accept it, live it, love it. Oh, and please accept some small facts 
that might help broaden your horizons.

Kirby’s revelations are hardly new. Even the laziest reader 
of The DaVinci Code knows many bits of Christian folklore 
come from earlier sources. The Roman government under 
Constantine adopted Christianity as the state religion, but the 
grafting of pagan rites and holidays onto the faith Jesus built 
began long before. Hence the Sabbath moving to Sunday (a 
day of worshipping the sun) and the movement of Christ’s 
“birthday” from springtime to the middle of winter solstice 
celebrations. Facts like these don’t damage church doctrine the 
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way only a Dan Brown Grail quest can, but it is the truth and 
it would behoove followers of Catholicism to understand that. 
There’s nothing wrong with gaining a fuller understanding 
of the belief system that guides one’s life – and ignoring said 
understanding certainly shouldn’t result in the dismissal of a 
man from his job.

But that is what happens when you pit a self-righteous religious 
organization against a skittish multinational corporation.  
The already ridiculous situation then spiraled into the realm 
of pure nonsense when the Catholic League began a boycott 
because Christmas wasn’t shown the same deference as 
Chanukah or Kwanza.

“Go to [the Wal-Mart] website and search for Hanukkah and 
up come 200 items,” asserted Donohue. “Click on Kwanzaa 
and up come ��. Click on Christmas, and here’s what you get:  
‘We’ve brought you to our Holiday page based on your search.’ 
In other words, Wal-Mart is practicing discrimination.”

Should I get out the violin?

While I agree with religious equality, I only extend that 
courtesy to public and federal institutions. If it’s of the people, 
by the people and for the people all religion should be revered 
or ignored. With the plethora of beliefs out there, it doesn’t 
make sense for a government organization to play preference.

But a private company? Maybe I’m a throwback to an 
earlier era, but I believe a company should be able to attract 
whatever business it wants and shouldn’t be penalized for 
being discriminating with its clientele. And Wal-Mart wasn’t 
even trying to do that. Given the sheer abundance of Christian 
denominations, it makes sense to craft propaganda that appeals 
to as many people as possible. The only time Wal-Mart erred 
during this debacle was in firing good ol’ Kirby. He did nothing 
wrong and serving him up on the sacrificial altar of religious 
activism is pathetic.

Nonetheless, the League’s boycott worked.2 Now when you 
visit the Great Satan’s website you can click on “Christmas” 
and you’ll get a Christmas page! Forget the fact that Jesus 

2 “Wal-Mart Caves; Boycott Ends.” Catholic League, �� November 200�.
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was historically born months earlier, that Christ endorsed a 
policy of poverty, not materialism and that he fought for truth 
much like Kirby did – Catholicism needs the same kind of  
name-brand recognition on web portals as Kwanza and 
Judaism.

“This is a sweet victory for the Catholic League, Christians 
in general, and people of all faiths,” concluded Donohue.  
“And it means that Wal-Mart can now enter the Christmas 
season without this cloud hanging over it.” The cloud of 
horrific labor standards and price gouging remains and pregnant 
teachers are fired from parochial schools� while rampant child 
molestation continues, but Christians now have their own 
speciality web page on a consumer portal!

You know what? Bah humbug.

� “ NYCLU Sues Catholic School For Firing Pregnant Teacher.”  
North Country Gazette, 2� November 200�.



The Creation Museum is the 
Wackiest Place on Earth

A new theme park places fundamentalist  
Christianity alongside the scientific process.  

Just don’t question the logic.

a

May 29, 2007
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Quick question for the folks at the Creation Museum: 
how’d Noah fit all those dinosaurs into his ark?

It’s interesting, because the educational facility—which opened 
over Memorial Day Weekend—places the giant carnivores on 
the same timeline as humankind. Instead of being separated 
by countless geological eras and hundreds of millions of years,  
it turns out we’re practically neighbors sandwiched into a 
�,000-year chronology that also includes the creation of the 
earth!

Perhaps docents explain fossil evidence as proof dinosaurs 
weren’t considered worthy for the original three-hour tour 
(despite God’s commandment that Noah get two of each kind 
of animal); there may even be an exhibit showing Tyrannosaurus 
rex as the horror unleashed by Adam and Eve eating from the 
Tree of Knowledge. Since the Creation Museum is based on 
the outskirts of Cincinnati, Ohio, I’ll never know for certain. 
Why, however, is there such a scramble to blend faith with 
science? Especially when said “science” comes from the Bible?

The Creation Museum is the second theme park analyzing 
fundamentalist Christianity with the Scientific Method.  
The first, Dinosaur Adventure Land, promises a similar 
experience with a delicious twist: dinosaurs are just a colossal 
practical joke by God to make unbelievers think the earth is older 
than it really is. DAL’s founder is Kent Hovind, a disgraced 
Creationist best known for both his 10-year prison term for 
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tax evasion and his participation with Chick Publications, a 
promoter of bigoted and racist tracts designed to scare readers 
into conversion.

On its site, the Creation Museum states “the Bible is the 
supreme authority in all matters of faith and practice, and in 
every area it touches upon.” The vast majority of its exhibits, 
designed around the historicity of the Bible, bolster that claim 
and include:

a movie experience explaining the creation of the universe 
from an Old Testament point of view;
a “Bible Authority Room” which states categorically 
“the Bible is true – no doubt about it!” Anyone thinking 
otherwise is “willfully ignorant”;
an exhibit proving man and ape have the same “birthday”;
a day in the life of a fallen creation; and
the aforementioned “evil” T-Rex chasing after post-Eden 
humanity.

Of the three dozen attractions featured on the museum’s 
walkthrough page, only two attempt scientific context, and even 
those disregard methodology in favor of explaining why science 
can be bent around the Bible’s innate correctness. I can’t blame 
them, because the museum isn’t designed to cater to people 
looking for a scientific approach to anything. They’re chartered 
to proselytize fundamentalist Christianity by interpreting 
available evidence to match the Bible’s teachings, exalt Jesus 
Christ, and want to “equip Christians to better evangelize 
the lost with a sense of urgency, through a combination of 
exhibits, research and educational presentations that uphold 
the inerrancy of the Bible.”

The problem is, when you insist your sole source is infallible, 
there’s no longer a search for a rational, scientific basis. You’re 
looking for anything that will strengthen your case, even if it 
flies in the face of logic.

“The Bible is true from Genesis to Revelations!” is a poor 
starting point, as is the claim that the Bible “provides a reliable, 
eye-witness account of the beginning of all things.” (Who 
was around to write about the creation from a first-hand 
account?) Why? Because no one can assert the Bible as true 

•

•

•
•
•
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or reliable. There are many credible examinations of the Bible 
that analyze its multiple sources and deconstruct its fables and 
oral traditions; Richard Friedman’s Who Wrote the Bible? is an 
excellent example, worthy of consideration.

Consider that the Bible read by fundamentalist Christians is 
not the same Bible read by other Christian denominations. 
Catholics have the Apocrypha appended to the Old Testament; 
does that make the story of the Maccabbees any less important 
in the eyes of millions? And what of the books of the Bible 
suppressed by the Church in its early days, when Christianity 
was just one of dozens of Messianic cults vying for power? If 
the Bible is truth from start to finish, how do we determine 
which version of the Bible is the most true?

It’s all well and good to try and get someone to share your 
beliefs. A lot of people need to be surrounded by like-minded 
friends with a common bond, and there are millions of churches 
around the country that provide just such a need. Fusing faith 
with science, however, does both a disservice. Do Christians 
feel a wound that can only be healed by merging secular 
discussions with religious ones?

Recently, faded star Kirk Cameron teamed with pastor Ray 
Comfort to prove creation on ABC’s Nightline without the aid 
of the Bible. They lasted about �0 seconds before they fell back 
on the Ten Commandments. But that’s okay; I’m not looking 
for proof when it comes to God, for proof is the absence of faith, 
and religion is rooted in faith. You aren’t much of a believer if 
you think otherwise.

So enough with the desperate attempts to confuse an already 
confused populace about how scientific the Bible is. It isn’t 
scientific, and it was never meant to be. Millions of non-
fundamentalist Christians have managed to integrate science 
into their lives without having their core belief system shattered; 
some accept the Big Bang as the “divine spark,” while others 
see evolution as God’s hand in guiding the creation process over 
the course of a timespan that’s a little longer than six days. The 
inherent faith in God doesn’t disappear just because you feel 
someone took creative license �,000 years ago to a few select 
chapters in Genesis.
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Several thousand educators are livid at the opening of this 
museum, as it only further blurs the line between fact and 
fiction. But really, it should be the faithful showing righteous 
indignation at these repeated efforts to shoehorn God into the 
laboratory. They’re the ones having their faith diluted by a 
flood of uncorroborated information and silly assertions like 
dinosaurs on Noah’s ark.

I mean, come on. 

9

“I refuse to prove that I exist,” says God, “for proof denies 
faith, and without faith I am nothing.”

“But,” says Man, “the Babel fish is a dead giveaway isn’t it? 
It could not have evolved by chance. It proves that you exist, 
and so therefore, by your own arguments, you don’t. Q.E.D.”

“Oh dear,” says God, “I hadn’t thought of that,” and promptly 
vanishes in a puff of logic.

—Douglas Adams, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy



Keeping the Faith

A modern-day parable involving federal policy,  
unilateral aggression, and the eye of a needle.

a

February 8, 2005

1��

1”Thank you, and may God bless America.”

2The words and their resultant applause still rang in George 
W. Bush’s ears. It had been a good speech – a complimentary 
mix of firebrand rhetoric and heartfelt assurances. �There were 
times during the State of the Union, in fact, that he felt less a 
leader than prophet saying such things.

�Criticism had come to him to test him that day, though.  
Anti-Americans asked, “Is it lawful for a President to wage war 
for any and every reason?”

�”Haven’t you read,” he replied, “that at the poll booth the 
Voter ‘made him a mandate’?1 I say for this reason a man will 
leave his father and mother and be united to his military, and 
they will become just flesh. �So they are no longer – what I 
have separated, do not bring together.”

�”Why then,” they asked, “did the Founding Fathers command 
that a Congress give the declaration of war? Why did they 
ensure freedoms you erode?”

�Bush replied, “Jefferson permitted it because his loyalties were 
firm. But it is not this way now. �I tell you that anyone who 
believes we are not at risk for terror, or casts doubt on their 
leaders shameful actions commits treason.”

� “Defining Bush’s ‘Mandate’.” Fairness & Accuracy in Reporting,  
� November 200�.
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10And this quieted the critics.

11So it was the following day that the President left the 
comforts of the White House and went into the region of the 
Washington Hilton & Towers on the other side of the Beltway. 
12Large crowds followed him, and he met with them there for 
the National Prayer Breakfast, and he healed them there.

9

“For half a century now, the National Prayer Breakfast 
has been a symbol of the vital place of faith in the life of our 
nation,” Bush said on February �rd to the annual banquet’s 
congregation. “You’ve reminded generations of leaders of a 
purpose and a power greater than their own. In times of calm, 
and in times of crisis, you’ve called us to prayer.”

It’s interesting to listen to President Bush devote a speech 
to his faith, particularly when it contradicts his policies.  
I don’t question that Bush believes in his particular brand 
of Christianity. I do question, however, his commitment to 
behaving as Jesus himself would.

Bush has launched pre-emptive war against his neighbors.  
He has imperiled the world through unilateral aggression toward 
Middle East nations and left the poor of his nation holding the 
bill. As he prepares to gut Social Security, one of the few social 
programs that keeps the lower and middle classes together, he 
continues to lead with fear, lies, and intimidation. That kind of 
governing doesn’t gel with someone who supposedly believes 
the United States should be open to God’s priorities.

It seems redundant to say so, but Jesus sheltered, loved 
and defended the poor while condemning the arrogant 
Pharisees who manipulated God’s laws for their own benefit.  
He preached peace, tolerance and love and demanded 
forgiveness and acceptance in the face of wrongdoing.

A believer of Christ adheres to these principles and applies them 
as the basis of governance if their government is theocratic. 
The United States, however, is not. It is a nation beholden to 
its constituents, not God.
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Do I personally have a problem with using Christ’s teachings 
as a moral base in our society? Absolutely not – I think if we 
all cared a little more about one another and a lot less about 
forcing people how to think or behave we’d all be better off. 
Would I support a President who supported these guidelines? 
Definitely – because such philosophies transcend religion.

There’s no reason to ascribe “be excellent to each other” to just 
Jesus. It’s an ideology as at home in a Bill and Ted movie as it is 
in the pages of the Bible. Be kind, tolerant and treat others as 
you want to be treated. Seems so simple – and it doesn’t require 
preferential treatment for Christians, either.

Bush said that “the practice of tolerance is a command of faith. 
When our country was attacked, Americans did not respond 
with bigotry. People from other countries and cultures have 
been treated with respect.” 

Say what now? Either the president is a liar or completely 
deluded if he thinks his actions have actually promoted peace, 
tolerance, and respect around the world.  Americans as a whole 
have been bombarded with anti-Islam hatred for more than 
three years and the culture of the Middle East is routinely 
denigrated. Through a steady stream of indoctrination there 
are more uninformed bigots roaming the streets than ever, and 
the problem is growing worse.

“It is always, and everywhere, wrong to target and kill the 
innocent,” he continued. “It is always, and everywhere, wrong 
to be cruel and hateful, to enslave and oppress.” So why endorse 
all those things in Iraq? Fallujah was practically obliterated 
because its inhabitants opposed American occupation.  
And thanks to military stop-loss orders in effect, our own 
troops are unable to leave if they want. Guess what? That’s 
enslavement.

I could probably continue picking apart Bush’s dialogue with 
the faithful, but the theme would be the same: do as you say. 
Bush pays lip service to God by preaching the same beliefs  
I value in all humanity only to dismiss those words when he 
orders another round of troops to battle. He is not a godly man 
by his own definition. He is a fraud. He is a Pharisee.
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“Once we have recognized God’s image in ourselves, we must 
recognize it in every human being,” Bush said. If that’s so, Mr. 
President, I should probably ignore my own belief that I am a 
creature of God, for you are the very antithesis of His image.

9

1�Now a man came up to Jesus and asked, “Teacher, what good 
thing must I do to get eternal life?”

1�”Why do you ask me about what is good?” Jesus replied. 
“There is only One who is good. If you want to enter life, obey 
the commandments.”

1�”Which ones?” the man inquired.

Jesus replied, “’Do not murder, do not commit adultery, do 
not steal, do not give false testimony, 1�honor your father and 
mother,’ and ‘love your neighbor as yourself.’”

20”All these I have kept,” the young man said. “What do I still 
lack?”

21Jesus answered, “If you want to be perfect, go, sell your 
possessions and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in 
heaven. Then come, follow me.”

22When the young man heard this, he went away sad, because 
he had great wealth.

2�Then Jesus said to his disciples, “I tell you the truth, it is hard 
for a rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven.

2�”Again I tell you, it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a 
needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God.”

Matthew 19:16-24 (NIV)



Chan Chandler Wants You 
Out of His Church

The Religious Right wants to discriminate against you 
based on your political affiliation. Isn’t that cause to 

revoke their tax-exempt status?

a

May 10, 2005
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No matter how jaded I’ve become towards organized 
religion, it still manages to surprise me.

The religious majority in the United States has pulled some 
wacky stunts in the past few months. Forcing Terry Schiavo 
to live. Proposing bans on funds for literature or theater 
featuring homosexuality. Boycotting Spongebob Squarepants.  
Moving Halloween because it fell on a Sunday.

There is no question in my mind that these are all desperate 
acts. Enforcing morality is an exercise in futility. And what is 
achieved in the end? Only more polarization.

But excommunicating fellow Christians because they vote 
Democrat? It’s not just divisive, it’s illegal.

And yet it’s happened. Chan Chandler, pastor of the East 
Waynesville Baptist Church outside of Charlotte, North 
Carolina, has purged his congregation of those not willing to 
beg forgiveness for voting for John Kerry in the last election.

“One of the local women ... excommunicated said on TV 
that it was like a cult,” reported The Daily Kos. “Another 
man ... excommunicated said that the rest of the congregation 
stood up and applauded as the Democrats were told to leave  
[emphasis mine].” 1

� “It Begins: Dems ‘excommunicated’ from church?” Daily Kos, � May 200�.
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This unbelievable turn of events stems from several sermons 
Chandler gave last year endorsing Bush. During these bully 
pulpit sessions, he also demanded “anyone who planned to 
vote for Democrat John Kerry needed to ‘repent or resign.’”2  
Months later, Chandler admitted the comments were 
inflammatory but continued his crusade, saying it was 
“according to the word of God.”

Really? I thought the word of God instructed mankind to love 
one another in spite of its differences, to forgive the wrongs 
inherent in our fallibility and to treat everyone with respect. 
And that’s just the Jesus portion; Old Testament God demands 
fidelity, honesty, righteousness and a plea not to kill everyone 
around you. Nowhere in any of that does the Bible command 
its speakers to pick George Bush over John Kerry.

Most ironic? John Kerry and George Bush were, with few 
exceptions, identical candidates. It was an election between 
Cookie and Cutter, rigged to give the American people no 
option in how their government is run.

I’ve noted in the past that I’m a “recovering fundamentalist.” 
Raised a non-denominational Protestant, I served the Lord 
with the same level of misguided conviction that runs rampant 
through parishes like Chandler’s. Wholly uninformed, many of 
these people have never even read critical or historical analysis 
of the Bible, let alone the Bible. They rely on their pastor’s 
interpretations of what is written – the results are Intelligent 
Design campaigns and fervent arguments that the book of 
Genesis is literal, not allegorical.

But closing your mind to your own faith is one thing, closing 
it to simple political differences is another. Are you really 
“Christian” if you can’t even tolerate a person that condones gay 
marriages, abortion or Libertarians? How does a person revel 
in their faith – a faith about tackling the entirety of the word 
with grace and openness – if they can’t stomach a divergence 
of opinions?

How does the word of Christ benefit by being transmitted by a 
closed-minded bigot?

2 “Pastor in spat over politics quits church.” Chicago Tribune, 11 May 200�.
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Insular communities such as these are growing around the 
country. I know because I know men and women who’ve 
visited some under the promise of an appealing Christ-centered 
approach to faith only to find dens of political hatred. It’s not 
entirely shocking to hear about this in North Carolina, but 
Northern California? Too bizarre.

The separation of church and state was defined for a reason.  
It gives people the freedom to believe what they want without a 
fear of government reprisal; conversely, it gives the government 
the freedom to govern without religious interference.  
Think you can drag out that tattered argument that the United 
States was founded on Christianity? Think again:

“... the government of the United States of America 
is not in any sense founded on the Christian Religion...”  
– Treaty of Tripoli, Article 11, 1���-1���.
“I contemplate with sovereign reverence that act of 
the whole American people which declared that their 
legislature should make no law respecting an establishment 
of religion, or prohibit the free exercise thereof, thus 
building a wall of separation between church and state.” 
– Thomas Jefferson as President.
“The divorce between Church and State ought to be 
absolute. It ought to be so absolute that no Church 
property anywhere, in any state or in the nation, should be 
exempt from equal taxation; for if you exempt the property 
of any church organization, to that extent you impose a tax 
upon the whole community.” – James A. Garfield. 

Garfield brings up an interesting point. Churches across the 
nation are given tax-exempt status. It’s a major perk that keeps 
them operational; molestation scandals, waning donations and 
exorbitant utilities and property taxes certainly don’t. However, 
there are rules to obtaining this status, and one of them happens 
to be a no-discrimination clause. And discrimination doesn’t 
end at gender or skin color. Booting someone over a trivial 
matter like your party registration should immediately signal 
an end to Chan Chandler’s gravy train of tax exemption.

And, hopefully, it will. Reverend Barry Lynn of the Americans 
United for Separation of Church and State has lobbied the IRS 

•

•

•
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to reconsider the East Waynesville’s status, citing the expulsion 
of the four dozen parishioners.�

Where does it end? Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist  
(R-TN) heads a religious telethon called “Justice Sunday” 
where money is raised and politicians are targeted for  
right-wing propoganda from the comfort of a huge, affluent  
(read: mostly white) church in Louisville.� If the head of 
the Senate can use a church to proselytize government 
agendas, when will the federal government hold small players 
like Chandler accountable for their misdeeds? When the 
government doesn’t seem to care about one of its own cherished 
and basic ideals, where do the disenfranchised turn? I know 
one place they won’t: East Waynesville Baptist.

William Howard Taft once said that “there is nothing so 
despicable as a secret society that is based upon religious 
prejudice and that will attempt to defeat a man because of his 
religious beliefs. Such a society is like a cockroach – it thrives 
in the dark. So do those who combine for such an end.”

Anyone got some Roach Motels?

� “IRS urged to enter fray over pastor’s politicking.” Chicago Tribune,  
10 May 200�.

4 Charles Babington. “Frist urges end to nomination filibusters.” Washington 
Post, 2� April 200�.



Rick Warren is a Hypocrite

Rick Warren is no innovator. He’s just another pastor 
who treats Christianity like big business – and  

business is good.

a

July 11, 2006
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Enter the office of Rick Warren and you’ll see an 
interesting mantra alongside his requisite Bible 
trappings. It doesn’t advocate forgiveness or claim 

Moses as its author, yet it speaks to the very heart of what 
Warren’s sprawling evangelical empire is about:

What is our business?
Who is our customer?

What does the customer consider value?

The “doctrine” is the brainchild of Peter F. Drucker, a strategy 
guru who coached fledgling pastors on management techniques 
through his Leadership Network. “I still go sit at the feet 
of Peter Drucker on a regular basis,” Warren said in a 200� 
interview with Fortune Magazine.1 “He honed into me hundreds 
of one-liners and taught me that growth always comes from the 
outside – from people who are not now using your product,  
or listening to your message, or using your services.”

A solid way to approach a personal relationship with God, 
right? I always appreciate it when religion is viewed as a 
product or service to be provided to a customer. It’s nothing 
new – religions of all shapes and sizes are routinely operated 
as business ventures (Scientology chief among them) and 
conversion could glibly be viewed as little more than a 
successful marketing venture – it’s just rarely so obvious.

� Julia Boorstin. “The Best Advice I Ever Got.” Fortune, 2� March 200�.
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If you consider this approach to Christianity as more focus 
group than faith, Forbes Magazine agrees; it endorses Warren’s 
best-selling tome The Purpose Driven Life as “the best book 
on entrepreneurship, management, and leadership in print.” 
Even the methods used to sell the book to the great unwashed 
formed the basis of “PyroMarketing,” a book that so thoroughly 
deconstructs Warren’s meteoric rise on the bestseller’s list that 
Warren pressured the publisher “to censor all references to his 
book, because he was concerned that it would make people 
think his phenomenal success was driven primarily by network 
marketing techniques.”2

So where does Jesus factor into Purpose Driven Life?  
I don’t know. I haven’t read it, nor will I. As in the case 
with The Passion of the Christ, I don’t find it necessary to 
support obnoxious trends in Americanized Christianity.  
Despite the fact that Rick Warren apparently has the answers 
to life’s questions, how is what he preaches about the Bible any 
more correct or important than the interpretations I can draw 
for myself? Considering many of Warren’s acolytes eschew 
investigating the history of Christianity and/or the Bible in 
favor of Sunday services with stadium seating, what makes 
Rick Warren’s sales pitch more right?

I’ve been to Saddleback Church in Lake Forest, California. 
I can’t deny that it’s an impressive campus, but it reminds 
me of Jesus’s adventure in the Temple.� I’m struck with a  
“den of thieves” vibe whenever I see Bible study aids, donation 
requests and audio recordings of past lectures for sale.  
I’ll wager even the moneychangers and merchants of sacrificial 
animals thought they were doing their part for Judaism, too. 
But commercialism is just that.

Religion isn’t supposed to be a business. It’s a covenant with 
God, and you either follow the beliefs or you don’t. I understand 
that it’s human nature to exact a reward for services rendered, 
but Christianity has fallen into a need for mass-market 
appeal. With Rick Warren featured in Newsweek, Time and  
U.S. News and World Report as the face of modern Christianity, 
big business has conquered grass roots evangelism. 

2 Jonathan Hutson. “Violent Video Game Marketed Through  
Mega-Churches.” Talk to Action, 0� June 2006.

� Matthew 21:12-1�.
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How does this make Rick Warren a hypocrite? If he’s upfront 
about his application of business methodology in growing a 
church, how is that a moral failure on his end?

The answer to that lies in Left Behind: Eternal Forces, a 
ridiculous real-time strategy game in which you command 
legions of Christians in post-rapture New York City charged 
with converting every blighted soul – or killing them. There is 
no middle ground. 

(For the occultists among us, you can also play as the Antichrist 
as he commands UN Peacekeepers and demons to murder 
fundamentalists!)

It’s an embarassing array of violence and religious supremism, 
one that’s caught the ire of practically every religious affiliation 
out there, including Christians. Based on the Left Behind series 
of books, it showcases Christians as holy warriors who, instead 
of loving their neighbor in the End Times, brutally murder 
them when they express ambivalence at signing up for the next 
Crusade. While there’s no explicit blood, the body count racks 
up pretty fast. Corpses don’t disappear and your only penalty 
for offing someone is the loss of a Spirit point (rapture someone 
and you’ll gain it back, though). Shoot nurses in the head or 
round up people with tactical weapons that would make 
Tom Clancy blush and you’ve got a feel-good stocking stuffer  
(release date: right before Christmas, naturally) Christian 
parents would love to give to trigger-happy children.

With so many different flavors of Christianity it seems 
ridiculous to glorify such an extreme viewpoint, especially when 
you consider how Western media has demonized followers of 
Islam for similar acts of violence. Yet Rick Warren indirectly 
did just that. Until Jonathan Hutson of Talk to Action exposed 
the game’s violent theocratic storyline, Warren’s close advisor 
and Purpose Driven cohort Mark Carver served on the board 
of the company developing the game. Likewise, Left Behind 
Games planned to market the game by passing out sampler 
DVDs in megachurches such as Saddleback.

Hutson’s research led to Carver resigning from the board and 
a distancing of Purpose Driven from LBH, and the official 
response to the situation from Purpose Driven stands at:
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“Rick Warren, Saddleback Church, and Purpose Driven 
Ministries have no connection to the development of 
the ‘Left Behind: Eternal Forces’ video game. We have 
not endorsed the game and have no plans to promote 
it... In order to avoid any confusion about the fact that 
Rick Warren, Saddleback Church, and Purpose Driven 
Ministries have no involvement with Left Behind 
Games, Mark Carver resigned from the board of advisors 
on June �, 2006 and asked that the reference to him be 
removed from Left Behind Games website.”

What’s missing from this press release? Warren’s condemnation 
of the game, of course. (In fairness, no other major televangelist 
has come out against the game, either). And how does an 
arrangement like that get started without Warren’s knowledge? 
Carver’s involvement with Left Behind Games lasted for 
months and might have continued had it not been exposed.  

Seems like an easy thing to do, bashing a game that makes 
the ministry you’ve worked hard to build look bad. It’s even 
the obvious choice given Christian outcry over the material 
presented in the game. But while Rick Warren may talk about 
his network of 200,000 pastors or how he’s basically taken over 
the government of Rwanda with his purpose-driven agenda, he 
knows it’s bad business to fully reject the video game. Who 
knows? It could be immensely popular.

But it’s not what Jesus taught. And that makes him a hypocrite.



Politics
F

Politics is far more complicated than physics.

– Albert Einstein



 



Changing My Life: Revelations 
of a Bill Clinton Book Signing

It’s official – I’ll be the �6�rd person to rule  
Bill Clinton’s world today.

F

June 28, 2004
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�:2�am

Christ, it’s early.

I’m awake because Bill Clinton is signing copies of his 
aptly named autobiography My Life at a nearby bookstore.  
Why I care is beyond me – I’m not a huge fan of the former 
President. Chances are I’ll never even read the table of contents, 
let alone the rest of his �00-page self-serving tome.

But hey – it’s Bill Clinton.

The apartment is pitch black as I stumble around looking 
for something to eat. For once I’ve actually woken up my 
obnoxious upstairs neighbor, whose vampiric bedtime habits 
and heavy feet translate into many sleepless nights thanks to 
our paper-thin ceiling. After munching on a bowl of cereal, 
I take a quick shower.

Estimated Time of Departure: �:00.

9
�:12am

Already running a little late. The shower went longer than 
expected, but if I’m going to meet the former leader of the free 
world, I want to look presentable.
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And let me tell you, that’s not an easy task. I’ll be standing 
in line for roughly 12 hours today. Clinton is due to arrive at 
�:00pm, but previous book signings have proven that timeliness 
is not a high priority.

I’m currently in the car with my friend and partner-in-crime. 
My wife is generously donating her time to drop us off at the 
mall – no obscene West Los Angeles parking fees for us today.

The mood is high considering all three of us got less than five 
hours of sleep. Anything less than 12 and I’m a cranky bastard.

9
�:�0am

We’ve arrived.

Not surprisingly, there’s already a line several hundred people 
deep. A few bleary-eyed news teams wait at the curb, praying 
for something interesting to happen.

Some of those gathered in wait are huddled in their parkas. 
Those that thought to bring chairs sit tightly together.  
It’s cold out, and some of these people have already laid siege to 
the sidewalk for five or six hours.

Having been dropped off at the front of the line, my friend and 
I troop towards the back. The line already wraps around the 
corner of Little Santa Monica Boulevard and Century Park 
West Drive.

We take note of the crowd. People of all races, classes and 
gender are here to show their admiration for one man.  
The line strikes me as a testament to the broad appeal Clinton 
holds to this day. I doubt the sitting president would have a 
similar reception.

9

�:0�am

I haven’t waited in a line like this since the first Batman movie.
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We’ve been here less than �� minutes and already I can’t see the 
end of the line behind us. The bookstore has only guaranteed 
that 1,000 books will be signed. After that it’s all a crap shoot.

So what about the 1,001st guy in line? We started thinking 
about that poor bastard. If someone shows up at 10am, there’s 
serious doubt they’ll make it into the store. Clinton’s New York 
engagement saw him shoot all the way up to 1,�00 signatures, 
but that’s no indication of today’s performance.

1,001 is one missed light away from a guarantee that his time in 
line would reap rewards. He is the story today.

My friend and I look around for the cameramen covering 
the event. What are they filming? Typical nonsense.  
Glamour shots of long lines, “entrepreneurs” selling bottled 
water and tiny stools. They clearly aren’t interested in the 
human drama unfolding a few hundred souls behind us. 
Granted, the event isn’t exactly Britney Spears announcing her 
engagement, but the reporters have been sitting here all night 
waiting for something noteworthy to happen.

I ask you: what greater drama than the 1,001st visitor as he or she 
sweats out a 12-hour wait that could all be for nothing?

I should be a news director.

9
�:2�am

It’s official – I’ll be the �6�rd person to rule Bill Clinton’s world 
today.

A guy named John, whom my friend has taken to dubbing 
“the Mayor of Shoppingtown,” has taken it upon himself to 
hand write on little pieces of torn legal pad paper numbers for 
everyone in line. It’s good to confirm my elite status as someone 
who’ll undoubtedly shake the president’s hand sometime later 
today.

Two little kids are running around in the foliage behind us, 
throwing acorns at each other. One almost just fell on a board 
with a couple rusty nails pushed through; the other has already 
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tripped on a discarded piece of metal. Neither met the other 
before today.

Friendship and tetanus – the true Clinton legacy.

9
�:�0am

Trouble is definitely brewing. After a short jaunt down the 
street to gauge the length of the line, I’ve returned to the start 
of rebellion.

People have been leaving in small groups to grab breakfast with 
the Mayor at the food court. My friend and I struck out on our 
own and found women screaming at a hapless security guard 
near the entrance to the bookstore. Apparently someone in line 
sat there with the shocking intention of allowing their friends 
to join them at a later time. Tempers flared when 20 “friends” 
showed up.

Maybe it’s because I doubt �00 people are going to magically 
cut in front of me, but I shake off the worry. At the deli, 
however, #�0 is distressed that there are some out there looking 
to take advantage of the system.

Hey, dude, you’re �20 spots in front of me. You’re getting your 
damn book signed. Trust me.

9
10:00am

We’re supposed to have official tickets by now. We don’t.

9
11:1�am

The woman bearing tickets arrives at our group. It turns out 
she’s been passing out tickets for over an hour, but because she 
refuses to address the crowd at large and prefers to give out 
rules on an individual basis, it’s taken her roughly twice as long 
to reach our section of line as Clinton will – and all she’s doing 
is handing out a ticket.
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I’m given ticket ���. All that outcry and anger, and only four 
people have cut in line in front of me in five hours.

If only the Mayor of Shoppingtown could rule the world with 
his no-nonsense efficiency.

9
2:0�pm

The line heading out of the women’s restroom gives me a 
moment to reflect on the glories of the urinal.

9
2:1�pm

I try Indian food for the first time during the ��-minute 
allotment of freedom we’re granted should we need to leave 
the line. A previous embarrassing encounter with curry has 
stopped me from eating this for 2� years? I’m a boob.

9
�:1�pm

I just heard perhaps the greatest story ever.

It turns out that when people started lining up at midnight, a 
bum who was looking for a place to sleep passed out on the 
lawn and woke up 2�th in line for the event! Dazed, confused 
and clearly unwilling to shell out $�0 for a book, he tried to sell 
off one of the most coveted scraps of paper on the block.

KABC should put him and the �,00�st guy together in a 
wrestling match. Or get them both drunk and have them 
comment on Tom Cruise and Jennifer Lopez.

“Melrose” Larry Green, the obnoxious Howard Stern 
sycophant, has arrived yelling that he doesn’t blame Lyndon 
Johnson for his brother’s death in Viet Nam, somehow proving 
that no casualty in Iraq is George W. Bush’s fault.

This has what to do with Bill Clinton, you witless imbecile?
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9
�:20pm

He’s finally here.

The mob freaked out when Clinton’s car rolled into the garage. 
Even though they’re going to see him in an hour in person, 
people flocked to the curb in a vain attempt to see a shadow 
behind the tinted windows.

The funniest part of the arrival has been the transformation of 
the ladies in line around us. I came here knowing that I’d look 
like a complete mess after standing in line for 12 hours. I guess 
I didn’t have a cogent enough battle plan, because some of the 
women in front of us disappeared for twenty minutes only to 
return completely decked out.

One woman looked like she’d just rolled out of bed until �:�� 
– sweats, no make-up, bored, shiftless look on her face. Come 
time to meet Slick Willy? Belly shirt, push-up bra, jeans that’d 
make an anorexic feel challenged. It’s funny that all these 
chicks want to doll themselves up and try and flirt with the 
president when they’re not his type.

By that I mean they’re actually attractive.

I’ll give one woman credit – she stood there all day in a low cut 
evening gown and �-inch heels and talked about little else than 
flashing Clinton or showing off her ass. That’s dedication.

9
�:20pm

We did it.

The line started to move slowly at around �:�0. This, of course, 
was the news correspondent’s cue to give her glib, pedestrian 
voiceover of a completely dull shot. No nail-biting tension.  
No drunken bumfights.

Just people in a line.
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After a quick patdown from a Secret Service agent and 
a bag check, we made our way into the Holy of Holies.  
Store employees made sure the book jacket was folded to the 
right page for the signature. From the distance, we could see 
the Man himself.

He was standing behind a table of books, wearing a blue shirt 
and a God-awful pink tie. He was smiling and greeting visitors 
with a handshake before turning to their book and giving it 
a little love. The line snaked through the stacks but through 
them all you could see Bill Clinton. Amidst the din of those in 
line you could occasionally hear the sound of his voice.

The people around me were energized not only by a seeming 
end to their journey, but by the charisma we could feel being 
exuded from the back of the store. Despite my nonchalant 
attitude towards the day’s events, I was getting butterflies in 
my stomach.

How do I spend my time with him? Do I tell him how 
much my wife enjoyed being an intern under his presidency? 
(Probably not the best idea.) Do I shake his hand and wish him 
well despite all the rotten stuff he did while in office?

In the end, I shook his hand and said, “It’s an honor, sir.”  
He looked at me with a warm smile on his face and thanked me 
for being there. I watched as he scratched his name with a blue 
pen into my book before the store’s handlers waved me aside 
for the next person to meet destiny for fifteen seconds.

As I collected my belongings outside I moved the book back 
and forth in my hands. What had I just done? I thought to 
myself. It sure wasn’t a waste of my time. I met a President 
of the United States. In cynical times like this, I didn’t think 
it was possible for me to lend any faith to the office anymore,  
let alone the men that inhabit it.

Yet there I was, smiling and mulling over my brush with 
greatness. I had stood before a man, a life as fragile and as 
human as my own, and felt something different. He is an 
ordinary man put through extraordinary trials.

And now I have his autograph.
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Why President Ahmadinejad  
is Right

Iran’s mercurial leader has rebuked President Bush  
for his foreign policy and nuclear sabre-rattling.  

Here’s why he’s right.

F

May 9, 2006

1�1

A letter made its way to the White House yesterday.1

 
 
Like many they no doubt receive, it is a scathing attack on 
the policies and ambitions of the Bush Administration. It asks 
obvious questions like why a leader devoted to Christianity 
would so willfully engage in practices eschewed by his religion 
or why a complicit media eagerly trumpets war and lies for a 
government not looking out for the interests of its people.

I’ve seen letters like this; many times I’ve echoed its sentiments. 
One stark difference, however, is that this one was actually 
read by the White House. That is because its author is Iranian 
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, and its words represent the 
first official correspondence between our two nations since the 
1��� hostage crisis.

What’s he up to? Why, trying to de-fuse nonsense of nuclear 
proportions, of course.

9

Don’t act surprised if you’ve heard “Iran” a lot recently. 
The United States has been trumpeting regime change for 
the Islamic nation since before Bush’s re-election in 2004;  
its recent posturing over Iran’s nuclear ambitions have  

� Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. “A Letter to George W. Bush.” 8 May 2006.
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re-ignited Cold War tensions long thought buried beneath the 
rubble of the Berlin Wall.2 Congress has supported resolutions 
that would “impose” the same glorious democracy we exported 
to Iraq while our betters in print and broadcast media fill 
our minds with propaganda. The result is that Iran has been 
demonized for months as a rogue nation bent on securing 
atomic weapons.

What did Iran do to provoke such vitriol and hatred? It’s been 
working with Russia to create a nuclear power program. And 
as a signatory of the Non-Nuclear Proliferation Treaty, they’re 
entitled to do just that. Furthermore, under Article � of the 
Constitution, the United States is obligated to honor their safe 
and legal development of the technology.

It has also decided to open an oil bourse that would trade the 
commodity in euros, not dollars.� Such an act could cripple 
American hegemony without a shot being fired; with no 
dependency on the dollar as a de facto currency, the strength of 
the American government could collapse.

That’s the problem with fiat money – like the president, it’s a 
faith-based exchange. And since economic sanctions are neither 
sexy nor dangerous enough to “wow” the average American, 
Iran’s in the hot-seat for its forward-thinking development 
of alternative energy sources. Don’t you love the way politics 
works?

It’s ridiculous that our government would threaten another 
nation for sustaining a peaceful nuclear program while 
promoting other aggressive nuclear programs (Israel, I’m 
looking at you). But why should we be shocked? We fell 
through the black hole of logic long ago. President Bush just 
nominated Michael Hayden – a career military man who 
(despite a pledge to uphold the Constitution) advocates illegal 
wiretapping against his fellow citizens – to the top post of the 
civilian CIA.� This is not a government that acts sanely and 
responsibly.

2 Jenifer Johnston. “Regime change in Iran now in Bush’s sights.” Sunday 
Herald, �8 July 2004.

� Mike Whitney. “The Last Gasp of the Dollar; Iran bourse opens next 
week.” Uruknet, May �, 200�.

4 Larry Beinhart. “The Perfect Bushman.” Buzzflash, 9 May 2006.
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Ahmadinejad’s letter declares this unabashedly. It’s surreal 
to read the words from a political leader considering I’ve 
essentially been saying the same things for years. How does 
the president claim to be a follower of Christ yet ignore his 
most basic teachings? How does a country wage war on a lie?  
How does it win a war against terrorism while torturing 
hundreds of men, women, and children and financing rebel 
groups? And how does it promote freedom and equality while 
simultaneously supporting discrimination against Palestinians?

Ahmadinejad also highlights disastrous American involvement 
in Latin America and Africa; it’s a virtual laundry list of every 
weakness the United States government has birthed abroad 
over the past �0 years. It’s disturbing, quite frankly, to read 
succinctly what Americans have let our government get away 
with.

Not that any of it will matter. According to CNN, Secretary of 
State Condoleezza Rice has “swiftly rejected the letter, saying 
it didn’t resolve questions about Tehran’s suspect nuclear 
program.”

“This letter is not the place that one would find an opening 
to engage on the nuclear issue or anything of the sort,” Rice 
said. “It isn’t addressing the issues that we’re dealing with in a 
concrete way.” It’s always funny when you make a rational and  
well-documented argument and your opponent sidesteps the 
issue entirely and just flings more nonsense your way, isn’t it?

So allow me to spell out “Tehran’s suspect nuclear program.” 
There is none.

Iran is within its rights to pursue a nuclear program; it has 
made itself accountable to the NNTP for precisely that reason.  
Iran has allowed inspectors to check out its developments; 
check out the IAEA’s report on the matter. Much in the same 
vein as Iraq’s mythical WMDs, if Iran is developing nuclear 
weapons, the United States can’t prove it. And even if Iran 
pulled out of the treaty, the United States broke international 
law first by refusing to recognize Iran’s rights.�

� “Iran Threatens to Quit Nuclear Treaty.” Associated Press, � May 200�.
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The United States (and the world by extension) has nothing 
to fear from Iran’s nuclear capabilities. If they ever cobbled 
together a nuke or two I wouldn’t bat an eyelash, because 
the United States spent �� years and $� trillion amassing the 
largest nuclear deterrent (and debt) on the planet. Should Iran 
ever think about unleashing that “mighty” arsenal on the U.S. 
their entire country would become a vast irradiated parking lot. 
That’s the whole point of the deterrent, isn’t it? If not, can I 
get a refund on that $� trillion?

I applaud President Ahmadinejad for having the courage 
to articulate to the world what many think but few say.  
His letter seems like a sincere effort to put an end to Bush’s 
madness before it starts and I can only hope what’s left in the 
Treasury’s coffers aren’t put into an Iranian war machine. 
But I know this isn’t about nukes. It never was and never will 
be. Like many things on the international stage, this is mere 
smokescreen to much larger issues.

Larger issues that continue to reinforce the notion that the 
United States is not interested in diplomacy, only battle. But 
at what cost?

In the case of Iran, we’re letting everything ride.



Cowboy Diplomacy

Charles Robert Jenkins disappeared from duty in �96�. 
Now that he’s resurfaced, the military would like 

nothing more than to court-martial him.  
Is that really necessary?

F

July 26, 2004

1��

Would you believe the plight of a sick old man is now 
the cornerstone of an effort to stop desertion in the 
U.S. Army?

Such is the case of Charles Robert Jenkins. At 6�, the North 
Carolina native is hardly on the active duty roster; he’s currently 
lying in a hospital bed in Japan undergoing a series of medical 
tests and hasn’t seen combat in �� years.

How is it he poses such a danger to the morale of American 
troops abroad? For the American government, that answer is 
simple – he’s a deserter and a traitor. And he’s gotten away 
with it.

Desertion is a hot-button issue with the military right now. With 
a shortage of available manpower (a ��-year-old doctor from 
Alabama was recently pulled out of retirement) and an overall 
sense of malaise coming from forces stationed in the Middle 
East, those in power are doing what they can to keep boots filled 
in combat areas. As it is, stop loss orders (legislation preventing 
soldiers from leaving when their service ends) have forced �0,000 
men and women into indefinite servitude.

Only the worst and most treasonous of soldiers take up a 
mantle of deserter. They’d like the public to believe Jenkins is 
just that.

Jenkins disappeared in �96� while patrolling the demilitarized 
zone between North and South Korea. He resurfaced soon 
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after in radio broadcasts and communist propaganda films. 
The official response to this? He defected to North Korea to 
avoid military service in Vietnam. The proof lies in the form of 
several personal letters found among his belongings that have 
since disappeared.

Relatives, however, insist Jenkins was dedicated to serving his 
country (he lied about his age and enlisted at 1�), and that he was 
ambushed, brainwashed and forced to aid the enemy. Common 
sense would seem to bear out this assessment – why would 
anyone seeking to avoid service in Vietnam defect to North 
Korea when Canada would do? – but when you’re dealing with 
the American military, common sense is often in short supply.

Until 2002, the debate was academic. As someone living in 
North Korea, Jenkins faced no chance of extradition to the 
United States. He was married; his two daughters study in 
Pyongyang. It was only when his wife was allowed to return 
home that the issue of desertion became a problem.

You see, Hitomi Soga was a trainee nurse when she was 
kidnapped from her home by North Korean spies in 1���. She 
was forced to teach Japanese language and customs to North 
Korean spies, but married Jenkins in �980. Under diplomatic 
provisions between Japan and North Korea, Soga was allowed 
to return to Japan a celebrity because of her life story.

Jenkins, however, can’t join her permanently. While North 
Korea won’t extradite anyone to American soil, Japan can’t 
afford him that same luxury.

Quite a problem, no? And therein lies the rub. Even though 
no evidence exists capable of proving Jenkins went AWOL, he 
is treated with contempt by the American government. Even 
if he was kidnapped by North Korean operatives, effectively 
making him a prisoner of war, he faces a court martial if he ever 
sets foot on American soil.

How ridiculous is that?

Put aside the fact that under the military Code of Conduct, 
the U.S. Government has an obligation to its prisoners of 
war. What benefit do the people of the United States gain by 
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indicting and persecuting an old man with a variety of medical 
ailments?

It turns out that the aims of the government go beyond sending 
a message to those thinking of turning their backs on their 
duty. What Jenkins knows might be even more valuable.

After all, Jenkins’ work with the North Korean military 
(willing or not) makes him a desirable catch. North Korea is 
considerably closed off to the rest of the world, and its current 
nuclear proliferation détente with the United States makes 
any information worth its weight in gold. Even if Jenkins’ 
data is decades old, his insight into how North Korea trains its 
operatives could be useful for counterintelligence purposes.

So valuable is Jenkins’ knowledge that officials are  contemplating 
a plea bargain to commute his sentence despite the fact that 
he’s never been proven to have committed a crime.

Jenkins has traveled to Japan despite concerns over extradition. 
He and his family are living in the hospital where he is being 
treated, aware that while the U.S. has no plans to request 
extradition while he is ill, those plans could change the moment 
he is discharged.

Japan has repeatedly asked Washington to pardon Jenkins of 
whatever charges await him should he ever return to the United 
States. Soga’s plight is national news there, and the Japanese 
government has made it clear that it is dedicated to reuniting 
the family of one of its citizens.

In response to such humanitarian aims, Secretary of State Colin 
Powell noted that “Sgt. Jenkins is, of course, a deserter from 
the U.S. Army and those charges are still outstanding.”

Outstanding.

I find it refreshingly consistent that the Bush Administration, 
despite the obvious benefits such an overture would bring to 
the United States in terms of foreign relations karma, chooses 
to pursue a pointless legal battle that’s older than most of the 
people currently serving in the armed forces. It’s just the kind 
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of stubborn, pig-headed nonsense I’ve come to expect from the 
yahoos in the White House.

What possible gain can the United States expect from 
interrogating and harassing a man who, for all intents and 
purposes, was forced into this life through the Army’s near 
steadfast refusal to retrieve its prisoners of war? What tactical 
advantage can a former slave give to the government through 
intimidation?

Here’s an idea: instead of giving an old man a stroke from the 
tension derived from the constant worry of being shipped back 
to the place of his birth, why not see the obvious human element 
in all this, exonerate him and then ask if he’d be interested in 
sharing what he knows?

It’s been forty years. Nothing that happened back in 1��� is 
worth the destruction of an old American soldier who just 
wants to be with his loved ones and feel safe. I know current 
policy is to deny those currently serving such freedoms, but 
throw the old guy a bone.

If for nothing else, it’s good for public relations.



Fucking Hypocrites

The D.C. Madam’s phone records have been released 
and – surprise, surprise! – participants in the prostitution 

ring include conservative Beltway policymakers.

F

July 10, 2007
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What is it about religious conservatives that makes 
them want to bang whores so bad?

Louisiana senator David Vitter is a shining beacon of 
fundamentalist morality; he encourages military recruitment 
in high schools and hates same-sex unions enough to co-
author a Federal Marriage Amendment prohibiting them (it 
failed). If you doubt his commitment to traditional marriage,  
he’ll happily trot out the wife and kids. He’s in love with love, 
you dig? Well, that and the whoring.

Vitter is the second politician to confess to the services 
of Deborah Jeane Palfrey, the infamous “D.C. Madam” 
charged with running a prostitution ring for Beltway elites.1  
(The other is former deputy Secretary of State Randall 
Tobias, the disgraced AIDS czar who used federal funds to 
promote abstinence over condoms as a means of combating HIV.)  
“This was a very serious sin in my past for which I am, of course, 
completely responsible,’’ Vitter said in a statement Monday.2 
“Several years ago, I asked for and received forgiveness from 
God and my wife in confession and marriage counseling. Out of 
respect for my family, I will keep my discussion of the matter 
there—with God and them. But I certainly offer my deep and 

1 Douglass K. Daniel. “Senator’s Number on Escort Service List.” Associated 
Press, �0 July 2007.

2 “US senator admits ‘serious sin’.” BBC News, �0 July 2007.
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sincere apologies to all I have disappointed and let down in any 
way.’’

Isn’t it great how the respect factor kicks in after the affair is 
revealed and not before it’s consummated?

While we’re left hanging on what sin was committed—did  
he steal a hubcap, covet a neighbor, or worship an graven 
image?—the question remains: why are the politicians who 
legislate morality inevitably the biggest sleazes? Vitter 
compared the prospect of a gay couple tying the knot to the level 
of devastation heaped on the United States by Hurricanes Rita 
and Katrina.� Tobias denied funding to organizations trying to 
help prostitutes get their lives together while frequenting an 
escort service. Jodi Jacobson, executive director for the Center 
for Health and Gender Equity, put it mildly when she said she 
found the situation “somewhat ironic.”�

Vitter and his ilk are just part of a long chain of liars who 
pimp themselves as moralists for the conservative vote.  
Does that base feel burned yet by these charlatans? Seems like 
a man of principle is hard to find these days, and even harder to 
elect. When people like Vitter aren’t taking obscene campaign 
contributions, committing adultery, drinking to excess, or a 
host of other failings, they’re badgering you on the one or two 
vices you might have. Doesn’t that sting? Can’t we find some 
real, honest-to-God nutball capable of keeping his pants zipped 
around a call girl?

No one should be surprised by Vitter’s revelation; sex 
scandals on Capitol Hill are about as shocking as the sun 
rising. And, frankly, it’s a little hard to trump accusations the 
first Bush administration ran a child prostitution ring of the 
White House.� Maybe he does really hate gays, who knows?  
More power to him. But when the kink in the armor is revealed, 
any platform built to enforce morality vaporizes.

� Joe Solmonese. “Louisiana Senator Compares Hurricanes to Gay Marriage.” 
1� October 200�.

4 John Donnelly. “Ex-AIDS chief in escort flap called hypocritical.” Boston 
Globe, 2� April 200�.

� Paul M. Rodriguez. “Homosexual prostitution inquiry ensnares VIPs with 
Reagan, Bush.” Washington Times, 29 June �989.
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It’s rumored Vitter’s dalliances go back further, to another 
whore he frequented during his gubernatorial bid in 2002.� 
(Maybe that’s the sin he was talking about!) In any case, 
Vitter’s association with Palfrey’s business, Pamela Martin & 
Associates, took place in 200�, giving ultraconservatives a solid 
three years of fraudulent representation. There’s solace in that, 
even if none can be found in his abysmal voting record. After 
all, he’s:

voted against relief for hurricane-affected regions;
voted no on $100 million earmarked to reduce teen 
pregnancy through contraception and education;
recommended Constitutional amendments banning flag 
desecration... twice;
favored amendments banning same-sex marriages... twice; 
and
stood tall against the crime of letting a gay couple adopt a 
child. 

To Vitter’s inevitable replacement, I offer this advice: keep it 
in your pants. If you want to moralize with one hand while 
groping a breast with the other,  dull the pain of hypocrisy with 
something legal, like bumfights or alcohol. We celebrate Ted 
Kennedy’s foppish drunkenness on a daily basis, if you’ll recall. 
Just be consistent. No one can take your stance against drugs 
seriously if you’re lit up like the Northern sky, and it’s hard to 
tell a group of gays to accept reduced status for their sexuality 
while you’re getting “massaged” by some of Central America’s 
finest.

It’s called integrity, and if you can’t manage to keep your 
personal and public convictions in tandem, maybe you’re in the 
wrong line of work.

Oh, wait—you’re a politician. 

� Christopher Tidmore. “Congressman Denies Affair With Prostitute.” The 
Louisiana Weekly, 2� March 200�.
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Ehren Watada Is a Patriot

Ehren Watada is echoing what many before him 
have said about the foolishness of the Iraq War. 

Unfortunately, he’s done so while in uniform – and  
that carries a heavy price.

h

January 23, 2007

1��

Ehren Watada’s moment of truth comes February �, 
2007. As the first commissioned officer to publicly 
refuse deployment to Iraq, that’s the day he faces a court 

martial for his stance against the war.1 The proceedings impact 
not only the young Hawaiian’s life, but the moral compass of 
the United States as well.

Watada isn’t opposed to the military, or wars in general. 
Having joined the army in 200� “out of a desire to protect our 
country,” he served with distinction in Korea before preparing 
to deploy to the Middle East. He believes the present war in 
Afghanistan is justified by the attacks of September ��, and even 
offered to fight in that theater for the duration of his service 
requirement. But the legality of American involvement in Iraq 
isn’t in question to him – as far as the lieutenant is concerned, 
what we’re doing over there breaks many laws.

“The war was based on false pretenses,” asserted Watada in 
200�. “ If the president tells us we are there to destroy Saddam’s 
weapons of mass destruction, and there are none, why are we 
there? Then the president said Saddam [Hussein] had ties to  
al-Qaeda and September 11. That allegation has been proven to 
be false, too. So why are we going there?

“[The] Iraq war is not legal according to domestic and 
international law. It violates the Constitution and the 
War Powers Act, which limits the president in his role as 

1 Melanthia Mitchell. “Fort Lewis soldier opposed to war faces military 
trial.” Associated Press, 10 November 200�.
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commander in chief from using the armed forces in any way 
he sees fit. The UN Charter, the Geneva Convention, and the 
Nuremberg principles all bar wars of aggression.

“There is no justification for why we are there or what we are 
doing.”2

Watada is echoing what many before him have said. 
Unfortunately, he’s done so while in uniform – and that 
carries a heavy price tag. Furthermore, Watada is not seeking 
conscientious-objector status; he’s forcing the legality of several 
wars and the actions of a sitting President of the United States 
into open court. This all but assures a stiff punishment, as the 
status quo is not something that likes to be disrupted.

After all, getting the courts to declare a war illegal is bad for 
public relations.

Watada’s defense, as outlined above, has merit in the court 
of common sense. Invoking Nuremberg sends a powerful 
message, as the aftermath of World War II established a 
soldier’s duty to refuse orders he considered illegal or immoral. 
(American military ostensibly operate under this belief as part 
of the Uniform Code of Military Justice.) And given the long 
list of lies promulgated by the Bush adminstration, chief of 
which are the ones that led us to attack Iraq in the first place, 
the government’s case is on very shaky ground.

So how does the judiciary level the playing field in favor of 
perpetual war? By stripping the defendant of his constitutional 
rights.�

When Watada faces prosecution on February �, he will be 
unable to assert free speech in questioning the legality of the 
war and is forbidden from using Nuremberg laws as defense. 
Watada’s entire argument rests on the fact that troops are 
bound to serve honorably and follow lawful orders, and that 
the Iraq war is a hodgepodge of neither. By denying his defense, 
the court martial will not just be a kangaroo court with a 

2 Sarah Olson. “First Officer Announces Refusal to Deploy to Iraq.” 
Truthout, 7 June 2006.

� “Military judge: objector can’t raise questions about war legality.” 
Associated Press, �7 January 2007.
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predestined outcome straight from the decaying remains of the 
Soviet system; it also signals the death knell for servicemen of 
their protections as granted by the Constitution.

“All you readers wearing the uniform, sorry to say but 
apparently you are not Americans any more,” says pundit 
Mike Rivero. “The Bill of Rights does not apply to you.  
So go out there and get killed to preserve, protect, and defend the 
Constitution against all enemies both foreign and domestic.”

In all likelihood, Watada will be sentenced to six years in 
prison for refusing to deploy as well as for conduct unbecoming 
an officer and a gentleman. Conduct unbecoming. Consider that 
urging one’s fellow Americans to stand up, to voice their 
conscience, to refuse to put themselves in harm’s way for a lie 
is honorable and becoming an officer. You’ll then realize how 
political and self-serving this trial is.

“He’s not doing anything other than saying things he believes 
to be true, and that we believe are true,” says Watada defense 
attorney Eric Seitz. “This makes it that much clearer that this 
is just a political prosecution, and that’s really all this case has 
been about from the beginning.”

If Watada is convicted, the United States should drop any 
pretense of living in a global world. If we cannot abide by rules 
set down in response to Nazi atrocity, or follow the UN charter 
we helped create, what’s the point? Why give an inkling of 
compassion? Why obey any law? If they can be rewritten at the 
whim of those in power to suit their needs, why not just declare 
this country as one ruled by the shifting sands of anarchy?  
We clearly aren’t ruled by anything or anyone sane.

I’ve read editorials condemning Ehren Watada as both a 
deserter and a shame on the Japanese-American community. 
�Others think a court martial is too good for him, that he should 
be tried for mutiny and executed. Whatever the result, while 
the rest of us are banging our heads against the wall trying 
to rationalize why we accept the fascism sweeping federal 
government, he’ll be able to look at himself in the mirror and 
know he made the right decision. Even if the mirror is inside a 
prison cell. 

4 Michelle Malkin. “A Deserter, not a ‘Dissenter’.” 7 June 2006. 
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Resurrecting the Spanish Flu  
is a Deadly Idea

The Spanish Flu was the biggest pandemic in world 
history, killing millions. So what better thing to do than 

resurrect it and let it kill again?

F

October 4, 2004
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Albert Gitchell walked into the history books on  
March 11, 1�1�, when he reported to the Fort Riley, 
Kansas, infirmary. Complaining of fever, sore throat 

and aches, he became Patient Zero of the deadliest pandemic in 
human history – the “Spanish” Flu.

In less than a year, the flu had traveled with American soldiers 
around the globe, killing anywhere between �0 to �0 million 
people and infecting millions more. At a time when total 
population was a roomy 1.� billion men and women, the Spanish 
Flu – so named because the American Flu didn’t roll off the 
tongue well enough, apparently – claimed the lives of 2½% of 
the world. In the United States alone, more people died from 
this outbreak than in battle during the Civil War.

“This was the most deadly infectious disease in the history 
of mankind,” affirms Dr. Michael Katze, a University of 
Washington microbiologist.

What does Dr. Katze know about it? A lot, actually. In fact, 
he plans to resurrect the long-dead virus, inject it into monkeys 
and see if he can make it all happen again.1

Genius, isn’t it?

9

� Tom Paulson. “�9�8 killer flu virus to be tested in UW lab.” Seattle  
Post-Intelligencer, 1� September 200�.
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The Spanish Flu died out with its victims over �0 years ago. 
People, having common sense at the time, actually did what 
they could to stop a re-occurrence. Bodies were burned or 
buried, inoculations were given. Those living today are immune 
to it – so why bother bringing this plague back to life?

Katze and his colleagues are part of a government-funded study 
to try and unravel the mystery of the flu’s origins. They hope 
to use knowledge gleaned from their research to combat future 
epidemics and feel developing such agents will only help future 
generations.

That’s a wonderful mindset. Too bad there’s no need for such 
studies; any antidotes created were completely unnecessary 
until the Spanish Flu was resuscitated in the first place. “It simply 
does not make any scientific sense to create a new threat just to 
develop new countermeasures against it.” says Jan van Aken, a 
biologist with an organization that exposes biological weapons, 
the Sunshine Project. “Genetic characterization of influenza 
strains has important biomedical applications. But it is not 
justifiable to recreate this particularly dangerous eradicated 
strain that could wreak havoc if released, deliberately or 
accidentally.”

Indeed, there are only two benefits for moving ahead with such 
programs: biological weaponry and monetary gain.

Let’s face it; the flu is a pretty excellent biological weapon. 
Even on a smaller scale, it works its magic on hundreds of 
thousands of people every year. Symptoms are common – even 
the full-blown epidemic in the United States received little 
news attention. And it has the perfect deniability most targeted 
weapons systems lack.

Dr Jeffrey Taubenberger of the Institute of Pathology  
(wholly operated by the Air Force) in Washington, D.C., has 
been tinkering with the flu’s viral RNA since the mid-�990s.  
Once he isolated the flu from tissue preserved since �9�8,  
he injected it into laboratory mice and watched them die with 
spectacular results.

So what do we think we’ll get from injecting monkeys with 
this stuff?
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Pardon my cynicism, but do I really trust the University of 
Washington, under the aegis of the Air Force, to deliver tangible 
benefits of such tests to the taxpayers? Of course not.

All this research does is accentuate hypocrisy in action. Even if 
done solely for altruistic purposes, the end result of flu testing 
is basically the creation of a biological weapon, something far 
more potent than what the United States ran around blowing 
up other countries looking for.

“If Jeffery Taubenberger worked in a Chinese, Russian or 
Iranian laboratory, his work might well be seen as the ‘smoking 
gun’ of an offensive biowarfare program,” van Aken adds.

Or, as Nkrumah Steward puts it, “Dubya would’ve choked 
on another pretzel to have had this kind of intel on Saddam’s 
biological/chemical weapons program.”2

I worry that an infected animal will either escape or cause 
the virus to mutate (such mutations are thought to be the 
origin of the Spanish and Hong Kong flus), releasing it into 
the population with no vaccination and essentially putting 
the world right where it was in 1�1� – in the grips of a deadly 
plague.

“This project could create a new bug that infects someone in 
the lab who then walks out at the end of the day and, literally, 
kills tens of millions of people,” says Sunshine Project director 
Ed Hammond.

Sound unlikely? Think again. The containment regulations for 
studying influenza are surprisingly lax; Katze and his crew at 
UW will need hundreds of thousands of dollars in laboratory 
upgrades just to make their research even remotely secure.

This brings us to the money part of the scenario. It’s no secret 
that most pure scientists rely on grants to fund their efforts. 
UW received part of a $12.� million grant for this work,  
a portion of which will go to upgrading their labs in such a way 
they are still substandard for the risk involved with working on 
the Spanish Flu.

2 Nkrumah Steward. “infamous super flu from �9�8 genetically reconstructed 
by us military.” 8 Ball Media, �7 September 2004.
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Think about that. $12.� million this year spent examining a dead 
disease to find ways to combat it. If that isn’t a colossal waste 
of cash, I don’t know what is. But pet projects need funding, 
and the government needs to continue pointlessly researching 
things best left behind. It’s not like they have schools to keep 
open, roads to pave or law enforcement to pay.

“This kind of research is creating a vicious circle, and could 
prompt a race by biodefense scientists to genetic engineer 
unthinkable diseases,” says Hammond.� “What disease comes 
after influenza? Biodefense laboratories must not become self-
fulfilling prophesy centers. The world does not need biodefense 
programs to create a ‘genetically engineered disease gap’.” Nor 
does it need programs that justify their existence by promoting 
the study of useless (and in this case detrimental) research.

Officials and scientists are warning another pandemic could 
happen at any time.� Why? The only major pandemics in human 
history were the Bubonic Plague and the Spanish Flu. There’s 
no cycle to plague and death. If another super flu comes, it’ll 
be the direct result of a government plan gone horribly wrong  
(or right, depending on your view of the government).  
The Spanish Flu targeted people ages 20-�0 and was sent 
around the world willfully by the American military; think that 
doesn’t sound like something engineered to murder?

The Stanford Virology Department states that after the Spanish 
Flu came and went, “People allowed for strict measures and 
loss of freedom” and “allowed the public health departments 
to easily step in and implement their restrictive measures.”  
In a world where the United States government is marshalling 
every resource it can to control the American people, don’t 
think they won’t resort to opening a vial in a laboratory or 
freeing a contagious chimp.

Hell, it happened in Stephen King’s “The Stand.”

Stop needless and dangerous viral research now, before the 
genie becomes uncorked from its bottle.

� “Lethal Virus from 1�1� Genetically Reconstructed.” The Sunshine Project, 
� October 200�.

4 Ginny Merriam. “Scientists say there are signs of massive flu outbreak 
soon.” Missoulian, 1� September 200�.



We Got Saddam. Big Deal.

Now that our mission in Iraq is over,  
why are the troops still there?

F

December 15, 2003
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When Iraqi administrator Paul Bremer got up and 
announced to the world “We got him!,” was  
he talking about Saddam Hussein or another four 

years with George W. Bush?

Hussein’s capture is a political windfall for the president during 
a time of increasing public opposition to the war. Disastrous 
fallout over barring non-coalition countries from reconstruction 
efforts. Thousands of wounded soldiers. Body bags that will 
not be televised. Silly Thanksgiving photo ops gone awry.

What better way to turn eight months of brutal subjugation 
around than by pulling the mother of all public relations coups?

In less than 2� hours, images of a disheveled and out-of-it 
Saddam Hussein have been broadcast on every local news 
outlet, across the cable channels and around the world.  
It even bumped Michael Jackson allegations out of the A block 
for a night, giving pundits the ability to blather ceaselessly 
over trivial Iraq minutiae instead of pondering celebrity justice 
over and over and over and over again. It’s the perfect way to 
distract the public from larger issues while still giving them the 
impression they’re engaged in world issues.

Even better, it’s one thing to cross off the checklist of things 
to do in Iraq, since the whole premise of being there – namely, 
finding “weapons of mass destruction” – has proven to be 
a complete bust. The Bush administration no longer even 
acknowledges that as a pretext for invasion, as the story has 
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morphed over the past few months from weapons programs to 
weapons documents to intent to create weapons.

Forget that our troops are malnourished, poorly outfitted 
(families are buying flak jackets for their sons and daughters 
since the Army won’t1), and deprived of the rotations they 
desperately need to maintain a family life as well as their sanity. 
All of these things are unimportant, after all. We captured 
Saddam.

A tattered, beaten man hiding in an �0-square-foot hole.

I hope I’m not the only one to see this as another cynical ploy 
to buoy Bush’s sagging public image with another burst of 
nationalistic fury. The election’s in November, and Democrats 
are starting to galvanize resistance to the corporate-friendly 
atmosphere at the White House. Protestors are slamming the 
image of an American Empire enough times the idea is taking 
hold.

Meanwhile, Bush is still invoking September �� as his motive 
to “secure” America, when it’s been documented a thousand 
different ways Iraq had nothing to do with it.

Make no mistake – this country is still spiraling 
downward. Capturing a renegade despot won’t bring 
back jobs that have fled the country for cheaper pastures.  
And corporations still continue to undermine the environment 
and the democratic process thanks to campaign contributions 
that buy deregulation.

If Hussein’s arrest is such a cause celebré, can we now roll 
back all the freedom-infringing legislation that’s been 
passed over the past two years? The PATRIOT Act,  
the COINTELPRO-style powers granted the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, the detention of hundreds of suspected 
terrorists without due process – all that can go away now, 
right?

Bush himself said yesterday at his (perfectly timed) final press 
conference of the year that his outline of goals regarding the 

� Jonathan Turley. “Flak jackets are slim comfort for troops in Iraq.” Daily 
Globe, 2 October 200�.
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liberation of Iraq was “to make this country more secure and 
the world more free.”

Well, Iraq’s secure and free now. The United States is certainly 
more secure without Saddam Hussein sitting around in a tiny 
bunker, uh, running around. There’s no need for the continued 
terror alerts, ridiculous security measures and a general sense 
of dread rumbling through the populace.

“You can understand why people feared him,” Bush said in the 
same speech. “After all, he stayed in power by fear – by ruling 
through fear.”

It’s fortunate that the people in the United States are never 
afraid of its government. I know I shouldn’t every time I see 
footage of people peacefully engaging in civil disobedience 
being shot with rubber bullets and tear-gassed by police in 
stormtrooper outfits. When the government seizes my records, 
reads my e-mail, performs wiretaps, or looks at every book 
I check out of a public library for terror links, I don’t fear a 
thing!

And now, with Saddam Hussein in the gulag awaiting his 
inevitable trial and execution, I live a blissfully fear-free 
existence. The world is good. I don’t ever have to worry about 
the thousands of shortcomings our country faces financially 
because we’re paying to rebuild a country we devastated.

Because we captured Saddam. We took him, photographed 
him, searched him for cyanide tablets, and shaved his thick 
beard so he’d resemble the photos we’ve come to identify with 
pure evil. We mocked his stench, we praised the crack team for 
not only finding him, but also for supplying the movie-ready 
phrase, “President Bush sends his greetings.”

It feels good to bask in Americana. And now that we’ve rid Iraq 
of evil, we’ll naturally let the citizens of that free and promising 
republic govern themselves, right? We’ll be pulling out our 
troops and, of course, the pirating of their natural resources 
will end. After all, the Iraqis will gladly join together under an 
umbrella of democracy. Religious fundamentalism won’t result 
in brutal civil war at all.
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Oh, wait. We’re going to “stay the course?” When are the 
troops coming home then? Their mission is accomplished.

They captured Saddam. Killing thousands, poisoning tens of 
thousands and destroying billions in property – it was all worth 
it. It will raise Dubya’s chances of getting re-elected.

Neat. 



Smug Emissions

Are hybrid vehicles as earth-saving as people think? 
Don’t bet on it.

G

April 17, 2007
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The conjunction of Earth Day and popular 
environmentalism is less than a week away, but it’s a 
union long in the making. While the holiday itself was 

established in 1��0 in response to an oil spill off the coast of 
Santa Barbara, the fad of being “green” is only now reaching 
maturity.

Award nominations for global-warming documentaries are as 
numerous as billboards toting advocacy toward reducing our 
“carbon footprint.” People can now assuage media-nurtured 
guilt we’re slowly poisoning our planet by buying a TerraPass. 
And Ed Begley, Jr. has passed from the realm of crazed  
eco-hippy to folk hero with his television show.

So, like the spotted owl, a Tickle Me Elmo doll, or a pair of 
Ugg boots, the earth itself is now a passing fancy for those who 
think environmental activism is a good way to look like you 
give a shit. And few things crystalize that obnoxious behavior 
better than hybrid automobiles.

You’ve undoubtedly seen one on the road; heck, you may 
have succumbed to the puffery and bought one. If the urban 
legends are true, hybrids get insane gas mileage, cure cancer, 
and fill potholes while you drive. They garner tax credits and 
let certain percentages of owners drive in the carpool lane,  
which is always awesome for those of us with equally efficient 
but less trendy cars left sitting in traffic. And their unique 
design – particularly the Toyota Prius – lets people know when 
they’re in the presence of someone special.
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To put it succinctly, they emit massive amounts of Smug.

Normally I don’t invoke this level of antipathy towards 
something as stupid as a car, but the hype over hybrids really 
rubs me the wrong way. Are they well-built, technologically-
advanced automobiles? Absolutely. Will they single-handedly 
save the planet?

Are you kidding?

Regardless of the word of mouth, you can’t escape the fact 
that the cost of a hybrid, both to the consumer and to the 
manufacturer, mitigates any advantage for most car buyers. 
They cost far more and take much longer to realize a savings. 
For example, a 200� Honda Civic sedan starts at roughly 
$1�,000, while a Prius has a base MSRP of $22,1��. The cost 
differential alone buys 2,200 gallons of gas at today’s prices in 
Southern California, enough gas to drive that Civic over ��,000 
miles. Car and Driver estimated in 200� a Prius would have to 
drive �6�,000 miles to see a financial benefit for its owner.1

This says nothing of the added costs of developing and building 
each new hybrid vehicle. “These cars are very complex, and 
expensive to build,” notes Peter Kammler of the New Zealand 
Herald. “If it takes the average motorist five years to recover the 
extra cost for a hybrid through fuel savings, one can guess that 
the extra energy used in the production process of the hybrid 
components takes a similar length of time to recover.”2

Even acknowledging these costs, proponents explain that they 
fill up their tanks far less than drivers of their gas-guzzling 
counterparts do. Indeed, a major factor leading buyers to hybrid 
vehicles is the promise of greater range per tank, and they are 
quick to point to EPA studies claiming absurd miles-per-gallon 
ratios. It’s a shame those tests are based on criteria established 
in the 1��0s, long before ultra-low emission vehicles were on 
the drawing board.� When updated tests make their way into 
EPA labs, expect those MPGs to drop dramatically.

� Patrick Bedard. “The Frugalympics - Comparison Tests.” Car and Driver, 
September 200�.

2 Peter Kammler. “From tailpipe to the smoke stack.” New Zealand Herald, 
1� April 200�.

� John Gartner. “Hybrid Mileage Comes Up Short.” Wired, �� May 2004.
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Even better, witness it for yourself. Rent a hybrid and test drive 
it on a highway; you’ll see no net difference between it and 
its gasoline-powered equivalent. That’s because the benefits 
of the hybrid engine disappear when driving long distances 
at sustained speeds. If your commute isn’t clogged with red 
lights and traffic stops, the only benefit you’ll reap is a sense of 
satisfaction in driving an overpriced automobile.

(If it is, however, your mileage will improve. Hybrids do excel 
at maintaining energy efficiency in stop and go situations.)

“Hybridizing” small vehicles that are already fuel efficient is 
not the answer. According to edmunds.com, “a vehicle that 
improves its fuel economy from 1� mpg to 1� mpg saves the same 
amount of gas annually as a vehicle that improves its economy 
from �� mpg to �1 mpg.”� While that seems counterintuitive,  
it makes sense if you rate vehicles by fuel consumed per unit 
distance rather than by miles per gallon.

There are other negating factors to hybrids, such as the 
system’s weight and the possible environmental damage created 
by mining the nickel used in the battery system. I will admit, 
however, that hybrids do excel in the luxury department.  
The Prius is comfortable to drive and has a load of features that 
you simply cannot find in comparable models, including touch 
screen controls and GPS tracking. They are solid automobiles 
with some attractive bells and whistles. So why not sell it to 
the public as the technological marvel it is and not the planet-
enriching super car it isn’t?

Because being “green” is hip and fun and fashionable, and 
it helps sell product. It helps people feel like they’re doing 
something for the environment without changing their 
patterns of behavior or even changing the environment.  
People who normally wouldn’t care if global warming wasn’t 
splashed across television sets and magazine covers on a routine 
basis.

There are several easy ways to reduce emissions without 
buying a new car. Keeping your car warm and its tires properly 
inflated alone can work wonders. But if you have the kind 

� Dan Carney. “Grading the fuel-saving technologies of the future.” 
Edmunds, 10 April 200�.
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of disposable income to buy a new car solely to clean up the 
air, consider a diesel engine. The fuel is sustainable and is 
created through conventional organic waste (unlike ethanol, 
which takes a field of corn to convert into a tank of truck fuel),  
plus they get comparable mileage to a hybrid without the 
hybrid engine. Volkswagen’s Turbo Diesel Jetta has a sturdy 
diesel engine that gets better mileage with a LiIon battery 
system and is rated 10 out of 10 by the EPA for its Greenhouse 
Gas score.

Most new cars are already pretty clean-burning by virtue of 
efficiency and government standards. And while future vehicles 
will undoubtedly take advantage of systems currently in place 
inside hybrids, the engines aren’t going to plant a tree or clean 
trash off road medians. You are. Caring about the environment 
isn’t as simple as buying an expensive toy or knowing a few 
buzzwords.

A conjunction, astrologically speaking, creates “helpful energy” 
that nurtures inner strength and ambition. And while I hate 
astrology and everything associated with it (including the fact 
I directed traffic to an astrological “glossary” for this report), 
the planet can certainly use that kind of positive mojo. Let’s 
all use that strength to overcome popular suggestion and look 
at the facts. Hybrids may have the ambition to save the world,  
but right now they’re just another marketing ploy. 



We’re Here, We’re Not Queer, 
& We Hate Minorities

Feel a chill in the air? What better way to warm  
up than by burning a book?

F
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To those who enjoy discriminating against their fellow 
citizen and think we’re doing the Lord’s work in the 
Middle East, I ask you this: what’s wrong with Holden 

Caulfield?

With so many things to hate – blacks, Jews, Mexicans, the 
French, liberals, and city-folk – are you so filled with bigoted, 
hateful emotions that you need to draw down your ire on 
fictional characters?

Gerald Allen thinks so. As a member of the Alabama House 
of Representatives, he’s written a bill that would prohibit 
public funds from being used to purchase “textbooks or library 
materials that recognize or promote homosexuality as an 
acceptable lifestyle.”1 The reason for this? Protecting children 
from a subversive “homosexual agenda,” of course.

“Our culture, how we know it today, is under attack from 
every angle,” Allen said in a press conference last week.  
Thankfully, though, the concrete surrounding Allen’s brain is 
tolerance-proof.

While I’m sure there are many concerned parents hoping 
their son or daughter doesn’t listen to k.d. lang or visit the 
bath houses, I charge them to explain how censoring popular 
American fiction from their community is a positive thing.

1 “Gay book ban goal of state lawmaker Homosexual subjects targets of bill.” 
Birmingham News, � December 2004.
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You see, Allen’s ban doesn’t just keep Playgirl off library 
shelves, it also attacks cherished mainstream novels and plays 
like The Color Purple, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof and Brideshead 
Revisited, even to adults aware of the content. Does Allen care? 
Of course not. His recommendation is to “dig a hole and dump 
them in it.”

Allen’s bill even prevents community colleges from performing 
A Chorus Line because it features a prominent gay solo.  
“Why can’t you do something else?” he asks.

Something else? How about Shakespeare? The Bard may have 
penned some of the most memorable fiction in the English 
language, but there are homosexual undertones throughout 
his work. Couple that with the risqué origins of his theater  
(men-only productions were common practice) and comedies 
like As You Like It are added to the endangered species list as 
well. So how about that?

“Well... literature like Shakespeare and Hammet [sic] could be 
left alone.” But, he adds, “you could tone it down.”

How about this, Ger? You tone down your hillbilly rhetoric 
and learn to spell and I’ll tone down my seething hatred for 
elitist pricks. That sound reasonable, you ass?

This is not an isolated example, by the way. Andrea Minnon, 
a Maine resident, wants Catcher in the Rye banned from 
her son’s freshman reading program as well because it  
“espouses immoral ideas.”2 Apparently Minnon has lived 
in a bubble for �0 years and is only now catching up on the 
controversy the book has generated, but at least she’s reading 
the book herself to see if it’s something she wants her child to 
read. That’s how a child is protected – involved parenting, not 
draconian public policy.

But Gerald Allen has the ear of the President of the United 
States. In the past several months, Allen has met with George 
Bush five times to discuss his mandate on moral issues. Bush 
considers Allen part of his base constituency, and according to 

2 “Parents should have a way to challenge student curriculum.” Portland 
Press Herald, 10 December 200�.
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that, Americans hate even the notion that a homosexual might 
have any positive traits whatsoever.

This is not an argument on the value of gay men and women in 
American society. I believe all have the potential for greatness 
or idiocy regardless of race, creed, faith or sexuality. Nor is this 
an argument on the quality of the content of the books proposed 
banned under Allen’s legislation, as I’m sure some are just plain 
awful. This is about censorship, pure and simple.

There is nothing to be gained from book banning save a fascist 
America. Books are by and large an individual experience, 
tailored to appeal to a particular audience.

However, some books transcend genre and speak to an entire 
society. While I won’t argue that Tennessee Williams is a sad, 
closeted hack, his stories bring awareness to Middle America 
that there are uncomfortable issues with homosexuality 
or pseudo-feminisism somewhere else in their country.  
Every person I’ve spoken to about Catcher in the Rye finds 
something relatable about it in its pages despite the controversy. 
These kinds of stories are precisely the ones that should be 
available because they invite shock or outrage and transport 
readers to a different mindset. And what is point of literature if 
not to generate discussion?

Strip away positive stories about subjugated minorities and all 
we’re left with is demonization and falsehood. Look to Iraq as 
an example – a region with thousands of years of rich cultural 
heritage has been transformed into a land of fanatical savages 
moving to the beat of the American war drum.

The literary heritage of the United States, once lively and 
thought-provoking, is falling into the same intolerant rut the 
government has fallen prey to. Once a nation that printed and 
revered dissident poet Boris Pasternak’s sweeping indictment 
of Soviet culture, Dr. Zhivago, we’re on a fast track to limit the 
number of voices that can be heard.� How times have changed.

So where does it end? Does the mere mention of a homosexual 
curdle your blood? I guarantee striking gays from the reading 

� Scott Martelle. “Foreign dissidents facing U.S. hurdles to publishing.” Los 
Angeles Times,  � December 200�.
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list will only be the beginning: soon anything contrary to the 
government, the Christian God, or this arbitrary set of morals 
will be verboten. Even worse, in limiting what voices we hear, 
future generations will grow up ignorant and afraid. That’s a 
cycle that needs to end.

Gore Vidal, a critic of George W. Bush’s regime, could find 
himself out of work because no one will hire a gay writer 
writing his obviously gay views. Looking for the new Elton 
John record? He’s a queer – no dice.

Once this way of thinking starts it does not stop. If a hayseed 
like Gerald Allen can bend the ear of the president and enact 
a doctrine of intolerance for gays, who’s to say he and his 
followers can’t target other groups?

According to fiction writer Ray Bradbury, 4�� degrees 
Fahrenheit is the temperature at which books burn.  
Does the political climate have to get that hot before real 
freedom-loving Americans get uncomfortable with supporting 
such encroachments on their liberty?



Iraqi Democracy a Joke

We’ve sure brought democracy to Iraq – only  
an American-style election could elect the guy  

who got the least votes!
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Well, it looks like the Bush Administration’s goal 
to “export” American democracy is exceeding all 
expectations, as Iraq is now itself poised on the brink 

of its own election scandal.

How else does one explain the possibility of either Ayad Allawi 
(the interim Prime Minister who personally executed six 
dissidents1 to “send a message”) or Ahmad Chalabi – both CIA 
assets with ties to U.S. government – ascending to leadership 
in Iraq despite tanking in January �0th’s election?

Try as it might, the United States cannot dismiss the results 
of the election they’ve imposed on the Iraqi people, results 
that overwhelmingly support the United Iraqi Alliance, a  
Shia-dominated faction blessed by Grand Ayatollah Ali Sistani.2 
Most reports state that the Alliance received roughly �� percent 
of the vote, while Allawi’s secular government garnered less 
than 1� percent.

Allawi’s subservience to his American benefactors is well 
known among the Iraqis. The Alliance’s platform was built on 
extricating American troops from their soil as soon as possible. 
That, in combination with Shia subjugation that has played a 
role in Iraqi politics since Saddam Hussein took power, created 

� David Pratt & Torcuil Crichton. “Iraq’s PM Allawi shot six blindfolded 
prisoners ‘as example’, say witnesses.” Sunday Herald, �8 July 2004.

2 Stephen Negus. “Shia coalition emerges dominant in Iraq election.” 
Financial Times, 1� February 200�.
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a groundswell of support. In a sense, it is democracy in action, 
it’s just not the kind of democracy George W. Bush wants.

Ironically, in his crusade to push for “democratic reform” of 
the Middle East, the president has plunged a secular nation into 
religious rule, the opposite of what the U.S. was hoping for, 
and closely allied Iraq with Iran. According to the Washington 
Post, Bush “envisioned a quick handover to handpicked 
allies in a secular government that would be the antithesis of 
Iran’s theocracy – potentially even a foil to Tehran’s regional 
ambitions.”�

So what happens when you spend more than $�00 billion 
on a regime change and you don’t get the outcome you were 
hoping for? Why, you do what any good despot does – rig the 
outcome.

Since that triumphant day in January when jingoists and 
politicians proclaimed that they had, in fact, not wasted billions 
of dollars and thousands of lives in pursuit of a fruitless dream, 
the American public has heard very little about the comings and 
goings in Iraq. Strange, considering the coup (no pun intended) 
Bush had pulled in getting the elections held in the first place 
(whether Iraqis even find the vote legitimate is another story�).

But that’s by design. American media prefers to spend its 
energy on the money shots, not aftermath. It doesn’t hurt that 
the average American cares little for international politics; an 
Iraqi vote delay barely raises an eyebrow when there’s a new 
episode of “Lost” that week.

I have prevailed against the virtual silence regarding the vote 
count, the recount, the lost and corrupted ballot boxes, and 
the disenfranchisement of the religious minorities in Iraq  
(including Christians). Therefore, I will state this plainly: the 
United States is attempting to subvert the democratic process 
it paid so dearly for in Iraq. This is why the results are so 
marginalized in the American press.

� Robin Wright. “Iraq Winners Allied With Iran Are the Opposite of U.S. 
Vision.” Washington Post, 1� February 200�.

4 “Iraq election lacked legitimacy.” Al Jazeera, �4 February 200�.
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The recount is not an attempt to guarantee the accuracy of the 
votes. It is merely a ploy to remove the majority the United 
Iraqi Alliance holds in the vote and “correct” the results so 
that they have only a plurality (less than �0 percent, but still 
a margin of victory). It’s impossible for the United States to 
wave away the vast turnout for the Shia-led coalition in favor 
of one of their plants, but the plurality is almost as effective as 
two-thirds majority is needed to form a government, preventing 
the Alliance from taking power. This not coincidentally allows 
other parties a chance at representation (not necessarily a bad 
thing).

With doubt set in motion, shills step in with misinformation. 
“Forty-eight percent is a victory but not an overwhelming one,” 
said Henner Fuertig, of the Hamburg-based German Institute 
for Middle East Studies, despite the fact that the second-place 
Kurdish party received less than half the votes of the Alliance. 
The abovementioned quote comes in an article where it’s stated 
that “Iraq may be run by a secular leader such as interim Prime 
Minister Ayad Allawi... after a Shiite Muslim coalition failed 
to win a majority in the National Assembly election.”

“I don’t think we’ve seen the end of Allawi yet,” the piece 
concludes. Another article by Bloomberg reiterates that  
“a coalition administration may be formed around a secular 
figure such as interim Prime Minister Ayad Allawi.”

Why, pray tell, would the third place entrant in the election 
expect to hold any chance of wielding power in Iraq? It makes 
no sense until you factor in external influences like the United 
States trying to make sure their investment reaps dividends. 
How so? Having apparently already ignored the results, the 
United States has approached Chalabi (the Iranian double-agent 
that sold the invasion to Bush in the first place) about a position 
in the Iraqi Cabinet – before the results are even ratified!

Let me ask you this: what’s the point of invading a country 
under the guise of spreading freedom only to install our own 
puppet government when the oppressed Iraqis exercise their 
newfound liberty? Why continue to impress our opinions and 
beliefs on a country that voted for a party that despises our 
policies and presence?
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There were no weapons of mass destruction in Iraq (and no, 
they weren’t shipped out to Iran or Syria or wherever else 
we’re thinking about invading next). Saddam Hussein has 
been in prison for over a year, yet the occupation and murder 
continues. The people of Iraq have made it abundantly clear 
we are not welcome. It’s time to accept the results of our 
demagoguery and bring everyone home.

Installing a leader to our liking will not help the  
situation – look no further than Hussein’s rule – nor will 
pretending that the will of the people of Iraq is unimportant. 
Fudging election results for Allawi beyond ridiculous. We 
were wrong. We screwed up a nation, and now we need to live 
with those mistakes.

Democracy may not exist in the United States, but for all the 
trouble we spent delivering it to Iraq, it shouldn’t be birthed 
stillborn.



South Dakota Overturns  
Roe v. Wade

Instead of wasting money on pointless moral and legal 
debates, why not spend it on the children we already 

have languishing in poverty?

F

February 28, 2006
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And so it begins. South Dakota announced Friday it 
would seek to effectively ban abortion1, setting the 
stage for an assault against both the right to choose and  

Roe v. Wade, the landmark 1��� Supreme Court decision that 
legalized the practice nationwide.

Approved by the state’s House of Representatives (but not the 
people they represent, apparently2), the measure will likely be 
signed into law by Governor Mike Rounds. “I’ve indicated I’m 
pro-life and I do believe abortion is wrong and that we should 
do everything we can to save lives,” Rounds said. “If this bill 
accomplishes that, then I am inclined to sign the bill into law.”

And boy, does it. South Dakota’s legislation eliminates the 
possibility of a woman obtaining an abortion unless there 
is incontrovertible evidence the mother will die during 
childbirth.� Rape and incest victims are not eligible, to say 
nothing of women whose birth control failed or those who 
simply cannot afford another child.

Imagine telling a 1�-year-old girl who has suffered the worst 
kind of family abuse imaginable she must carry a product of 
incest to term. Imagine imprisoning a doctor for up to five years 

1 “S. Dakota abortion ban OKd.” Tribune News Services, 2� February 200�.

2 Survey USA examined how South Dakotans viewed the measure and found 
only ��% of respondents agreed with the law; �1% disagreed.

� David Brody. “South Dakota Poised to Ban Abortion.” Christian 
Broadcasting Network, 2� February 2006.
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because of a procedure he performed on a woman whose life 
had been shattered by a devastating crime. That is what South 
Dakota legislators are doing from the safety of their pulpit.

This is a fight long coming in South Dakota; the measure 
has evolved over time to close legal loopholes blocking other 
statewide abortion restrictions when the inevitable legal battle 
ensues. (Planned Parenthood has already vowed to sue the state 
should Rounds approve it.) And really, that’s what this boils 
down to: the reversal of Roe v. Wade. The measure’s sponsors, 
House Speaker Matthew Michels and Representative Roger 
Hunt (both Republicans), admit as such.

The two believe what many are hoping – that the recent 
metamorphosis of the Supreme Court would overturn 
their stance on abortion and return the issue to the states.  
The timing of the vote, then, is not coincidental; only one 
month has passed since Samuel Alito first walked the streets of 
Washington as a Supreme Court Justice, and his conservative 
values are still very fresh in the minds of Americans.

“I think the stars are aligned,” gushed Michels. “Simply put, 
now is the time.”

The time for what? Legislating morality?

I am no champion of abortion; like many Americans I don’t 
believe it’s my business to know how someone I’ve never met 
conducts herself medically. Do I find the idea of a woman 
routinely aborting pregnancies appalling? Sure. Does that 
mean I should force her to have a kid she doesn’t want solely to 
satisfy my particular set of ethics? No.

Why? Because I understand I won’t be there for the aftermath. 
People like Governor Rounds tout their investment in “saving” 
lives, but where are they after they’ve given the child its life?  
I seriously doubt Mike Rounds uses his free time to drive to the 
homes of women browbeaten into giving birth and supporting 
them either monetarily or emotionally. There’s a heavy price 
to pay once you’ve welcomed a fetus into life, and it’s one I’ve 
never seen paid by a Right-to-Lifer.
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We have enough impoverished children in this country. Instead 
of focusing on the would-be babies gestating in the bellies 
of pregnant teenagers, crack addicts, and hillbillies, maybe 
try aiding the quality of life for those that are already alive.  
They, more than anyone, are in need of help and love.

Selective morality gives me pause when conservative elements 
trumpet an abortion ban. In a society where Planned 
Parenthood is picketed by the same people that promote war 
and capital punishment, where is the disconnect? Do pro-life 
people in support of the carnage in Iraq really not see how 
they’re at odds with themselves ideologically?

It sounds strange, doesn’t it? We are at a point when people 
living in abject poverty are less important to some than a 
hypothetical child. Never mind studies showing a decline in 
crime in the decades following Roe v. Wade (fewer kids with 
Beaten Child Syndrome becoming criminals, I gather), never 
mind the obvious societal problems deserving similar attention. 
Unborn babies must live, regardless of the consequences.

What I find most maddening is the obviousness of the 
South Dakota legislation as a means to combat Roe v. Wade.  
Pundits across the board recognize this as a challenge for the 
Supreme Court; by creating a law so fundamentally absurd 
in its restrictions, they aim to force the Court’s hand in 
reviewing abortion as a whole. It’s quite a gamble; the measure 
could make it through state, appellate and federal courts – a 
multiyear process – only to be ignored by the Supreme Court. 
But proponents of this bill are guessing it won’t be, and they’re 
pinning all their hopes and fears on the possibility the issue will 
be revisited.

Meanwhile, both Planned Parenthood (the only administrator 
of abortions in South Dakota) and the bill’s sponsors will waste 
millions in legal fees combatting each other over this useless 
bill, millions that could be poured into education and food 
programs for children, infrastructure for the state and economy 
for all Americans. It’s sickening to see what I consider a largely 
religious attack on personal values drain so much money from 
state and non-profit coffers. There are better uses of money.
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In the end, outlawing abortion will solve nothing.  
People determined to get an abortion will have an abortion. 
Like the “war on drugs,” a ban will only push desperate people 
into unlicensed and unsanitary conditions. Who is looking out 
for the health of the mother then? I’m guessing not pro-lifers 
who insist on the sanctity of life – when it suits their agenda.

If South Dakota (and later America) succeeds in a ban on 
abortion, the ranks of the poor will swell while those priviledged 
few who can afford to fly to less puritanical countries will still 
terminate their pregnancies – even if they are the daughters of 
prominent politicians who championed such sin.

Morality is entirely subjective, after all.



Leis and Lies: Why Hawaii  
& Iraq are Birds of a Feather

How the American government invaded a foreign 
country for its own purposes and got away with it.

F

April 5, 2004
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A group of wealthy industrialists conspiring to topple a 
nation’s government for their own selfish interests is 
hardly surprising. Given the “corporate sponsorship” 

of the current presidential administration as well as Dick 
Cheney’s ties to Halliburton, it’s clear that companies such as 
Enron work best when they call the shots in the White House.

The current situation in Iraq is one example. Hawaii, our 
supposed �0th state, is another.

The story of how Hawaii was overthrown and passed 
to the American government like a two-dollar whore is 
one of the saddest ongoing acts in modern U.S. history.  
Hawaiian independence is something few Americans know 
little about because the truth is disturbing, and most would 
prefer to keep Hawaii’s image one of tourism, of hula dances 
and coconut milk.

The fact is, however, that Hawaii is not legally a state and 
never has been. It was conquered clandestinely by a group 
of sugar peddlers looking to eliminate their export tariff, and 
passed into America’s hands illegally. That problem has never 
been rectified.

It’s time to change that.

In the 1�th century, Hawaii’s importance was 
twofold – a warm humid climate allowed vast sugar plantations 
to corner the market, and its location in the Pacific allowed 
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friendly nations to maintain a naval advantage in the region.  
However, as Hawaii was a recognized sovereign nation under 
its own right (a sentiment echoed by the United States in 1�2�), 
American businessmen found themselves paying to import their 
goods to North America. A shadow organization called the 
Hawaiian League was set up by lawyer Lorrin Thurston with 
the goal of eliminating the tariffs – which meant controlling the 
tiny kingdom.

Hawaiian king Kalakaua – an elected monarch, not a hereditary 
ruler – was forced by this minority into signing what is known 
as the Bayonet Constitution (literally signed at gunpoint),  
which installed League members to the Cabinet, affording 
them all power and forcing the king into a figurehead position.  
This group of �00 men then restricted the ability to vote to 
all but the wealthiest people on the islands, a limitation 
that coincidentally robbed most natives of the right of  
self-government.

When Kalakaua died and his sister Lili’uokalani’ assumed the 
throne, Thurston formed an Annexation Club with the express 
purpose of overthrowing the queen and installing Americans 
in power. As if the idea of a group of rich white guys taking 
over a country wasn’t disturbing enough, Thurston’s 
communiqués with Washington, D.C. found support from 
no less than President Benjamin Harrison. “You will find an 
exceedingly sympathetic administration here,” Harrison wrote 
to Thurston.

Lili’uokalani’ attemped to revoke the restrictive constitution 
put in play by the Hawaiian League Cabinet members, 
which in a bitterly ironic move they condemned as fostering 
“a revolutionary act.” Thurston then called upon American 
minister (and avowed annexationist) John Stevens to unload 
American troops illegally from the warship USS Boston,  
then in port, to quell any dissent and prop up a new provisional 
government. In doing so, Stevens approved the American 
invasion of a foreign nation, an act of war by any other name. 
To further the point of the illegal nature of the operation, 
Stevens had no authority to order troops anywhere!

With the queen under the control of the provision 
authority, Sanford Dole (of the Dole Pineapple dynasty) 
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took over the duties of ushering annexation legislation to the  
U.S. government. Grover Cleveland’s personal attempts 
to restore Lili’uokalani’ to her throne met with failure, 
and his eloquent speeches to Congress declaring  
“military demonstration upon the soil of Honolulu was of itself 
an act of war” only halted proceedings until successor William 
McKinley took office. Two attempts by the people of Hawaii 
to restore their rightful government met only with death and 
fines for the insurgents.

Twenty-nine thousand native Hawaiians signed petitions 
denouncing annexation. They were never seen by the Senate, 
the issue never put to a popular vote. Even though Congress 
had no legal authority to do so (having no legal standing in a 
foreign country, which is what Hawaii was, even under the 
provisional government), it took possession of the tiny kingdom 
in 1���. The will of the people had been overturned by the 
interests of profit and strategic military operations.

Sixty-one years later, Hawaii was a non self-governing 
territory under Article �� of the United Nations charter. 
Under the charter, such territories were to be given three 
options for governance – remain a territory, become part of 
its trustee nation (a state in the U.S.) or become independent.  
Hawaii’s vote was missing the third option in 1���,  again 
denying the people the chance to self-govern.

The UN stated that Hawaii’s statehood is in violation of its 
charter. The United States Justice Department has confirmed 
that Hawaii’s 1��� annexation wasn’t under the authority of 
Congress and is therefore illegal. The United States government 
even signed into law Public Law 10�-1�0 acknowledging not 
only its illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian government but that 
Hawaiians never surrendered their sovereignty.

Hawaii is, by the United States’ own admission, an independent 
nation. So why hasn’t the federal government given Hawaiians 
the chance to choose for once and for all the fate of the 
islands? Granted, in the more than one hundred years since 
the annexation the ethnic heritage of Hawaii has been diluted,  
and those who live there may overwhelmingly support the 
option to legally become a state. So why not allow a vote?  
Is status quo so important? Justice delayed is justice denied.
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Looking at the “provisional authority” in Iraq, it’s fairly obvious 
that the United States doesn’t want to take any chances. It 
certainly won’t with a state that brings in major tourism 
revenues. After all, how big of a black eye would it be on the 
international scene to have a state leave the union?

Organizations like the Nation of Hawaii have been promoting 
the idea of Hawaiian independence for years. As one of the most 
culturally rich and diverse regions in the world, it’s important 
to let our own citizens chart their own path.

Will the United States grant more rights in the end to  
war-torn Iraq than to a nation that has literally spent two 
centuries bending over backwards for American interests?

Let Hawaii decide its own fate, lest we show what hypocrites 
we really are.

Mahalo.



Freedom
G

Those who deny freedom to others, deserve it not for themselves.

– Abraham Lincoln



 



An Open Letter to Lieutenant 
Layne McDowell

Jingoism - common sense = ignorance. QED.

G

May 21, 2003
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After the Dixie Chicks decided to do the unholy – express 
shame - one of our brave and bold fired off a letter to them 
talking about freedom of speech while simultaneously 
advocating censorhip.1 Here’s a rebuttal.

9

At ease, Private.

I received your letter today, passed along by someone 
I’m guessing is sympathetic to your jingoistic babble.  
Quick question, Layne: do you conduct independent thought 
or do you actually believe all of the nonsense you’ve thrown 
on the Internet? Because it is without a doubt one of the 
most painfully inarticulate mission statements I’ve seen with 
regards to our current drive to dominate the world. And that’s 
sad, because I’d hope that someone with a brainpan capable of 
flying such hi-tech equipment would also be capable of having 
a thoughtful, open mind. At the very least, I expected that 
the high ideals you espoused in print after the deaths of the 
Columbia astronauts would filter into your real life.2

But alas, you seem to have a real problem with free speech. 
Funny how you say you’ll traipse halfway around the world to 

1 Layne McDowell. “Dixie Chicks - A Soldiers Remarks.” 1� March 200�.

2 Kevin Howe. “NPS honors Columbia astronauts.” Monterey Herald,  
� February 200�.
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blow up stuff to protect the First Amendment, but the second 
someone exercises that said right in a way that’s patently 
innocuous, the bonfires are lit and �9�0s Berlin is magically 
transported to 21st century Texas. Why is it such a crime to 
say to be ashamed that George W. Bush is Texan? In the global 
arena, saying you don’t like that someone was born in a certain 
place is about as saying I’m ashamed that Nixon was from 
California because I’m Californian. Who cares?

Frankly, I’m ashamed that George Bush is even American, 
let alone that he’s from Texas – but this is hardly a critical 
statement. He’s an idiot, one of the biggest idiots around, and 
the worst president of all time according to veteran White 
House reporter Helen Thomas. Lambasting our leader was 
considered fun and entirely appropriate until the Twin Towers 
fell. Now, all of a sudden, it’s considered unpatriotic to voice 
any dissent against him? Are you kidding me?

Let me ask you a question: You say you’ve served proudly in 
Kosovo, so I’m guessing you were deployed while President 
Clinton was in office. Now, I’m hardly a fan of Clinton, but 
where was such vociferous defense of him while we engaged 
in “war” in Eastern Europe and the Middle East? Why is it so 
fundamentally important to defend Bush now and not Clinton 
then? Clinton is just as big of a hayseed as Bush and the  
rib-poking didn’t stop for eight straight years. Tell me, Layne, 
why now is any different?

If you truly are working in the best interests of making America 
a free, safe place to be, you’d stand there and protect brave 
individuals who, like it or not, present a different viewpoint 
than that one the media would like us to believe is the majority, 
rather than attempt to chastise them even though you may 
disagree.

You’d also realize that things like the PATRIOT Act are 
destroying the very values we’re trying to impress on the 
Middle East through military action, and that friends of our 
President profit off of our destruction and callous disregard 
for the sovereignty of a nation. What have you done to deserve 
sacrificing yourself for that?
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In the future, when you decide to commit words to paper to 
label a trio of country singers as dissidents, take a look at our 
flag and remember a time when this nation was built on the 
blood and energy of such a revolutionary action as daring to 
speak your mind. And know that the use of blanket statements 
like “Never once in our history have we committed troops to 
war for the purpose of taking innocent lives” makes you sound 
like an ignorant fool.

I don’t care where you’ve flown or how many people you’ve 
killed in the name of the United States. It has zero bearing on 
what happened on that stage in England, and it surely does not 
give you the onus to be a rock critic. Your constant evocation 
of your Stars and Bars reeks of a sad attempt to lend weight to 
your statement by virtue of your station in life.

I chuckle at how smug and self-important you sound when 
you say you’re sending back all of your Dixie Chicks CDs.  
First, they don’t care; they’ve already made their money on 
your initial purchase. Second, would you bat an eyelash if I told 
you I was going to stop financing the military? Third, real men 
don’t listen to girl singers, cowboy!

Oh wait, I started to sound like a Texan. And I’m deeply 
ashamed of them.
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Under Your Skin

Worried the Mark of the Beast might screw with your 
fashion sense? Don’t worry, RFID chips are just as 

powerful – and far less conspicuous.

G

June 14, 2004
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In April, the Baja Beach Club in Barcelona, Spain,  
added something special something to their list of perks for 
VIPs – microchip implants that carry not only status, but 

your tab.1

Patrons who elect to undergo the procedure with an on-site 
doctor graft their bar account to their skin for the next 20 
years. If demand is high enough, the club’s sister operation in 
Rotterdam will likely follow suit.

The technology involved? RFID, short for Radio Frequency 
IDentification. Around since the late ‘80s, the chip requires no 
power, is often smaller than a grain of sand, and is capable of 
carrying a startling amount of data.

Obviously it’s designed to do more than alleviate the drag of 
waiting for your credit card receipt while sipping an apple 
martini. Imagine, for example, monitoring the health of your 
grandmother by checking whether or not she’s opened her 
medication bottle lately. If life hangs in the balance, your 
complete medical history, embedded in the palm of your hand, 
could help doctors determine a course of treatment even if 
you’re unconscious.

Imagine the possibilities of tracking down a kidnapped child 
within hours because police were able to locate the device her 
parents implanted at birth.

� “I’ve got you under my skin.” The Guardian, �0 June 2004.
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The chip has legitimately beneficial purposes that are hard to 
ignore, and to see it reduced to something as retarded as a bar 
time-saver is sad. To see the potential abuse corporations and 
the government are just waiting to dole out once the technology 
becomes more widespread is even worse.

As someone who values my privacy, I often make 
purchases with cash instead of a credit or debit card.  
I forgo the convenience of plastic because I know stores 
and companies I do business with mine the purchase data 
to sell to someone else. I avoid “club cards” for the same  
reason – the discount isn’t worth the database entry.

That option is no longer valid as American currency is now 
embedded with these tiny receivers. And unlike a UPC 
symbol, each one is unique – meaning each new $20 bill in 
one’s wallet emits a personalized signal from up to �0 feet 
away. If so inclined, someone could track the entire life cycle of 
the money, from the Treasury to the bank, through the ATM, 
and to my purchase. My desire to be left alone has just been 
shot right out the window.

The applications are even more staggering than that. Since 
each is unique, each object can be tracked separately, too.  
Every shirt bought, every can of soda drunk, it can all 
theoretically be traced back to you. Would you care to share 
how many pairs of jeans you own with Wal-Mart? I don’t 
think so.

Worse still, this technology can be used for identification 
fraud and other crimes. Anyone with proper frequencies can 
retrieve stored information from a distance. It might elicit a 
quiet chuckle to know those drunken sods at the Baja Beach 
Club could have their bank account literally beamed out of 
them without their knowledge, but if it’s that easy it’s also no 
more difficult to steal a Social Security number or identity.  
The amount of snatchable information is limited only to what 
the user puts on it. For many lazy people, an RFID chip would 
become the ultimate Google AutoFill button.

True, these are all worst-case scenarios. The infrastructure 
needed to implement wide-scale usage of RFID transmitters 
is years away and figuring out who owns what information 
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and how it’s coordinated with legislation is still on the drawing 
board.

But the technology is here, and it’s evolving. Aside from 
the fact that current designs are already well hidden, newer 
versions can be printed onto a product’s box – that exclamation 
point in the fine print could be hiding a transmitter. Before you 
know it, the presence of an RFID spy chip could be completely 
undetectable, meaning that every time you purchase something, 
you’re unwillingly giving the seller the right to monitor it (and 
you) for years to come.

In the United States we’re beset by institutions actively 
trying to learn all they can about their subjects as a form of 
control. Think they only want to learn about your travel plans?  
Think again. Giving this level of personal access to corporations 
(to say nothing of our Orwellian bureaucracy) will open the 
door to surveillance that is undesired and unconstitutional.  
It’s sad to think of the level of spying this engengers, but 
given the track records of multinationals and the government,  
I wouldn’t hold anything against them.

I’m not an opponent to advances in technology; as I’ve noted, 
there are intrinsic benefits for on-call information retrieval. 
However, the right to individual privacy trumps all others, and 
potential abuse does not outweigh the benefits.

Just because we have the wherewithal to track a person’s 
travels anywhere on the planet using global positioning systems 
doesn’t mean we should. Pepsi may be able to adapt its supply 
shipments by knowing exactly what quantity each location sells, 
but you can bet any derived profits will be shipped overseas 
like everything else.

If I knew that this technology could be used only for good, 
I’d be more positive about its implications. Human nature, 
however, has taught me to think otherwise. For every child 
saved, another could be stalked by an abusive parent. The risks 
are just too great.

In the end, I just don’t trust anyone with that much 
information. Privacy is very important – many still believe in 
the old adage: “Don’t Tread on Me.” I don’t even care that the 
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entire procedure is currently voluntary. The whole idea is a 
catastrophe waiting to happen.

But hey – if you do buy into it, you can dance and drink and 
only wait for the other shoe to drop instead of your bar bill. 
Nifty.



Edward Bernard Glick Wants 
You for U.S. Army

If you’re one of America’s youth, retired professor 
Edward Bernard Glick has you in mind for a very special 

program: a revitalized draft.

G

September 12, 2006
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The United States armed forces have a very big problem: 
embroiled in war, they have bankrupted the nation they 
are sworn to protect financially, morally, and militarily. 

Scandals involving clandestine torture facilities, missing 
trillions, and troop brutality visit our headlines with shocking 
regularity, and the vast majority of Americans disapprove 
of how the federal government is mishandling their line of 
defense to the point where the Pentagon is embarking on a 
multi-million dollar campaign to prevent negative news from 
ever leaving Iraq or Afghanistan.

Edward Bernard Glick disagrees. The retired Temple 
University professor sees the military’s problem as little more 
than a personnel shortage – and he’s got just the plan to fix 
that.

Said plan is fiendishly clever in its simplicity. In his recently 
penned (and appropriately titled) column “America’s youth 
must serve their country, one way or another,” Glick 
outlines his fool-proof method to plugging holes on the front  
lines – reinstating the draft.1 Citing failures in past policy and 
current dips in military enrollment, Glick’s promotion of the 
draft is nothing short of momentous; its rhetoric both insults 
and horrifies while revealing the drive among some Americans 
to conscript for endless war. The latter alone is a shocking 
realization.

� Edward Bernard Glick. “America’s youth must serve their country, one 
way or another.” Christian Science Monitor, � September 200�.
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Does the United States need a larger military complex?  
Ask one of the millions of children who live below the poverty 
line, the underpaid teacher with outdated materials, or the 
small town with rotting streets and you’ll get your answer.  
The military soaks up over half the federal budget every year; 
if we cannot defend our borders and attack nations around 
the world simultaneously, we need to reprioritize instead of 
wasting billions overseas.

Glick’s thesis ignores such moderation and responsibility, 
choosing instead to promote the idea that forcing American 
citizens to fight illegal wars will somehow revitalize the troops. 
“A draft would do more than just harness the energy and 
idealism of the nation’s youth to meet the military’s unmet 
personnel needs,” he writes, as if idealism were a spark to be 
clamped down in a stone jar and exploited. “It would also tap 
more of the resources of the nation’s women, heeding their 
demands for more gender equality by making their obligations 
more consonant with their rights ... [and] it would be fairer 
to African-Americans and other minorities, who might stop 
viewing military service as just another job choice.”

That’s right! Glick has just summoned forth some magical 
trifecta that: 

insists the draft is a great recruiting tool and morale 
booster; 
turns feminism and equal opportunity on their ears by stating 
women and minorities need better representation; and
regards every minority who enlisted as some chump whose 
qualifications could only find him a job in the armed 
forces! 

What does that say about our armed forces? And how exactly 
can blacks view military service “as just another job choice” 
when they are forced to participate in the job? The statement 
boggles the mind.

No less so than Glick’s three-point plan, which boils down to 
all of-age youth enrolling in some infallible and incorruptible 
lottery system that could never be abused or mishandled by 
an administration that has stop-lossed 100,000 troops into 

1.

2.

�.
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extending their military commitments. Those that aren’t 
selected to be cannon fodder for the year are then placed in 
blighted areas to help with the rampant poverty created in part 
by... out-of-control military spending. It’s akin to an overseas 
church mission without any of the free will of electing to go.

I won’t deny the societal benefits of millions of  
MySpace-addicted illiterates roaming poor neighborhoods and 
pretending to give a damn about those around them, but Glick’s 
proposal is slavery, pure and simple. The United States was 
founded on the concept of personal freedom, and while those 
freedoms are being gnawed at by the hungry rats of the Bush 
administration, enforced social service is the end of liberty.  
At that point, the U.S. is a nation of serfs – and we’re not there. 
Yet.

Glick’s insistence that the youth of America fight his battles 
is maddening. I know it takes a lot of energy to be a retired 
professor, but if he’s so keen on populating troop rolls, why 
doesn’t he grab a helmet and a rifle and hit the front lines? 
Better yet, why not heed my fool-proof plan to level off troop 
numbers?

Politicians who vote for or support war with their silence 
must enlist every living relative in the U.S. Army ground 
forces; and
Pundits who cry for war, increased military spending  
and/or conscription must immediately sign themselves 
up for active military duty or have “Raging Hypocrite” 
tattooed on their foreheads.

See? My proposal is every bit as ridiculous – and in only two 
bullet points. It also has the added benefit of forcing the chicken 
hawks to put their money where their mouth is. When it’s 
their own asses on the line, do you really think they’d allocate 
themselves to a bloody ground battle?

Glick wants others to fight his battles. He believes what’s 
happening over in the Middle East is worth your life. Not his, 
of course; after all, he’s got important articles to write justifying 

1.

2.
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Israel’s self-defense2 and genocide in Gaza.� But your body, 
your life, your soul; that’s worth the price of admission.

Glick concludes by parroting John F. Kennedy’s famous 
rhetorical question: “And so, my fellow Americans: Ask not 
what your country can do for you; ask what you can do for your 
country.” I wonder, upon hearing those words, would a 1�-year-
old Glick embrace his country’s values of liberty and happiness 
by pursuing the career in political science he dreamed about, or 
would he wish some stodgy old talking head could force him 
into an unfulfilling life firing cannons and cleaning bedpans 
until the state decided he had served long enough?

2 Edward Bernard Glick. “Israel and the Iranian Bomb.”  �9 May 2006.

� Edward Bernard Glick. “Now the Terrorists Use Tunnels.” The New 
Media Journal, 28 June 2006.



Gun Control: Have We  
Gone Too Far?

A fundamentally flawed piece of gun legislation just died. 
Here’s why the rest should too.
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“Tyranny is always better organized than freedom.” 
– Charles Péguy

It took three shootings over the course of ten years to spur 
Diane Feinstein, the Grand Dame of California politics, 
into spearheading the 1��� Assault Weapons Act.

“It was the ultimate shock,” Feinstein said of the final 
spree that claimed six lives in a San Francisco law office.  
“Someone comes in, aggrieved, and goes right through the 
place.”

And you know what? Such a response makes sense. After all, 
when �� people are killed years apart in three totally unrelated 
situations, what alternative do we have than to strip away the 
rights of all other law-abiding citizens?

9

Gun control is the ultimate extension of the  
“government-as-parent” scenario which posits that Americans 
are either too stupid or too ignorant to take care of themselves. 
While I won’t argue that our nation is plagued with an 
overabundance of idiocy, it is not the responsibility of the 
government to baby-sit everyone and make sure they don’t 
stick a fork in a light socket.

Such a mentality towards gun regulation only punishes the 
average citizen by depriving themselves of the right to defend 
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their person and their property. Criminals aren’t likely to care 
about where they find their firearms because, well, they’re 
criminals. When they rob a store the last thing they’re worried 
about is whether or not their handgun is licensed.

Yet that reaction is what we’ve come to expect from society. 
When one lone nutjob storms a school and kills five people, 
public outcry doesn’t lay blame on the criminal who committed 
the crime, it lands on the culture that gave him free access to 
a semi-automatic weapon and the legislators who – despite 
campaign promises to the contrary – cannot see the future and 
foretell every human tragedy that will ever occur in his or her 
jurisdiction.

There are risks your plane flight might be hijacked – should 
we be allowed to fly with that kind of danger hanging over us? 
Drink too much water and you’ll die – why not regulate its 
consumption? Is it because doing so would be as vain a pursuit 
as ensuring every person wounded or killed by a firearm 
deserved it?

Wise up – you can’t standardize life.

However, it appears common sense is kicking in on Capitol 
Hill, as Feinstein’s bill shuffled off into the political sunset last 
Monday afternoon.1 Having passed its ten-year anniversary,  
the bill required renewal or expiration. It was quietly ignored.

And with good cause. Opponents of the bill correctly highlight 
its overall impotence at keeping weapons out of people’s hands 
as numerous loopholes allowed guns to stay on the market with 
small cosmetic changes or minor alterations in accessories. 
Many that weren’t modifiable were often protected by 
grandfather clauses that exempted pre-ban guns. Feinstein 
herself admitted “we could have written a better bill.”

But while I herald the death of a law that, by the Department 
of Justice’s admission, had no impact on crime reduction, there 
are bigger issues at play. How can firearms be regulated in the 
first place? Who benefits from such regulation?

1 “Congress lets assault weapons ban expire.” Associated Press,  
1� September 200�.
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The Second Amendment of the United States Constitution 
plainly states that “a well-regulated Militia being necessary to 
the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and 
bear Arms shall not be infringed.” There’s no wiggle room on 
this. The Founders of our nation wanted to make sure that if 
we wanted to we could arm and defend ourselves. Strangely, 
the past fifty years have only amplified the need for such 
protection.

Some would argue the notion of gun rights in this day and age 
are antiquated, a relic of our rural past. Few Americans need 
to hunt to survive, critics say. And it’s not like we’re expecting 
the British or French to invade any time soon.

While these things are true, the Founding Fathers didn’t draft 
the Bill of Rights to better prepare us from hordes of berets 
and fish n’ chips rampaging unchecked throughout the land.  
The personal freedoms guaranteed to every American by that 
document are there to protect you from the tyranny of our own 
government.

Think about it for a moment. The First Amendment protects 
you from being persecuted by the government for what you 
say and believe. The Fourth Amendment defends your right 
to privacy, the Fifth guards you from incriminating yourself 
in court and the Sixth guarantees you won’t be subjected to a 
show trial if you’re ever prosecuted. These ideas are so simple 
and obvious it seems silly to protect them, but all are rights a 
crooked government would love to discard if they weren’t.

In the past four years we’ve seen numerous attacks on many of 
the liberties we find sacred. Censorship, the PATRIOT Act 
and secret “Star Chamber” trials have eroded the fundamental 
freedoms I noted above. Police forces and National Guard 
units are militarizing against their fellow citizens. And lest you 
think this is a recent phenomenon, federal Civil Disturbance 
plans like Operation Garden Plot and Department of State 
Publication �2�� have been around for decades, ready and 
waiting to strip you of your rights to defend yourself before 
killing you for disagreeing with the government.
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History has shown that gun control invariably ends in total 
gun restriction and genocide. Don’t believe me? Ask German 
Jews or Armenian Turks – two ethnic groups unable to save 
themselves from violence. It’s estimated that �� million 
unarmed victims fell in the 20th century alone. Crimes like 
these are precisely why the Second Amendment was written. 
In the end, you may need to make sure you have the same 
firepower the military has.

So I wholeheartedly support the ability for any citizen of this 
country to purchase the same weaponry available to its own 
army. If you’ve got the inclination and the wherewithal to buy 
a tank or a rocket launcher, go for it. If our arms manufacturers 
can sell automatic weapons to foreign countries that have no 
specific allegiance to the United States, why can’t they sell 
them to Americans who have a vested interest in securing 
themselves? Profit is profit.

I’m not advocating another Ruby Ridge or violent insurrection. 
I just think the playing field should be level and that people 
who want access to these weapons shouldn’t be denied because 
some irresponsible ass might do something deadly with it. 
The presumption of innocence is one of the building blocks of 
American society.

Does everyone need to arm up? That’s a personal decision. 
Should they have the possibility?

You’re damn right.



Casting the Net

Are you ready to let the telecommunications industry 
tier the Internet? Are you ready for content providers 

and the end user to get totally screwed?
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Imagine for a moment you own a popular nightclub in 
a major metropolitan city, and that most of your patrons 
arrive by public transportation – bus, taxi, et. al. How they 

arrive isn’t relevant to your business; after all, you serve drinks 
and provide entertainment, not a shuttle service.

One day, however, the owners of the taxi and bus companies 
meet with you and explain they are now going to charge you and 
your competitors to deliver people to your clubs. “Pay us $��0 a 
month,” they say, “and customers get to your club faster.”

Do you accept this patent attempt at extortion? If none of the 
clubs pay, there’s effectively no difference. But what if one 
accepts? Taxis and buses that used to arrive in 10 minutes at 
your club now take �0 minutes to get there. The vehicles are the 
same, they’re just intentionally driving three times slower to get 
to your place. Business drops off until you find yourself paying 
$7�0 a month to a company that only delivers traffic to your door. 
Hey, count your blessings: you have the money to stay visible. 
Other clubs that were barely breaking even go under.

You might think, “Doesn’t the RICO Act protect against 
this level of racketeering?” Sure it does – unless the crime is 
government-sanctioned. In this case, it’s promoted by the taxi 
companies and their store-bought Congressional representatives 
as a way for businesses to pay their share of using public 
transportation – even though they didn’t contract to use it.
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Now apply this to the World Wide Web. How would you feel 
if AT&T shook down Google for an extra million so it would 
continue to load as quickly as competing Yahoo? Would you 
appreciate being locked off from ESPN because Earthlink has 
an exclusive arrangement with Disney and you’re stuck with 
Comcast?

Of course you wouldn’t – it’s a ludicrous situation that falls apart 
under scrutiny. But it’s also what could happen to the Internet 
if the United States Senate doesn’t enforce the concept of  
“net neutrality” upon the telecommunications industry.

What is net neutrality? In layman’s terms, it’s the idea that 
no matter what Internet Service Provider you have, you have 
access to the same Internet as everyone else. How’s this done? 
Providers allow one another to “peer” sites and bandwidth – and 
since getting from your computer to any given web site isn’t a 
straight shot but a labyrinthian journey through the Internet, 
you might “travel” through several different providers before 
you arrive at your destination.

Peering works because the traffic traded between ISPs generally 
evens out; equal amounts of bandwidth are used between Sprint 
and AT&T customers, for example. What would happen if this 
peering network collapsed? You wouldn’t be able to visit sites 
that weren’t immediately connected by your provider. This 
happened in 200� when Cogent was shut off by rival provider 
Level �; Cogent customers were unable to visit sites like the 
Drudge Report (perish the thought, I know). Net neutrality 
keeps this from happening.

It would also ensure your data speeds regardless of what site 
you’re visiting. If you paid your ISP for broadband, you should 
be able to visit all sites at broadband speed. Most sensible, 
though, is the idea that the companies who provide web content 
aren’t being charged to maintain your access. Given that they 
already pay a certain fee for the bandwidth they use, it stands to 
reason they shouldn’t have to pay for how you connect.

But why make sense when you can make a buck? That’s the 
basis of the Verizon and AT&T-backed Communications 
Opportunity, Promotion and Enhancement (COPE) Act which 
sailed through Congress recently. It rejects net neutrality while 
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promoting the kind of scenarios imagined above (an amendment 
by Representative Ed Markey ensuring net neutrality was 
roundly voted down). Should a compromise version of it pass 
through the Senate, the way the Internet functions will be 
irrevocably altered.1

Imagine trying to use a voice-over-IP (VoIP) connection only 
to find it’s been purposely degraded because your ISP is about 
to launch a competing product? You’d have to shrug your 
shoulders in resignation and accept your ISP’s services or live 
with dropped and static-filled calls. Meanwhile, Amazon has 
raised prices and dropped free shipping for select items because 
it’s paying to ensure that all of its customers can visit its site. 
And they’re not paying to just one company, they’re paying to 
every ISP that chooses to regulate how their bandwidth is used.

What does this do to web content? Imagine an Internet with far 
fewer chat rooms, porn sites and controversial material. With the 
collapse of net neutrality the loss of common carrier arrangements 
can’t be far behind. What does that mean? It means an ISP with 
a largely Christian user base might add pornography, sensitive 
material or Muslim sites to its blacklist. It could also mean that 
a company with affiliations with a politician might slow down 
his opponent’s web sites or ban any sites that discuss him in a 
disparaging light. Worldwide users will face similar perils as 
well when the ISP they use doesn’t make arrangements through 
American providers. This is not just a “local” issue.

In the end, who benefits from this arrangement? Large 
multinational telecommunications companies. Who loses? 
Everyone else. The companies who trade business on the Internet 
lose because they’re either paying to maintain a level of service 
we already have or they’re losing customers to competition 
because they won’t cave. And customers of those businesses 
are forced into tiered programs that inevitably cost more in the 
long run with a lower rate of return. But I’m not surprised that 
Congress would reject net neutrality given their voting habits 
and their complete ignorance on all things technological.

Sites like eBay, Google and Amazon waged a battle on Capitol 
Hill promoting net neutrality, and while I can’t dismiss the 

1 Declan McCullagh. “House rejects Net neutrality rules.” CNET News,  
8 June 2006.
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obvious benefits they reap by keeping the Internet as it is, I can’t 
deny that it benefits users as well. The Internet doesn’t need its 
infrastructure bolstered by the backs of thousands of companies 
and millions of users while the telecommunications business 
receives massive government subsidies to expand its power.

“I’m against regulating the Internet except in the case of network 
neutrality,” says Chris Peterson, a web developer and former 
ISP employee. “That’s the paradox – with network neutrality, 
you regulate deregulation in a sense.”

If you support an Internet that is currently free from the usual 
rape-and-pillage business model, contact your United States 
Senator today. Don’t live in the U.S.? E-mail friends who do. 
Make them aware of the problem. The telecoms are doing their 
best to downplay this change in the nature of the Internet. They 
say there’s enough net neutrality protection in the bill they 
authored and rammed through legislation. Funny, they also said 
this: 

“They don’t have any fiber out there. They don’t have 
any wires... They use my lines for free – and that’s  
bull ... for a Google or a Yahoo or a Vonage or anybody 
to expect to use these [publically-funded] pipes for free is 
nuts!”

That’s AT&T Chairman Edward E. Whitacre Jr. in the 
November 200� issue of Business Week. He’s promising 
security and protection. He’s the man looking out for your best 
interests.

The battle for the way we connect globally is on. Don’t let 
telecoms recast the Net – support net neutrality today.



Has Antonin Scalia Recused 
Himself from Reality?

Can we trust a man to interpret the Constitution when 
it’s apparent he’s in favor of disregarding it?
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Last Wednesday, during a speech to high school students 
in Mississippi, Antonin Scalia demanded that two 
reporters erase recordings of his talk – about the 

Constitution!1 The Supreme Court justice has a long-standing 
policy of not allowing his appearances to be televised, yet did 
not warn recording devices were verböten.

Scalia is not a fan of free speech – this isn’t news. His bizarre 
and contradictory nature, however, has me scratching my head. 
This guy decides the most important First Amendment cases 
in the nation and he can’t handle people taping him at a high 
school?

Scalia’s lame lip service to the Constitution is even more ironic. 
“The Constitution of the United States is extraordinary and 
amazing,” he commented during his speech. “People just don’t 
revere it like they used to.”

It’s hard to do so when its defenders find it beneath themselves 
to adhere to the Bill of Rights. Fair and accurate reporting can 
only take place with a clear record of what was said. Does Scalia 
prefer people try to commit his speech to memory and pray 
they get it right? Likewise, as the very definition of a public 
figure, does he honestly expect any level of privacy in his life? 
As a Supreme Court Justice, shouldn’t the people be allowed to 
tape and examine everything he says to a crowded auditorium?

1 “Two reporters ordered to erase tapes during Scalia speech.” Associated 
Press, � April 200�.
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Scalia is a paid public servant appointed to one of the highest 
positions in the country. Everything he says and every stance 
he takes have major ramifications for the United States.  
While I can’t expect a person to be completely objective, 
knowing his opinions is very important to me. At the very least, 
I, as his employer, am entitled to know his public policy. A 
high school speech would hardly be risqué.

At the same time, reporters invited to an event with no 
recording restrictions should not and cannot be told to delete 
Scalia’s audio. The digital recording device was physically 
taken from one reporter’s hand by a deputy federal marshal 
until she hesitantly pointed out how to remove the speech from 
the disk.

“I specifically asked for protocol and was told that the media 
would have access to Justice Scalia during the reception,” 
spokewoman Jeanna Graves wrote in response to the incident, 
adding that she was “embarrassed and angry.”

Guess what, Jeanna – when you’re dealing with a hypocritical 
media recluse like Antonin Scalia, all bets are off. This is, after 
all, a guy who accepted an award for supporting free speech 
while simultaneously denying access to broadcasters to the 
event!2

For Scalia to even give a speech upholding the values of the 
Constitution does a grave injustice to the people who crafted 
the document, and to those who continue believe that life, 
liberty and the pursuit of happiness (along with all the other 
rights accorded therein) are a roadmap and not a roadblock.

This brings me to Scalia’s refusal to recuse himself from the 
forthcoming tête-à-tête between the People and Dick Cheney. 
Cheney’s a conspiracy theorist’s wet dream as it is, and his 
appearance before the Supreme Court over the secrecy of his 
Energy Task Force meetings (meetings that planned Iraq as an 
energy resource over a year before the invasion) will be highly 
monitored.

2 “Scalia bans broadcasters from event where he got free-speech award.” 
Associated Press, 2� March 200�.
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Dick Cheney is also a longtime friend of Scalia’s. 
They frequently dine together and went duck hunting in 
January, three weeks after the Supreme Court agreed to hear 
the vice president’s appeal to various lawsuits.

“While judges should not be isolated from the society in which 
they live, they must take special care that their extra-judicial 
activities do not create a conflict with their judicial duties,” 
wrote senators Patrick Leahy (D-VT) and Joe Lieberman  
(D-CT) in a letter on court ethics. Going on trips with  
high-profile politicians that have pending cases is seen as bad 
form among even our corrupt Congress, Tony.

Federal law states that “any justice or judge shall disqualify 
himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might be 
questioned.” Scalia was appointed by Cheney’s friend Ronald 
Reagan. He was also instrumental in the landmark (and 
unconstitutional) 2000 election decision to declare George  
W. Bush president of the United States. These two things alone 
call Scalia’s impartiality into question. That he is also a close 
personal friend of the defendant should make it obvious that 
his decision is biased from the outset. As a supposed proponent 
of the Constitution, Scalia should realize the Sixth Amendment 
trumps his ego.

Should we be forced to accept Scalia as an agent of the Court 
until he feels ready to retire? This is just one Justice of nine, 
and in this piece alone he’s shown disregard for two of the most 
important keystones our country was founded on. Can we trust 
a man to interpret the Constitution when it’s apparent he’s in 
favor of disregarding it?

Scalia is quoted as saying “the Constitution just sets minimums. 
Most of the rights that you enjoy go way beyond what the 
Constitution requires.” Essentially, because many of our 
modern rights aren’t expressly written about in the Bill of 
Rights they’re optional. That’s some incisive analysis!

Know what else is incisive? Scalia and the rest of the Supreme 
Court voting the Fourth Amendment was also optional when 
they decided police can detain and search you without probable 
cause.
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Antonin Scalia has said most of his time is spent thinking about 
the Constitution, calling it “a brilliant piece of work.” And it 
is when it isn’t in the process of being redlined by partisan, 
reactionary idiots.

You’ve lost it, Tony.



The Right to Die

If religious conservatives succeed in keeping  
Terri Schiavo on life support, there will be a far  

greater fatality: state judicial powers.
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I don’t know what Bob and Mary Schindler go through on 
a daily basis. I can’t even begin to imagine the heartbreak 
of watching a child waste away before their eyes, and, God 

willing, I’ll never learn.

It’s been 1� years since their daughter Terry Schiavo was left 
in a vegetative state. Capable of breathing and nothing more, 
Terri’s existence hangs on a feeding tube. Respected physicians 
believe that there is no hope for recovery, that Schiavo 
is essentially brain-dead. Even in the wake of this news,  
the Schindlers continue to press for their daughter’s survival.

However, husband Michael Schiavo has battled for ten years 
to allow the courts to remove this tube from his wife’s body 
and let her die. Is it her final wish, as he believes? Only Terri 
knows – and she’s not talking.

Can I empathize with Michael for wanting to move on with 
his life? Absolutely. After seeing his wife lay immobile in care 
facilities and hospices, I’d understand why he wants to make 
his peace and let her go (he already has a child with another 
woman). What of the selfish motivations bandied about  
(money, revenge, covering possible spousal abuse)?  
Unimportant – his covenant with his wife is his business.

Can I see where the Schindlers appear to be in denial about 
the long-term prospects of their child, almost to the point of 
delusion? Considering they have other children, yes. As awful 
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as it is to let a son or daughter go, looking after the family that’s 
still alive should be just as important.

But this is a personal matter, so it’s really none of my business 
how this “scandal” plays out. At least it wasn’t until it 
transformed into an epic battle for state rights as well as a moral 
crusade – all courtesy of religious conservatives.

9

I don’t know what’s more absurd – that the Congress is 
attempting to usurp state judiciary power with this cynical ploy,  
or that President Bush, the man who is directly responsible for 
similar state-sponsored executions (he signed the Texas Futile 
Care bill into law while serving as governor), is saying judges 
and law should now take a stand in support of life.

Bush rushed back to Washington from his vacation to sign a 
bill transferring the Schiavo case from state to federal courts.1 
Why? Does he actually care about the woman he and the 
majority of House Republicans are racing to keep alive?

Doubtful. An ABC News report stated that “talking points 
circulated among Senate Republicans [explained] why they 
should vote to intervene in the Schiavo case. Among them, 
that it is an important moral issue and the ‘pro-life base will 
be excited,’ and that it is a ‘great political issue – this is a tough 
issue for Democrats.’”2

What does that even mean? 

Regardless of the outcome, it’s clear Schiavo’s good Samaritans 
on Capitol Hill are using her solely as a political pawn.  
By ramming the bill through Congress, anyone who actually 
reads the Constitution looks hard-hearted when voting to let a 
woman die. Democrats quickly become the party of death while 
Republicans can wrap themselves in insincere compassion and 
pity.

1 “Emergency vote puts Schiavo case in federal court.” CNN, 21 March 200�.

2 “DeLay Says He’s Not Giving Up Schiavo Fight.” ABC News,  
1� March 200�. This quote was later removed from the original release.
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Fortunately, people are seeing through the façade. Around 
the world, surveys and opinions strongly agree the decision to 
prolong Schiavo’s life is a mistake.

An ABC poll declared that “seventy percent [of those canvassed] 
deemed the congressional intervention inappropriate, while �� 
percent said they believe lawmakers became involved in the 
Schiavo case for political advantage rather than the principles 
involved.” The same poll stated that the majority of Americans 
believe removing the feeding tube is the right thing to  
do – including many Catholics, a religious affiliation heavily 
courted by the Bush Administration.

Commentators across the Atlantic were far more biting:

“The political onslaught around the life of U.S. coma patient 
Terri Schiavo has assumed a monstrous dimension,” Germany’s 
Sueddeutsche Zeitung said. “The Conservative majority intends 
to influence citizens’ most intimate decisions ... and thrust 
personal liberty into a moralistic-religious corset.”

“Any court rulings which do not fit into [George W. Bush’s] 
world view he simply stops with a new law,” echoed The Neue  
Presse. “His world view is shaped by the religious right in 
the U.S. – fanatical believers who are on a crusade against 
homosexuality, euthanasia and abortion.”

This time it won’t work. Public perception against the 
governmental appeal of Schiavo’s life is decidedly negative. 
And one would think that Christians would embrace the case 
on the side that supports her right to die – Schiavo’s soul has 
been sitting in her body for 1� years, waiting for release. Why 
deny her that? What does Terri have to gain by staying trapped 
in shell that no longer reflects her inner righteousness?

And while I can almost stomach pandering to an audience 
(that’s what politics is all about, right? It’s certainly not about 
effective public service), I am enraged that Congress and 
President Bush would take this chance to suck yet another 
responsibility away from the states.

States have waged a losing battle against their rights for years. 
They lost representation in the federal government when 
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senators were no longer elected by legislature, they’ve been 
forced to take up the financial burdens of a woefully inadequate 
antiterrorist department and they’ve absorbed a huge amount 
of federal debt by being forced to pay for public services the 
U.S. is under obligation to pay. States have autonomous rights 
irrespective of the federal body; that’s the whole reason the 
U.S. government was set up the way it was.

Now the president and his sycophants in Congress swoop 
in during the middle of the night and assert federal powers 
because it’s good public relations? Ridiculous and improper. 
The Schiavo bill is bad for state government because it only 
addresses one person, not the hundreds of similar cases 
throughout the nation and offers no guidance. It only sets up 
a confusing pseudo-law that does a disservice to every other 
person in this nation.

The case of Terri Schiavo’s life was determined many times 
in many proceedings in the state of Florida. As morally or 
ethically offensive as you find the verdict, it was carried out by 
the laws of that state. The federal government has no right to 
step in and presume the wishes of Schiavo’s family – no matter 
how much good press it gets.



Florida Lets You Kill People!

Controversial new legislation that lets you shoot 
intruders penalty-free is coming to Florida.  

And I couldn’t be happier about it.
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You know what I thought upon learning last week 
Floridians will pass a bill “permitting the use of deadly 
force during a home invasion or when an individual 

considers themselves threatened?”1

It’s about time.

March 2�rd signaled the unanimous adoption of measure  
SB 4�6 (“Relating to Protection of Persons/Use of Force”) 
in the state senate; its sister bill in the House Justice Council  
(HB 249) similarly passed with an 8-2 vote. While opponents 
are slamming the bill and Democrats who voted for it admit 
to doing so to appear “strong on crime,” these two bills show 
that some politicians are appealing to the strongest law there  
is – common sense.

What is more important than allowing a person to defend 
themselves on their own property?

“Since the time of the Romans, a man’s home has been 
his castle,” said State Senator Durrell Peaden. “There is a 
presumption that anyone who enters your home illegally is 
there to harm or kill you. You don’t have to retreat if you’re in 
fear for your life or fear great bodily harm.”

I’ve stated in the past anyone should be able to own and operate 
a firearm. This isn’t limited to small firearms and hunting rifles, 

� “Senate Bill Would Allow Citizens to Kill Those Who Threaten Them.” 
Associated Press, 2� March 200�.
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by the way; I believe the Constitution allows for all men and 
women a level playing field with the government. If someone 
has the money and the desire to own an F-1�, more power to 
them.

These beliefs extend to the homeowner. If I’m asleep in bed and 
I hear an intruder break into my house sniffing for valuables,  
I’ll protect my family and home as best I can with an assumption 
that the thief has a gun ready. In a confrontation, I’m not going 
to think twice about shooting someone as they advance on 
me. They’ve shattered my little world and the only  resulting 
prosecution should be directed at the fool unfortunate enough 
to try and burgle someone capable of defending themself.

Likewise, if I’m driving in my car and someone attempts 
to carjack me, the nine millimeters of peace of mind tucked 
under my seat might be the difference between life and death.  
I won’t weep for anyone that tries to do me harm.

I’ve been mugged twice at gunpoint. I’ve had the distinct 
pleasure of facing down the barrel of a loaded pistol; 
I’ve seen a gun shoved into the small of a friend’s neck.  
The grand total of both muggings? $20 and an old camcorder.  
Have these events shaped my opinion towards gun policy?  
Perhaps. But I know I’m not the only person in this world to 
be on the receiving end of crime, so I’ll wager there are people 
like me who embrace and cherish the right to defend oneself.

That’s why bills like SB 4�6 excite me. While I’m appalled we 
need to codify the obvious, putting common sense on the record 
is never a bad thing. SB 4�6 and HB 249 give individuals the 
right to use force, deadly or no, in protecting a home, residence 
or vehicle. That action is then shielded from prosecution, 
particularly if the thief is injured in the melee.

Sound too much like vigilantism for your tastes? It’s  
possible – opponents compare it to a free-for-all on the streets 
where anyone who feels slightly threatened can unload a 
magazine on the perpetrator. Some of the wording is a little 
loose for my tastes, but bold laws sometimes are. In any case, 
bill proponents assure that they aren’t overreaching. “You have 
to be within the confines of the dwelling as described in this 
bill,” says Peaden.
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I’ve read several editorials cautioning against this law,  
most of them complaining that it’s another power grab from 
the National Rifle Association (people are still smarting over 
the expiration of the useless Assault Weapons Ban) or that 
it’s simply a can of worms that will result in the death of 
civilization.

The most ridiculous example given, bar none, involved a woman 
in Lake Worth, Florida, who thought she was the victim of a 
carjacking when a group of illegal immigrants hopped in her 
car without any prompting, even though she was in an area 
heavily populated by day laborers. Opponents are worried 
that, under this law, she could shoot some illegal workers and  
“get away with it.”

Let’s examine this for a minute. A group of illegal immigrants 
got into a woman’s car with no permission whatsoever and people 
are complaining this woman might have defended herself 
accordingly? I pray that if I ever hop in an unidentified car 
without warning the owner shoots me immediately; to do 
otherwise awards them the Biggest Idiot of the Day trophy.

We live in dangerous times. Police officers oftentimes cannot 
be trusted to serve and protect as they once did. Criminals, in 
turn, fear the ramifications of their actions less and less because 
the punishment does not fit the crime.

If someone is in your home illegally, chances are they don’t 
care if they hurt you. After all, they’ve already committed to 
breaking the law, what’s one more bullet point on the rap sheet? 
Thanks to current laws that punish homeowners for acting out 
in self-defense, there’s more incentive to commit a crime.

I remember a story an acquaintance from South Africa told me 
about a typical commute home. After opening the sunroof and 
firing a few rounds into the trees to scare off brigands hiding 
nearby, he’d call his house a minute before arriving so the 
gate would be opening at the time he drove up. His parents 
would greet him, guns drawn, in case a thief tried to storm the 
property.

At night, if someone tried to break into their house, the 
intruder would be shot dead before the warning shot was fired. 
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If the thief was outside, the corpse would be hauled inside 
and a fake shootout would be staged. The police didn’t care;  
a thief was a piece of garbage to them, and he or she was treated 
accordingly.

Do I think we’re at that stage? Lord, no. That’s the Wild West 
mentality opponents of this bill think will pervade Florida, 
however. As for me? I applaud any legislation that gives rights 
back to the people.

The first burglar who gets shot in the leg while trying to steal 
a television set will set the precedent that American citizens 
are not afraid to fight back. Now, if only we could convince 
states to read statistics showing lowered gun regulations lower 
the crime rate.

Better yet, Florida could convince the 49 other states to adopt 
similar legislation.



Arizona Minutemen  
Fight for Freedom

This isn’t just about the wild influx of illegal  
immigrants into our country - it’s about citizens taking 

up the role of government when their elected  
officials fail to do their job.

G
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I think it’s safe to say I’m sick of the pope.

Because I am a non-denominational Protestant, my interest in 
the papacy is slim to none (I do find the alleged assassination of 
Pope John Paul I to be fascinating, however). I did not follow 
his policies, I disagree with many of his beliefs and I certainly 
do not need around-the-clock coverage on every major news 
outlet telling me what I already know – namely, that John Paul 
II is dead. I’m sure there are many others who feel the same 
way.

Like the frenzy surrounding Terry Schiavo, the death of 
one person – no matter their importance on the world’s  
stage – should never deserve such nauseating media coverage. 
Aside from the fact that grief is a private affair, there are simply 
more pressing concerns in the United States in America than 
the Vatican’s burial plans.1 Things like the economy, rising 
medical costs and declining educational standards. Anytime the 
spotlight shines on something trivial, awareness is robbed from 
real issues. Don’t think that’s an accident, either – America’s 
ignorance is definitely by design.

The most important item of news taking place this past 
weekend had nothing to do with a dead pontiff, it involved 
a number of men and women patrolling the porous  

1 “Hundreds of thousands say goodbye.” CNN, � April 200�.
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Mexican-American border for illegal immigrants. These 
self-appointed “Minutemen” are taking up a task the federal 
government seems loathe to do, and for that they deserve high 
praise.

I’ve been critical of the border situation for a long time.  
Living in California, I’ve watched our public education system 
become glutted with the children of illegal immigrants. Public 
services many citizens would be lucky to have are doled out 
gratis to people who actively fight the system of emigrating 
to the United States legally – there have even been proposals 
to give illegals free college tuition and drivers’ licenses.  
It’s beyond maddening to see tax dollars squirreled away into 
the hands of those who do not belong here.

So I read with interest about the Minuteman project, an  
all-volunteer force established in 200� in Arizona as a means 
of monitoring the 2�-mile stretch of land often thought the 
most lax in terms of border security. Upon witnessing an illegal 
crossing, this loose surveillance network calls Border Patrol 
into action – and there have already there have been over 1�0 
apprehensions.2

Sounds fairly straightforward, right? Yep – except the 
Minutemen aren’t just receiving opposition from Mexico,  
a country so desperate to unload their people on the U.S. 
they’ve developed a comic providing tips on how to scheme 
oneself across the border (don’t wear wool when swimming 
across a river, it absorbs too much water!), they’re also being 
decried by George W. Bush as “vigilantes.”

“I am against vigilantes in the United States of America,” the 
president said at a joint press conference alongside Mexican 
President Vincente Fox and Canadian Prime Minister 
Paul Martin. “I am for enforcing the law in a rational way.”  
His common-sense approach to the situation? Legislation 
granting “guest-worker” status to millions of illegal aliens 
already in the United States.

Let me see if I understand this correctly: Bush sidesteps the 
issue entirely and considers his non-compromise “reasonable,” 

2 Brian Macquarrie. “New patrol increases Mexico border tension.”  
The Boston Globe, 6 April 200�.�
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but American citizens who are so concerned with the obvious 
lack of care put into border patrol by their own government 
that they band together at no pay to do it themselves are 
vigilantes? Unreal.

I’m all for enforcing the law in a “rational way.”  
Unfortunately, Bush’s steadfast refusal to fund the Border 
Patrol and his willingness to welcome illegal immigrants  
(and grant them amnesty, no less) means the rational way 
involves peaceful people acting peaceably to guard what they 
feel is an important asset – American sovereignty.

There are few things more disturbing than watching an 
American president sells out his own citizens so big corporations 
and trade agreements can benefit. Accepting millions of illegal 
immigrants a year so that multinationals can profit from the 
cheap labor does a disservice to every citizen of this country. 
Calling people who resent this change of lifestyle a group of 
vigilantes? Okay, there are few things more disturbing than 
that.

The Minutemen are donating time, vehicles and energy 
towards protecting the fragile American Dream from an influx 
of Mexicans. They have been told that Central American gangs 
will fire on them� even though they’ve promised weapons will 
not be fired. Their actions have also spurred a laughable lawsuit 
from Mexico.�

All these men and women are doing is exercising 
their constitutionally protected freedom of assembly.  
They aren’t taking border-crossers into custody themselves, 
they’re providing a resource to an overwhelmed and 
understaffed federal agency that quite frankly can use all the 
help it can get.

And their return? Just more proof that the American 
government no longer puts us first. This is just another 
instance of the federal cogs working against the interests of 

� Jerry Seper. “Gang will target Minuteman vigil on Mexico border.” 
Washington Times, 2� March 200�.

� “Mexican migrant activists brace for Arizona anti-migrant patrols as 
Mexican goverment plans legal action.” Associated Press, 1 March 200�.
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their constituents. The people, now more than ever, have come 
to rely on grassroots movements to make things work.

What does that say about how we let ourselves be governed?  
A great deal, unfortunately.



The U.S. Government Tries  
to Hide the Bodies

Hundreds of U.S. soldiers are dying in Iraq – and the 
Bush Administration doesn’t want you seeing the 

coffins.
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Last week Tami Silicio, a military contractor working 
in Kuwait, was fired from her job for a photograph she 
circulated of the coffins of fallen U.S. soldiers as they 

made their way to the United States for burial.1 The Seattle 
native had taken the picture despite a Pentagon ban on images 
of caskets or remains.

Ironically, Silicio took the photograph as a memento of the 
esteem the armed forces pays to the men and women who 
give their lives in times of war. “The way everyone salutes 
with such emotion and intensity and respect,” she said.  
“The families would be proud to see their sons and daughters 
saluted like that.”2

Apparently the government disagrees.

As the picture circulated in the press and on the Internet, the 
Pentagon fought tooth and nail to stop the disclosure of similar 
pictures taken by the military of returning remains to Dover Air 
Force base in Delaware. Both they and President Bush believe 
the photos do harm to the families of the victims, that their 
sensibilities must be protected above the common interest.

But at the cost of Tami Silicio’s job? Rules against photographing 
the dead have been in place since the first Gulf War, though 

� Hal Bernton. “Woman loses her job over coffins photo.” Seattle Times,  
22 April 200�.

2 Hal Bernton. “The somber task of honoring the fallen.” Seattle Times, 27 
April 200�.
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the practice extends further back in time to Vietnam.  
However, until 200� the decision to ban photojournalists from 
such sensitive areas has rarely been enforced – do an archive 
search and you’ll find pictures of Kosovo and Kuwait as well 
as Iraq.

So why the change? Simple: public opinion. The Bush 
Administration knew last year they were entering into a political 
hornet’s nest by invading Iraq. Even the specter of September 
11th couldn’t persuade the world that the decision was valid, as 
evidenced by the record number of people protesting the war 
before it even started. Hence the decree: “There will be no 
arrival ceremonies for, or media coverage of, deceased military 
personnel returning to or departing from Ramstein [Germany] 
airbase or Dover base, to include interim stops.”

I do think it’s an admirable goal to allow a family to grieve in 
their own way. If a reporter took a particularly grisly photo that 
could identify a family member of mine, I don’t think I’d want 
to see it. In that respect, I can identify with the Pentagon’s 
position that they are trying to afford some privacy to the 
victim’s family.

However, photos like Silicio’s are the opposite of the above 
scenario. The caskets are laid out end to end with an American 
flag expertly draped over each one. There are no names visible 
to identify the remains. The image is a quiet reflection of 
death.

Leon Espinoza, news editor for the Seattle Times, which first 
ran Silicio’s photo, was cautious about the picture and what 
it represents. “The photo without question is a very powerful 
image, one seldom seen. It shows the great care taken to honor 
the fallen soldiers, and it can’t help but show the toll a war 
takes.”

So what infringement of privacy is taking place?

“This is not about privacy,” said Representative Jim 
McDermott (D-WA). “This is about trying to keep the country 
from facing the reality of war.”
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I will admit, seeing these images trickle in substantiates 
the fact of rising casualties in the Middle East. With over 
800 American soldiers dead, finding a picture with 20 or so 
coffins qualifies what those against the war have felt for a long  
time – our brothers and sisters are dying. Couple that with an 
election year and it’s pretty easy to reveal the motivation why 
everyone wants these photos to just go away.

Dead bodies equal negative press coverage.

However, everything I’ve heard about the lengths the military 
goes to honor their dead makes me proud to be American. 
Friends-in-arms and family serve as pallbearers – in one 
instance a father helped carry his son’s coffin, in another a 
wife said goodbye to her husband. The decorum and respect 
shown each body should be shown to the people of the United 
States as a reminder that even in the worst of places emotions 
and love are felt. If someone I knew died in combat in Iraq, 
I’d feel privileged to see the procession they received before 
being brought home. I think family members, in spite of their 
loss, would want that picture or video as a reminder of their 
sacrifice.

So what does the government think it is preventing by 
withholding photographs of slain soldiers?

Do they think it realistic to sanitize war to the point where no 
American soldier is seen dead? Are they so afraid of the power 
of one image and how it can open minds to what’s happening 
around the world that censorship is the only answer?

Seeing the caskets loaded on a transport to Germany is a visual 
reminder that people are actually dying. Hearing a statistic 
and seeing a body are two entirely different things. Death is an 
emotional experience. It’s easy to wave a flag and cry patriotism; 
when you see the results of such jingoism in the tears of another 
person, it’s not that easy to dismiss.

Maybe this controversy and the recent death of NFL safety Pat 
Tillman will bring awareness to those who’ve fallen in battle 
the past year. Whether or not you agree with the war, Tillman 
believed in his country and what he was fighting for. He died 
in Afghanistan at age 2�. Study his face. Remember his name.
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Hundreds of people just like him make their way in unmarked 
caskets back to the United States, victims of war. Should people 
like Tami Silicio be punished for chronicling their journey?



Which Union Under God?

What’s so scary about gay marriage?

G

January 25, 2004
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The State of the Union Address has a long and storied 
history. Established by the Constitution, the State of 
the Union was to be given from time to time by the 

president as a means of outlining goals to preserve the union.  
I find it ironic then that in President Bush’s latest address to 
the people he outlined his desire to destroy the most personal 
and important union of all – the union between two people.

George W. Bush leapt even further into the religious right’s 
pocket this week when he announced unequivocally that “our 
nation must defend the sanctity of marriage.” In this, he’s 
referring to quashing growing support for state-sanctioned 
same-sex marriages.

And the support has been slow going. In 1���, Hawaii ruled 
a denial of gay marriages unconstitutional only to have the 
legislature quickly ban it. Last November, a Massachusetts 
judge ruled same-sex marriages legal.1 Not surprisingly, 
Republican governor Mitt Romney is poised to support the 
same draconian steps to deny his constituents something 
they’re entitled to.

Common sense dictates that all people are equal under the 
law. Gay citizens contribute to the workforce and social 
fabric just as much as anyone else. There’s no logical 
reason the government can deny two people the right to 
pursue happiness (or misery, depending on your take on  

1 Gary Younge. “US state to allow gay marriage.” The Guardian,  
1� November 200�.
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marriage) – it’s spelled out right there in the preamble to the 
Constitution.

But that’s exactly what Bush is trying to do. In a  
double whammy, he’s trying to force his religious views on the 
people of the United States while diminishing the power of the 
state. A proposed amendment to the Constitution would ban 
gay marriages all across the country and $1.� billion in federal 
aid would aim to promote and salvage “traditional” marriages.

What is it about gay people getting married that pisses so many 
people off?

The answer is simple: intolerance. But marriage has been 
since its inception a means of promoting social and economic 
control. A woman wouldn’t marry for love in ancient times, 
she’d marry because her father wanted protection, or access 
to better grazing land. In medieval times, a wedding quelled 
disputes and strengthened alliances.

Even today, marriage is used as a political tool. Do you fit into 
the societal norm? Here’s a wedding license and a nice tax cut. 
Oh, by the way, you’re also now entitled to your spouse’s access 
to benefits and a tidy compensation if things don’t work out.

You’re gay? Forget about having a say in your partner’s medical 
treatment, even though you’re the closest thing he or she has to 
a family. And even though your hillbilly cousin can get married 
for the fourth time to another toothless yokel, you won’t even 
qualify as “taken” by the government. You’re relegated to a 
perpetual single life, courtesy of your government.

As a married man, I believe anyone who’s willing to sanction 
their love with state approval should be able to embrace without 
political interference.

I like to think of myself as a strong American, and I certainly 
value the institution of marriage. That’s why I find it so 
troubling that people who have a commitment to one another 
despite the enormous built-in social backlash and who want to 
sign on the dotted line that they’re wife and wife (or husband 
and husband) are being turned away.
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These people understand the sanctity of what marriage is 
as well as any heterosexual couple. It is a union of love, not 
a branch of the government that dictates togetherness.  
Gay people are allowed to adopt children together, something 
that’s even more intense and personal than any wedding.  
Why not let these parents have a civil union?

Opponents of gay marriage charge it’s a religious ceremony.   
Fine. If a church wants to forbid a gay wedding under its 
strictures, let the state perform the civil service necessary to 
provide same-sex couples. If it’s such a huge state issue, remove 
the religious implications completely.

Unfortunately, marriage in the United States isn’t capable  of 
serving as a strictly religious ceremony. By inviting tax breaks 
and other benefits to people that engage in something that 
under the Constitution is meant to be wholly separate from 
the affairs of the state, a huge violation has been visited upon 
American citizens.

I do not understand the paranoia and frustration that this topic 
elicits. Why does the government have a right to dole out 
favoritism based on what gender you like to bang? If George 
Bush genuinely thinks the fabric of civilization is frayed and 
promoting marriage is its only hope, why target those who do 
want to take the ultimate step?

The saddest reminder of social control rests in Dick Cheney. 
His daughter, Mary, is a lesbian, yet both he and wife Lynne 
back Bush’s proposed amendment.2 Why should we take 
anything the administration says seriously about gay rights 
when the president’s closest advisor is in complete denial over 
his daughter’s lifestyle?

In �996, Bill Clinton signed the Defense Against Marriage Act 
into law, stating that a marriage can only be between a man 
and a woman. It was a regressive law then, and it’s not any 
more contemporary eight years later. Gays deserve the right 
to get married just as much as two starry-eyed reality show 
contestants. To say otherwise crumbles the entire argument 
for the sanctity of union.

2 “Cheney Falls Into Line: Supports Gay Marriage Ban.” Capitol Hill Blue, 
�� January 2004.
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Terror
4

They who can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary 
safety deserve neither liberty nor safety.

– Benjamin Franklin



 



Who Benefits from 
Terrorist Threats?

The Department of Homeland Security keeps  
the terror alerts coming, but who really benefits  

from them? Not you.

4
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I could barely contain my yawn when I heard Department 
of Homeland Security Secretary Tom Ridge claim last 
Thursday there was yet another vague, shapeless attack on 

America looming over the horizon.

These sound bites squirm their way into the press when 
the Bush Administration is caught doing something illegal, 
immoral, or evil (bonus if it’s all three). Incendiary phrases 
like “large-scale attack” are used, Al Qaeda is linked and 100% 
industrial-strength rubbish hits the airwaves. None of it is 
ever real and I can’t be the only one that’s tired of seeing it on 
television like it matters.

I know it’s all an act because the press releases always confer 
something explosive and worrisome – in this case, multiple 
coordinated attacks during the presidential elections1 – and then 
immediately derail that urgency and despair just paragraphs 
down the page.

If there was a true destabilizing threat to the elections in 
November, I doubt Ridge would cavalierly state there’s 
“obviously, no reason for panic, or paralysis” despite admissions 
moments earlier that the world’s most dangerous terrorist 
organization is aiming to attack one of the few democratic 
freedoms afforded to Americans in this post-�/11 landscape. 
There’s also a healthy dose of mistrust on my part when, after 
learning from credible sources that something’s in the works, 

� Katherine Pfleger Shrader. “Ridge Warns of ‘Large-Scale Attack’ Plan.” 
Associated Press, 8 July 2004.
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the DHS Threat Advisory remains the same warm and fuzzy 
yellow we’ve all gotten used to in the past months.

These facts alone should give anyone pause, but there are other 
disturbing comments in Ridge’s declaration casting doubt on 
the official story.

Take for example assurances that local and state agencies 
have been “generally” briefed about security problems. 
Generally? Can there be anything less specific than Ridge’s 
comments? And assuming law enforcement is made 
aware of imminent threats throughout their jurisdictions, 
what are they supposed to do? In the wake of �/11 and our 
failed enterprise in Iraq and Afghanistan, cities are under 
tremendous financial burdens required by the PATRIOT  
Act, burdens they must shoulder as the federal government has 
eliminated much of the funding for these programs in favor of 
its precious wars.

Then there’s the obligatory slam against Muslims.  
“Senior administration officials and counterterrorism experts 
view the coming months as a time to increase vigilance,”  
the abovementioned article notes, “out of concern that Islamic 
militants may try to replicate the political success they had in 
Spain with coordinated pre-election train bombings.”

Islamic militants were never pegged as suspects – the Spanish 
government was.2 And the political “success” in Spain was not 
the terror attack but the removal of a pro-war government that 
went against the will of its people. Insertion of such ad hominem 
attacks is completely unnecessary and only inflames the obvious 
anti-Arab bias the United States government is cultivating in 
its own electorate.

The only successful terror attacks on the United States in 
the past �� years were the results of government denial and 
complicit cover-up. In either case, the people were kept in the 
dark until their jingoism and blood were needed.

It’s not revisionist or conspiratorial to state that Pearl Harbor 
or the Gulf of Tonkin were hand-crafted by American leaders 

2 Michel Chossudovsky. “Madrid �/11 train bombing suspects linked to 
Spanish Security Services. “ London Times, 20 June 2004.
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to start wars. Actions like these suggest complicity in the events 
of September 11th and leave many feeling their government will 
shatter their lives to push unpopular policy forward.

Bush’s desire to invade Afghanistan, Cheney’s plan to raid 
Iraq’s oil fields (as seen in Energy Task Force documents), 
and Rumsfeld’s dismantling of the Constitution wouldn’t have 
been possible in the public eye without the collapse of the 
Twin Towers. So who benefits from terrorism?

If Osama bin Laden detests Israel and America’s treatment 
of Arabs in the Middle East, why give them the excuse 
they needed to attack, invade, and occupy Gaza, Iraq, and 
Afghanistan? Palestine emerged as a sympathetic region under 
an oppressive Israeli regime prior to 2001; all that changed when 
the World Trade Center collapsed. That’s not exactly a boon 
for bin Laden or his associates.

Should Muslim terrorists murder people by sending plague 
through the mail, why use anthrax, which has no secondary 
communicability (i.e. no possibility of runaway infection), 
and why send poorly written Arabic threats alongside it?  
Why not try and shift the blame to another culprit? Could it be 
the blame shifted on to Arabs?

If Al Qaeda – an organization where the only captured agents 
turned out to be CIA and Mossad operatives – succeeds in 
disrupting our elections this year, who benefits?

Only those desperate for another distraction, perhaps a 
suspension of elections and the inevitable declaration of martial 
law that emerges in the aftermath. Sound like politics as usual 
to you?

Ideologically, John Kerry and George W. Bush toe the same 
line with regards to the war. They’ve both committed to 
continuing policies they enacted together just over a year ago, 
and stopping us from voting won’t change that. As for the 
election itself, I can’t imagine any stunt that could incapacitate 
every voting booth in the country.

An act of terror would be a poor choice for those legitimately 
fighting against the American empire as it would only further 
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galvanize public opinion against them. That’s why I believe 
any further attacks will come from within, and why it’s so 
important to ask yourself who stands to gain from whatever 
madness is created. Those who benefit are the culprits, usually 
wrapped in a flag and the smug rhetoric of patriotism. It doesn’t 
matter if they’re Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Lyndon Baines 
Johnson, or George Walker Bush.

I’d also hope the incessant, soul-sucking prevarications of 
doom quit hitting the airwaves. They’re all a pantload of lies, 
they don’t prepare anyone for what’s going to happen, and 
they generally depress the hell out of everyone. “Security” 
doesn’t just mean freedom from danger, it also means freedom 
from anxiety, fear and doubt. Our new watchdog government 
agency would do well to fulfill that part of the bargain as  
well – or we might start wondering how all that funding and 
manpower couldn’t come up with more concrete intelligence 
than a large-scale attack is a-comin’!



Mothers of Invention

What do you do when you need an enemy but there isn’t 
one around? Simple – make them up.

4
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It’s been a rough year for Abu Omar al-Baghdadi.

He’s been shot at, captured, and executed. His corpse has been 
dragged in front of Iraqi-run television cameras. And that’s not 
even the worst of it; he’s also been declared non-existent by the 
United States military.1 That’s got to sting!

Al-Baghdadi was the “voice” behind Islamic State of Iraq, an  
al-Qaeda-affiliated group running loose in Iraq. Since October, 
he’s both launched manifestos on the West via the Internet 
and galvanized insurgents against American troops. Except 
he hasn’t, because he doesn’t exist and never did. Instead, the 
entire organization was a ruse initiated by Khaled Abdul-
Fattah Dawoud Mahmoud al-Mashhadani to entice Iraqis to 
join al-Qaeda in general, and Osama bin Laden in specific.

Curious. Since al-Qaeda already has a legitimate foothold in 
Iraq—President Bush said on July �7 “the same people that 
attacked us on September the 11th is the crowd that is now 
bombing people” there—why the need to craft another one?2 
For the competition? 

� Tina Susman. “Al-Qaida’s man in Iraq unveiled as fictional character: 
U.S. military says an Iraqi actor had portrayed the nonexistent leader.” 
Los Angeles Times, �9 July 2007.

2 Ibid.
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Was al-Baghdadi the Emmanuel Goldstein for the Middle East 
wars?

“In [al-Mashhadani’s] words, the Islamic State of Iraq is a front 
organization that masks the foreign influence and leadership 
within al-Qaeda in Iraq in an attempt to put an Iraqi face on the 
leadership of Al Qaeda in Iraq,” said U.S. military spokesman 
Brig. Gen. Kevin Bergner.

No kidding! It’s not the first time something like this has 
happened, either. In fall of 2002, the Palestinian Authority 
captured Mossad agents attempting to set up a fake al-Qaeda 
terror cell in Gaza.� They are, to this date, the only “al-Qaeda” to 
be detained. Similarly, Adam “Azzam the American” Gadahn, 
the English-speaking “face” of al-Qaeda treasonous enough 
to make the FBI Most Wanted Terrorists list, is California 
native Adam Pearlman, grandson of a member of the board of 
directors of the Anti-Defamation League.

Since 200�, investigations have exposed British, American, 
Israeli, and Egyptian agents posing as al-Qaeda, but no 
actual al-Qaeda. Is the organization even real, or is it a “front 
organization masking foreign influences” sanctioned by various 
intelligence agencies? I have to admit, a network of terror cells 
that targets the West just when they need to crack down on 
security is mighty handy.

Even the Grand Poobah of terror, Osama bin Laden, is suspect. 
It’s well known bin Laden was an asset of the CIA prior to 
commanding his shadow army from the caves of Pakistan; 
he helped American interests fight Soviet forces during their 
invasion of Afghanistan and was a friend to the wealthy and 
powerful, including the Bush family. While there’s no arguing 
his hatred of western diplomacy and Israel-coddling, he 
repeatedly denied having any involvement in September 11.� 
Yet he, too, becomes available the moment the administration 
needs to amp up some fear and intimidation.

� Danny Rubinstein. “Ibrahim, the Shin Bet wants you to join Qaida.” 
Haaretz, 1� December 2002.

4 John Miller. “Greetings America. My Name is Osama bin Laden Now that 
I have your attention...” Esquire, 1 February 1���.
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In any event, recent video tapes of bin Laden may show his 
participantion is as reluctant as al-Baghdadi’s. New footage 
can be dismissed as material filmed just after 9/��, and other 
video of him over the years is a fascinating study in re-casting, 
since several people play the role.� Many feel bin Laden died of 
renal failure years ago (he was using dialysis equipment in 2001, 
difficult machinery to transport over rough terrain), including 
Fox News and the Bush administration.�

“Bin Laden’s voice was detected regularly until two weeks 
ago by intelligence operatives monitoring radio transmissions 
in Tora Bora, according to the Pentagon,” the Telegraph wrote 
in December 2001. “Since then, nothing has been heard from 
the al-Qaeda leader and President Bush has hinted in private 
that bin Laden’s silence could mean he has been killed.”� Bush 
confirmed these feelings in 2002 when he noted in a press 
conference he was not worried about bin Laden.

Why drag him into the spotlight, then? Why not celebrate the 
death of of the mastermind of September 11? If he’s not dead, 
why not triumph at his media silence? What’s the benefit 
of propping up one’s nemesis? In the wake of al-Baghdadi’s 
unmasking, reporters asked that of White House Homeland 
Security Advisor Fran Townsend. Her reply was to ignore the 
question and end the press conference.�

“Terror is the most dreaded weapon in modern age,” bin Laden 
himself said in 2001, “and the Western media is mercilessly 
using it against its own people. It can add fear and helplessness 
in the psyche of the people of Europe and the United States. It 
means that what the enemies of the United States cannot do, its 
media is doing that.”�

� Paul Joseph Watson. “Proof Bin Laden Tape Is �-Year-Old, Re-Released 
Footage.” Prison Planet, �8 July 2007.

6 “Report: Bin Laden Already Dead.” Fox News, 26 December 200�.

� Toby Harnden. “US casts doubt on bin Laden’s latest message.” 
The Telegraph, 2� December 2001.

8 Paul Joseph Watson. “White House Gets Defensive Over Accusation Bin 
Laden Is Dead.” Prison Planet, �9 July 2007.

9 Carol A. Valentine. “Bin Laden: Authentic Interview.” Translated from 
Daily Ummat, 2� September 2001.
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Al-Qaeda may be little more than an on-going psychological 
operation against the world. Giving someone a face to hate or a 
name to fear is easy and identifiable. People aren’t difficult to 
dupe; life bears that assessment out on a daily basis.

But take a look at the evidence. Al-Qaeda has consistently 
been observed as a playground for Western intelligence, and it 
serves the needs of those wanting to dominate the Middle East. 
Who benefits from that arrangement? If al-Qaeda was looking 
for legitimacy, wouldn’t they stage some raids that benefit 
themselves and not their enemies?

The American people have been fed a steady stream of lies for 
many years. As we consider what we’ve been told about war 
with Iraq and September 11, so is it time to examine everything, 
even the evidence surrounding al-Qaeda. As you’ve read, it 
could be as genuine as Abu Omar al-Baghdadi.



Day of Infamy, Indeed

Pearl Harbor stands as the ultimate reminder  
that a government will sacrifice its people to  

pursue its own interests.
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Thursday commemorates the 6�th anniversary of Japan’s 
attack on Pearl Harbor. Considered “a date which will 
live in infamy,” December �, 1��1, saw 2,�0� servicemen 

murdered, 1,1�� injured. Eighteen ships sunk to the bottom 
of the embayment, and hundreds of planes were destroyed 
or damaged. No one today can claim to be unaffected by the 
events of that quiet Sunday morning. It was the day Americans 
could no longer stand idly by while the world consumed itself 
with war.

And it was all allowed to happen by our own government.

Declassified documents reveal President Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt withheld intelligence capable of thwarting Pearl 
Harbor’s destruction. After crafting sanctions forcing Japan to 
attack American assets in the Pacific, FDR purposely left Pearl 
Harbor vulnerable so as to shock the American populace with 
horrific images of terrorism on our own soil. It worked – and 
the president had his war.

Why not simply commit troops to the war effort prior to Pearl 
Harbor? Because, at the �940 Democratic National Convention, 
Roosevelt himself stated, “We will not send our army,  
naval or air forces to fight in foreign lands outside of the 
Americas except in case of attack.” The declaration was met 
with cheers and applause; the United States was very much 
against going to war. Yet at the same time the president was 
making his pledge to the people, he was already looking for a 
way to sidestep it without feeling any political heat.
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Enter Arthur McCollum of the Office of Naval Intelligence. 
On October �, 1��0, McCollum submitted a memo to  
high-ranking Roosevelt advisors outlining an eight-step plan 
provoking an attack from Japan on the United States. All eight 
steps were implemented; Japan attacked. It was America’s first 
“intelligence failure” despite the existence of intercepted radio 
transmissions and outright declarations to various government 
agencies that an attack was being manufactured.

Both Winston Churchill and J. Edgar Hoover were aware of 
the nature of what was happening; the Red Cross was told to 
prepare for massive casualties. Ships of the line were ordered 
off-base so older ships could become easy targets. Intercepted 
radio transmissions were dutifully ignored. And thousands 
died.

Looking through the lens of history, many find the setup 
justified. After all, the looming specter of Nazi-occupied 
Europe would chill anyone to the bone. By stepping into the 
middle of the fight, the United States turned the tide of war 
on opposite sides of the world, stopping fascism from spreading 
and keeping freedom on the march. Even Robert B. Stinnett, 
author of the exhaustively-researched Day of Deceit: The Truth 
about FDR and Pearl Harbor, concludes Roosevelt’s actions 
ultimately resulted in a better world.

“As heinous as it seems to families and veterans of World War 
II,” he notes, “the Pearl Harbor attack was, from the White 
House perspective, something that had to be endured in order 
to stop a greater evil.”1 Never mind that the trials endured 
changed our nation irrevocably and killed millions, or that the 
machinations of Washington, DC left decorated, competent 
commanders as scapegoats.

Perhaps you find the lives of those 2,40� servicemen acceptable 
losses, perhaps not. Maybe you’re a family member of one 
of those blindsided by Japanese fire 6� years ago. Regardless,  
the fact remains that the government orchestrated a terrorist 
attack on its own people to push the nation into war. How do 
you feel about that?

� Robert B. Stinnett. Day of Deceit: The Truth about FDR and Pearl Harbor. 
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Stinnett’s answer is as simple as it is evasive. “Had the facts 
uncovered in this book been known immediately after the war 
ended,” he said, “and had Roosevelt explained his war strategies 
and tactics to the families who lost their sons at Pearl Harbor, 
how different American history might be viewed today.”2

How different might history be viewed? We’ll never know, 
just as we’ll never know what the world would have been like 
had we not crippled Germany with sanctions in the aftermath 
of World War I, or made any sort of concerted effort to stem 
the growth of Hitler’s power. What we do know is the ends 
apparently justify the means. History still smiles warmly 
on Roosevelt’s tenure as president, and few people express 
indignation at crimes he committed. Half a century heals many 
wounds.

But we live in a world created through this lie. A world 
that has spawned numerous other lies in the pursuit of war; 
we’re living in the midst of such a lie right now. Do we 
stand idly by and ignore the lessons of Pearl Harbor or fight 
a government that has propped up its battles with falsehood 
and deception? Winston Churchill wrote later in life the attack 
was “incomparably less important than the fact that the whole 
American nation would be united.”� Why not unite against the 
lies and oust those responsible for sending thousands of our 
family and friends to their deaths?

The fighting in Iraq has killed more American soldiers than 
Japan’s attack so long ago. All dead because of a lie. How do 
we honor their memories this Thursday? �� years from now, 
how will Americans react to what we’ve pushed on the nations 
of the Middle East?

On May 2�, 1���, the United States Senate exonerated 
Husband E. Kimmel and Walter Short, the two men in charge 
of Pearl Harbor the day of the attack, from charges of gross 
incompetence. Denied the intelligence they needed to keep 
their men alive, Kimmel and Short were effectively ruined by 
FDR’s plan. It took �� years for the government to admit their 
mistake; Senator Strom Thurmond (R-SC) called Kimmel and 
Short “the two final victims of Pearl Harbor.”

2 Ibid.

� Winston Churchill. The Grand Alliance.
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As long as Americans allow their government to dupe them into 
fighting for a lie, however, we all continue to live as victims of 
the legacy of that fateful day.



Flight �� Struck the Pentagon

Not all conspiracy theories are created equal.
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I was asked several months ago why Charlie Sheen’s 
association with the documentary Loose Change did more 
harm than good for those investigating the events of 

September 11. “I wouldn’t be too sure about a passenger plane 
hitting the Pentagon,” said one response, while another added 
“there was no wreckage, the hole in the building was too small, 
and plenty of military people reported seeing helicopters before 
the incident.

“Investigate further, my friend.”

That’s okay. There are several avenues of discussion I’m not 
willing to walk, one of which being the notion that American 
Flight �� never struck the Pentagon. Theorists point to any 
number of culprits, from missiles to conventional bombs to 
drone aircraft. A Boeing 757 would create a much larger point of 
collision, they speculate. And the quantity of wreckage is too slight for 
an airplane of that size.

It’s a bold theory, one that raises the eyebrow of skeptics – unless 
they have a basic understanding of airplane construction. For 
planes are extremely lightweight and flexible, primarily made 
of aluminum and other composite materials that minimize 
weight, and aside from seats and passengers, the interior cabin 
is mostly open space. The resultant crash would not leave 
an airplane-shaped hole in the heavily-reinforced Pentagon.  
“Only in Warner Bros. cartoons,” one might joke, “does the 
Coyote leave a cookie-cutter outline of himself as he crashes 
into the rock face.”
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Don’t believe me? The military flew a F-4 fighter jet into a 
concrete wall to see what might happen in a similar situation. 
The jet, built sturdier than passenger airliners for combat 
purposes, disintegrated upon impact. “The plane atomized 
with the impact, it just disappeared into dust,” the narrator of 
the test footage states. “Only the tips of the wings escaped total 
destruction. But the wall, designed to move and absorb energy, 
did its job well.” Some might argue the wall’s strength relative 
to the Pentagon’s (it was built for nuclear containment), but 
they can’t deny the jet’s airframe crumpling.

Nor can they deny the wreckage around the site of devastation. 
Piles of aluminum debris, engine casings, luggage, and various 
wheels are all visible in the photographs taken that day.  
If that’s not enough debris for you, consider some wreckage 
did make it into the building, where it started the fire that 
collapsed that portion of the Pentagon. (While the airplane is 
mostly lightweight, the engines, landing gear, and solid-state 
electronics are bulky items capable of doing the level of damage 
seen at the site.)

Dozens of eyewitnesses corroborate the conventional opinion. 
“I picked [the plane] up as it struck very low into the Pentagon,” 
said eyewitness Mike Walter.” The wings folded back and it 
was like watching someone slam an empty aluminum can into 
a wall. The jet folded up like an accordion.”1

“The plane clipped the top of a light pole just before it got to us, 
injuring a taxi driver, whose taxi was just a few feet away from 
my car. I saw it crash into the building,” said Father Stephen 
McGraw. “My only memories really were that it looked like a 
plane coming in for a landing. I mean in the sense that it was 
controlled and sort of straight. That was my impression.”2

Yet claims of government black op helicopters flying over 
the scene trump prudence and physics in the minds of many.  
So I ask the believers this: If Flight �� wasn’t slammed into the 
Pentagon six years ago, where is it?

1 Russell Pickering. “An Interview with Mike Walter.” Pentagon Research, 
�7 January 200�.

2 Paul Haring. “Pentagon crash eyewitness comforted victims.” Comprint 
Military Publications, 2� September 2001.
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Was it flown remotely over the ocean and detonated? Did it 
land, its passengers brainwashed and reintegrated into some 
far-off land? Did it circle the Arctic until it ran out of fuel? If 
you’re going to go to the effort of making it look like a planeful 
of people took out a piece of the Pentagon, why not use a plane 
and not a Machiavellian series illusions? It’s not like those 
responsible are worried about property value or human life.

I’m sorry if the cuts from Occam’s Razor run deep for you, but 
the simplest solution is correct. Instead of an invisible army of 
men firing remote-operated missiles or unmarked helicopters 
unleashing their fury, a plane was used as a weapon and people 
died. There’s no magic trick here, just a tragedy. (This goes for 
those who insist pods were strapped to the bottoms of United 
Flight 1�� and American Flight 11, too.)

Why is this theory so popular, so prevalent? Why would such an 
outrageous conspiracy find itself as the headline act on websites 
and in documentaries? Is it to discredit the men and women 
who have legitimate questions about �/11? With millions of 
Americans – and quite a few elected officials – questioning the 
United States government and its role in domestic terrorism, 
what better way to dismiss critics than by associating them 
with people who believe what eyewitness account and common 
sense prove is fiction?�

There are those who cling to the idea the American space 
program is a hoax, and there was a time when New Yorkers 
were afraid they’d need to saw Manhattan in half so it wouldn’t 
tip into the ocean like a lopsided popsicle stick. People buy 
into gullible nonsense all the time at the expense of the facts. 
Thinking for even one moment Flight �� didn’t crash into 
the Pentagon is absurd. Take a look at the available evidence, 
examine it, and draw the same conclusion I have.

Not all conspiracy theories are created equal.

� Michael Rivero. “The ‘Pod People’ and the Plane that Crashed into the 
Pentagon.” What Really Happened, October 200�.
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Was WTC� a Controlled  
Demolition?

When a reporter hears a building fall 2� minutes before 
it does, is there a sound?

4
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The view from BBC reporter Jane Standley’s window 
was a spectacular mess. Thick plumes of smoke rose 
above the New York City skyline, blotting out sunlight 

and choking the morale of rescue workers trying to salvage life 
from the wreckage of the just-collapsed World Trade Center.

It was the afternoon of September 11, 2001, and Standley was 
responding to questions posed by colleagues in England. “New 
York very much a city still in chaos,” she said. “The phones 
are not working properly, the subway lines are not working 
properly, and we know that down there near the World Trade 
Center there are three schoools that are being turned into triage 
centres for emergency treatment.”

“Jane, what more can you tell us about the Salomon Brothers 
Building and its collapse?” the desk anchor inquired. “You 
might have heard a few moments ago that I was talking about 
the Saloman Brothers building collapsing, and indeed it has. 
Apparently that’s only a few hundred yards away from where 
the World Trade Center towers were, and it seems this was 
not a result of a new attack, it was because the building had 
been weakened during this morning’s attacks.”

Chyrons agreed, filling the lower-third of the screen with a 
disturbing epitaph: “47 storey Salomon Brothers Building close 
to the World Trade Centre has also collapsed.”
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There was only one slight problem. The Salomon Brothers 
Building—also known as World Trade Center 7 (WTC7)—
hadn’t collapsed... and wouldn’t for another 2� minutes.

9

Regardless of the conspiracies I’ve reported over the years, 
I’d honestly like to think a bunch of wingnuts declared war 
against American decadence on September 11. It makes my life 
easier and reduces the number of people looking at me like I’m 
wearing a tinfoil hat.

As many Americans have come to realize, however, we aren’t 
being told the full story. There are gaping holes in credibility 
and logic, and accounts of marginalization and secrecy between 
government agencies and investigators only fuel the fire.1 Let’s 
face it: When the Transportation Secretary goes on record as 
saying Vice President Dick Cheney allowed Flight �� to crash 
into the Pentagon, questions are raised.

Thermite charges. Doomsday planes. The melting point of 
steel. USAF stand downs. Box cutters. 9/�� is too big to fit 
into one box; there are too many threads of debate, too much 
argument over what is true and what isn’t. There are any 
number of talking points about the World Trade Center that 
enrage opinion on both sides of the aisle, and I think it diverts 
us all from the main question: Was there foreknowledge 
of what happened? If so, who was responsible and why was 
nothing done?

Let’s reduce the argument to something simple: How did news 
agencies know WTC� would collapse a half-hour before it did? 
Evidence suggests controlled demolition of the building, and if 
that hypothesis withstands scrutiny, the implications are far-
reaching. Planning to demolish a skyscraper isn’t something 
you think about the morning of.

There are first-hand accounts of responders hearing orders to 
demolish WTC�, including the countdown.2 The process in 

1 Peter Tatchell. “�/11 - the big cover-up?” Guardian Unlimited, 
12 September 200�.

2 Paul Joseph Watson. “9/�� First Responder Heard WTC 7 Demolition 
Countdown.” Prison Planet, 1� September 200�.
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which the building fell – straight down into its footprint – is 
consistent with controlled demolition, not fire. Even World 
Trade Center complex controller Larry Silverstein stated in 
PBS’ America Rebuilds documentary that the word to “pull” 
the building was given well before there was any indication the 
building was in danger of falling over. Neither before nor since 
has a building with that structural integrity and such little 
structural damage fallen. Why assume this one would?

“I remember getting a call from the fire department commander, 
telling me that they were not sure they were gonna be able 
to contain the fire,” recalled Silverstein. “I said, ‘We’ve had 
such terrible loss of life, maybe the smartest thing to do is pull 
it.’ And they made that decision to pull and we watched the 
building collapse.”�

(Silverstein has since revised his statement, claiming “it” 
referred to a contingent of firefighters in the building. Too bad 
there were none in WTC� at the time.)

With many witnesses corroborating the decision to destroy 
World Trade Center �, how does one explain the existence of a 
failsafe detonation device throughout the building? Firefighters 
obviously weren’t running through burning offices planting 
precision charges while madness consumed the neighborhood 
around them. The charges would have to have been placed 
there beforehand, which, when you think about it, is a mighty 
stupid thing to do unless you already had designs to implode 
the building in the first place.

Maybe it’s through this decisive pre-planning that the BBC 
came to know about the imminent death of the landmark office 
building? Who knows. But the official fate of WTC7 doesn’t 
make sense, and having a news report come in prognosticating 
an unlikely future event doesn’t make it any easier to swallow.

Was it simply an error in reporting, as BBC’s Richard Potter 
claims?� If so, that’s one hell of an amazing mistake. The 
certainty of the dialogue contradicts his claims they were using 
half-baked adverbs to cover their errors, and it’s not far-reaching 

� Seth Kramer and Daniel A. Miller. “America Rebuilds: A Year at Ground 
Zero.” Great Projects Film Company, Inc., 2002.

4 Richard Porter. “Part of the conspiracy?” BBC News, 7 February 2007.
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to think word of the impending implosion reached a reporter’s 
ears. What marks the BBC’s footage as most compelling is that, 
while Jane Standley is remarking on the chaos 40 floors beneath 
her, the building her counterpart insists is rubble stands in the 
background. It gives the definite vibe of someone reading the 
script too soon – and Standley’s feed being cut minutes later 
doesn’t detract from that feeling one bit.

The demise of World Trade Center � isn’t cause for much 
sadness; it paved the way for increased rescue efforts even as it 
destroyed offices for the FBI, DoD, IRS, SEC, and the Secret 
Service (no doubt making high-profile criminals with cases 
pending very happy). What it does do is raise the spectre of 
conspiracy for the rest of the events of that day. After all, if 
people overseeing that building knew there was going to be a 
massive terrorist attack against the Twin Towers, wouldn’t we 
do all we could to stop it? And when one follow-up question is 
asked, it’s a snowball effect that forces others to consider the 
way WTC1 and WTC2 fell, how our Air Force didn’t defend 
us in our time of need, and how buildings designed to withstand 
a plane impact simply did not when the time came.

With questions like these, terrorists have a better chance of 
flying a plane through gaps in logic than they do the New York 
City skyline.



Philip Zack Steals Anthrax

It’s been five years since anthrax fueled  
America’s paranoia. Can we finally incarcerate  

the obvious suspect?
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It was five years ago this month that the United States 
descended into the chaos of September 11. Sadly, even now 
it’s hard to imagine a time when our nation was neither 

afraid nor vengeful; for better or worse, those events continue 
to shape and mold our world, and they are still on the forefront 
of many American minds.

Strange, however, that the anthrax scare that piggybacked on �/11 
has all but disappeared from discussion. Where is the flowery 
prose commemorating the victims of that tragedy? Where is 
media coverage highlighting half a decade of biowarfare fears? 
After all, never have four small envelopes wreaked so much 
havoc on a country; Capitol Hill underwent voluntary castration 
when its spineless representatives refused to return to their 
offices, clean-up costs for suspected contamination passed the  
billion-dollar mark and sales of Cipro were almost as spectacular 
as those for duct tape and plastic sheeting.

Anthrax remains a big story, one worthy of continued 
investigation. The tainted letters were addressed to senators, 
members of the media and average citizens, killed five, injured 
�7 and turned an already inefficient postal system into a  
large-scale security nightmare. They also childishly implicated 
Arabs precisely at a time when American rage towards the 
Middle East was reaching a boiling point. This incident 
alone served as a deciding factor for many Americans to take 
war abroad, yet despite being an attack on American soil, the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation repeatedly drags its feet on the 
issue.
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Why? Because they know who stole the anthrax and choose to 
protect the culprit.

Simply put, the man most likely responsible for stealing the 
anthrax is Dr. Philip Zack. Zack is a prominent microbiologist 
who worked at the U.S. Army’s Medical Research Institute 
for Infectious Diseases in Fort Detrick, Maryland, while  
weapons-grade Ames anthrax – the same genetic strain used to 
terrorize the populace – was stored there.1 A bigot who taunted 
Arab colleagues during his tenure at the facility, Zack was also 
monitored breaking in and conducting experiments during off 
hours – while no longer employed at the lab.

Zack has been a prime suspect for years – the Hartford Courant 
wrote a piece about missing anthrax in January 2002,2 and 
Salon pursued its own investigation later that year.� Suspicion 
arose from an allegation against Egyptian microbiologist Ayaad 
Assaad, a former coworker of Zack’s. Assaad was fingered 
anonymously as a potential bioterrorist in the aftermath of 
September 11 but before any victims were identified. He was 
later cleared of all charges by the FBI. 

Assaad’s accuser knew so much about his life suspicions were 
raised that said accusations were personally motivated. That 
dozens of lethal samples of anthrax, ebola and hantavirus 
disappeared during Zack and Assaad’s watch in the �990s only 
compounded misgivings that Zack was responsible.

Remember, all of this was widely reported in 2002, less than 
four months after anthrax filled the country with panic.  
You would think a man with a grudge against Arabs who was 
seen breaking into a facility where at least two dozen samples of 
lethal pathogens that later went unaccounted would push Zack 
ahead of Dr. Stephen Hatfill on the “person of interest” list.  
As we all know, however, that was not the case.

So now we sit, five years later, unfulfilled and perplexed as to 
how our own government failed to follow up on the obvious. 

� Rick Weiss and Joby Warrick. “Army Working on Weapons-Grade 
Anthrax.”  Washington Post,  1� December 2001:A1�.

2 Jack Dolan and Dave Altimari. “Anthrax Missing From Army Lab.” 
Hartford Courant, 20 January2002.

� Laura Rozen. “Fort Detrick’s anthrax mystery.” Salon, 26 January 2002.
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What’s even more frustrating is that the FBI and its friends 
in the press are currently misleading the public about the 
investigation, insisting now the anthrax was not weapons 
grade at all! Several sources report� the anthrax could have 
been a homebrew mixture capable of being made anywhere 
while others obfuscate the issue and contradict years of prior 
reporting.� As Mike Rivero of What Really Happened said in 
response, “What pointed the finger at Fort Detrick as the 
source of the Anthrax spores used in the letters was not just the 
high degree of ‘weaponization’ of the spores, but DNA tests 
which showed the anthrax in the letters to be the exact same 
strain used at Fort Detrich.

“Even if one buys this pathetic attempt to blur the issue, and 
believes in a kitchen-sink bioweapons lab, the fact remains that 
the original source spores still had to come from Fort Detrick.” 
Again making Philip Zack the likely suspect.

The only reason the investigation is (by MSNBC’s account) 
“frustratingly slow” is because no one wants a resolution to 
this caper. It was easy enough to devastate Hatfill’s life as the 
conclusion would be an indifferent populace. Bringing an end 
to this, however, would remove an avenue of terror for the 
Administration to manipulate.

I’m reticent to mention that correlation as I’d like to think 
some things are sacred. President Bush thinks otherwise, 
however; like a white, powdery Osama bin Laden, anthrax has 
again become a hot topic leading into the midterm elections.�  
And hey, isn’t it handy that the now-downgraded anthrax could 
conceivably be made in an Al Qaeda kitchen? Never mind 
that five years down the road, the 9/�� attacks and the anthrax 
scare serve as stark reminders of the president’s impotence at 
bringing terrorists to justice, Bush “stopped this al Qaeda cell 
from developing anthrax for attacks against the United States.” 
‘Nuff said.

� “Report: Theory in anthrax case broadens suspect pool.” WTNH.com,  
22 September 200�.

� Allan Lengel and Joby Warrick. “FBI widens net in anthrax attack.” 
Washington Post, 2� September 200�.

6 Jeff Taylor. “Plastic Sheeting and Duct Tape: The keys to the midterm 
elections?” Reason Online, � September 200�.
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I do not know what Philip Zack has done to deserve such special 
treatment from the FBI, nor do I know where the missing 
anthrax samples disappeared to for the better part of a decade. 
Maybe it’s because he’s not the Arab demon policymakers 
need to fuel animosity against “Islamofascism.” Maybe he has 
friends in high places. Honestly, the reason isn’t relevant. The 
fact remains that Philip Zack stole weapons-grade anthrax and 
the FBI refuses to pursue him.

Next week marks the five-year anniversary of Bob Stevens’ 
death. Stevens, a photo editor for Boca Raton-based tabloid 
The Sun, was the first casualty from exposure to anthrax.� Let’s 
honor his memory not with empty words and meaningless 
pontification, but by putting the man responsible away for life.

� Eliot Kleinberg. “Anthrax victim’s widow says government may know who 
killed husband.” Palm Beach Post,  �� September 2006.



Shining a Light on Terrorism’s 
Double Standard

Anti-terrorism laws should apply to every American 
citizen, even if they’re pasty computer geeks.

4
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You’re walking through a major metropolitan area when 
the lights go out. Power shuts off, not just on the block 
you’re on but in fully one-third of the country. As night 

falls in a city used to light, it’s natural to feel scared that you’re 
not 100 percent safe.

You’re terrorized.

The blackout that struck New York, Detroit, Ontario, and 
many points in between wasn’t caused by a fanatic blowing up 
a power facility. There was no message to the Western world.

The root of the evil likely lurks in a virus attack that spread last 
month and caused untold damage to computer systems around 
the world. Tell me: Would you consider the propagator of the 
virus a terrorist? After all, the very definition of a terrorist is 
someone who invokes terror.

More important, would you be surprised if the federal 
government didn’t?

When you think of government agents rounding up suspected 
terrorists, you think of some Middle Eastern guys being 
detained. The government is desperately trying to sell American 
citizens on the belief that those who strike us look as little like 
God-fearing, Bible-thumping, gun-toting American voters as 
possible. Heaven forbid people within our own country create 
destruction and breed dissent. All those unpatriotic feelings 
don’t exist here!
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In the land of the free and the home of the brave you need 
not fear the trampling of sovereign rights and oppressive 
government foreign policy; you only need to be afraid of 
the raghead they found with some fertilizer in his truck.  
A raghead, who, by the way, is not a citizen at all.

So it strikes a major blow to the government on two fronts 
when they learn that one of the origins of the devastating 
Blaster worm was a white kid from Hopkins, Minnesota.  
On the one hand, this kid dealt crippling blows to the Air 
Force, the DMV, and the Federal Reserve while halting 
production around the globe – but he’s not Arab. On the 
other hand, you’ve got a major strike against “Homeland  
Security” – a strike that only demonstrates how unprepared for 
real attacks we are while the government continues to spy on 
the average American looking for links to “terror.”

Talk about a public relations disaster. That’s precisely why  
high school student Jeffrey Lee Parson ducks most major 
news coverage despite dragging what little economic base the 
United States has left to a standstill. After detainment by the 
FBI for a short time, Parson was placed under house arrest.  
They placed an antisocial hacker in his house! What a 
punishment. What are the odds that he actually left the house of 
his own volition in the year leading up to the arrest?

Where are the S.W.A.T. units carting him away to a secret 
detention site while unconstitutional  searches are issued against 
his home in the name of PATRIOTism? Why isn’t this punk 
tossed in a �-by-� cell and subjected to days of torture and food 
deprivation like all the other terror suspects being held offshore 
in Cuba?

What’s the difference between Jeffrey Parson and the countless 
hundreds who have spent the past 1� months as maltreated 
“guests” of the U.S. judicial system?

The difference is that Jeffrey Parson actually did something.

Let me put this in perspective. Earlier this year, Mike Hawash, 
an employee of Intel in Portland, Oregon, was picked up in his 
company’s parking lot and held for five weeks without a charge. 
All court proceedings during that time were secret. His crime? 
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He tried to get into Pakistan with some other residents of 
Portland (all Middle Eastern) in an effort to assist the Taliban. 
He didn’t succeed, so he returned home and sent one of his 
traveling companions $2,000.

His sentence for admitting this? A maximum of 10 years in 
prison and a $2�0,000 fine.

Hawash was convicted of a terror crime in the United States, 
and I accept that that carries a sentence. But why isn’t Parson 
going through the same thing? His crimes were far worse than 
anything Hawash did; it’s impossible to calculate the damage 
done by the Blaster virus. And if it’s true that Blaster started 
the chain reaction that left millions without power, then those 
people who died in New York are casualties of Parson’s crime.

That makes Parson a murderer.

The leniency shown Parson illustrates the vast differences 
accorded people in this country based on their ethnicity. 
Letting confessed criminals go while suspects are left to rot 
undermines the entire system and eats away at our safety.  
It’d be good to remember that in America we’re innocent until 
proven guilty.

None of this changes the fact, however, that an  
honest-to-goodness meltdown of our infrastructure happened 
and none of the new departments or agencies set up to predict 
these kinds of safety breaches did a blessed thing to stop it.  
Our states are left with massive debt and failing public services 
while our President promises those services to other nations. 
Wouldn’t it be nice if the people employed to find our nation’s 
vulnerabilities actually did what they’re paid to do?

Instead of looking into our bank transactions or our email 
on some witch-hunt to find a terror cell, Homeland Security 
should keep our country secure. That means keeping our power 
grid safe. It means keeping roads from falling into disrepair.  
It means security.

The failure to pinpoint problems like Parson and prosecute 
them like the terrorists they are shows that the United States 
isn’t interested in making us safe; it’s only interested in 
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generating more terror. Why would the government want us 
to be terrified? It helps our elected officials feel more secure.

That should scare you more than imaginary bogeymen.



What’s Behind the London 
Attacks?

The bombing of the London Underground was a  
false-flag operation designed to prolong the war.  

Don’t believe otherwise.

4
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Only one word sprang to mind when I heard about the 
bombings that claimed the lives of dozens of Londoners 
today – convenient.1

Is there anything convenient in death, or in thousands of lives 
destroyed by catastrophe? No – and words cannot express the 
sorrow I feel for the men and women changed by today’s events. 
But governments with skeletons in their closets have a great 
deal to gain from a national tragedy bolstered by “terrorism.”

As I sit in my office today, I hear the whispers of co-workers 
now utterly convinced the War on Terror must continue. 
The Bush doctrine is now justified in the minds of millions, 
and petty grievances such as the Downing Street Minutes,  
the President’s flagging support, and Karl Rove’s treasonous 
outing of CIA agent Valerie Plame are unimportant. Another 
faceless terrorist organization is out to kill us.

Sound familiar? It should – the same emotional ploy was used 
to great effect on Americans in the wake of September 11. 
Question nothing, particularly that nagging feeling in the back 
of your head. Justice delayed is justice denied.

Unlike four years ago, however, I refuse to accept the attack on 
London was anything less than a false-flag operation designed 
to again enrage the Western world against the Middle East. 
There is no reason for “terrorist” groups to attack England;  

� “London bombings toll rises to �7.” BBC News, 7 July 200�.
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as recently as this week the Ministry of Defense announced that 
plans were being drafted that would pull British armed forces 
from Iraq and Afghanistan.2 With the British throwing in the 
towel, the only motivation to stay could come from an attack 
that compels its forces to continue fighting “global terrorism.”

Think about it. The attack only benefits those desperate to 
maintain a foothold in the Middle East without further eroding 
public opinion. Will Parliament shrug their shoulders and 
push their soldiers into longer tours of duty because of this? 
It’s too early to tell, but if that happens, insurgents lose more 
than they could ever possibly gain by destroying part of the 
Underground.

Brian Kilmeade of Fox News agrees, claiming the sabotage 
“works to ... [the] Western world’s advantage, for people to 
experience something like this together.”� It doesn’t just make 
terrorism an American problem, it makes it a worldwide 
problem. The Number One problem.

No longer do we need to concern ourselves with two world 
leaders – leaders who have spawned more worldwide terrorism 
than all fanatical religious organizations combines – going 
unquestioned in their lies that started a war. We can cast off 
our sluggish economies, lack of freedoms, and pitiful descent 
into draconian law because terror is on the rise.

It’s like sitting in front of a television and watching the World 
Trade Center collapse all over again.

Everything is the same, right down to the previously unheard 
of Islamic group� (The Secret Organization of al-Qaida in 
Europe? Are you kidding me?) taking credit – even though 
the translation falls apart under scrutiny and the Q’uran is 
improperly cited.� You’d think the perpetrators could at least 
come up with a clever new booga-booga name to grab headlines. 
The arrogance is startling.

2 Jimmy Burns, Peter Spiegel. “MoD plans Iraq troop withdrawal.” Financial 
Times, 4 July 200�.

� Brian Kilmeade. Fox and Friends, 7 July 200�.

4 “Islamic group claims London attack.” MSNBC, 7 July 200�.

� Ibid.
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The ever-present Israeli connection, a staple among false flag 
operations, is not, though. Before today’s attack, the Israeli 
Embassy in London was notified an attack was forthcoming.� 
As a result, former Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu 
remained in his hotel room rather than head towards a nearby 
hotel where he was to address an economic summit.

The embassy denies it had any prior knowledge, of course.�  
If Netanyahu was not warned, however, how did he know to 
stay in his room?� How did he know the danger was so severe 
that he dare not venture out of the hotel?

The story changed multiple times. Moments later Netanyahu 
stated that British police had warned the Israelis (but not the 
rest of the city?) of a pending attack. Scotland Yard denies this; 
Israel’s reply was to say Netanyahu received his warning after 
the first blast. How? It was reported as a power surge in the 
media. What is being hidden here? And why isn’t there an 
investigation into these obvious discrepancies? It’s enough to 
make your head spin and your eyes cross.

Regardless, I am making an appeal to Britons who are 
understandably wracked with grief at the moment – don’t buy 
into the hatred the way we Americans did. Don’t ignore the 
obvious evidence that this whole affair was orchestrated by 
your own government. Most important, don’t let the deaths of 
the few, however tragic, plunge your nation into another fit of 
war and civic clampdowns.

Toying with your emotions is expected. See the attack on your 
home for what it really is – a distraction that will keep your 
money, resources and troops mired in ceaseless battle for an 
ideology that betrays your democratic and civilized tenets.�

Honor your dead with tears, not a cry for war or praise for a 
disgraced leader.

6 “Report: Israel Was Warned Ahead of First Blast.” Arutz Sheva, 8 July 200�.

� “Explosions In London - Who Stands To Gain? Israel Warned, Cover-up 
In Progress.” Propaganda Matrix, 7 July 200�.

8 “Israel not ‘warned of attacks’.” The Scotsman, 7 July 200�.

9 Frank Gaffney, Jr. “War Footing.” National Review, 7 July 200�.
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Flying the Friendly Lies

As the recent coverage of the aborted British airline 
attacks suggests, the War on Terror is now synonymous 

with daily life – and nobody seems to care.
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There’s an organization you may heard of called the 
International Star Registry. The service it provides 
is simple: For anywhere between $�0 and $1�0, the  

Illinois-based company will “name” a star after you or 
whomever you want to present with definitive proof that you 
are a dupe.

How is this done? Simple! They scam you. The International 
Star Registry takes your money, presents you with a star chart 
and a flowery, useless certificate and adds your name to a book 
that is registered with the United States Copyright office, 
something anyone – even Paris Hilton – can do. No scientist 
considers your investment when they scan the night sky;  
in fact, Robert Naeye, former editor of the Astronomical Society 
of the Pacific’s publication Mercury, stated that “the star names 
sold by the International Star Registry are not recognized by 
any professional astronomical organization.” (Star names are 
designated by the International Astronomical Union.)

Rocky Mosele, the squeaky-voiced vice president of marketing 
and pimp of ISR’s con, even admits it’s all a low-priced fleece 
job.1 “I think people are OK that it’s not official. I’m sure of it. 
I know because customers call again and again and again.”

Mosele’s repeat business maddens but does not surprise; after 
all, this country is largely populated by the trusting, gullible and 
ignorant. But it is incredibly frustrating to see something that’s 

� Patrick Di Justo. “Buy a Star, But It’s Not Yours.” Wired Magazine,  
2� December 2001.
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such an obvious deception enthrall millions, particularly when 
that deception is government-borne. In fact, whenever I hear 
something dodgy coming out of Washington that increases its 
approval ratings, my mind shifts to that poor husband, mother 
or friend who thought they were buying a piece of immortality 
but instead paid $�� for a fuzzy dot on a piece of paper.

Such is the case with the recent movie-ready “terror plot” 
diffusion by British and American forces.2 I’ve written about 
terrorist activity several times over the years, particularly 
in regards to the subway bombing that wreaked havoc on 
London last summer. In each instance I make the same case: 
Who benefits from such attacks? With the London attack, 
why would a rogue cell of “freedom fighters” crater public 
opinion for Palestinians and Iraqis at a time when Europe was 
becoming largely supportive of their respective causes?

The same holds true today. Why would a(nother) 
previously unheard-of organization of “Islamic fascists” 
want to simultaneously blow up multiple flights in mid-air?  
Especially since Muslims and Arabs the world over are winning 
the propaganda war in their battles with the United States and 
Israel?

Nothing is gained for those who would commit these crimes. 
Only in stopping this “attack” do we see who benefits from 
another false flag operation:

the United States government is seen as a victor in the 
shadowy War on Terror, giving credence to escalating the 
fighting in Iraq;�
the British government (and Tony Blair in particular) 
emerges vindicated from the ashes of poor politics and 
poorer public opinion;
Israel’s carnage and destruction against the Lebanese and 
the Palestinians is removed from American headlines  
(a coup when you consider Israel effectively lost a war 
against an unrecognized military force despite a massive 
financial and technological advantage);
public candidates voicing dissent over their country’s 
conflicts are considered soft and weak in the face of an 

2 “‘Airlines terror plot’ disrupted.” BBC News, �0 August 2006.

� “Bush OKs involuntary Marine recall.” CNN, 24 August 2006.

•

•

•

•
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unending wave of “hate,” even though refusing to sponsor 
an illegal war is hardly support for terrorist activities; and
the populations of many countries continue to accept a 
degradation in their freedoms through ever more intrusive 
travel safety measures.

With the number of lies the Bush administration has told,  
it’s easy to make the above assumptions and conclude the 
raid was little more than a well-timed farce. Consider the 
outlandishness (to say nothing of the difficulty�) of crafting a 
dozen precision bombs out of liquid explosives while in flight. 
Or consider the rush to arrest the suspects ended with four 
being released while news reports were barely able to qualify 
the nature of the attack or the materials uncovered.� Given the 
dubiousness of the entire plot, suspicions rise even higher.

But it doesn’t matter. Whoever crafted the plan handed 
Western civilization all the rationale it needs to continue to 
wage war on civil liberties and the Middle East. The millions 
of slack-jawed apes living among us rely on media sound bites 
and refuse to question the facts presented. To them, it seems 
plausible enough even though those raising doubts are legion. 
To many American constituents, the War on Terror is now 
synonymous with American life – and they can live with it.

Objectively, there’s no way the bombing scenario works; 
crafting the bombs en route is next to impossible and the 
motive is sketchy at best. It only works as both a decoy from 
other real news our governments can’t stop from leeching its 
way into the national zeitgeist and as a means to erode our 
collective liberties. Did you ever imagine a day that you would 
have to surrender deodorant, toothpaste and bottled water 
before boarding a flight? Why do we tolerate this nonsense?

The old axiom says a fool and his money are soon parted. In the 
United States, fools have long parted ways with their money, 
freedoms and peace of mind. The trouble is, in doing so they’re 
dooming the rest of us with their acquiescence.

� Thomas Greene. “Mass murder in the skies: was the plot feasible?”  
The Register, 1�th August 200�.

� “Plot to blow up nine planes.” Life Style Extra, 10 August 200�.

•
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When a tape from Osama bin Laden (who is dead) surfaces 
as President Bush’s numbers tumble, does that arouse your 
suspicion? When Senator Joe Lieberman (D-CT) loses the 
primary and Republican rival Dick Cheney says it’s because  
Al Qaeda broke the will of the American people,� do you 
question the bipartisan nature of our federal government?  
Do your eyebrows raise when Newsweek announces Lieberman 
is more of a viable candidate than ever thanks to these terror 
attacks?� When something convenient happens is it just 
coincidence?

Do you think for yourself or sit and look at your map of the 
heavens and smile at the legacy you’ve left for yourself?

We were given brains for a reason. See beyond the shameful 
back-patting propaganda spoonfed us and recognize it for the 
lie that it is. Look back on the past two weeks and note that in 
the midst of wall-to-wall Jon Benet Ramsey coverage (coverage 
that, shockingly, was a complete waste of time) President 
Bush again admitted Iraq had nothing to do with 9/��.� Don’t 
remember the terror plot “foiled,” remember the invasive and 
unnecessary theft of your liberty at airports around the globe.

Otherwise we might as well fatten the pockets of Rocky 
Mosele. His company might sell your e-mail to spammers for a 
premium, but at least he won’t use his ill-gotten gains to shell 
innocent women and children.

6 “Cheney: Lieberman Loss ‘Disturbing’ Because al Qaeda Is ‘Betting 
They Can Break The Will of The American People’.” Think Progress,  
10 August 200�.

7 Jonathan Darman. “After Lieberman.” Newsweek, 9 August 2006.

8 “Bush Now Says What He Wouldn’t Say Before War: Iraq Had ‘Nothing’ 
To Do With �/11.” Think Progress, 21 August 200�.



Intolerant America: What  
We Can Learn from Iran

To really learn something from Iran, we need to take a 
closer look at ourselves, not the propaganda we’re fed.
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If you get the Sunday paper, chances are good you get 
Parade magazine. It’s a supplement that’s often bundled 
with the coupons and comics and features a variety of QVC 

merchandise advertisements amidst empty testimonials, recipes 
and celebrity interviews. The substantive value generally 
hovers around nil and is to journalism what Reader’s Digest is to 
world literature – soft, truncated and conservative.

I’m not a huge fan of Parade but read it from time to time 
(Marilyn vos Savant is always good for a laugh). I had hoped 
the recent September 11 issue would deal in part with the 
World Trade Center attacks and their aftermath as I want to 
see how impressions have changed across the Bible Belt in the 
past four years. A voice or two questioning the government’s 
response time in 2001 given their woeful shepherding of aid to 
the South in the wake of Hurricane Katrina could have proven 
interesting given the magazine’s religious and political bent.

I shouldn’t have gotten my hopes up. The cover featured an 
interview with Olivia Newton-John (prepared so far in advance 
Patrick McDermott was still on his fishing trip) and a call 
for educating teenagers about sexually transmitted diseases. 
Ironically, the only �/11 reference to be found was an ad for 
the Discovery Channel’s “The Flight That Fought Back,”  
a completely farcical glamorization of Flight ��’s heroic “defeat” 
of terrorism.

Something else on the cover, however, piqued my interest: an 
article entitled “What We Must Learn From Iran” by Bruce 
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Feiler, author of several books (Walking the Bible, Where God 
Was Born) chronicling religion and the Middle East.

Warning bells went off in my mind. What lessons did Parade 
think Americans needed to learn from Iran, of all places? 
That we should hate countries because our government says 
that they’re evil? That the Middle East alone is a hotbed for 
religious fundamentalism? Shockingly, yes.

Feiler’s article is a failure at best and propaganda at worst.  
The blame of religious unrest around the world is placed 
squarely on the shoulders of Islam while tolerance and  
co-existence are professed for his American and Israeli 
counterparts. (Feiler brings up Israel several times as an 
example of Iranian hatred of the west and is Jewish himself). 
The piece, ostensibly one of progress and religious moderation, 
perpetuates the same tired arguments against Iran one is likely 
to hear from the Oval Office pulpit.

Does Iran hate the United States? If it does I would not be 
surprised. It’s been labeled a member of the “Axis of Evil” 
by the Bush Administration and has faced scorn and hatred 
from Americans simply because the government wishes 
it. Starting with the invasion of Iraq, Bush has made it very 
clear he intends to overthrow the government of Iran; it was 
even an election promise.1 Despite evidence to the contrary,  
the Islamic nation has been repeatedly accused of trying to 
develop nuclear weaponry by the U.S. and Israel (two nations 
with a confirmed nuclear arsenal) and is widely seen as a 
breeding ground for terror cells. Linda Feiler, the author’s wife 
who accompanies him on the journey, states, “Iran is a pariah.  
The regime is scary.” Indeed – because short-sighted 
bureaucrats in Washington, D.C. declare it so through constant 
demonizing.

Feiler’s piece disputes none of this demagoguery. He refers to 
Iran as “a declared enemy of the United States,” the “dead-end 
of freedom,” the “embodiment of America-hating, freedom-
hating terror” and a “menacing theocracy” capable of “exporting 
terrorism” in the first five paragraphs alone. Bile flies from 
the author’s pen at the visible protests of American influence 

� Jenifer Johnston. “Regime change in Iran now in Bush’s sights.” Sunday 
Herald, �8 July 2004.
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in Middle Eastern affairs. Outrage is expressed when they 
use a camera at a religious shrine. Feiler’s wife groans when 
wearing a full prayer outfit yet grins with vindication when she 
holds her husband’s hand – in violation of Iran’s religious and 
cultural traditions.

The American superiority complex is on full display in the 
article. No culture worthy of respect, no societal difference too 
shocking. For someone apparently as well-traveled as Feiler 
(he’s been to Iraq, Israel, and other biblical sites as research for 
his books), his inability to accept that he is in a foreign land 
with different rules and norms is embarrassing. He is only able 
to identify with people who exhibit Western sensibilities and 
finds other viewpoints distasteful and unnerving. Any pretense 
of objectivity is lost as is any real lesson culled from Iran.

Feiler also travels to Pasargadae and the tomb of Cyrus the 
Great, one of ancient Persia’s greatest leaders. Cyrus was a 
great reformer, one who showed tolerance and respect for the 
cultures his kingdom encompassed. The Persian Empire may 
have conquered its fair share of peoples, but it also drew those 
cultures together in understanding and unification – the Great 
Audience Hall in Persepolis offers a mural of �00 visitors from 
2� different nations coming together as proof of that.

And how does Feiler break it down? “It reminds me of the 
Declaration of Independence.”

Feel free to shake your head with me.

Cyrus’ ideals were excellent. Religious tolerance, strength in 
diversity, acceptance of others – these are beliefs anyone should 
get behind. Feiler believes, however, that this message is best 
served to the people crushed under the regime of religious 
fanaticism in Iran as a history lesson. Meanwhile, the United 
States labors under a similar government absolutely beholden 
to one religious ideology at the expense of all others. Tolerance, 
diversity and shared intellect are just as frowned upon here as 
they are in the Middle East.

That is what we must “learn” from Iran. Islam, Judaism, 
Christianity; it’s all the same to a corrupt government. 
Oppression is the same no matter how you slice it. We need to 
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quit lambasting foreign countries for daring to not be like ours, 
quit threatening to invade them, and open our halls for rational 
and sincere debate.

Dropping idiotic travelogues propping up the United States as 
a beacon of goodness is a fine start.



Israel
A

By way of deception, shalt thou do war.

– Mossad motto



 



Modern-Day Galileo

Ernst Zundel is a controversial figure who questions the 
official story of the Holocaust. Why is that a crime?

A

March 8, 2005
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“I disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the death your 
right to say it.” – “The Friends of Voltaire,” 1�0�.

9

Last Tuesday Canadian authorities quietly shipped Ernst 
Zundel to Mannheim, Germany under cloak of night. 
Once his flight landed, Zundel was placed under arrest 

and taken into custody to stand trial for hate crime charges filed 
on behalf of the German people in 200�.

Indeed, aside from this flight, Zundel has only briefly seen the 
outside of a prison cell since his abduction from his Tennessee 
home by U.S. agents and subsequent deportation to Canada. 
His exile to Germany is the culmination of a two-year  
“Star Chamber”-style legal proceeding in which Zundel was 
unable to question witnesses, examine available evidence or 
even know precisely what he was being charged with. The 
court’s ruling, therefore, was unsurprising – Ernst Zundel 
presented a grave risk to national and international security, 
and he had to go. The quicker the better.

What precisely has Zundel done that has incurred the wrath of 
three powerful nations? Only question the accepted views of 
the Holocaust. 

Does he accept that Nazi camps killed millions? Absolutely. 
Does he acknowledge Jewish persecution during the second 
World War? Yes. Does he agree with the official position on 
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casualties and methods? No – and he wants a dialogue with 
anyone who will listen.

Therein lies the problem. In Germany (and many other 
nations), questioning the Holocaust is a crime. Ernst Zundel is 
being persecuted for a belief. Anyone else feel that’s wrong?

9

It doesn’t matter whether Ernst Zundel is right or wrong.  
His contrary investigations into the machinations of Nazi 
atrocity are interesting, but ultimately unimportant.

What is important is the freedom to believe or say whatever 
one wants. There are those that insist Elvis lives; still others are 
convinced aliens walk among us. If they’re right, God bless ‘em; 
if they’re wrong, the only thing they’re guilty of is being wrong.  
Neither outcome should be a crime – how can someone be 
legally responsible for an incorrect belief?

Anyone should have the ability to debate the merits of whatever 
case he or she chooses without fear of government reprisal. In 
supposed democratic states like Germany and Canada, the very 
idea of free speech is a fundamental part of daily life – no topic 
should be off-limits to public discourse. It certainly doesn’t 
stop the debater from believing in his cause and it clamps 
down on thought at the same time. Oftentimes, it makes people 
question why the topic was so risqué in the first place, creating 
new converts to a forbidden dialogue.

“Truth needs no laws to support it,” argues Mike Rivero. 
“Throughout history, only lies and liars have resorted to the 
courts to enforce adherence to dogma.”

So if Ernst Zundel is wrong – and most of the world agrees 
with that assessment – what better way to expose Zundel as a 
fool than by letting himself hang on his own words? Why seek 
to prosecute someone for believing something few people want, 
or care, to hear?

Despite his decades-long attack on Holocaust dogma, I had 
never heard about Ernst Zundel until his persecution by the 
Canadian courts. He’s been put on trial twice before for the 
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same “crime,” and his list of enemies is long. By continuing 
to harangue a marginal player in revisionist history, those 
who condemn him have only shone the spotlight on his  
research – and the fervor of interests trying to impose a singular 
view of the Holocaust upon the world.

Like Zundel, I believe that the topic of the Holocaust should 
be openly and freely discussed and debated. I feel how it is 
remembered today does a great disservice to the millions of 
others who perished in World War II. With such a staggering 
death toll, why nitpick over which culture was impacted the 
most (not much of a debate when you consider the Roma were 
effectively exterminated)? Anybody that wants to disregard or 
debate that stance should be free to do so.

Except they’re not. Travel to countries with laws prohibiting 
dissenting opinions on the Holocaust and you can be jailed 
right alongside Zundel. Most startling is that Zundel is being 
prosecuted because his website has the potential to reach 
German citizens. Does it frighten writers that their text, 
written and stored in an entirely different country online, can 
be used against them in a foreign court? It should.

It’s a sad state of affairs that Germany is now required to try 
one of its own citizens for daring to think differently – the same 
kind of ridiculous legal theatrics that would be right at home in 
the Third Reich.

There are those who would protect their interests in 
maintaining the Holocaust image as is. Are they opportunists? 
Perhaps. Are they truly interested in examining Nazi atrocity 
if they quell alternative viewpoints? No. Who maintains the 
legacy better – those who seek to learn all they can or those 
who bury viewpoints under layers of dogma?

In 1��� the revered scientist Galileo was brought before the 
Roman Catholic Church and charged with heresy for his 
conviction in a heliocentric solar system. His belief shook 
the very foundations of religion and science; his reward for 
promoting long-denied truths was the promise of torture and a 
lifetime of house arrest unless he recanted.
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Right or wrong, Galileo’s beliefs deserved greater scrutiny than 
the threat of an iron maiden. The research of Ernst Zundel 
and others of the Holocaust shouldn’t end in a 1�th-century 
Inquisition. It should be evaluated openly, regardless of the 
outcome.

History is supposed to ruffle feathers. Chaining up a man 
illegally, having him deported based on the word of a biased 
judge and subjecting him to a trial that has no basis in a truly 
free and open society doesn’t help the Holocaust – it only helps 
others think there’s something to hide.



Finding Justice in Liberty

What do you call a country that attacks our navy, kills 
our soldiers and tries to cover up its involvement?  

An enemy.

A

November 2, 2003

2��

Recently, a United States naval vessel on a routine 
mission was the victim of an act of terrorism.  
Dozens were killed, more than 1�0 maimed or wounded.  

The ship, despite millions of dollars worth of damage, managed 
to limp home, its survivors scattered to other ports of call.

I’m not speaking of the USS Cole. I’m talking about the USS 
Liberty, a reconnaissance vessel stationed in the Mediterranean 
in 1��� to monitor the escalating Six Days War. It was attacked 
by Israeli fighter planes and torpedo boats, and to this day, the 
United States government has held no official inquiry into the 
incident, referring to the deaths of �� of its soldiers only as a 
“tragic mistake.”

Ever since the attack, the survivors of the Liberty and a core 
group of high-ranking servicemen have pressed the government 
to hold a serious investigation into the matter. The claim: Israel 
deliberately fired on Americans to both destroy surveillance 
capabilities and anger the United States against the Arab world. 
Yet like the Lavon Affair, another Israeli attempt at subterfuge 
to bring the U.S. into a war with Egypt, the attempted 
destruction of the Liberty backfired.

And like the Lavon Affair, Israel was given a free pass.

This potential cover-up has enraged many over the years. 
One of those investigating the attack has come forward of late 
with a shocking admission that questions the credibility of the 
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government, the office of the president, and lends credence to 
arguments that Israel’s attack was deliberate, not accidental.

On October 2�, former naval attorney Ward Boston stated 
in a signed affidavit that President Lyndon Johnson, in 
collusion with former Defense Secretary Robert McNamara, 
ordered any inquiry into the incident be declared an 
accident “despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary.”1  
A by-the-books officer, Boston only came forward after years 
of silence when a book entitled The Liberty Incident concluded 
the attack was unintentional.

Think about that for a moment: the President of the United 
States let a foreign nation attack our troops with deliberation 
for over an hour. He allowed Israel to hit a United States vessel 
not only with torpedoes and machine gun fire, but napalm as 
well. Upon hearing of the attack, Johnson ordered a retaliatory 
strike. When he heard the aggressor was Israel, the alert was 
called off.

These facts haven’t been in dispute since the attack occurred 
more than �� years ago. They have, however, been wrapped up 
in false sympathies and lip service. Even if the assault was an 
accident, why did we forgive Israel of even repaying the repair 
costs of the Liberty? Why, even now, has there never been a 
single official inquiry into the culpability of the attack?

If someone attacks our nation or one of its representatives with 
malice and intent, they should be met with equivalent force.  
The United States invaded countries or installed puppet 
dictators in others for less; look no further than the current 
situation in Iraq. Their nation lies conquered and broken 
because Saddam Hussein thought unfavorably about the U.S. 

With the Liberty, we have a defined act of aggression. It actually 
happened – it wasn’t the frantic whim of a dictator. Now with 
Boston’s revelation confirming the obvious, the question needs 
to be asked: is Israel an ally?

Israel has played the U.S. several times in the past �0 years. 
The aforementioned Lavon Affair saw Mossad agents  

� Jennifer C. Kerr. “Cover-Up Alleged in Probe of USS Liberty.” Associated 
Press, 2� October 200�.
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(the Israeli equivalent of the CIA) blowing up British and 
American targets in Egypt as a way to draw the U.S. into 
war with the Egyptians. In the 1��0s, Mossad, according to 
former agent Victor Ostrovsky, entered Libya and established 
a radio transmitter in Tripoli that Americans could intercept.  
The result was Reagan’s invasion of Libya.

While the most recent of those examples is 20 years ago, the 
federal government also uncovered a massive Israeli spy ring 
that had phone taps in places as secure as the White House. 
And let’s not forget Jonathan Pollard; he stole military secrets 
Israel later sold to Soviet Russia; unfortunately, he wasn’t 
executed like Julius and Ethel Rosenberg.

These acts are consequence-free. Chances are you probably 
haven’t heard much about them.

But why? We’re living in the shadow of perpetual fear brought 
about by constant terror alerts and Middle East scuffles.  
We’ve got people locked up in Guantanamo Bay who aren’t 
even aware what crime they’re being charged with. If this 
country and its government are so committed to national 
security, why does Israel get a bye on criminal enterprises 
enacted against the United States?

I understand nations frequently spy on each other, but when is 
enough enough? Human rights groups and heads of state the 
world over condemn Israel’s policies of ethnic cleansing and 
land acquisition. Is it really in our best interest to continue 
turning a blind eye to and support a nation that’s made a 
concerted effort over the years to draw the United States into 
its problems by killing our people?

Think how much international goodwill the U.S. would gain 
simply by ceasing to support such genocide and hypocrisy. 
Think how impressed U.S. citizens would feel if their 
government actually looked out for the soldiers who defend 
them and took Israel to task over the irrefutable evidence it 
tried to destroy a friendly ship. 

Thirty-four deaths go unavenged. If we feel justified in 
punishing Afghanistan and Iraq for the attacks on the 
World Trade Center, events where there is no proof of their 
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participation, surely some congressman can now flex a little 
political muscle to find out what really happened to the men 
and women of the Liberty.



Israel, Tear Down This Wall

A divisive barrier between Israel and Palestine is 
creating a furor and perpetuating old hostilities.

A

October 6, 2003
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Show of hands: Who here feels the fate of Native Americans 
during the Western conquest of the New World wasn’t 
handled very well?

Duplicity. Targeted biological warfare. Slaughter. Theft of 
land. It’s one of the darkest chapters of American history.

It’s also present-day Israel.

The Israeli government announced this past Thursday it 
would continue to settle land that did not belong to them, 
forcing more Palestinians from their privately owned property.  
The ��� new homes join thousands already built in the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip regions, are in violation of standing United 
Nations treaties and work in opposition of all peace plans in 
negotiation by the United States.

At the same time, a massive “security fence” is under 
construction as a means for Israel to annex more land than was 
stolen during the 1��� Six Day War. Said fence is 10 feet high, 
lined with barbed wire, and essentially 1�0 feet wide when 
you consider the surveillance cameras, paved patrol roads, 
and ditches surrounding it. When completed, it will sever 
Palestinians from their agriculture, communities, and property.  
All in the name of Israeli security.

The current Israeli government treats its Palestinian neighbors 
with absolute contempt. It’s embarrassing that the Middle 
East’s only “democracy” engages in such despicable attempts at 
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holocaust considering the origins of its formation. What’s even 
more embarrassing is that the United States condones it.

The United States gives billions of dollars in forgivable loans 
a year to Israel. This year the total will exceed $10 billion, and 
the loans will never have to be repaid thanks to congressional 
loopholes created by former senator Alan Cranston. Without 
the foreign aid it receives annually from the U.S., Israel’s 
economy would falter and collapse. What is given every year is 
basically an assurance of our ally’s survival.

If we wanted Israel to stop its practice of uprooting Palestinians 
and plopping down hundreds of state-of-the-art new housing 
developments, all the U.S. would have to do is threaten to 
withhold that money – money, by the way, that’s taken in 
through federal taxes from you, the citizen.

You’d think Washington would condemn a government that 
kills an American and then casts the blame on the victim. 
(To this date, the death of activist Rachel Corrie has gone 
uninvestigated.)

You’d think the United States would oppose racial apartheid. 
You’d think it would divest its relationship from a country 
that bombed the USS Liberty and tried to shift the blame to 
someone else.

You’d think a lot of things. Too bad they never come to pass.

The State Department decided that, despite all of the conflicts 
with American policy (conflicts that allow the U.S. to reduce 
or eliminate the loan guarantees), it would make no plans to 
lower the amount promised – despite requiring the money 
only be spent on territories held before the Six Day War.  
Never mind that State Department official William Burns cites 
the settlement growth as something that “could threaten the 
future of Israel as a Jewish democracy.”1

So where will the money go?

1 Chris McGreal. “Israeli cabinet extends ‘security fence.’” The Guardian,  
2 October 200�.
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Israel’s main mission is to colonize as much Palestinian land 
as possible before the world cries loud enough to make it 
stop. That means that much of the spending allocated by the  
U.S. government will likely go into areas that, by definition, 
not only aren’t part of the original territory, but aren’t even 
currently part of Israel.

The budget of that massive fence doesn’t emerge from thin air 
(unless you believe the United States operates  a deus ex machina 
device). It has to come from somewhere. And something tells 
me it’ll be coming from the taxes we dole out and never see put 
into our communities.

We have an opportunity to stop this by simply blocking the 
influx of American cash into a country that openly defies our 
interests and spits on our diplomatic solutions to the bloodshed 
and violence in the Middle East. Instead of looking the other 
way while Prime Minister Ariel Sharon allows a Jewish 
settlement in Ariel to be surrounded by the wall, thus sealing 
off even more land, we can take out the proverbial rubber 
stamp and slap a big VOID on our next “payment.”

The United States, through its direct assistance and guidance 
of Israel’s development, has created a spoiled brat of a nation. 
Israel never has to worry about the numerous United Nations 
violations it commits (more than Iraq, by the way) because the  
U.S. will veto any resolution. Israel spends indiscriminately on 
outrageous military build-ups and a nuclear arsenal, and our 
government keeps handing out an allowance. We’ve created 
a situation where our “kid” is completely self-absorbed and 
ignorant of consequence.

Accountability needs to start now, even something as basic 
as stopping the funding of illegal land grabs or not stopping 
a U.N. resolution condemning the assassination of Yasser 
Arafat.2 Or laughing in the face of Zalman Shoval, the diplomat 
who considered the peace process stalled because “there is 
no action taken by the Palestinians to dismantle the terrorist 
infrastructure.” Or keeping heavily armed IDF soldiers from 
stealing Palestinian land, destroying their homes, and sealing 

2 David Teather. “US vetoes UN call to protect Arafat.” The Guardian,  
1� September 200�.
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them away from their families with a 1�0-foot-wide demarcation 
of segregation.

Please, any wake up call that tells our child he doesn’t get 
rewarded for bad behavior.

Two hundred years ago our forefathers cheated an indigenous 
people out of land and liberty. Let’s not see history repeat itself 
with the Palestinians. I’d like to think we’ve evolved a little.



Corral the Hunting Horse

When a U.S. Congressman advocates leniency to 
convicted spy Jonathan Pollard,  it’s time to  

re-assess where his loyalty lies.

A

August 23, 2004

�0�

Anthony Weiner is a traitor.

Weiner, who currently serves the Queens and Brooklyn 
boroughs of New York in the U.S. House of Representatives, 
betrayed not just the trust of his constituents on August �,  
but the entire country, when he petitioned the White House 
for the release of one of our most notorious spies, Jonathan 
Pollard.1

In his letter to the Bush Administration, Weiner wrote that 
Pollard “has expressed sorrow for what he did,” and that he 
has “served more than enough time for the crime of passing 
information to an ally.”

Is he joking? Pollard is, after all, the self-serving scumbag who 
stole nuclear secrets and revealed many sensitive intelligence 
gathering techniques employed by the United States to Israel. 
Israel promptly turned around and used them to bomb the PLO 
headquarters in Tunisia, and sold nuclear deterrent information 
to the Soviet Union to speed up emigration of Russian Jews. 
You can’t possibly serve enough time for that kind of crime.

Pollard has become a cause célèbre. Lawyers all over the country 
continue to appeal his conviction on any number of flimsy 
grounds, all the while forgetting he broke an oath not to disclose 

� “US Congressman’s Appeal On Behalf Of Pollard.” Arutz Sheva,  
12 August 200�.
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classified materials to anyone (he was known to show them to 
friends as a bragging tool), let alone sell them to another nation. 
In other words, he committed treason.

That’s the reason why Pollard has “languished” in prison 
for 1� years. He’s a convicted spy! He has committed acts 
of sedition against the United States so grave the public will 
likely never know the severity of his acts. Those that do know 
how much damage Pollard did to the intelligence community 
unsurprisingly all oppose his release – and this is a group that 
includes Vice President Dick Cheney.

Jonathan Pollard committed his crimes for money and 
notoriety. When discovered, he attempted to flee the country 
with his equally culpable ex-wife. This is a guy that is lucky he 
didn’t follow in the footsteps of the Rosenbergs. 

So why does Anthony Weiner seem to think he merits a pardon? 
Pollard’s current wife Esther hits the nail on the head:

“This is the kind of issue I feel very strongly concerns every Jew 
and every decent, law-abiding citizen,” she said in an interview.2 
“The issues are much bigger than Jonathan and myself...  
Like it or not, we are writing a page of Jewish history.”

In other words, the “plight” of a thieving and conniving 
criminal is one all decent, law-abiding Jews must take upon 
themselves? That’s absurd. Hell, as just a law-abiding citizen, 
you’d be hard-pressed to find me taking up a cause as morally 
bankrupt as Jonathan Pollard.

Jonathan Pollard is an embarrassment not just to Jews the world 
over, he’s an embarrassment to humanity. He sold himself out 
because he thought it would make him a superstar in a country 
he felt fortunate to visit once as a kid. He and I have never 
met, but I’ve had to grow up in the aftermath he created – one 
where being a Jew in intelligence circles makes you a suspect. 
Because of Jonathan Pollard, I live in a world where the policies 
of gathering data were breached; it’s impossible to calculate just 
how much less safe Pollard made the average American’s life, 

2 Seymour Hersh. “Why Pollard Should Never Be Released (The Traitor).” 
New Yorker Magazine, �8 January �999.
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much less the regions around Israel that are now vulnerable 
because our security can be exploited.

Esther Pollard thinks this is a “strong” issue? Have her ask the 
families and friends of the �� people bombed off the face of the 
earth in 1��� as a direct result of Pollard’s craven thievery if 
they, as law-abiding people, would rally for Pollard’s release.  
I doubt they’d consent.

I suspect most Jews, like any other ethnic or religious minority, 
respect the nation of their birth, work to make it a better place, 
and better themselves without resorting to crime or selling out 
their homeland for another. They do not expose themselves 
through treachery, nor do they weaken the American Jewish 
community by playing up misguided fears of trust. Pollard’s 
antics did irreparable damage to American Jewry, and none 
of them should get behind such a despicable character.�  
That is how history is written, not by backing a loser who 
wants nothing more than to live blameless in another land.

None of this changes the fact Weiner does want to release Pollard 
from his confinement. Such a request does nothing to help the 
United States; it betrays the principles and fundamentals this 
country was based on and insults those shattered by Pollard’s 
actions. It would be like capturing Benedict Arnold, holding 
him for a few years and then releasing him to England because 
the British find him agreeable. Who ultimately benefits from 
such clemency? Not us.

So I’d like to issue a call to all those currently serving the 
American government in name, but the Israeli government 
(or any other, for that matter) by policy: stop. Running around 
trying to see who can please the Likud party the most doesn’t 
do your constituents any favors. Israel’s policies don’t represent 
the world’s Jewry, and neither do you. You represent a region 
of one state in the Union; listen to the problems and concerns 
those you do represent, and do well by them. Ultimately, that 
is the only benefit you are to anyone. Seeking the approval of 
another government or people makes you a traitor.

� Mitchell Bard. “Let Pollard stay in jail.” Jewsweek, 2� September 200�.
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Jonathan Pollard screwed us all. He deserves to stay behind 
bars for the rest of his life. Publicizing or politicizing the 
jail term of this waste of life only wrongs our country and 
American Jewish community further. Don’t let your elected 
officials continue is his tarnished footsteps.

9

To learn more about the severity of Jonathan Pollard’s crimes 
against the United States, I highly recommend Seymour 
Hersh’s excellent 1��� New Yorker piece Why Pollard Should 
Never Be Released (The Traitor). It’ll make your skin crawl.



Oops! You’re Racist.

Nothing says bias like the federal government protecting 
against discrimination – of only one ethnic group.

A

June 14, 2005
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“It is not anti-Semitic to criticize the policies of the state of Israel.” 
– Colin Powell.

9

Last October the Washington Times announced George 
Bush’s plan to establish an office in the State Department 
for the sole purpose of monitoring anti-Semitism around 

the world.1 Passed by both houses of Congress, the bill required 
tax dollars be spent solely on documenting the condemnation 
of worldwide Jewry.

Oops! We’re governed by racists!

Federal law must not support one group over another.  
The melting-pot evolution of the United States has 
borne thousands of different faiths, cultures, creeds and  
ethnicities – all equal. A policy of discrimination favoring one 
group harms the others and is completely unnecessary. The 
State Department balked at such legislation because it already 
monitors a number of groups – including Jews!

“We opposed creation of a separate office [...] and opposed the 
mandating of a separate annual report,” spokesman Richard 
Boucher said. “We expressed the view that separate reports on 
different religions or ethnicities were not warranted, given that 

� Nicholas Kralev. “Anti-Semitism office planned at State Department.” 
Washington Times. 1� October 200�.
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we already prepare human rights reports and religious freedom 
reports on 1�0 countries.”

Aren’t foreign nations responsible for tackling their own 
intolerance issues? How will a report from the State 
Department effect change abroad? What a meaningless waste 
of time.

“Anti-Semitism” is a buzzword few politicians have the 
backbone to educate themselves on. Most people comprehend 
there are bigots out there who hate people because they embrace 
Judaism, and I agree that religious intolerance is a tired cancer 
in need of retirement (not that the United States, with its rabid 
anti-Islam agenda, is helping). So many other reasons exist to 
hate a person (my prime candidate: ignorance), why focus on 
something trivial like the color of their skin or their choice of 
god?

Unfortunately, combating anti-Semitism is now politically 
intertwined with hatred for Israel’s disastrous policies.  
That association is by design, as Israel has worked hard to blend 
any criticism of warmongering and genocide into contempt for 
all Jewish people. The resultant deflection marginalizes earnest 
discussion of the Middle East at the expense of the collective 
Jewish reputation.

However, Israel does not speak for all Jews, and sweeping 
generalizations brandishing critics of Israel as anti-Semites 
are a far greater crime than a defaced cemetery or vandalized 
car (as many of these “hate crimes” are ultimately hoaxes2).   
Jews are no more responsible for the actions of Israel than 
Catholics are for the actions of the Vatican.

So why can’t the United States government learn to separate 
the two entities from one another? Representative Tom Lantos 
(D-CA) introduced the above-mentioned legislation because of 
his concerns over “rising” anti-Semitism in Europe and the 
Middle East.

News flash, Tom – people aren’t antagonistic towards Judaism 
and Jews, they’re aghast at Israel riding roughshod over world 

2 Daniel Ben Simon. “French Jews stunned by claims that rabbi faked own 
stabbing.” Ha’aretz.
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opinion without penalty. Considering the number of scandals 
Israel racks up, that’s not unreasonable in the slightest.

Israel is currently in violation of more United Nations 
resolutions than any other nation in the world. It continues to 
build a separation wall through and around Palestinian lands 
in disregard of international law and has essentially seized 
Jerusalem – a city long declared as international – for its own.�  
It also continues to develop illegal settlements� in territories 
that do not belong to them using taxpayer money!�

Men, women and children are murdered by Israeli Defense 
Forces with little or no provocation. Amnesty International has 
condemned the government as complicit in war crimes – and 
those are strictly domestic affairs. Internationally, Israel has 
perpetrated innumerable acts of espionage and sabotage upon 
other nations. Remember when Jonathan Pollard betrayed the 
United States and gave up some of its most precious military 
secrets? Remember when Iraq’s nuclear reactor was destroyed 
by Ilan Ramon, “famed” Columbia astronaut?

What about the Lavon Affair, where the Israeli government 
tried to coax the United States into a war with Egypt?  
How about the attack on the USS Liberty, an act of war that to 
this day has gone unpunished despite pleas from the survivors 
for justice? And the list doesn’t stop there – Israel also has a 
standing order to assassinate anyone they want regardless of the 
jurisdiction.

Even now Israeli policy poisons America. The current 
American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) scandal 
isn’t about what filtered out of the Pentagon, it’s about fake 
information and forged documents making their way in to the 
Office of Special Plans – another redundant office implemented 
by the Bush White House as a means of circumventing CIA and 
FBI intelligence gathering. Shock of shocks, all that propaganda 
built our “case” for war – a war supported by nothing but lies.

� “Jerusalem to demolish 88 Arab homes.” The International Times,  
� June 200�.

4 “Israel to add to W Bank settlement.” Al Jazeera, 2 June 200�.

� Tim Butcher. “Illegal settlers received millions in grants.” The Telegraph, 
8 June 200�.
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Shimon Peres, Ariel Sharon’s number two, has called for the 
ethnic cleansing of Jerusalem, as he believes the city cannot exist 
as a viable capital for the Jewish people with 2�0,000 Palestinians 
living within its walls. Meanwhile, in the United States, when 
a Muslim is illegally detained and tortured in defiance of the 
Geneva Conventions, a ranking member of the House of 
Representatives only takes action when anti-Semitic slurs are 
made against said Muslim’s fictitious legal counsel.

Mr. Lantos needs to understand that people around the 
world are critical of Israel and its policies, not its Jewry.  
A multimillion-dollar survey isn’t needed to figure that  
out – it’s common sense. His colleague Colin Powell has said 
it is not anti-Semitic to voice criticism of Israel, and criticizing 
government is one of the tenets the United States was founded 
upon. Doing so does not make one a bigot in any sense of the 
word.

But you know what does? Favoring one group, race or creed 
over another. Congratulations, Mr. Lantos – you’re a racist.



Ariel Sharon: Hypocrite

It takes gall for a man with Ariel Sharon’s record to 
condemn Allied forces for failing to stop the Holocaust. 

A

February 1, 2005
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The world’s gaze turned once again to Auschwitz last 
week when Holocaust survivors, their liberators and 
heads of state convened there to commemorate the 

legacy of Nazi brutality on the camp’s �0th anniversary of 
emancipation. It was a solemn affair, serving as a stark reminder 
of the failings of humanity to those who experienced such evil 
first-hand.

An evil, Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon countered, brought 
about not only by Hitler, but by Allied inaction.

Instead of recognizing the efforts the Allies had in saving 
Europe from itself, Sharon turned the conference on its ear 
and blasted them for perceived ineffectiveness.1 “The sad and 
terrible conclusion is that no one cared that Jews were being 
killed,” he said. “At the time of the most terrible test, friends 
and benefactors didn’t lift a finger.” Israeli officials also voiced 
their dissatisfaction with the ceremonies because Russian 
President Vladimir Putin paid tribute not to Jews but to the 
roughly 2� million Russians who lost their lives during World 
War II.

Isn’t fighting Hitler “lifting a finger?” 

The insinuation that Allied forces relished the murder of Jews 
during World War II is insulting and perpetuates some bizarre 
notion of victimhood. Millions died in battle combating the rise 

1 “Sharon: ‘No one cared’ about Holocaust.” Associated Press,  
26 January 200�.
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of fascism in Europe. There isn’t a family in Britain, France, the 
United States or Russia whose lives weren’t affected in some 
way by their country’s commitment to stamping out Hitler’s 
expansionist agenda, and it wrongs the memories of those who 
sacrificed to condemn them as unfeeling and uncaring.

It’s also wrong to ignore the millions of non-Jews who perished 
in the camps. Political dissidents, priests, homosexuals, the 
handicapped – all were part of the Final Solution as well.  
Let’s also never forget the Roma, who suffered the worst 
holocaust of all – less than one percent of gypsies are still alive 
today – yet Sharon cries out that Jews were all but ignored by 
Allied forces. Unbelievable.

Of course, the prime minister fails to acknowledge that the 
task of administrating and transporting Jews to concentration 
camps was often carried out by Jewish collaborators.  
The 1��� Kastner Affair revealed Rudolph Kastner, a prominent 
Israeli policy-maker, “had provided indispensable assistance 
to SS Lieutenant Col. Adolf Eichmann in the latter’s efforts 
to ship a half-million Hungarian and Transylvanian Jews to 
the extermination camps.”2 Professor Israel Shahak, himself a 
survivor of the Holocaust, had this to say about the genocide:

Nearly all the work of administration, and later the work 
of transporting hundreds of thousands of Jews to their 
deaths, was carried out by Jewish collaborators.

Before the outbreak of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising  
(the planning of which only started after the 
extermination of the majority of Jews in Warsaw), the 
Jewish underground killed, with perfect justification, 
every Jewish collaborator they could find. If they had 
not done so the Uprising could never have started.

The majority of the population of the Ghetto hated 
the collaborators far more than the German Nazis.  
Every Jewish child was taught, and this saved the lives of 
some [of] them, “if you enter a square from which there 
are three exits, one guarded by a German SS man, one by 
an Ukrainian and one by a Jewish policeman, then you 

2 Baruch Kimmerling. “Israel’s Culture of Martyrdom.” The Nation,  
22 December 200�.
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should first try to pass the German, and then maybe the 
Ukrainian, but never the Jew.”�

This article isn’t an indictment of war complicity, however.  
I merely find it appalling that Ariel Sharon, himself up on war 
crimes charges for the massacre at Sabra and Shatila in 1��2, 
would charge other nations with failing to stop genocide when 
he presides over a nation that is visiting the same madness upon 
the Palestinians.

It is hypocrisy at its finest.

The state of Israel is one of apartheid, not democracy.  
Separate license plates denote whether you’re Israeli or not; 
if you happen to be Palestinian, the plates segregate you 
by towns. An Israeli “security fence” presently cuts deeply 
into Palestinian territory, severing communities from their 
livelihoods. Children are routinely shot with little or no 
justification, often inside benign locations like schoolyards.� 
Men and women are held without cause in detention centers.

Are these the actions of a government that has learned from 
the Holocaust to embrace life and diversity? To not hate an 
entire race of people based on their religion, language or color 
of skin?

No. They are the actions of a government that embraces death 
and destruction while wrapping themselves in the trappings of 
previous tragedy. The indifference to Palestinian life is just as 
two-faced and evil as the nonchalance of the average German 
whose apathy led to the deaths of millions of Europeans.

Why should I care that a bigoted blowhard puffs himself 
up by proclaiming others as cowards? I care because people 
actually take Sharon’s words with merit. After his argument, 
the same tired headlines wondering if “we did enough” played 
throughout print publications around the world.� It not only 
diminishes the evils of the Holocaust, it further diminishes 
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the roles everyone but Jews played in it. After all, where are 
the museums dedicated to preserving the memories of gypsies 
murdered by Hitler?

We are taught to “never forget,” and I will not and cannot. 
The Holocaust was a showcase of humanity at its worst, but 
it’s not (or shouldn’t be) a trump card for a political agenda, nor 
is it a rallying cry in defense of Zionism. It’s murder, plain and 
simple. That horror alone should serve to remind people of the 
evils of hatred.

But the Holocaust happened 60 years ago, and there are 
other more pressing human rights disasters happening right 
now. There are new concentration camps detaining political 
dissidents and men and women for no discernable reason. 
Torture is now condoned, not condemned, by the American 
government. Instead of living in the past forever, those that 
truly honor the legacy of the Holocaust should redouble their 
energies in combating the evils of today, not the shadows and 
memories of the past.

Instead of commemorating Auschwitz, let’s stop the atrocities 
happening at Guantanamo. Gitmo, Bergen-Belsen, Abu Ghraib; 
the meaning’s the same no matter the name. If we don’t act 
now, we’ll never be able to forget because the same crimes will 
continue to play out over and over again – without the clarity 
of hindsight as a warning.



Education
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Genius without education is like silver in the mine.

– Benjamin Franklin



 



Straight Eye on the  
Queer School

The decision to heavily fund an all-gay New York 
City public school sheds light on a new kind of 

discrimination.

b

August 2, 2003
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Last week the New York City public school system 
announced it was creating a high school catering entirely 
to homosexual and transsexual students. Despite the fact 

there’s not a single school system in the country that can afford 
to pay its teachers a decent living wage, $� million has been 
earmarked by mayor Michael Bloomberg to make the school, 
tentatively geared for 100 students, a reality.1

Sexuality is a frightening concept. If adults have problems 
coming to terms with who they are as a person, can you imagine 
the pressures an adolescent goes through? I had enough on 
my plate as a 1�-year-old between schoolwork and family 
obligations without worrying about what my sexual preference 
might end up being. (For the record, I’m straight.)

So why force the issue on children? What high school freshman 
knows with certainty she’s a lesbian? What does it say about 
the public school system that their solution to the discipline 
problem created by intolerant hotheads is shipping homosexuals 
off to another campus?

In theory, it is a good idea to provide an environment 
where a child’s sexual preference isn’t called into question.  
However, other prejudices exist. Sexuality isn’t strictly a 
Caucasian adventure – black, white, Muslim, Hindu, every 
race, creed and ethnicity have a homosexual population.  
I know gay men whose racism would make a Klansman blush, 

� Carl Campanile. “School’s Out.” New York Post, 28 July 200�.
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and isolating a group of gay kids won’t work because it doesn’t 
address other inherent prejudices they might have had in their 
upbringing.

Placing teenagers in school is an experiment in social 
engineering. Cliques form and groups make fun of others. 
Guess what? That’s a part of life. Fat kids get teased for being 
overweight. Glasses and hairstyles are instant targets. This is 
just how it is. It’s these kinds of environments that prepare 
people to confront intolerance and learn maintaining such 
ideologies is wrong.

No solution to peer ridicule should involve segregating students 
from one another. After a century of civil rights advances 
and the removal of quotas, minority groups are now doing 
everything in their power to close themselves off again in the 
name of shared “heritage.” Few groups have advocated more 
loudly for equality than homosexuals. Why now, when the gay 
lifestyle is approaching mainstream acceptance, would they 
voluntarily sit at the metaphorical back of the bus? How is that 
good for anyone?

When I was in college, there were several areas of student 
housing available only to blacks, Latinos, or Asians. We had 
the Black Student Union, a slew of Asian societies, and a host 
of other clubs seemingly dedicated to isolating and protecting 
themselves from the multiculturalism around them.

(Was there a white club? Please. Try that and you’ll be 
immediately branded a racist even though the concept is the 
same. Share the same skin color? Welcome to the club, friend. 
Look different? Consider yourself excluded.)

Are we so vain and ignorant a society that we think the way 
to learn to accept others is by turning away from them and 
embracing something comfortable, something familiar?

Homosexual kids have serious questions about who they are, 
and the last thing they need is to be completely sheltered from 
the rest of the world. Heads up: Putting 100 gay kids together 
in a classroom isn’t going to solve any problems. Bigots 
will hate gay people regardless of where they go to school.  
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Eliminating this adversity will only make the children sheltered, 
weaker, and more vulnerable to criticism later in life.

Most important, however, is the question of how these kids 
even know they’re gay. What if it turns out they’re not, and 
they’re just confused? Who jumps in and solves that problem?

I feel if we were to take one segment of the student body and 
create a safe school environment for them, it should be kids 
of Middle Eastern descent. These children are constantly 
bombarded with vicious hate from ignorant assholes who have 
no concept of critical thinking and truly believe we live among 
tens of millions of potential terrorists. Those are the people who 
need protection, not thin-skinned gays who can’t deal with 
getting teased.

Maybe I’m naive to think that people should base whether or 
not they like you on your attitude and your presentation, not 
your skin color, religious background, or ethnicity. I don’t like 
people because they’re assholes, pure and simple. If you’re a 
dick, it isn’t because you’re black or white; it’s because you 
aren’t a good person.

In the end, though, the real question is why, when we 
can’t even afford schoolbooks and a decent education for 
our students, school districts are appropriating funds for a  
special-needs segment of its students. Simple math tells us this 
school is being put together at a cost of over $�0,000 per student.  
To teach the same curriculum.

Here’s a radical concept: use that money to repaint schools. 
Hire new teachers. Purchase textbooks that aren’t grossly out 
of date. Repair broken facilities. Make school a source of pride 
instead of creating one school that serves more as fodder for 
newspaper columnists than as a center of learning.

What if the school is created as planned and its educational 
value is higher than other public schools (a safe bet considering 
the amount of startup revenue)? Who’s being discriminated 
against then? Would they open up the “gay school” at that 
point so that students denied a proper public education could 
share in the benefits?
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It’s embarrassing to think, at this point in our history, with 
such a wealth of ideas and information at our disposal from all 
over the world, humanity is hell-bent on removing any progress 
toward humanity in favor of stilted, one-dimensional definitions 
of people. This situation might deserve more merit if it were in 
some ass-backward region of the country, but this school is set 
in the middle of the New York City School District. If there’s a 
more diverse region in the country, I haven’t found it.

We need to realize being human is about sometimes making 
caustic remarks. It’s about occasionally pissing someone off. 
You can’t please everybody. And trying to coddle someone for 
an imagined slight only legitimizes it.



Pop Quiz:  
Politics, Patriotism, & Protest!

Books closed, pencils out everyone: it’s time to  
find out how patriotic you really are!

January 3, 2006

�2�
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And so it came to pass that a sitting United States 
president, afraid of losing support among both his 
country and his Congress, designed a Loyalty Program 

to ferret out subversive elements. The broadly interpreted plan 
required oaths of loyalty from civil servants and background 
investigations into any organization deemed suspect. It was 
1���, and the everpresent menace was Communism.

Such oaths affirmed neither person nor organization would 
teach about, or advocate, rising up against the federal  
government of the United States in direct violation of the First 
Amendment. It was the ultimate implementation of draconian 
policy in a constitutional republic, but the oaths did little 
except force people to lie or hide their ideologies behind a mask 
of nationalism.

Allegiance and loyalty aren’t birthed by force, they germinate 
in the minds of men and woman who believe their cause is just. 
If an idea or government is wrong, no amount of indoctrination 
can make it feel right.

Harry S. Truman legislated his own fear, paving the way  for 
the “Red Scare” of the 1��0s. It failed spectacularly. Yet even 
in an age of cynicism and widespread government distrust, the 
powers that be are doing what they can to learn who is loyal to 
them and who is not.

And they’re starting up with our children.
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Government is always curious about its supporters: it’s why we 
vote and take place in the political process. Polling data only 
goes so far, however, and when difficult questions need to be 
asked it’s done so with a consummate level of subversion.

Thus I present to you the Politics, Patriotism and Protest 
Opinionnaire. This seemingly innocuous quiz has become 
part of the curriculum in a number of classrooms around the 
country. At first I thought it was a joke – who in their right 
mind would pass this out in a mathematics class? – but a quick 
Internet search turned up a dozen or so links to an online 
version. Given that many schools likely didn’t place the quiz on 
their web sites, I’m guessing the target audience is a lot wider 
than we think.

The questions are the same regardless of region. Washington, 
Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois, and others have vested interests in 
learning which middle school kids show “fealty to the power 
of the state and whether the student believes in the right to 
overthrow a corrupt government.”1

The opinionnaire is a clear canvassing of American youth to 
see how they view the federal government’s power grabs and 
what they feel crosses the line. Children are our future, so the 
story goes, and if many of them show a marked disinterest in 
waging war or lining up as cannon fodder in the Middle East, 
the Army needs to create more propaganda videos to screen in 
home room.

Feel like taking the test? I’ve got the government-approved 
answers right here, so let’s find out how how much you 
worship the State! Remember, you either agree or disagree  
(as all issues only have two sides):

It is never right to kill another person.
You’d think self-defense, protecting one’s family, or resisting 
a corrupt government are reasons enough to kill. You’d be 
wrong, though. According to the crib sheet, murder is never 
justified. Martial law might be declared and you might be 

� Paul Joseph Watson. “Pupils Being Given ‘Patriotism’ Tests in Washington 
State Schools.” Prison Planet, �0 December 200�.
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fighting for your very life, but it’s never right to stop the 
army from trampling your rights and killing your family.  
Apparently the army is exempt from this – just one of many 
schizophrenic inconsistencies brought to you by the Bush 
Administration!

Political leaders usually act in the best interest of their countries.
Agree and you’re aces with the G. Disagree and you’re no 
patriot. You might be a level-headed person capable of critical 
analysis, but that’s about it.

If a political leader has done something wrong, it is all right to get 
rid of him or her by whatever means necessary.
I’m all for the peaceful removal of cancerous government.  
If I believed that our elected representatives looked after our 
interests instead of their own, I’d be inclined to disagree.

But we live in a country that was poured from the crucible 
of violent rebellion. Saying I disagree with the notion that 
a leader can oftentimes only be deposed by force is not 
just a direct betrayal of the actions that forged this nation,  
it’s also a laughable refusal of a government that now routinely 
overthrows despots abroad.

“Power corrupts, and absolute power corrupts absolutely.”
Ironically, the testmaker agrees.

In certain situations it may be justified for a political leader to bend 
or break the law for the good of the country.
Gee, what do you think the expected response is on this one?

If you actually believe that a leader should be given the power 
to bend or mold the law to their whims, I want you to go out 
and purchase every piece of merchandise Larry the Cable Guy 
has ever sold, for he is your new god.

People should never compromise their ideals or beliefs.
I choose agree. I’d think President Bush would agree, too,  
as the man has never wavered from his agenda of thievery and 
death since he took office.

And we would both be wrong. Feel free to compromise yourself 
to your heart’s content! The government would love nothing 
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more than to have a society of ethically challenged boneheads 
running amok.

I’m reminded of Butch (Bruce Willis) accepting the 
payout from Marcellus (Ving Rhames) in Pulp Fiction.  
“You may feel a slight sting,” Marcellus purrs to his flunky. 
“That’s pride fucking with you. Fuck pride. Pride only hurts, 
it never helps.”

Fuck having a conscience. Fuck having a defined sense of right 
and wrong. It never helps.

“My country right or wrong” is not just a slogan; it is every citizen’s 
patriotic duty.
Hitler Youth called, they want their jingoism back.

(You’re supposed to agree with this one.)

No cause, political or otherwise, is worth dying for.
Directly contradicts Question 1, unless you somehow believe 
killing and dying are unrelated activities. Apparently it’s okay 
to die for a cause – like, say, a war against Syria, Iran, Russia, 
North Korea, etc. – but not if you kill the enemy?

Is it a telling thing that this test makes no fucking sense 
whatsoever and we still have two questions to go?

“Cowards die many times before their deaths; the valiant taste of 
death but once.”
Again with the effort duplication! Agree and you’re the heroic 
grunt who kills a number of Iraqis (in direct violation of 
Question 1 – oh, wait, are we still considering Arabs human? 
No? My bad!), disagree and you’re a sniveling hippy protester 
commie pinko faggot who, while willing to take up arms to 
preserve the integrity of our own nation, is a coward.

“The evil that men do lives after them; the good is [often buried] with 
their bones.”
Don’t worry, you can disagree. Because then you too can live 
in a fairy tale world where cause and effect end the minute you 
die – unless you did good deeds, because those live forever.

9
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So, how many did you get right? How many of you quit halfway 
in disgust at the thought of your own children pressured into 
this kind of mindthink? How many laughed as I did, comparing 
what’s expected of us while the government engages in the 
exact opposite?

If your kid comes home with this in their backback, take a look 
and see if they’re a “failure.” If they are, you’re doing a good 
job as a parent. Now be a good citizen and bitch out the school 
for allowing this tripe into the classroom in the first place.

Patriotism, politics, and protest aren’t reducible to this level 
of nonsense. If you love your country you can hate your 
government. It’s when the government fears that hate that you 
need to look out. The widespread paranoia of the 1��0s was one 
of the darkest chapters of American history. We don’t need to 
climb into that rabbit hole this time around.

By the way, Bush did have a loyalty oath for his 200� re-election 
campaign staffers:

“I care about freedom and liberty. I care about my family.  
I care about my country. Because I care, I promise to work 
hard to re-elect George W. Bush as President of the United 
States.”

Isn’t that a hoot?
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Duel in the Shade

2+2 = God?

b

August 23, 2005
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By the seventh day, Clarence Darrow called William 
Jennings Bryan to the stand before resting his case.

The hearing underway? None other than the Scopes Monkey 
Trial. Officially about evolution and its role in Tennessee’s 
public schools, it devolved quickly into an ideological battle 
between Christians and atheists. Bryan, a well-respected lawyer 
and politico, stood as prosecutor; Darrow defended high school 
teacher John Scopes.

The cross-examination derided the historicity of the Bible 
and repudiated its miracles and stories. A “duel in the 
shade” commenced. Darrow exclaimed that Bryan insulted  
“every man of science and learning in the world because he does 
believe in your fool religion.” Chagrined, Bryan retorted that 
the proceedings existed solely “to cast ridicule on everybody 
who believes in the Bible.”

Darrow silenced his opponent by replying, “We have the 
purpose of preventing bigots and ignoramuses from controlling 
the education of the United States.” Not surprisingly, Bryan’s 
testimony was expunged from the record.

Despite impassioned pleas from Darrow and co-counsel 
Dudley Field Malone, who argued the Bible as a theological 
and moral guide and not a science course, Scopes lost, and 
several Southern states enacted further anti-evolution laws. 
But these laws still allowed evolution to be taught in science 
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classes as long as humanity wasn’t a rung on the evolutionary 
ladder; there was no need to insert religion, no expectation of 
creationism in a biology book.

Eighty years have passed and the argument has only worsened. 
The President of the United States repeatedly states he 
would like creationism – rechristened as the more palatable 
“Intelligent Design” – taught alongside evolution in public 
school science courses. While that’s hardly surprising – George 
W. Bush is enamored with his Christian faith at the expense 
of almost everything else – I am startled that Senate Majority 
Leader Bill Frist (R-TN) would share the same beliefs.

Unlike Bush, Frist is a Harvard-educated doctor whose career 
was founded on biology and the scientific method. How can 
someone with that background say that “a pluralistic society 
should have access to a broad range of fact, of science, including 
faith?”1

Is there something in the water in Tennessee?

9

I will not argue Intelligent Design. It is not science and is not 
worth my time.

What I argue is the gradual erosion of public school education. 
The continued influx of illegal immigrants into our schools 
systems coupled with fad programs, budgetary woes, and an 
overall neglect of the foundations of education as a whole have 
crippled a child’s ability learn and to understand. Is that an 
accident? Perhaps not. What I do know is that public education 
in the United States is a joke.

But it is a public joke, and the last time I checked government 
is obligated to show no favoritism to any particular religion or 
creed. Allow one snippet of dogma or scripture and you open 
the door to discrimination.

1 “Frist voices support for ‘intelligent design’.” Associated Press,  
1� August 200�.
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Take the Ten Commandments for example. I was once asked 
about the inherent problems in posting them in classrooms 
around the country. “What’s the harm? They’re simple 
guidelines for society that people should know anyways.”  
Oh? Aside from the fact children don’t need to learn from a 
public school to worship God (not graven images, mind you) 
or to not commit adultery, or covet or remember the Sabbath, 
why the religious overtone? What if someone in that classroom 
doesn’t follow the Judeo-Christian norm? What if, God bless 
‘em, they believe in adultery?

What if, in fact, these children are swingers?

All joking aside, it’s a slippery slope to raise one faith above 
another, particularly in an environment funded and operated 
by taxpayer money collected from all elements of society.  
That is what Intelligent Design is. Remove the “scientific” 
trappings and you’ll find it’s simply a belief that a higher and 
indefinable power is responsible for life on earth, that the earth 
wasn’t capable of being this complex on its own.

It’s a fine belief to have, one I don’t begrudge anyone.  
But don’t drag it into the science classroom. Science is about the 
observable and the definable and it opposes what creationism 
represents. Telling people that, at the end of the day, it took a 
god to make this all happen robs science of exploration, theory, 
and hypothesis. And public schools shouldn’t have to foot the 
bill for that.

Could the discussion of God play a part in education?  
Definitely – it has a place in moral, ethical and theological 
debate as long as the views of everyone concerned are shared. 
I express misgivings about the topic in public schools because 
I know they are ill-equipped to deal with complete religious 
tolerance, and I’d rather see these institutions prepare kids 
with literacy and mathematics (something we can barely do 
now) than cast them in a morality play. 

Frist’s comments, however, are insane. Students “should have 
access to a broad range of fact, of science, including faith?” 
They do – and it’s called church.
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I can’t throw a stone in my neighborhood without hitting a 
place of worship. Curious about God? Head to one of those; 
they’ll be happy to take your money and teach you about the 
Bible. Kids are going to school to learn the basics of education, 
not become indoctrinated to a religious order.

So to those like Frist who feel that Christianity needs “equal 
time” in public schools I say, have a science class after Sunday 
school. Teach about biology, physiology, anatomy, psychology, 
evolution – all the “devil’s works.”

Or not, because then I can congratulate you on being more 
backwards than your fundamentalist counterparts from 1�2�. 
At least they saw that evolution and natural selection described 
biological processes that didn’t interfere with the Bible’s 
teachings.

You don’t. Why push your retrograde opinions on hapless 
school kids?



Schwarzenegger’s Education 
Plan Gets Failing Grade

The Governor of California wants to hold teachers 
accountable. Here’s why his merit-based system is an 

unconstitutional failure.

b

January 18, 2005
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Rewarding the good. Punishing the bad. It seems like a 
simple ideology.

And if life were simple, I would have no problem believing in 
it. However, I don’t think I need to tell you that life is rarely 
cut and dry, that good and bad are as arbitrary as a person’s 
definition of the terms.

Try telling that to Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, though. 
In his State of the State Address January �, Schwarzenegger’s 
outlined plan to save California from financial ruin amounted 
to little more than sound bites and a moral certitude that 
belong in B-grade movies, not politics. The enemy isn’t an 
alien headhunter or a wayward pack of kindergartners, it’s pay 
for teachers and funding for schools.

I’m not denying education in the State of California is a mess. 
However, it’s not the black and white issue the governor is 
making it out to be. According to Schwarzenegger’s statistics, 
the educational system of California:

does not graduate �0% of students who enter �th grade;
only creates a proficiency in math in 40% of students;
creates college students that need remediation in English; and
produces failure of federal Adequate Yearly Progress in 
��% of California schools.1

1 “Governor Lays Out Reform Agenda in State of the State Speech.”  
The Governor’s Office, January �, 200�.

•
•
•
•
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Frightening numbers – and I believe them. Having been in 
both public and private schools in California, I’ve witnessed the 
disparity in the quality of education students enrolled in public 
schools receive. Out-of-date textbooks, crumbling facilities, 
crowded classrooms and teachers relieved of any ability to 
discipline are just some of the problems facing students today.

They are also the problems facing teachers. Teachers can only 
teach with what they’re given, and when that’s a group of 
unmotivated, unaccountable teenagers and a stack of outmoded 
books, it doesn’t take the Governator to see that teachers aren’t 
the problem, the system is.

Yet teachers bear the brunt of reform under Schwarzenegger’s 
proposed plans. “We must financially reward good teachers 
and expel those who are not,” he said two weeks ago when 
he outlined a plan to strip teachers of tenure-based salary 
adjustments in favor of a poorly thought-out merit-based 
system because “the more we reward excellent teachers,  
the more our teachers will be excellent.”

Teachers are faced with daily challenges that would drive most 
people to insanity. They work long hours in openly hostile 
environments for subsistence wages. Thanks to a generation 
of parents who feel no need to control their own child, but 
panic when a teacher does, students have no fear of adults and 
zero respect for authority. Kids are pushed through the system 
not because of a teacher’s failure to teach, but because today’s 
student is by and large a lazy creature who receives no guidance 
in life.

Do I sound harsh on parents? Perhaps – in the end, it is they 
and they alone who create children so ambivalent to the gift 
of education they’re given. Poor home life and selfish parents 
create bad seeds, and teachers are required to germinate it.

Are there bad teachers? Certainly. But why should good 
teachers have their salaries and benefits stripped because of 
poor performers?

I choose to think most problems in schools are external 
influences outside the control of teachers. Many teachers 
genuinely want to impart their love for education on their 
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classes; many became educators because of the positive influence 
one of their predecessors had on them.

Blaming them for the failures of the educational system is a 
philosophy so myopic it staggers the mind.

Mind you, I’m neither opposed to the idea of merit pay or 
towards rewarding excellence in education; I’m just opposed 
to Schwarzenegger’s approach. There is no qualitative way to 
prove that a teacher is “good;” linking classroom performance 
to standardized test scores fails to take into consideration 
any number of factors. And how does one “test” humanities 
classes like art and music, or gauge the success of a mentally 
handicapped child?

Want to fix teaching? Here’s my proposal:

Quit financing bullshit. California is the king of spending 
money on stupid, untested programs. Get rid of educational 
decrees and reinstate phonics and simple arithmetic for 
elementary school students. Combating illiteracy should 
be a priority.
Drop bilingualism. Not only is it the law (Proposition 22�),  
it just makes sense.2 It’s bad enough the system is glutted 
with millions of undocumented illegal immigrants; do 
we really have to teach their children in their native 
languages? All it does is piss me off and strand these kids in 
an educational morass.
Enable teachers. Let them teach unconventional truths 
without repercussions. Children today should know what 
a thieving, murderous bastard Christopher Columbus 
was, and that the Civil War wasn’t just fought for slavery. 
Likewise, when kids act out, give teachers the ability to 
punish them and maintain the hierarchical structure of 
the classroom. I’m not talking beatings, per se, but man, 
sometimes these kids really deserve to be yelled at.
Don’t hopscotch around Proposition 98. Proposition �� was 
enacted to protect public schools from state budget cuts. 
It was set aside through an agreement with Governor 
Schwarzenegger and teacher’s unions to help balance 
the 200� budget under the strict guarantee that the 

2 Jill Stewart. “Emperor of Ignorance.” New Times Los Angeles,  
� November 1���.
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money would be made available this year. The governor 
wants to keep that money once again to cover a budget 
shortfall. It’s criminal and unconstitutional, and it’s why 
Schwarzenegger is crying reform so loudly.

A pilot program in Colorado called ProComp sounds like an 
interesting approach to the merit-based system. It is fully 
supported by the teacher’s union and relies on the teachers 
themselves setting goals for the year. Raises are then based on 
the percentage of the goals achieved. The program has shown 
positive results, and current teachers who wish to remain on 
the old pay scale can do so – only new teachers will be forced to 
comply with ProComp should it be enacted across the state.

But it takes years to set up programs like ProComp and requires 
a fundamental shift in the power structure between teacher, 
principal, and superintendent. It requires the state to let a 
teacher teach and not be so beholden to political correctness. 
It doesn’t sound like California has the patience to enact 
something so sweeping. Schwarzenegger is looking for a quick 
fix – a constitutional amendment permanently fixing pay to test 
scores.

In other words, a disaster waiting to happen.

I applaud the governor’s decision to promote vocational 
schools; I believe blue-collar trades are unjustly stigmatized 
in the United States. But bilking the educational system out 
of billions of constitutionally guaranteed money while holding 
teachers to an unreasonable and unverifiable standard?

That doesn’t help anyone, least of all students. All it does is call 
into question Schwarzenegger’s commitment to education.



Ebonics as Education?
Fo’ Shizzle!

When will bureaucrats learn that pandering to ridiculous 
trends never results in a solid education?

b

July 19, 2005

���

Education has finally rounded a corner.

“AOLspeak is a different language, it’s not slang as many 
believe,” said Mary Texeira, a Cal State San Bernardino 
sociology professor on the vanguard of new education 
techniques. “For many students it is their language, and it 
should be considered a foreign language.

“These students should be taught like other students who 
speak a foreign language.”

Reactions like this come after the announcement of plans to 
adopt an instant messaging lexicon into curriculum throughout 
school districts in California. The goal of the policy?  
Improve students’ academic performance by keeping them 
interested in school. Recent studies have poured money into 
learning what drives student motivation, and apparently it isn’t 
the English language.

“I HAET CLAS!1” said sophomore Jill Becker, currently 
enrolled under the old policy. “TEH TEACH3R DEOSNT SP3AK 
MAH LANGUAEG.

“STUDENTS NED 2 B ABLA 2 R3LAET 2 THERE SUP3RIORS!”

In response to the federally funded, five-year study,  
a pilot program known as the Students Accumulating New 
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Knowledge Optimizing Future Accomplishment Initiative 
has been implemented in two city schools – and students like 
Becker are enthusiastic that her neighborhood high school will 
adopt similar educational guidelines.

“HOPAFULY WA CAN D3GRAED CIVILIZATION 2G3THAR!11! 
WTFLOL!!”

9

Think this is a joke? Think again.

San Bernardino City Unified School District, incapable of 
providing its wards the skills to function in the real world, has 
opted to blow state funding on an Ebonics program.

Ebonics is street talk, nothing more, nothing less. Its notoriety 
stems from a mid-’�0s Oakland school board decision 
recognizing it as a separate language.

Ridiculous? Absolutely. After all, rambling incoherently 
and showing adverse reactions to proper grammar, spelling, 
and pronunciation isn’t a language, it’s an abomination. 
Its legitimization by Oakland was and is a shameful 
attempt to convert illiteracy into a cultural and social asset.  
Trust me – there is nothing cultural about being a dumbass.

Texeira’s quotes are real – just replace the AOLspeak with 
Ebonics. She is convinced that training teachers – already 
beleaguered by low wages, shrinking budgets and a lack of 
authority – to speak ‘hood will draw bored students back.  
She also believes students “learn better when they fully 
comprehend the language they are being taught in.” Except 
Ebonics is the absence of language.

Why are sociologists so brain dead? And why do bureaucrats 
pander to ridiculous trends that never result in solid 
education?

You want to keep retention up in classes that perform poorly? 
I’ve already shared my foolproof plan, but here’s the gist: don’t 
experiment with kids. Stick with the educational standards 
that have stood the test of time – they work for a reason.  
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Knowing basic reading, writing and arithmetic leads to bigger 
things. A teacher can’t teach physics to a kid if they can’t read 
the text or wrap their head around simple mathematical or 
algebraic equations.

If a kid is doing poorly, guess what? Hold them back – he or 
she shouldn’t be passed up because of social stigmas or lazy 
teachers afraid of their failure rate. Is a kid a troublemaker? 
Boot them out of school. You can’t teach or train everyone.  
To think otherwise is foolish.

For students who perform but don’t seem positively enchanted 
with their daily drudgery, well, thank state and federal 
governments for stripping away, bit by bit, the few programs 
that give children cause to smile. Arts, music and electives are 
just as important in the formative years as the fundamentals; 
their fate is more important than a line through a budget.

But rewarding kids for speaking and acting like thugs?  
It’s absurd. Nothing is gained or learned from the experience.  
It simply validates underperformance, as there is no effort to 
learn how to communicate in the real world.

Further in the article, Texeira seems baffled her stupid 
plans don’t meet with universal acclaim. “There are African 
Americans who do not agree with me,” she said. “They say that 
[black students] are lazy and that they need to learn to talk.”

Do I really need to comment?

It blows my mind an organization whose sole job is preparing 
children for adulthood so actively seeks ways to shirk 
its responsibility. I consider education one of, if not the,  
most important thing a society endows upon itself. Teach our 
children well and we don’t just raise a generation of intelligent, 
free-thinking men and women, but we reap the benefits that 
education brings – medical breakthroughs, scientific innovation 
and a wealth of ideas. I also feel that people have a greater sense 
of tolerance and openness to ideas only exposure to knowledge 
can bring.

But enough is enough. Long ago I wrote a position paper 
outlining the need of the state to adopt English as the only 
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recognized language. I understand other languages are spoken 
in California – I don’t live in a vacuum – but for the purposes 
of state forms, courses and education, everything defers to 
English. It’s the standard form of communication in business 
for a reason.

This is not about racism or prejudice. This is about people 
learning to communicate ably and effectively. Students treated 
with intelligence respond in kind.

Ratibu Jacocks disagrees. A member of the Westside Action 
Group, a coalition of black activists, he seems to think wasting 
millions on making classrooms Ebonics-ready is a good thing 
(he also thinks the civil rights movement predates women’s 
suffrage, but that’s another story). “This isn’t a feel-good 
policy. This is the real thing,” he said.

O?! OMG ITS ONLY A MAT3R OF TIEM BFORE UR KIDS 
START TOKNG LIEK BORAD SUBURBAN AOL DIPSHITS MAH 
FREIND!!!!!!!! OMG WTF LMAO

Society is so hosed.



We Don’t  Need Your  
Education

Public education is a mess – and its savior won’t be 
found in the pages of the New Testament.

b

March 28, 2006

���

What was Georgia’s answer to news its public 
education system ranked �0th in the nation? Starting 
up Bible study classes for high school students.1

Yesterday’s legislative endorsement of Senate Bill 79, a bipartisan 
effort creating a series of electives discussing the historical and 
legal aspects of the world’s best-selling book, makes Georgia 
the first state in the union to support Bible education. “I am 
confident that the course[s] will pass constitutional muster,” 
said bill sponsor Senate Majority Leader Tommie Williams 
after his proposal met with widespread approval.

Should the bill find favor with Governor Sonny Perdue, 
the Georgia Board of Education would require that public 
schools offer classes on both the Old and New Testament. 
Distancing themselves from the spiritual aspects of the Bible, 
said legislation is designed to teach about how the scriptures 
redefined law, literature, art, culture, and history. Teachers 
would also be able to reference other religious texts at their 
discretion.

It seems the bill’s authors have been judicious in secularizing a 
class that by its very nature is religious.

“We do have the opportunity to learn about it in church, but it is a 
work of literature,” said Patrick McAllister, a high school junior. 
“We shouldn’t exclude it [from school] just because it’s religious.”

1 “Education State Rankings, 200�-200�.” Morgan Quitno Press, 200�
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Ah, but that’s where you’re wrong. The Bible should be 
excluded for precisely that reason.

Public education does not need an elective course on religion. 
In theory it exists to teach fundamental principles like reading, 
science, and mathematics to children so they can develop a 
better awareness of the world around them. While it’s become 
public record that socialized education is designed to keep 
children docile and subservient to the government,2 the laws of 
this nation establish no prejudice of one religion over another. 
Placing a Bible in a student’s hand does just that.

How can the Bible teach a high school student about the 
law? Do we really need to draw a correlation between the 
Ten Commandments and our modern judicial system? 
Hammurabi’s Code predates any Judaic system of law – why 
not study the ethnoreligious aspects of ancient Mesopotamia?

For that matter, how can the Bible be used as a historical 
reference? Many stories are apocryphal, fantastic or drawn 
from other earlier, oral traditions. Despite what devout 
Christians would have you believe, there is no contemporary 
historical proof that Jesus existed beyond the New Testament, 
non-canonical texts and word of mouth. The Bible is a record 
of faith, re-interpreted and changed over thousands of years to 
fit an orthodox view of Christianity.

There are other issues to consider: Which version of the Bible? 
Which interpretation? Which scholars can be relied upon? 
Which version of Christianity gets top billing?

I don’t have a problem with the above, by the way. Men and 
women around the world enrich their lives by studying the 
Bible and its many layers of meaning. People who adhere to 
the values put forth by Jesus – namely tolerance, love and  
forgiveness – give credit to a lasting faith and religion.  
But Christianity is a deeply personal and wildly inconsistent 
religion, and placing it in a public school not only sets up 
a battle for which flavor is most accepted, it goes against the 
very idea of a society free to pursue whatever belief they choose 
equally.

2 John Taylor Gatto. “The Educational System Was Designed to Keep Us 
Uneducated and Docile.” The Memory Hole, �7 July 200�
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“The chances of being able to teach a constitutionally legal 
Bible class in public schools is going to be very difficult,” said 
Senator Vincent Fort, one of the senators against SB79. “If you 
want your child to learn the Bible, teach it to them yourself, 
take them to Sunday school or have them take the class in 
college.”

Exactly. There are so many other avenues for people to learn 
about what faith does or doesn’t drive them. And there are 
hundreds of books that delve more deeply into the historicity of 
the Bible than any �2 week course could provide.�

My disapproval for this legislation isn’t its progression towards 
state-sponsored religion or theocracy. It’s that our public 
education system is such a mess that it boggles the mind to 
divert funds away from what few core classes exist to what 
amounts to glorified Sunday School.

Classes are overcrowded, with children often sharing 
coursebooks that are old and outdated. Creative outlets such as 
art and music classes continue to fall under the budget axe.

Teacher salaries continue to drop; fewer men and women are 
choosing to become teachers in the first place. Those that do 
find themselves pressured to conform their curriculum around 
faith-based initiatives and other programs that please the Bush 
Administration.� It’s a miserable time to be in school.

So let’s strip money from things that matter for things that 
don’t. Simple as that, right?

Georgia is home to the town that arrogantly charged Halloween 
should never fall on Sunday because Halloween is the day of 
“the devil,” so I’m not surprised public Bible study classes are 
being birthed there. I just don’t understand how any Georgian 
entrusting their children to the state’s care could warm to the 
idea of their son or daughter having an old math primer but a 
new King James.

Bible thumpers of course brush aside any concerns.

� Richard Elliot Friedman. Who Wrote the Bible? 1���.

4 Jason R. Wiles. “The missing link: Arkansas Times, 2� March 2006.
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“To be fearful that this is just going to promote  
something – goodness, as nefarious as Christianity,” said 
Sadie Fields, chairman of the Christian Coalition of Georgia.  
On concerns of proselytizing, “I think [...] their fears are 
baseless.”

Allow me to be the first to call bullshit.



George W. Bush
B

“If this were a dictatorship, it would be a heck of a lot  
easier – just so long I’m the dictator.”  

December 18, 2000



 



Super Karate Monkey Death Car

What happens when you put a drunken  
president and unruly children together in a  

staged teleconference? Hilarity.

B

October 18, 2005

���

The third Jack and Coke kicked in with all the subtlety 
of a knee to the groin.

He was hammered. Lit. Destroyed. He stumbled from room 
to room, tripping over interns and ogling the furniture. 
Occasionally, in his alcohol-fueled haze, he would grab a staffer 
and hurl them down a flight of stairs (he enjoyed the way they’d 
protest half-heartedly when he lifted them over his head).  
What the hell were they going to do? He was the president.

George W. Bush made his way toward the guarded 
videoconference room; outside stood the White House Midget 
dressed in his Mini-Me uniform. (Must be Thursday, Bush 
thought.) “Watch yer step, Stretch!” Bush yelled at the little 
man, laughing uproariously while punching his Lilliputian 
comrade in the shoulder.

Everything was sliding out of focus.

An aide opened the door and Bush stepped through.  
The sight was, as always, impressive. Bleeding-edge 
conferencing technology filled half of the room and cameras and 
lighting equipment were directed toward an ornate mahogany 
Presidential lectern. A massive television screen stood opposite. 
Flags were everywhere. Should any member of the President’s 
staff need visual contact with anyone anywhere in the world, 
this would be the place to do it.
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“Hey!” Bush slurred out at the nearest technician. “You saved 
my SOCOM 3 mission before you set all this crap up, right?!”

“Of course, sir,” came a nearby reply. Bush spun his head;  
he hadn’t been talking to a person, he’d been talking to a 
fountain pen.

“Oh. Good,” he said. “Emememember, our Navy SEALs are 
relyin’ on me to beat that Columbian overlord!”

“Right, sir.”

“Who’s hella tight at war games, techboy?”

“The president.”

“I DIDN’T HEAR YOU!”

“The president!” came the chorus of technicians setting up for 
the conferencing event.

“Damn straight.” Bush slumped into a nearby leather chair and 
waited for White House Press Secretary Scott McClellan to 
head on in.

9

McClellan began briefing the president for his scheduled 
conference.1

“I can barely see,” Bush groaned. “I’m tastin’ aromas and 
smelling sounds.”

“Concentrate, Mr. President. Concentrate,” McClellan replied. 
“We’ve set up this conference so you can speak as an American 
who still believes staying the course in Iraq is the best use of 
our resources and military strength.”

“Why do I always have to make dumb ol’ speeches?!”  
the president whined. “Princess Toadstool never has to give 
speeches when Bowser takes over... “

1 “President Addresses U.S. Troops in Iraq in Video Teleconference.”  
1� October 200�.
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“Sir.”

“It’s all set up, right? These bastards know what I’m gonna ask 
them and they’re gonna behave like good little monkeyboys?”

“Yes, sir.”

“Well, let’s get this rodeo started!”

There’s a phrase people like to use – “poetry in motion.”  
It describes graceful, almost ethereal movements one doesn’t 
expect to see every day.

Scott McClellan was witnessing one just then. Near-comatose 
and staggering, the president tripped over himself and spun 
through the air like a drunken slow-motion Raggedy Andy. 
Twisting, careening out of control – yet never spilling a drop of 
the precious Jack Daniels in his right hand. Bush landed on his 
feet with precision, straightened his tie, set down his cocktail 
and made his way to the podium.

But such finesse breeds insecurity as the president, shaken,  
was about to admit.

“I– I’m not ready for this, Scotty,” he said sullenly. “I can’t 
remember what I’m s’posed to say. Can I get the focus group 
first? They always set me at ease – them and Jesus.”

McClellan signed and walked over to the technicians.  
After a few moments of heated argument some adjustments 
were made. The President looked warmly at the television 
screen as it flickered to life.

Twelve �-year-olds sat slumped on their school’s gymnasium 
bleachers.

“Hey, lil’ partners!” Bush exclaimed. “Got a minute fer Uncle 
Georgie?!”

“NAP TIME FOR JIMMY!” one little boy yelled out.

“UNCLE GEORGIE IS A DOO-DOO!” yelled another.
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“DOO-DOO IS A DOO-DOO!” screamed a third.

Bush’s eyes widened. They’d turned. They’d turned.

“Shut it off!” McClellan hissed. Too late – the damage was 
done. The president relied on the one innocent demographic 
free from his multitude of failures. He had the Play-Doh and 
the Legos and he shared them freely. But it appeared that was 
no longer enough.

“Sir!” McClellan yelled at his shell-shocked Commander-
in-Chief. “It’s a minor setback. We need to get back to our  
A-game!”

Nothing. Just the deadened smirk that had driven millions 
insane.

“Sir! Snap out of it! For God’s sake, they’re little kids, they’ll 
fall asleep in no time!”

“But who woke them up in the first place, Scotty, “ came the 
monotone reply.

Scott no longer had time for games. It was time to cross the 
Rubicon. He picked up Bush’s glass of Jack and slowly poured 
the sweet brown nectar into the Persian carpet. It worked; 
Bush’s eyes zeroed in on the travesty like someone who wasn’t 
self-medicating to kill the pain.

“That was a bold command decision, Scotty,” he said. 
McClellan could hear the gravel in the President’s voice.  
“All right, let’s do this.”

“Excellent, sir. Now, remember, everything about this 
conference has been staged. The troops will introduce 
themselves and answer the pre-determined questions in the 
proper order. Nothing, sir, about this teleconference is real. 
Some of the troops may even be animatronic puppets from the 
Henson labs.”

“Scotty, what if the press gets wind of this? It’s one thing to 
bribe journalists to write favorable columns or produce news 
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segments about our policies, but forcin’ GIs to memorize dialogue? 
Iraq ain’t the Globe Theater, Scotty!”

McClellan took the president by his hand. His skin was soft 
and supple, not the skin one would find on an experienced 
farmhand. “Sir, no one believes a word you say anymore.  
The least we could do is make your staged public appearances 
as staged as possible. We’ll get in a few ‘stay the course’ 
mission statements, congratulate the kids on not dying over in 
the Middle East and promote our rigged Iraqi elections.”

“Then back to SOCOM?”

“Then back to SOCOM.”

“Great,” the president said with a smile. “But what about 
the press? Say they call us on our obvious propo– propa–  
pripo —”

“’Propaganda,’ sir.”

“— propaganda. What’s the plan, Scotty? WHAT’S THE 
PLAN?”

“Simple, sir,” McClellan replied. “Refer the obvious lies to the 
Department of Defense2 and question the patriotism and loyalty 
of any reporter who strays outside party rhetoric.”

“Solid, BRUVA!” And without further ado, the president 
himself tuned in to the one audience he knew he could count 
on. Bush preferred these moments of quiet staged conversation 
over real discussion.� While it was difficult to read the words 
on the prompter at times, pangs of illiteracy were a small price 
to pay to avoid thinking off the top of one’s head.

“I am convinced that when we look back at this time in history, 
those who follow us – whether it be in the armed services or 
in the political process – will say, thank goodness the United 
States of America didn’t lose our nerve or will; that we’ve put 

2 Press Briefing by Scott McClellan, �� October 200�.

� “Bush Teleconference With Soldiers Staged.” Associated Press,  
1� October 200�.
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in motion something that can’t be stopped, and that is the 
march of freedom.

“So I want to thank you for giving me a chance to visit with 
you. You just got to know the American people are proud of 
you. You’ve got tremendous support here at home. And there’s 
nobody more proud of you than I am.

“By the way, you’re in Tikrit, as I understand it, as well. It’s 
kind of an interesting place to be. It’s Saddam’s old stomping 
grounds...”

And then the fourth Jack and Coke kicked in. Smooth 
sailing...



Absent Without Leave

President Bush went AWOL more than �0 years  
ago while serving in the National Guard. Why is it only 

being reported now?

B

February 22, 2004

���

Did George W. Bush go AWOL? Most definitely. 
Instead of serving our country as claimed in his 
autobiography A Charge to Keep, Bush disappeared for 

much of his 1��2-�� posting to the National Guard. A visit to the 
dentist doesn’t change the fact that very few of, if any, Bush’s 
peers remember him, and his plane’s growing obsolescence 
(the F-102 was being phased out of service) doesn’t excuse the 
inability to take a routine physical – a physical that, by the way, 
would show proof of drug use.

Having studied Bush’s character it is hardly surprising he’d 
shirk even the cushiest of military positions. Why submit to 
a regimen of discipline when you can take off and work on 
a senate campaign? Thanks to your well-connected father, 
you’ll never have to worry about a reprimand – who’d give 
a dishonorable discharge to the son of one of the Republican 
elite?

The whole affair is being raised as a stark reminder of Bush’s 
performance as Commander-in-Chief. With a nation weary of 
casualty reports and shrinking public services, painting Bush 
as someone with thirty years of military incompetence must be 
ripe fodder for the Democratic Party. Casting decorated war 
veteran John Kerry as his foil only adds to the drama.

I find it amusing White House Press Secretary Scott 
McClellan would have the temerity to stare at reporters and 
lambaste them for bringing up this topic during an election 
year. Apparently questions about Bush’s military service  
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“have no place in politics and everyone should condemn 
them,” that they “represent the worst of election-year politics.”  
Hah hah hah! What?!

Last I checked, contrasting Bush’s hawkish take on foreign 
affairs with his shoddy ability to participate in them is an 
extremely telling thing, particularly when Bush’s current 
agenda includes widening the War on Terror to Syria and Iran. 
Should we condemn the obvious irony that the leader of the 
military should have been kicked out of the National Guard 
were it not for his parents’ connections?

Opponents of the current administration are jumping on this 
because it’s an important indicator of the moral compass of 
the leader of the United States. Unlike character assassination 
issues such as Howard Dean’s joyous scream, abandoning your 
post, whether it was �0 days or �0 years ago, is of major concern. 
In fact, it makes you a deserter.

However, the heart of this issue is why this wasn’t an issue in 
2000 like it is now?

While rumblings about Bush’s inadequacies as a pilot began as 
early as the 1��0s, the Boston Globe ran an article documenting 
Bush’s record on May 2�, 2000, more than five months before 
election night.1

During 2000, I remembered a lot of smear tactics used against 
Bush’s opponents – John McCain’s family owned slaves in the 
1�th century, Gore invented the Internet, etc. The former has 
no bearing on politics 1�0 years later and the latter is patently 
untrue, but not much was said about Dubya’s grandfather 
aiding and abetting the Nazis.

Finding out in 2000 that Bush failed to report to duty for a year 
would have been a huge campaign issue, one that could have 
crushed Bush’s chances at the presidency while raising the 
spectre of hypocrisy on the failure of children of politicians to 
see combat.

� Walter Robinson. “One-year gap in Bush’s National Guard duty.”  
Boston Globe, 2� May 2000.
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Conversely, during the �992 elections pitting Bill Clinton against 
Bush the Elder, Clinton’s evasion of military duty was a major 
battle point for the Republicans. Clinton’s effectiveness is still 
under fire – the GOP is trying to blame his administration for 
poor Iraq intelligence. 

Why is it good for the goose and not the gander? Because for 
the most part American media is 1) biased towards the right, 
and 2) completely incapable of reporting real news if it might 
ruffle any feathers.

Thanks to government deregulation, right-wing supporters 
like mogul-cum-citizen Rupert Murdoch own a huge number 
of television stations and newspapers around the world.  
Not surprisingly, every one of these media outlets trumpets 
a pro-Bush stance in the realm of world affairs. And other 
media giants like Viacom and AOL Time Warner don’t want 
to piss off those in power since their ability to absorb even 
more of the nation’s culture and individuality is precipitated 
by FCC Chairman Michael Powell, son of Colin, Bush’s 
wingman. Why do something wild like report news of genuine 
controversy when there are profits to be made at the expense of 
the collective American intellect?

The only reason Bush’s foibles is coming to light now are 
because it’s simply impossible to avoid talking about it.  
Like the war in Iraq, one can’t dismiss the disastrous 
consequences any longer. The independent and foreign press 
have been reporting these topics for years. People eventually 
wake up and wonder why things are the way they are.  
Staring at the rising costs of war and the hatred the world has 
for American policy, even the most jaded supporter realizes 
something is wrong.

So while I smile every time I see McClellan’s oversized head 
puff and swell when he’s brought to task by people finally 
doing their job, it’s still too little too late. Where were the news 
items slamming the war, denouncing policy and condemning 
the president for his monstrous stupidity when it was 
relevant? Op-ed pieces written in February of 200� decrying 
war do little good now; they would be far better served to 
the public in March of 200� when they might have mattered.  
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Covering Bush’s military malfeasance now that it’s popular is 
pretty disingenuous.

Report that the president lied. He lied to start a war.  
Because of his lies, over �00 Americans are dead. Haven’t 
people been impeached for less?



An Open Letter to  
George W. Bush

Balking at doing hard work? Mr. President,  
remove the plank from your eye before talking  

about the sliver in mine.

B

May 3, 2005

���

Dear President Bush,

Thank you for another rare press conference last Thursday 
night. While it’s always important for the President of 
the United States to feign interest in his constituents,  
the added bonus of knocking Joey, The O.C. and Jennifer 
Wilbanks from primetime television – if only for an hour – 
brought a smile to my face.

Was I surprised that you came to us once again with doomsday 
scenarios and economic revelations that were likely borne on 
the back of an Arby’s napkin by a drunken crayon? Hardly!  
I not only expect them, I encourage them. 

And you certainly didn’t disappoint; not content to merely 
frighten the people with vague and dire warnings of the 
collapsing Social Security system, you’ve also managed to 
proclaim that the salvation of the economy rests entirely on 
– ready for this? – lowering gas prices.

“I am concerned about the economy because our small business 
owners and families are paying higher prices at the gas pump,” 
you said the other night. Your solution? “In the near-term, we 
will continue to encourage oil producing nations to maximize 
their production. Here at home, we’ll protect consumers. 
There will be no price gouging at gas pumps in America.”
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If that’s the case, how is it Occidental, Exxon, British 
Petroleum, Shell and Unocal are all reporting record net profits 
since fuel prices have risen above $�.00 a gallon stateside? 
These profits aren’t tied to the rising cost of purchasing and 
transporting the oil around the world, otherwise they’d be a 
part of ordinary operating costs. If all of these companies 
are smarting from the rising cost of crude around the globe,  
how else are they able to enjoy such financial rewards? By using 
this “crisis” to hit people at the pump.

A crisis that has come from several factors. First and foremost, 
the dollar continues to slide as a unit of purchasing power.  
It takes more US dollars to buy oil abroad because it’s 
worth less on the currency exchange. Why? Well, it may 
primarily be because we no longer produce anything anyone 
wants to buy (thanks to trade agreements you support like  
CAFTA – “it’ll help strengthen the neighborhood,”  
remember?), but I like to think our foreign policy of 
unilateral aggression and intolerance helped play a role in 
that, too. Venezuela’s Hugo Chavez is so fed up with your 
administration’s posturing that he’s threatened to cut all crude 
exports to the United States.1

That would seem to put a crimp in your plan to encourage 
production upgrades, Mr. President. The realization, 
however, that many foreign nations are already operating at  
near-maximum efficiency is far worse. There’s potentially 
a finite amount of oil in the Middle East, and the Saudis and 
Iranians are facing that inevitable down slope of output. If this 
is the case, your near-term goals are useless. There’s not enough 
oil to meet demand, period. As for protecting consumers?  
Please, George, don’t make me blush.

Do you truly think an amorphous energy bill will start to solve 
a problem of petroleum dependency we’ve had for decades? 
Yes, funding technology that bypasses that need is wise and 
necessary, except such funding never leads anywhere.

There are already self-sustaining power plants that take 
refuse and biomass and convert it to usable base elements and 
petroleum. This technology exists here in the United States 

1 Raymond Colitt. “US warns on Venezuela weapons plans.” Financial 
Times, 2� March 200�.
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today. Why not spend the $�� billion you’ve allocated towards 
blowing up Iraqis in the name of freedom on mass-producing 
these plants? They cut down on waste, produce a necessity and 
make the nation a cleaner place to be.

Better yet, repeal ridiculous laws prohibiting nuclear waste 
refinement. We could drastically reduce our stockpile of 
nuclear waste just by refining radioactive elements and pressing 
them back into service. Is there a potential for weapons-grade 
materials from the process? Absolutely – but since you’re 
looking to build up our nuclear arsenal some more, everybody 
wins.

You say people are “balking at doing hard work?” The people 
are busting their asses, Mr. President. It’s up to you to look past 
your self-serving oil interests and recognize those possibilities.

Your statement about how this bill would, had it been ratified 
ten years ago, solve all of our problems sums up your position on 
energy reform quite nicely. If you’d truly cared, the bill would 
have been on your desk in 2001 as one of your incoming goals. 
It wasn’t. Don’t try to blame the Clinton era for shortcomings 
you yourself were unwilling to overcome.

As for Social Security, Mr. President, I’ve mentioned your 
plan before. I think it’s a bad idea, and your thoughts the other 
night did little to sway my opinion. However, your proposals 
planted the germ in my mind I think you want every American 
thinking – why do I need Social Security?

With �01(k) programs having supplanted the security of a 
pension, it was only a matter of time before Social Security 
took a government-sponsored hit. Now you’re saying that 
the private Wall Street-backed plan is entirely voluntary, and 
that if we want to stay in the old plan it’s at our discretion.  
Great. So if I can choose that I want my money to go into the 
shake n’ bake Bizarro world of the stock market, why can’t I 
elect to forgo Social Security altogether?

Ay, there’s the rub, sir. In your own words last week, “you pay 
into the system through your payroll taxes, and the government 
spends it. It spends the money on the current retirees, and 
with the money left over, it funds other government programs. 
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And all that’s left behind is file cabinets full of IOUs.” In other 
words, you want to give us the illusion we have control over 
our money and our destiny, but the government still wants 
to hold onto that cash and spend it like crazy on foreign wars,  
empire-building and illegal kickbacks.

The entire insolvency issue of Social Security would not be an 
issue if the federal government hadn’t seen fit to steal from it 
like a child steals from a penny jar. Bit by bit the fund has been 
eroded to pay for pet projects, cut taxes and balance the budget. 
Former Senator Ernest “Fritz” Hollings said as such in 1���:

“What we’ve been doing, Mr. Chairman  
[Alan Greenspan], in all reality, is taken a hundred billion 
out of the Social Security Trust Fund, transferring it over 
to the spending column, and spending it. Our friends to 
the left here are getting their tax cuts, we’re getting our 
spending increases, and hollering surplus, surplus, and 
balanced budget, and balanced budget plans when we 
continue to spend a hundred billion more than we take in.”

So you’re absolutely right, Mr. President. The cupboard is bare, 
filled only with empty promises of solvency. Changing how the 
incoming Social Security money is managed from here on out 
doesn’t help replace the hundreds of billions casually spent on 
everything it was not meant for. I understand you didn’t start 
the problem, but your continued overspending doesn’t help.

That may be why there’s a $��0 billion discrepancy in income 
tax revenues. See, the people you piss off and lie to over No 
Child Left Behind (from active military recruitment, you 
mean), troop armament, weapons of mass destruction and 
infrastructure are simply tired of giving the government 
money and watching it go straight down the tube. The states 
are broke, the roads and schools are under funded, but foreign 
countries get our billions and the destruction of the Middle 
East continues unabated. People don’t like to pay for illegal 
wars, George. They don’t like you. And they elect not to pay 
for your high crimes and misdemeanors.

You say you want to listen to the people and be responsive 
to them yet balk at polls suggesting Americans are sick of 
being in Iraq, or that your Social Security doomsday scenarios 
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are ineffective. Lord knows you didn’t care that people 
overwhelming disagreed with your stance on Terry Schiavo.

So little by little the people are making their move against you. 
They fight your plans for Social “reform,” they refuse to pay 
taxes (considering the IRS and the government can’t even 
provide proof a federal income tax is constitutional, I’d hardly 
call this civil disobedience), they ignore your hollow words on 
the looming energy crisis.

You’re losing steam with every false promise about Iraq and its 
burgeoning democracy. Your talking points are barely making 
it past your tongue.

Best of all, you might be starting to realize it.

I’ll stop now, because the person reading this to you might be 
getting tired. But as a friend once said, “You’re a simple man. 
A predictable man that goes through a series of mechanisms 
that he believes are complex and interesting. You hold no truth 
other than the ones you’ve twisted in your own mind to justify 
your unsophisticated actions hidden behind two dollar words.”

Have a good night, Mr. President. God bless America.
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Ret-conned:  
How Bush Stopped Al Qaeda!

Bush retconning a terrorist attack in 2002 Los Angeles is 
nothing. I did the same thing to 1��� Hill Valley.

B

February 14, 2006

���

Midnight came quickly for Marty.

He sat at the edge of his bed and, alone with his thoughts, 
wondered what the night would bring. The call had come 
earlier that day; he was needed. And despite his reservations, 
Marty honored his obligations.

His story was simple: a childhood of lower-class yearning,  
a failure at school, a disappointment to his parents. Rebellious, 
it was no suprise that he latched on to an eccentric with wild 
ideas and even wilder causes.

People hated Marty’s new friend and frequently took him aside 
to warn of his “dangerous” ideologies of hate. “He’s a real nut 
case,” they spat. “Hang around with him and you are going to 
end up in big trouble.” Marty cared little, choosing to roam 
the streets running errands and doing favors. He seldom asked 
questions; he learned long ago that the answers were never 
worth it.

But tonight was different. Tonight he was going to assist in a 
radical experiment. He’d never engendered this level of trust 
before, and even though it required breaking the law and 
heading out on foot to a destination miles away, he did so.

After all, the Doc needed him.
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9

Insanity had long been an adjective associated with the Doc. 
Associates shunned him, neighbors feared him. Tonight, 
though, years of careful planning would pay off. The world 
would never be the same.

He had arranged a connection with the Libyans months before. 
They wanted a bomb and he was happy to oblige them – all that 
was needed was the plutonium. Not the weapons-grade kind 
world leaders raged against during their weekly posturing, no. 
Enriched uranium suitable for a power plant would be more 
than adequate to get the job done. He’d made it happen – and 
he’d kept a little for himself in the process.

Any destruction tonight would be tightly controlled. And even 
though Allah revered all life, the doctor would subject his dog 
to the ultimate test first. Nothing could be left to chance.

9

The surveillance device was working perfectly – and the 
conversation overheard was unbelievable.

“Uh, plutonium? Wait a minute – are you telling me that this 
sucker’s nuclear?”

“No no no no, this sucker’s electrical. But I need a nuclear reaction 
to generate the one-point-twenty-one gigawatts of electricity that  
I need.”

“You don’t just walk into a store and ask for plutonium. Did you rip 
this off?”

The reply was frank. “Of course. From a group of Libyan 
Nationalists. They wanted me to build them a bomb, so I took their 
plutonium and —”

Static filled the surveillance team’s ears. “Get it back! What did 
he say?!” Team Leader yelled. He pounded on the transceiver 
until dialogue crackled to life again.

“Let’s get you into a radiation suit, we must prepare to reload.”
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Team Leader’s eyes widened as he whispered into his headset. 
“My God. Delta formation, move to strike immediately.”

9

“Watch this. Not me, the car, the car.”

Marty stood in the middle of the parking lot as Doc’s 
experiment roared toward them. A remote controlled car?   
he thought to himself. 

The car sped up. Marty blanched but Doc held him fast. You’re 
a part of this until the end, his grip said.

The car beared down on them, racing, speeding. Smoke poured 
from the car. This is the end, Marty thought. My only friend, the 
end.

The ensuing explosion rattled windows in a two-mile radius. A 
huge release of energy, light and sound. Fire, devastation, fear, 
yet Doc’s reaction was to jump around and yell in excitement. 
And why not? His plan was a success. A success Marty realized 
he could not be a part of anymore.

Unfortunately, that was the precise moment Doc’s Libyan 
benefactors decided they wanted the excess plutonium for their 
own political agenda.

9

Team Leader’s jaw went slack. “Libyans! Get in there and 
mop up now!”

He shut off the intercom and raced towards the source of 
the gunfire, panting and gasping for air in his mad dash. He 
grabbed for his courage and slammed open the door with his 
shoulder. He’d found the serpent’s nest.

Inside the room lay two young women, completely oblivious 
to the danger around them. “Barbara, Jenna, for God’s sake get 
dressed! Al Qaeda is nearby!”
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The brunette turned to Team Leader in revulsion.  
“Daddy, what are you talking about? We’re watching Back to 
the Future on TBS.”

“The Superstation?!”

“Daddy,” the blonde said, “you do know that television isn’t 
real, right?” She looked the President of the United States up 
and down. “Daddy, have you been drinking again?”

And George W. Bush quickly tucked his bottle of Jack Daniels 
under his arm and walked out of his daughter’s room, chagrined 
but confident his eavesdropping had foiled another attack on 
American freedom.

9

People twist the truth all the time. It’s how a light-hearted 
comedy can morph into something out of a training film for 
terrorists, or how President Bush can pluck an Al Qaeda bust 
in 2002 from the ether. Does he honestly expect us to believe 
his sordid affair of spying on fellow Americans netted anything 
besides confidental  business information?

I would imagine that, had his intrusion into American privacy 
uncovered a terror plot four years ago, it would have made 
front page news immediately instead of sitting on the back 
burner. Why is it that we’re just now hearing about a threat 
to downtown L.A.’s beautiful Library – not Liberty – Tower? 
Could it be because the terror attack is as fictional as Marty 
McFly’s foray into 1��� Hill Valley?

While both stories are hilarious when put in their proper 
context, assurances that wiretapping and listening for phone 
calls from Al Qaeda did anything except benefit the war on 
America’s psyche is a story fit for a Hollywood film. A film 
like, perhaps, Wag the Dog. Check it out – it did what few could 
only hope to achieve in terms of mopping up a scandal.

And next time, try to remember this: terrorists aren’t using the 
Internet or land lines to pass the booga booga. They are, after 
all, much smarter than that.



A Clear Path to Victory

President Bush will ask more of Americans in tonight’s 
speech. Haven’t we sacrificed enough?

B

June 28, 2005

���

George W. Bush loves it when you agree with Rickey 
LeBlanc.

LeBlanc, a 28-year-old truck driver, feels the United States’ 
conquest of Iraq shouldn’t end just because a bunch of Iraqis 
are killing American soldiers and demanding an end to the 
occupation. “You can’t go over there and say ‘Saddam’s gone. 
Here’s your country. Have a nice day,’” he said in a recent 
interview. “You don’t have people there who know how to run 
a government.”

Finally! Ignorance so thick you can beat your head against it in 
frustration.

It’s unbelievable that Bush’s simplistic “stay the course” 
message is still accepted by American citizens. Yet there it is. 
We live in a United States ruled by fear, paranoia, and religious 
intolerance. Stupidity is rewarded, knowledge is punished. 
Sentiments like LeBlanc’s reach far and wide – people really do 
think Iraqis are incapable of self-governance.

Bush is banking on that arrogance as he addresses the nation 
tonight. Rather than admit wrong or express contrition over 
values lost and lives wasted, the president will say there is a 
“clear path to victory” despite all evidence to the contrary – and 
only American resolve can bring that to fruition.
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According to White House spokesman Scott McClellan, 
said resolve means no change whatsoever in current military 
operations. “The terrorists have inflicted great suffering,”  
Mr. McClellan said in a press conference Monday.  
“There have been tremendous sacrifices. But the cause for 
which we are in Iraq is an important one, and there is great 
progress being made on the ground.” He has also confided that 
Bush will ignore concern for the welfare of American soldiers 
abroad because we have to finish what we started.1

How is this any different from Bush’s prior speeches? The 
man has shown himself incapable of admitting error, that 
every action he’s ever pursued has been right and true. It’s 
a detachment from reality that staggers the mind. Since 
McClellan has already stated Bush will promote the same tired 
line – things are going well, we’re bringing democracy, freedom 
is doubleplusgood, etc. – is there even a need to watch Bush as 
he bulldozes through prime time this evening? Nope!

Therefore I have a few suggestions for the time you’d otherwise 
waste sitting and listening to a retarded chimp babble endlessly 
about his delusions and how happy they make the toilet gnomes 
in the Lincoln bedroom. Just because vote fraud installed this 
imbecile as our leader doesn’t mean we need to spoil an evening 
hearing about it. Hell, even the networks agree with me on this 
one.

9

Better Things to Do With Your Time

Quit caring about the flag. Last week the House of 
Representatives got bored with shutting Jim Conyers 
out of the facilities and decided to draft up another Flag 
Burning Amendment. Who cares? Let the flag burn.  
It’s not a matter of freedom of expression or speech; it’s a 
matter of common sense. Instilling a symbol like a flag with 
rights is absurd. Drafting legislation over and over again 
to keep people from desecrating something innocuous is a 
waste of time. Note to protestors: even if it does become 
a constitutional amendment (along with gay-marriage 

� Richard Stevenson. “Bush to Tell Why He Sees a ‘Clear Path to Victory’.” 
New York Times, 28 June 200�.

1.
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bans and abortion restrictions), so what? The only flag 
Americans should care about is the original Gadsden flag, 
not our current tribute to imperialism.
Protest eminent domain laws. Apparently the Supreme Court 
no longer feels it’s fair for people to own property.2 Do you 
like the idea of your home being plucked away from you at 
“fair market value” because a wealthy land developer wants 
to build high-density housing, or a lucrative commercial 
center? Probably not – but that’s what can happen now if 
it’s seen to be in the “public interest.” Who defines what 
interests best serve the public? More important, why are 
people complacent enough to accept eminent domain laws 
in the first place?� The Declaration of Independence was 
originally written to say “life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
property.” Waiving away fundamental rights with a shrug 
may be old hat for the Constitution, but dismantling the 
very document that spelled the birth of our nation is even 
more troubling.
Educate yourself on the Bush Administration’s lies. Did you 
know that the federal government has admitted to torturing 
people at Guantanamo Bay and Abu Ghraib? Or that the 
British government does not question the authenticity 
of the Downing Street Minutes? Or that, contrary to 
what is reported, upwards of 10,000 American soldiers 
have been killed since operations commenced in 2002? 
Did you know that operations even commenced in 2002? 
The lies are staggering – and the list continues to grow. 
Read up on them; educate yourselves and your friends.  
Contrary to what polls would lead you to believe, the 
president’s approval rating is extremely low, and anger 
at being led into war over lies is rising. Spending time on 
issues of actual importance makes you a more aware, active 
citizen.
Renew your passport and move. The United States is heading 
into the toilet. If the president is going to go on camera, 
ignore all the evidence and fly in the face of reason,  
it doesn’t take crumbling infrastructure, lower education, 
rising taxes and free trade agreements to prove Pax 
Americana is long over. Cut your losses, sell your house 
before the bubble bursts and get to a place where you 

2 Jeff Jacoby. “Eminent injustice in New London.” Boston Globe, �6 June 200�.

� Frank Speiser. “Imminent Eminent Domain: Paying Tribute in Collectivist 
Society.” 28 June 200�.

2.

3.

4.
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don’t work �0 hours a week just to provide for your family.  
We don’t have to live like this.
Revolt. It’s happened before, it can happen again.  
Don’t wait for a Hollywood hero to save you.

Better yet, spend some time with friends and loved ones.  
Just stay away from the television. Reality TV like Bush’s 
speech will only give you a headache.

5.



My Super Sweet Sixty!

Ever get the feeling President Bush’s antics are best 
reserved for the brats populating MTV’s reality shows?

B

August 1, 2006

���

“I have a Nintendo.1 Cheney doesn’t. Advantage: Dubya.”

The crowd roared with delight as President Bush 
shot his hands into the air. In them was something  
glorious – a new Nintendo DS Lite, fresh from its 

box, smelling slightly of packing foam and dreams made real. 
“Look!” he continued. “The Japs even gave me some brain 
game that’s gonna make me smarter!”

Excitement reached a fevered pitch. Fellow politicians engaged 
in a mosh-pit of policy-making while lobbyists with frosted 
tips and soul patches began stomping the floor in adulation.  
Between the wild screams one could hear the madding crowd 
exclaim their jealousy – even though the party was for an 
obnoxious oaf whose popularity was based entirely on his 
family’s material wealth.

Not that it mattered. As one partygoer screamed to another: 
“Holy s—! George is throwing the party of the year!”

And as if on cue, John Fogerty took the stage and began playing 
“Centerfield.”

Sweet sixty
Gonna spread my wings

Sweet sixty
It’s my chance to shine

� “Nintendo Gifts DS Lite to President Bush.” Kotaku.com, � July 2006.
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Sweet sixty
Discovering
Sweet sixty

So much more to life
Sweet Sixty!

9

The Oval Office. July 3.

“My name is George W. Bush and I’m having my Sweet 
Sixteen!” A pause. “Wait, can we do that again? I’m not  
sixteen – am I?”

The President of the United States reached off camera and 
pulled his only friend close to him. Jack was a strong and 
seductive force in his life and Bush didn’t like to be without 
him any longer than was necessary. And even though every 
third word was already a slurred mess, Jack was definitely 
necessary now – particularly since the room was spinning and 
the flying turtles were everywhere.

“So I’m sixty and I’m having a party,” Bush continued.  
“I figure, what the hell, right? It’s not like I don’t deserve it.”

“Deserve, Mr. President?” the interviewer asked.

“Right!” he managed. “I mean, I’ve coasted through life 
as a sponge and a failure – doesn’t that merit some kind of 
extravagant reward?”

“Not particularly, sir – sir? Are you trying to sleep? Your eyes 
are closed.”

“I’LL HAVE YOU KNOW I’VE BEEN SOBER FOR 
OVER TWENTY YEARS.”

“No one was suggesting that you were drinking —”

“Quit when I was forty. And that was in the twentieth century.”

“Right, now about the party —”
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“I thought I told you – get the damn flying turtles out of here.  
I AM NOT KING KOOPA!”

9

The White House Rose Garden. July 4.

“All right, sorry about yesterday,” Bush enthused as he 
took a seat on a nearby bench. “Super Mario just gives me 
nightmares...”

A series of fireworks could be heard in the distance. “Pretty 
neat that today’s Independence Day, isn’t it?” he asked.  
“I could’ve been born on the Fourth of July – just didn’t feel 
like comin’ out.”

“A shame,” the interviewer laughed. “But let’s talk about the 
party. Pretty fancy celebration, eh? The American people must 
really love you!”

Bush snorted in laughter. “Pfft! The electorate is totally out 
of touch, are you kidding me? They think they’re the greatest 
because they let me run around with all their money but they 
aren’t. You really think this is about love? They’re paying 
through the nose so their spoiled do-nothing ‘leader’ can have a 
brief spike in popularity. That sound like love to you?

“But you better believe I’ll bitch n’ moan like there’s no 
tomorrow if they try an’ exert any level of discipline against 
me, y’know? Or did you forget about the illegal wiretaps and 
wars? Man did I raise a stink!”

The interviewer pressed on. “But the party —“

“The party will be fabulous,” Bush countered. “My people let 
me do whatever I want. It’s easier for them to just give in than 
to take any kind of stand. Nobody wants to be held accountable 
for anything – it’s the American way!”

“But does that really make you happy? Running through 
your benefactors’ billions and complaining about it the entire 
time? Do you really think that’ll buy you the happiness you’re 
looking for?”
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“Hey,” Bush snapped. “I’m the most hated man on the planet. 
Can’t a brutha buy hisself some love for a few hours?”

“Not when you consider that there are poor people in this 
country without a decent meal, home, or education.”

Bush scoffed. “Nothing’s better than blowing money on a gala 
event that benefits no one.”

“But do you really think we should be wasting money on 
arming the Middle East and — “

“Can we stop talking about Holla-bollah and start talking about 
the catering?”

9

The East Room. July 6.

The party in full swing, sycophants offered forth tribute:

“The amount of money the people spent on this – it’s 
unbelievable!”

“Who needs educating our young or rebuilding our 
economy when we can blow up a bunch of crap all over 
the place?”

“The President loves being spoiled by his rich Congress! 
And they love giving him whatever he wants – even if it 
violates our Constitutional rights!”

After John Fogerty left the stage, Bush returned to the mic. 
“Thanks y’all for coming out and celebrating the waste that is 
this administration! And hell, you don’t like it, there’s always 
a No Speech – er, Free Speech – Zone two or three miles from 
here!”

A nearby waiter stood transfixed by the sheer excess.  
“The president spending all this money on himself and his 
selfish whims is like one of those ugly and unpopular ��-year-
old brats on MTV who runs through $200,000 to celebrate 
their 1�th birthday. Self-absorbed, friendless and completely out 
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of touch – except he’s not playing with daddy’s pursestrings,  
he’s playing with the world. If reality ever smacks him I don’t 
know what he’ll do. He certainly won’t be able to cope.

“At least not without a bottle.”

A scream erupted as the president flew past the waiter. “I 
AM NOT KING KOOPA! I AM NOT KING KOOPA!” 
he yelled as Secret Service rushed him from the throngs of 
onlookers.

“What happened?” one asked.

“Dunno, said another. “The Nintendo people brought out a 
Mario cartridge for his Game Boy, and all hell broke loose!”





9
Epilogue

���

History records Martin Luther as a savior of 
Christianity. Concerned with the well-being of the 
Catholic Church and its policy of granting forgiveness 

through indulgence rather than penance, Luther posted his  
�� Theses on the doors of the Castle Church in Wittenberg 
– and ushered in an era of Protestant reformation.

Yet like much of history, Luther’s actions were neither 
cinematic nor groundbreaking. The choice of location for 
distributing his message was not one of contempt; rather,  
the door of a 1�th-century church was often used as a 
community bulletin board. And the message itself encapsulated 
feelings many of his peers already had about the corruption of 
Christ’s teachings.

Why then the veneration? Because Luther took an intelligent 
look at an issue of deep significance to him, questioned 
it logically, and, when ignored by those damaged by his 
accusations, voiced his concerns in public using grassroots 
methods and local support.

Make no mistake, Martin Luther was a promoter, one of the 
most successful in history. Instead of pimping timeshares or 
the hillbilly antics of a pro wrestler, however, Luther pushed 
reform on one of the most powerful organizations the world 
has ever seen – and lived to talk about it. He was no superhero, 
just a man like any other who stood by the strength of his 
convictions.
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Some might think we’re beyond the savagery of the Middle 
Ages, that we’ve progressed in the ��0 years since Luther 
declared the Church in violation of its duties. I won’t argue 
against advancement while I live in a comfortable home, free 
from worry about food or cold. But many of the basic woes of 
civilization still exist, not far from the surface.

Illiteracy. Famine. Ignorance. And these pale in comparison to 
the constant tug of war between latter-day serfs and nobility. 
This is a time of increasing religious and civic strife, where 
the average American is unable to locate the nations their 
government invades on a map and politicians advocate racism 
and bigotry as part of their campaign platform.

Is Afghanistan different than the holy wars of antiquity? Is the 
search for banned weapons in Iraq any more fanciful than the 
quest for Prester John? History repeats itself. And that means 
one person with passion, dedication, and a sound mind can 
effect real change in a society consumed by madness.

It is time for reformation throughout the United States,  
a political and moral revival akin to what our forefathers saw 
when they declared independence from the British Empire. 
Instead of wasting money fighting the wars of King John 
or George W., we can rebuild our lands and industry and 
give people a solid education. Instead of ruling by fear and 
intimidation, our government can serve its people. And it can 
start with you.

That’s my final message: be a Martin Luther. I’m not asking 
you to split a major religion in half or curry favors with 
neighboring fiefdoms, but look at things with a critical eye and 
judge stories and people on your own observations and not the 
propaganda. Most important, live unafraid to speak the truth. 
We were given minds to think and a Constitution to protect 
these essential rights.

If you find yourself a religious man at odds with the clergy, you 
are not alone. Organized religion tends to corrupt the messages 
of peace and tolerance at their foundation, and even Martin 
Luther had his grievances with the pro-war sermons aimed at 
his contemporaries. Church and public leaders routinely use the 
pulpit in negative ways, excommunicating based on sexuality, 
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race, even political affiliation. Want change? Let others know 
it. As we’ve seen, this strategy has worked in the past.

Likewise, there’s no reason to continue the subversion of our 
government. Honest men and women want to salvage our 
liberties and restore honor to this broken republic – all it takes 
is the courage to look beyond pre-packaged candidates who 
speak in sound bites and rarely have our interests at heart.  
Men like Congressman Ron Paul (R-TX) are in the running 
because they represent what America can be – strong, self-
reliant, and open to trade and work with any foreign nation 
that wants to deal with us.

I’ve said these things for four years because I believe in 
them. I believe in a strong America governed by fairness and 
acceptance, a belief I hope we all share. If so, let’s continue to 
use whatever means are at our disposal to better this world. 
The 21st century equivalent of a church door – the Internet – is 
a fine way to express our displeasure.

One voice can reverberate through society and wake people 
from their slumber. One fact can cause a man to question 
his life. One question can change everything. All it takes is 
conviction.

October �1, 1�1� marks the day Martin Luther approached the 
church with both his theses and the demand they stop peddling 
salvation through tchotchkes. They ignored him (you don’t 
build St. Peter’s Basilica with dreams, you know). And the 
Church paid the price. Some might say they still are.

Until Martin Luther, people felt it perfectly acceptable to pay 
to worship graven images for a shorter sentence in Purgatory. 
We look on those people and laugh at their naiveté. What will 
our descendants think, however, when they read up on history 
and see we believed Muslims wanted to destroy the United 
States because of our “freedom,” or that televangelists will die 
unless we give them millions to build their media empires?

They’ll have to bite their tongues.

As long as those in power think they have the upper hand, 
either through intimidation or apathy, they win. Take a page 



from Martin Luther’s book and rewrite society. Don’t be 
cinematic. Don’t be groundbreaking. Just push people in the 
right direction.

Reformation begins with you.



The text of 
this book was set 

in 11-point Franklin 
Caslon, a typeface faithfully 

reproduced from Benjamin 
Franklin’s printing office circa 1750.  

As Franklin’s wit, passion, and revolutionary 
way of life served as inspiration for this author, 

it seemed fitting to mimic the printing conditions 
of his workshop. Handmade paper, textured 

surfaces, and handmade inks were utilized 
for each impression. By digitizing the 

printed type in its real-life state, an 
authentic look of Franklin’s 

actual work is achieved, 
and his brand  

of patriotsism 
lives on.
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